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Extending Relevancer for
Detailed Analysis of Big Tweet
Data Sets
INFINITI
P01 WP01 VP53 Extending Relevancer
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Prof. Antal van den Bosch
Researchers: Jurjen Wagemaker(Floodtags), Ali
Hürriyetoglu (Radboud University)
Partner(s): Floodtags, Radboud University
Motivational statement
FloodTags supports organisations in using online media for
better water and disaster management. With Relevancer,
clients can now generate user-customized filters for any
water-related topic they are interested in. With usercustomized filters, FloodTags is more valuable for
customers.FloodTags supports organisations in using
online media for better water and disaster management.
With Relevancer, clients can now generate usercustomized filters for any water-related topic they are
interested in. With user-customized filters, FloodTags is
more valuable for customers.
Scientific topic: Physical User Interaction Styles
Societal topic: Health & Well-being / Future Internet
Short description
The arguably lifesaving nature of online media data has not
gone unrecognised by humanitarian actors. However,
typical for the sector are its current manual, small-scale
and unsystematic searches of social media. Hence, the idea
was proposed to use technology to more efficiently and
effectively capture key information. In this project we
developed and applied a method in which users can create
new customised filters by following or adapting the
suggestions of an interactive, actively-learning supervised
machine learning process. The result is immediately
applicable in the software FloodTags, helping water and
disaster managers to monitor and respond to floods
worldwide.
Lessons learned
Especially the interaction of the end user was highly valued
in the cases where we applied the method. Local expert
users bring in their field knowledge through the supervised
learning process, which stimulates a strong sense of
ownership of the tool.
SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Detecting relevant and actionable subsets of tweets in the
massive amount of Twitter data is a challenge in the

context of natural disasters. We must quickly understand
what information is available, specify what is relevant,
apply this knowledge of what is relevant to new tweets,
and update our models as the event progresses. Meeting
these requirements in a single coherent solution
What is your application?
The application is called “Relevancer” and can be used to
create customized filters for given Twitter content, on any
topic of interest. The user is requested to upload the set of
data a filter is needed for, and next through a process of
semi- supervised learning, the user preprocesses and
annotates the data according to his or her best knowledge.
Finally the user can download the resulting filter.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
We published results of our research at various national
and international scientific conferences as oral and poster
presentations. The complete information about these
presentations is provided below.
Hürriyetoğlu, A., Wagemaker, J., Türkay, E., van den Bosch,
A., Oostdijk, N., Başar, M. E., (2016a). Relevancer: Finding
and Labelling the Structure in a Tweet Set.
ICT.OPEN2016, Amersfoort, Netherlands, March 22-23.
Hürriyetoglu, A., Gudehus C., Oostdijk, N. H. J., & van den
Bosch, A. P. J. (2016a). Relevance. Hürriyetoglu, A.,
Wagemaker J., Oostdijk, N. H. J., & van den Bosch, A. P. J.
(2016b). Analysing the Role of Key Term Inflections in
Knowledge Discovery on Twitter. In Proceedings of the 2st
International Workshop on Knowledge Discovery on the
WEB. Cagliari, Italy, September 8-10, 2016.r: Finding and
Labelling Relevant Information in Tweet Collections. In
International Conference on Social Informatics (pp. 1-15).
Springer International Publishing. LINK:
http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-31947874- 6_15 Hürriyetoglu, A., van den Bosch, A., &
Oostdijk, N. (2016c). Using Relevancer to Detect Relevant
Tweets: The Nepal Earthquake Case. Working notes of FIRE
2016 - Forum for Information Retrieval Evaluation, Kolkata,
India, December 7-10, 2016. Url: http://ceur-ws.org/Vol1737/T2-6.pdf.
Valorisation output
We published results of our research at various national
and international scientific conferences as oral and poster
presentations. The complete information about these
presentations is provided below. Hürriyetoğlu, A.,
Wagemaker, J., Türkay, E., van den Bosch, A., Oostdijk, N.,
Başar, M. E., (2016a). Relevancer: Finding and Labelling the
Structure in a Tweet Set.
ICT.OPEN2016, Amersfoort, Netherlands, March 22-23.
Hürriyetoglu, A., Gudehus C., Oostdijk, N. H. J., & van den
Bosch, A. P. J. (2016a). Relevance. Hürriyetoglu, A.,
Wagemaker J., Oostdijk, N. H. J., & van den Bosch, A. P. J.
(2016b). Analysing the Role of Key Term Inflections in
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Knowledge Discovery on Twitter. In Proceedings of the 2st
International Workshop on Knowledge Discovery on the
WEB. Cagliari, Italy, September 8-10, 2016.r: Finding and
Labelling Relevant Information in Tweet Collections. In
International Conference on Social Informatics (pp. 1-15).
Springer
International
Publishing.
LINK:
http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-31947874- 6_15 Hürriyetoglu, A., van den Bosch, A., &
Oostdijk, N. (2016c). Using Relevancer to Detect Relevant
Tweets: The Nepal Earthquake Case. Working notes of FIRE
2016 - Forum for Information Retrieval Evaluation, Kolkata,
India, December 7-10, 2016. Url: http://ceur-ws.org/Vol1737/T2-6.pdf.
International
The Relevancer project operates in an international
context and our communication is targeted at an
international audience.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: Dashboard:http://dashboard.floodtags.com
Training interface: http://relevancer.science.ru.nl Code
repos: https://bitbucket.org/hurrial/relevancer
Public appearance: The demo was presented at ATILA2016: http://applejack.science.ru.nl/atila2016/
Quotes
The following quotes express appreciation of the Floodtags
tool, in which Relevancer fulfills a pivotal role:
“The automatically generated maps, tables and graphs of
highly relevant twitter data in real-time, should really help
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of our reporting
mechanisms during disasters.” (May Carol Layugan, Officer
in Charge, Philippine Red Cross Operations Centre)
“Potential sex-disaggregation of collated data could be
extremely useful for learning more about gender and
technology in disasters - helping build the evidence base to
guide inclusive approaches” (Norwina Eclarinal, Philippine
Red Cross Gender Focal Point)
“In capturing real-time, locally specific data, this tool can
keep pace with disasters as they change over time. We
know that in the future, changing vulnerabilities as well as
changing frequency and intensity of hazards could cause
unexpected impacts, and this type of monitoring can
ensure we are quickly aware of such impacts as they
happen, listening to voices from the ground in real- time.”
(Erin Coughlan, climate specialist at Red Cross Climate
Centre)
“End-users experience ownership of the tool as, by a
process of supervised machine learning, they are able to
give feedback to the system and create new filters
themselves, further expanding its added value” (Brigitte
Rudram, disaster management expert at the Red Cross
Climate Centre)
“We’re very interested to explore taking the prototype to
the next stage.” (May Carol Layugan, Officer in Charge,
Philippine Red Cross Operations Centre)

Nice to know
The Relevancer was successfully used in the Worldbank
funded Challenge Fund project: “Twitter for Quick Flood
Response”. Its results with clear reference to the
Relevancer and COMMIT, will be disseminated by the
Worldbank to a large audience of water and disaster
managers. We provide that article as a separate document
with this report. Floodtags has projects in the pipeline and
has several planned projects in which Relevancer plays a
role:
- Continuation of the work for Philippine Red Cross in the
next year, a.o. further improving the filters using
Relevancer (project started).
- Combining filtered social media with satellite imagery to
obtain knowledge on disaster impact and health problems
(project started)
- News media analysis for Tanzanian Red cross, financed by
the Rockefeller foundation (awaiting tender results)
- Global flood monitor for the “Watersnood Museum” in
Zeeland (awaiting tender results)
- Apply similar AI techniques as used in Relevancer for
online news articles. In collaboration with Radboud
University. (project started, internally financed)
- A new STW proposal is being prepared a.o. by Radboud
University, Deltares and FloodTags on the forecasting of
water-related diseases outbreaks in Indonesia
FloodTags is planning to bring the FloodTags software and
Relevancer to scale in the second half of this year. At
present a total of 150 organisations from 33 countries
registered on our website, among them NGO’s,
Universities and Governments (including OXFAM, Startup
Network, UNOSAT, FEMA, UNDP, NASA, IIASA, British
Environmental Agency, Seoul University, Finnish
Environment Institute, Australian Bureau of Meteorology,
Harvard University and many more). In the beginning of
2017 we will publish and advertise a blogpost on the
results of the case for Philippines under the name of
“Realtime Twitter Analysis for Flood Response at the
Philippine Red Cross”, written by FloodTags, Red Cross,
Deltares, VU Amsterdam and Radboud University. The tool
was found valuable by national institutions in the
Netherlands as well. RIVM used the tool in their Twitter
data analysis project. We recently gave a one- day training
about using Relevancer to a group of researchers from
RIVM. The data science group at CBS is considering using it
in their analyses. Based on these results, we submitted a
proposal to STW Open Technologieprogramma.
Dissemination will continue as we are continuing the work
on FloodTags and Relevancer.
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Extending Relevancer for
Detailed Analysis of Big Tweet
Data Sets
INFINITI
P01 WP01 ADNEXT: Adaptive Information Extraction
overTime
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Prof. Antal van den Bosch
Researchers: Jurjen Wagemaker, Floodtags
Ali Hürriyetoglu, Radboud University
Partner(s): Radboud University, Floodtags
Motivational statement
FloodTags supports organisations in using online media for
better water and disaster management. With Relevancer,
clients can now generate user-customized filters for any
water-related topic they are interested in. With usercustomized filters, FloodTags is more valuable for
customers.
Scientific topic: Physical User Interaction
Societal topic: Health & Well-being/ Future internet
Short description
The arguably lifesaving nature of online media data has not
gone unrecognised by humanitarian actors. However,
typical for the sector are its current manual, small-scale and
unsystematic searches of social media. Hence, the idea was
proposed to use technology to more efficiently and
effectively capture key information. In this project we
developed and applied a method in which users can create
new customised filters by following or adapting the
suggestions of an interactive, actively-learning supervised
machine learning process. The result is immediately
applicable in the software FloodTags, helping water and
disaster managers to monitor and respond to floods
worldwide.
Lessons learned
Especially the interaction of the end user was highly valued
in the cases where we applied the method. Local expert
users bring in their field knowledge through the supervised
learning process, which stimulates a strong sense of
ownership of the tool.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Detecting relevant and actionable subsets of tweets in the
massive amount of Twitter data is a challenge in the
context of natural disasters. We must quickly understand
what information is available, specify what is relevant,
apply this knowledge of what is relevant to new tweets, and
update our models as the event progresses. Meeting these

requirements in a single coherent solution and at a high
performance has not been tackled before.
What is your application?
The application is called “Relevancer” and can be used to
create customized filters for given Twitter content, on any
topic of interest. The user is requested to upload the set of
data a filter is needed for, and next through a process of
semi-supervised learning, the user pre-processes and
annotates the data according to his or her best knowledge.
Finally the user can download the resulting filter.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
We published results of our research at various national
and international scientific conferences as oral and poster
presentations. The complete information about these
presentations is provided below.
Hürriyetoğlu, A., Wagemaker, J., Türkay, E., van den Bosch,
A., Oostdijk, N., Başar, M. E., (2016a). Relevancer: Finding
and Labelling the Structure in a Tweet Set. ICT.OPEN2016,
Amersfoort, Netherlands, March 22-23.
Hürriyetoglu, A., Gudehus C., Oostdijk, N. H. J., & van den
Bosch, A. P. J. (2016a). Relevancer: Finding and Labelling
Relevant Information in Tweet Collections. In International
Conference on Social Informatics (pp. 1-15). Springer
International
Publishing.
LINK:
http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-31947874-6_15
Hürriyetoglu, A., Wagemaker J., Oostdijk, N. H. J., & van den
Bosch, A. P. J. (2016b). Analysing the Role of Key Term
Inflections in Knowledge Discovery on Twitter. In
Proceedings of the 2st International Workshop on
Knowledge Discovery on the WEB. Cagliari, Italy, September
8-10, 2016.
Hürriyetoglu, A., van den Bosch, A., & Oostdijk, N. (2016c).
Using Relevancer to Detect Relevant Tweets: The Nepal
Earth uake Case. Working notes of FIRE 2016 - Forum for
Information Retrieval Evaluation, Kolkata, India, December
7-10, 2016. Url: http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-1737/T2-6.pdf
Valorisation output
There is a large offer of closed social media analytics tools
available (Datasift, Buffer, IBM s Watson, Public Sonar).
Although the business models are different, they would be
our closest competitors. On the open software side, the
logical competitor would be AIDR (Artificial Intelligence for
Disaster Response, http://aidr. cri.org). Although some of
these tools allow for some level of exploratory data
analysis, none of these take the interactive ‘human in the
loop -approach of Relevancer.
International
We presented and demonstrated our work at several
international scientific conferences (e.g., ICA, SocInfo) and
obtained a best paper award (SocInfo 2013).
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Synergy
We actively co-operated with other work packages. This
includes the sharing of data, joint attendance of
conferences and joint publication of journal and conference
articles.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: Dashboard: http://dashboard.floodtags.com
Training interface: http://relevancer.science.ru.nl
Code repos: https://bitbucket.org/hurrial/relevancer
Public appearance: The demo was presentated at ATILA2016: http://applejack.science.ru.nl/atila2016/
Quotes
The following quotes express appreciation of the Floodtags
tool, in which Relevancer fulfills a pivotal role:
“The automatically generated maps, tables and graphs of
highly relevant twitter data in real-time, should really help
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of our reporting
mechanisms during disasters. (May Carol ayugan, Officer
in Charge, Philippine Red Cross Operations Centre)
“Potential sex-disaggregation of collated data could be
extremely useful for learning more about gender and
technology in disasters - helping build the evidence base to
guide inclusive approaches (Norwina Eclarinal, Philippine
Red Cross ender Focal Point)
“In capturing real-time, locally specific data, this tool can
keep pace with disasters as they change over time. We
know that in the future, changing vulnerabilities as well as
changing frequency and intensity of hazards could cause
unexpected impacts, and this type of monitoring can ensure
we are quickly aware of such impacts as they happen,
listening to voices from the ground in real-time. (Erin
Coughlan, climate specialist at Red Cross Climate Centre)
“End-users experience ownership of the tool as, by a
process of supervised machine learning, they are able to
give feedback to the system and create new filters
themselves, further e panding its added value (Brigitte
Rudram, disaster management expert at the Red Cross
Climate Centre)

the next year, a.o. further improving the filters using
Relevancer (project started).
- Combining filtered social media with satellite imagery to
obtain knowledge on disaster impact and health problems
(project started)
- News media analysis for Tanzanian Red cross, financed by
the Rockefeller foundation (awaiting tender results)
- Global flood monitor for the “Watersnood Museum” in
Zeeland (awaiting tender results)
- Apply similar AI techniques as used in Relevancer for
online news articles. In collaboration with Radboud
University. (project started, internally financed)
- A new STW proposal is being prepared a.o. by Radboud
University, Deltares and FloodTags on the forecasting of
water-related diseases outbreaks in Indonesia
FloodTags is planning to bring the FloodTags software and
Relevancer to scale in the second half of this year. At
present a total of 150 organisations from 33 countries
registered on our website, among them N O s, Universities
and overnments (including O FAM, Startup Network,
UNOSAT, FEMA, UNDP, NASA, IIASA, British Environmental
Agency, Seoul University, Finnish Environment Institute,
Australian Bureau of Meteorology, Harvard University and
many more).
In the beginning of 2017 we will publish and advertise a
blogpost on the results of the case for Philippines under the
name of “Realtime Twitter Analysis for Flood Response at
the Philippine Red Cross”, written by FloodTags, Red Cross,
Deltares, VU Amsterdam and Radboud University.
The tool was found valuable by national institutions in the
Netherlands as well. RIVM used the tool in their Twitter
data analysis project. We recently gave a one-day training
about using Relevancer to a group of researchers from
RIVM. The data science group at CBS is considering using it
in their analyses.
Based on these results, we submitted a proposal to STW
Open Technologieprogramma.
Dissemination will continue as we are continuing the work
on FloodTags and Relevancer.

We re very interested to e plore taking the prototype to
the ne t stage. (May Carol ayugan, Officer in Charge,
Philippine Red Cross Operations Centre)
Nice to know
The Relevancer was successfully used in the Worldbank
funded Challenge Fund project: “Twitter for Quick Flood
Response”. Its results with clear reference to the
Relevancer and COMMIT, will be disseminated by the
Worldbank to a large audience of water and disaster
managers. We provide that article as a separate document
with this report. Floodtags has projects in the pipeline and
has several planned projects in which Relevancer plays a
role:- Continuation of the work for Philippine Red Cross in
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Mining economic entities
INFINITI
P01 WP03 MEE: Mining Economic EntitiesWork
package/Valorisation Project leader:
Franciska de Jong, EUR
Researchers: Kim Schouten, Alexander Hogenboom
Frederik Hogenboom, Flavius Frasincar, Niels Bloom
Partner(s): Teezir, PageLink, EUR

International
The project fuelled the discussion among the international
community of developers of qualitative data analysis (QDA
software) with a case study showing the potential of
integrating automatic text classification into the QDA
framework.
Synergy
The project collaborated to the synergy in P1 by exploring
the options for participation in evaluation campaigns
together with other P1 teams.

Motivational statement
Teezir: collaboration through student projects
PageLink: create link to a knowledge-rich context for
employee who (successfully) worked on a PhD thesis.

Dissemination (communication)
Media: In 2014 BNR broadcast a radio interview with a PhD
student on his dissertation.

Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Info Services

Quotes
The Bank of England’s Centre for Central Banking Studies
(CCBS) published a Handbook on Text mining for central
banks that cites a WP3 paper.

Short description
The work package Mining economic entities focused on an
application domain for quantitative text analysis that in the
field of text mining had not been given a lot of attention,
but for which more recently the interest has grown.

Nice to know
By the end of 2017 in total 4 PhD dissertations will have
been delivered.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The question addressed is how existing frameworks for text
mining and information extraction could be optimized for
the processing of online news media with the aim to model
economic trends. Successful solutions would have to be
able integrate of text-based findings with the dynamics
available in other data types. It turned out beneficial to
couple sentiment analysis to established theoretical
frameworks modelling patterns in economic behaviour.
What is your application?
A pipeline for processing texts from news media or social
media platforms with the aim to extract entities that
correspond to the aspect of a product about which
sentiment carrying
statements are made, and to
distinguish between fragments based on their relative
weight for the overall sentiment of a text or document.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The project resulted in over 50 publications, of which
several in leading journals.
Valorisation output
Text mining is more and more considered as a method with
potential impact on economic processes and decision
making. As a consequence text has become a more
important data type in economic studies than it used to be.
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Machine Learning Based
Content Analysis
INFINITI
P01 WP04 CF: Computational Framing
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Prof. Dr. C.H. (Claes) de Vreese (UvA-FMG)
Researchers:
Bjorn Burscher (UvA-FMG), Prof. dr. R. (Rens) Vliegenthart
(UvA-FMG)
Partner(s): Trendlight Netherlands B.V.,Raymond Franz,
UvA-FMG
Scientific topic: Volume & Velocity / Scalability
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
The goal of this work package was the development and
testing of new methods for automatic content analysis in
social science research. Specifically, we focused on the
development of scalable methods for automatically
studying news framing and agenda setting.
Lessons learned
Supervised en unsupervised learning
belangrijke bijdrage leveren aan de
parlementaire en mediadocumenten en
belangrijke kostenbesparing leveren voor
sociale wetenschappen.

kunnen een
analyse van
daarmee een
analyses in de

applied. Our research, which has been published in
various journal and conference papers, can help
increasing the quality and scalability of content analysis in
future social science research.
Valorisation output
Within the social sciences, a lot of scholars work on
machine learning approaches (e.g. Van Atteveldt,
Kleinnijenhuis at the VU). We developed an approach that
is considered relevant and already widely cited among a
wide variety of colleagues in different disciplines.
International
We presented and demonstrated our work at several
international scientific conferences (e.g., ICA, SocInfo) and
obtained a best paper award (SocInfo 2013).
Synergy
We actively co-operated with other work packages. This
includes the sharing of data, joint attendance of
conferences and joint publication of journal and
conference articles.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://stukroodvlees.nl/kan-de-computerframes-in-teksten- analyseren/
Public appearance: Uitkomsten van het project zijn
gepresenteerd op een workshop over tekstanalyse op de
UvA, op de University of Vienna en op WZB Berlin

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
How can the analysis of (subjective) media content be
automated by means of supervised and un-supervised
machine learning techniques? We used classification and
clustering techniques to analyse such media content. In
doing so, we approach the quality of manual content
analysis, while increasing the scalability and decreasing
the costs of content analyst.
What is your application?
The studied methods can and have already been applied
by other scholars in the field to study media effects at
larger scales. This has led to new insights regarding the
effects of agenda setting and news framing.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
We developed and tested new methods for automatic
content analysis in social science research, and created
knowledge about when and how such methods should be
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ACT
INFINITI
P01 WP05 VP19 ACT
Researchers: Maarten de Rijke, University of Amsterdam;
Cees Snoek, University of Amsterdam; Arnold Smeulders,
University of Amsterdam; Ran Tao, University of
Amsterdam; Masoud Mazloom, University of Amsterdam;
Zhenyang Li, University of Amsterdam; Zhao Chun Ren,
University College London; Svetlana Kordumova, Pixyle
Partner(s): Shih-Fu Chang Columbia University; University
of Amsterdam; Pixyle; University College London
Motivational statement
The aim is to increase the science and application level of
the UvA COMMIT groups around content analysis by
exchanging 5 PhD students in the lab of Prof. Shih-Fu
Chang, Columbia University, New York. It is also agreed to
student initiatives to encourage the creation of their own
business through a permanent connection on the basis of
exchanges between the business development schools of
both partners.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Future Internet
Short description
This project investigates Multimedia Events, with five
specializations studied from five PhD candidates: 1.
Attribute discovery. The goal is to capture a large mountain
images with descriptive characteristics, so that actions can
be searched in videos of which no examples were known in
advance. (Svetlana Kordumova, coach Cees Snoek). 2. Social
media search. Goal here is to combine image information
into a multimedia search engine, for example, to locate
events in YouTube, conduct trend analysis. (Masoud
Mazloom, coach Cees Snoek). 3. Topic retrieval from visual
evidence. The goal here is on the basis of a single example
to retrieve objects. The technique has many applications in
the field big - video search engines of rare events. (Ran Tao,
counselor Arnold Smeulders). 4. Local object classification
algorithms. The aim is to increase the speed of image
recognition so that the practical feasibility of searching
through large collections increases. (Zhenyang Li, coach
Cees Snoek) 5. IR on twitter streams. Trend analysis of
Twitter streams is important to adjust retrieval and
summarization technology to the creative use of language
in tweets. (Zhao Chun Ren, coach Maarten de Rijke).
Lessons learned
The PhD students working in the DVMM lab at Columbia
University collaborate on their research projects, which is a
good practice to adopt. They organize a bi-weekly meetings
where all people in the lab meet and discuss their current
work. Everyone presents and the rest can add suggestions
and ideas for the research. The most promising are merged
to work together. This results in having many joint papers.

We do not recommend Summer as good timing if the aim is
to pursue cooperation with other PhD students, since
almost all PhD students in the DVMM lab go out for
Summer jobs. If cooperation with Prof. Shih-Fu Chang is the
goal, than Summer is a good period since he has more time
then. Three months are too short to finish a paper there if
there is no specific project set in advance. So it is better to
define a project earlier or stay for a longer visit.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
There are many relationships between Columbia and the
University of Amsterdam in the areas of information:
machine learning, information retrieval, vision and
multimedia. Both labs have a leading position in machine
translation (Kathy McKeown and Christof Monz), in
recognition (Shih - Fu Chang and Arnold Smeulders)
learning machine (David Blei and Max Welling) and
information retrieval (Luis Gravano and Maarten de rich).
Shih - Fu Chang (Columbia) and Cees Snoek (University of
Amsterdam) also participate in the same US research programs and competitions. To consolidate the relationship
between the two universities it was proposed to the
exchange PhD students in the second half of their PhD. It is
about 5 students for the duration of three months each
with the aim to achieve learning in the machine and areas
of text and multimedia information breakthroughs into
practical applications, and therefore to build a bridge for
transcontinental new activities in digital technique.
What’s your application?
All five scientific issues described above are at the center of
much interest worldwide. On the American continent, the
demand for social media information understanding,
monitoring and trend analysis of major and immediate
concern. The application tries to create a potential bridge
to get the University of Amsterdam and later commit the
broad with the eco - system.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
All five students investigated Multimedia Events, with the
following results and outcome: 1. Svetlana Kordumova,
coach Cees Snoek, showed potential in identifying specific
regions in a scene, without using labeled data a priori,
which can be used for searching Multimedia Events
happening in a specific scene. 2. Masoud Mazloom, coach
Cees Snoek, find the most prominent frames in a video, and
call them concept prototypes, which help in detecting and
summarizing video events. This work was accepted at the
International Conference on Multimedia Retrieval (ICMR),
2015. 3. Ran Tao, counsellor Arnold Smeulders, showed
that learning category specific attributes helps in searching
instances with large appearance variations, which is
interesting for searching multimedia events which contain
specific instances. This work was accepted at the
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Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition,
2015. 4. Zhenyang Li, coach Cees Snoek, showed potential
in investigating sharing properties of Adjective-Nown pairs,
for example happy dog and happy cat share much more
similar visual properties, rather than with happy wedding.
By taking use of these sharing properties, more accurate
ANP detectors can be learned when only few training
examples are available. 5. Zhao Chun Ren, coach Maarten
de Rijke,…
Valorisation output
The visiting PhD students also got to know how Columbia
University invests in valorisation, and shared this
experience with the University of Amsterdam. Columbia
University has founded a Columbia Start-up Lab in July,
2014. The lab offers a new model for integrating the young
talent of a major research university with New York’s
entrepreneurial culture. After a selection process, around
30 chosen young entrepreneurs work in a 5,100 square foot
ground-floor space at the WeWork building in Soho West.
WeWork is platform that provides office space for small
business and entrepreneurs, where they can share mutual
experience through events, training sessions and meet-ups.
Columbia students can also register to attend some events.
The visiting PhD students took the opportunity and
participated in a workshop of Maya Baratz, currently a
Head of New Products at ABC News, with a previous work
experience in Monster and Flickr. This was a valuable
experience, which will help the visiting students with any
future valorisation plans. Svetlana Kordumova is currently
pursuing her future career in forming a start-up.

Quotes
http://engineering.columbia.edu/prof-shih-fu-changreceive-honorary-doctorate-university-amsterdam
http://dvmmweb.cs.columbia.edu/files/Tao_Attributes_an
d_Categories_2015_CVPR_paper.pdf
http://isis-data.science.uva.nl/cgmsnoek/pub/mazloomconcept-prototypes-icmr2015.pdf
http://www.ee.columbia.edu/ln/dvmm/newNews.htm
Anything left to say
The visit was a success, and we advise more funding for
joint collaborations between universities in The
Netherlands and other international universities.

International
Two papers from the joint work with Prof. Shih-Fu Chang
were presented on international conferences. Attributes
and Categories for Generic Instance Search from One
Example. Ran Tao, Arnold W. M. Smeulders, Shih-Fu Chang.
IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern
Recognition (CVPR), Boston, Massachusetts, USA, 2015.
Encoding Concept Prototypes for Video Event Detection
and Summarization. Masoud Mazloom, Amirhossein
Habibian, Dong Liu, Cees G. M. Snoek, Shih-Fu Chang.
Proceedings of the ACM International Conference on
Multimedia Retrieval (ICMR), Shanghai, China, 2015.
Synergy
The visit of the PhD students strengthens the relationship
of the two groups, the DVMM lab from Columbia University
and ISIS from University of Amsterdam. One more PhD
student visited Columbia University next year. Prof. Shih-Fu
Chang visited the University of Amsterdam shortly after,
and received an Honorary Doctorate on January 8, 2016
from the University of Amsterdam.
Dissemination (communication)
Public appearance: Two papers from this collaboration
were presented on international conferences in Boston,
Massachusetts, USA and Shanghai, China.
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Buurtinzicht (Area insight)
INFINITI
P01 WP05 VP47 Buurtinzicht knowledge Mile
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Monique Schaule Jullens (Hogeschool van Amsterdam)
Researchers: Wouter Meys (Hogeschool van Amsterdam),
Ruurd Priester (Hogeschool van Amsterdam), Guido Jansen
(Hogeschool van Amsterdam)
Partner(s): Informatie en Statistiek, Gemeente (OIS)
Amsterdam, CrossmarX, Hogeschool van Amsterdam
Motivational statement
This project is an opportunity for us to connect to
meaningful data from the City in order to implement this
into our neighbourhood community platforms.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
Within the Buurtinzicht project we created a platform to
show how big data, social media analysis and participatory
data can empower local urban communities. We created a
highly user friendly city---data dashboard that can be used
by local community platforms in order to get meaningful
(data) insights. This allows citizens in these communities to
make better informed decisions. We have successfully
implemented our platform within a neighbourhood
community website (halloijburg.nl) and were able to provide
meaningful insights by providing data and data visualizations
on several themes.
Lessons learned
Knowledge was gained on how to use visualisation
techniques for comparing large amount of different
variables between neighbourhoods in a usability friendly
way. However disclosing this data from the municipality to
our platform was a challenge. Also receiving information
about what information the end user wants to see and how
this information can connect to relevant topics within the
local community websites can be a challenge. Our main
lesson learned is that in order for the data (visualization) to
answer actual information needs, a co---creation approach
should be adopted.

What is your application?
A data platform that is able to gather, analyse and visualize
data from the Municipality, Social Media and Participatory
data. This data is being showed through a city dashboard but
can also be used via widgets in local community websites.
The widget was tested in a pilot on Gebiedsplannen (Area
plans) in the IJburg neighbourhood (Nov. 2016), organized
by the Amsterdam Oost municipality. This proof of concept
was completed successfully.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The software created can be used in two ways. First of all,
widgets can be embedded in existing grassroots initiatives
platforms to add extra context to relevant neighbourhood
issues. Secondly, on the main buurtinzicht page, users are
able to quickly view all available data from a neighbourhood
and compare these to other neighbourhoods. The software
enables users to investigate statistics in the neighbourhood
much quicker than before, when the data was locked in
API’s and datasheets.
Valorisation output
We did not find any data---dashboards aimed at supporting
decision---making processes in urban neighbourhoods.
International
Buurtinzicht was used as part of the workshop ‘Creating
grassroots initiative blueprints by mapping the city’ at the
Design and the City conference held in Amsterdam on April
22nd, 2016. A group of 15 international researchers used the
buurtinzicht platform among other tools to create a
mapping of neighborhoods in Amsterdam. Ruurd Priester
gave a lecture about the Buurtinzicht platform on the
Amsterdam Data Science seminar about City Analytics on
the 10th of April 2015.

SCIENCE

Synergy
There is a close collaboration with the research group on
Multimedia Analytics at the UvA where neighbourhood
specific visual social media data is analysed for relevant
topics and sentiment. The results from this collaboration are
to be embedded within the Buurtinzicht platform. Two
research assistants from Amsterdam Data Science have
worked together on this collaboration. One student from the
University of Amsterdam and one of the Amsterdam
University of Applied Sciences.

ICT science question?
With the participation society on the rise, there is a need for
knowledge and methods on how to cope with the digital
information needs this brings to the citizens. Citizens are
currently not able to make informed decisions based on
meaningful (data) insights. The question this project will face
is how we can provide for and communicate these insights
to the local community and its’ citizens.

Dissemination (communication)
Website: www.buurtinzicht.nl
http://buurtinzicht.nl/widget.html
Public appearance: W.T. Meys (2017), Buurtinzicht, Talk,
Demo Thursday Amsterdam Municipality, 19 January 2017
R. Priester (2017), Buurtinzicht, Lecture and panel member
at Bottom---up smart city event, UVA Urban Studies, 16
February, Pakhuis de Zwijger. R. Priester (2015),
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Buurtinzicht: Creating city---data pull, Lecture, Amsterdam
Data Science Seminar #1: City Analytics, 10 April, University
of Amsterdam.
Nice to know
On basis of the test with the widget in the ‘Gebiedsplannen’
experiment (Nov. 2016), the municipality of Amsterdam
Oost decided to organize an extended next pilot on
‘Gebiedsplannen’ – including the usage of the Widget – in all
6 neighbourhoods of Amsterdam Oost, in the second half of
2017.
Anything left to say
Thanks to the Commit programme we were able to bring the
Buurtinzicht idea to a working and tested prototype. We are
confident that this ‘citizen empowerment data dashboard’
will prove its value and further develop in many upcoming
experiments related to societal and democratic renewal.
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Tracking News Stories: from the
Newsroom to the Web
INFINITI
P01 WP06 CAER: Context-Aware Entity
Work package/Valorisation Project leader: Arjen P. de Vries
(Radboud University, previously CWI)
Researchers: Gebre Gebremeskel (CWI, now Geophy),
Michiel Hildebrand (CWI & Spinque)
Partner(s): Spinque, NUSE, Radboud University, CWI
Motivational statement
Access to the data science expertise necessary to realize
effective semantic access to information for journalists.
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Info Services
Lessons learned
Journalists do not want search tools, but they do want tools
that support collaborative research. Entity-agnostic methods
can be surprisingly effective on entity-oriented information
tasks, especially if time and location are taken into account.
News stories with high impact are redundantly covered in the
media, allowing for relatively simple methods to track the
story.
SCIENCE
ICT science question?
How much semantics is necessary to track news on the Web.
What is the role of entities (people, locations, organizations)
for identifying relevant news? Do we need entity tagging, or
can we rely on the raw text? Do we need to know the entities
that matter at query-time, or can we track the story while it
develops? What is the impact of context, e.g. the location of
the person tracking the news, the organization they work in,
etc.?
What is your application?
The knowledge acquired provides the tools to help “normal”
end users satisfy their daily news interests and track stories of
interest. A user-centered study (with 37 journalists!) revealed
the lack of support for organizing and discussing digital
information sources within the journalistic research phase.

the effectiveness of online news recommendations. (Reported
in CLEF Newsreel Challenge reports as participant, and as part
of the participants’ perspective in the organizers’ overview
reports.)
Valorisation output
Knowledge has been valorised primarily in the contributions
to the design process underpinning NUSE. So far, 37
journalists from 19 organizations have participated in the
user-centered design process. The collaboration between
CWI, Spinque and NUSE allowed an agile approach to
experimenting with different recommendation strategies so
they could be tested with journalists.
International
Participation in TREC KBA, TREC Real-Time Summarization,
and CLEF Newsreel. Gebremeskel visited Yahoo! in Silicon
Valley during a research internship. De Vries worked with
Yahoo! in context of a FREP, which led to the News tracker
results.
Synergy
CWI and partner Spinque used the results of this work package
in combination with the activities in COMMIT SealincMedia to
develop (with Sound & Vision) a national service for linking
entity information in cultural heritage collections, CultuurLINK.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: Website for SIGIR demo:
http://newstracker.github.io/
Nice to know
NUSE has received new funding (a Take-off grant) to continue
their quest to develop better collaboration tools for and with
journalists; this grant is specifically focused on developing the
business model and viability.
Anything left to say
The PhD student has achieved about 70-80% of the research
results necessary of what would constitute a PhD thesis. De
Vries is optimistic that the remaining 20% will be realised and a
thesis defended (eventually).

EVALUATION
Scientific output
A new method for online news stream processing over 100s of
sources, emitting only the novel sentences for each story to be
tracked, feasible on a single machine. (Reported in an ICTIR
paper and a SIGIR demo.) A better understanding of the TREC
KBA test collection, a huge news-stream annotated with entityoriented relevance assessments. (Reported in an ECIR paper.)
Insights that help understand the methodology of measuring
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Deep web content monitoring
INFINITI

group at the University of Twente to harvest information
about game development;

P01 WP07 D-WER Deep Web Entity Retrieval
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Djoerd Hiemstra (University of Twente)
Researchers:Mena Habib Morgan (University of Twente);
Djoerd Hiemstra (University of Twente); Maurice van
Keulen (University of Twente); Mohammadreza Khelghati
(University of Twente); Roelof Troost (WCC); Jan de Vos
(WCC)
Partner(s): WCC, University of Twente

Scientific output
The work package resulted in 35 scientific publications,
consisting of 2 PhD theses (Habib and Khelghati), 3 MSc
theses, 4 journal publications, 11 conference publications,
and 10 workshop publications and 5 reports. The work
package published 3 datasets and organized several
workshops.

Motivational statement
Both WCC and the University of Twente made significant
advances in entity matching and entity ranking applied to
for instance Employment Matching and Expert Search. This
work package extended this work to monitoring of deep
web pages, such a social networking sites, job sites, etc.
The research results contributed to new products at WCC.
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
The work package developed and evaluated novel
approaches for monitoring and searching independent,
non-cooperative information sources and the web. We
made significant improvements over existing approaches,
and published open source software and datasets.
Lessons learned
We can efficiently monitor changes in websites by careful
use of term statistics and additional modelling of the
language of changed and new documents.
SCIENCE
ICT science question?
How to efficiently monitor changes of search engines and
databases through their query interfaces? How to monitor
massive data streams by extracting information from
informal text (for instance tweets)? How to build and
evaluate large-scale federated search engines, that
combine results from independent and non-cooperative
search engines on the web?
What is your application?
Our findings were applied in a wide range of applications.
Cooperation with WCC to harvest job vacancies;
Cooperation with Taalmonsters in the Freedom of
Information Document Overview (FIDO) golden demo to
harvest web data for a given entity; Cooperation with
MyDataFactory (Meppel) to harvest product data;
Cooperation with the Technology Management and Supply

EVALUATION

Valorisation output
We released 2 open source software prototypes:
HarvestED is a harvester that enables focused web
harvesting through employing novel query generation
mechanisms to expand given queries. Out solution scores
better on several measures than import.io, a similar tool
for harvesting web data, Searsia is a search engine for
large scale federated search that is currently used by the
University of Twente. Competitors are enterprise search
engines like Funnelback or Google’s Custom Search and
Google’s Search Appliance.
International
We organized the International Text Retrieval Conference
Federated Web Search track. More than 50 research
groups downloaded our data. We cooperated with Yahoo,
Yandex, and Ghent University. We participated in the
Making Sense of Microposts challenge, winning in 2013
and runner-up in 2014.
Synergy
We organized the International Text Retrieval Conference
Federated Web Search track. More than 50 research
groups downloaded our data. We cooperated with Yahoo,
Yandex, and Ghent University. We participated in the
Making Sense of Micro posts challenge, winning in 2013
and runner-up in 2014.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.cs.utwente.nl/~
hiemstra/category/deepweb/,http://mohkhe.github.io/Ha
rvestED/,https://fedwebgh.intec.ugent.be/
Media: Radio/TV:(NOS3FM,NOSRadio1,RTVEnschede,
Teletekst) Kranten:(Telegraaf,Gelderlander,Reformatorisch
Dagblad,Spits,NederlandsDagblad,Tubantia)Online:(NOS,N
u,Nieuws.nl,BNDeStem,ScienceGuide,PZC,NationaleOnder
wijsgids,Informatieprofessional,TNO,UTNieuws,
Universonline,MobihealthNews)
Nice to know
Mena Habib and Maurice van Keulen won a best student paper
award at he Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Information
Retrieval (KDIR 2012) for the paper ”Improving Toponym
Disambiguation by Iteratively Enhancing Certainty of Extraction”.
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Spoken Entities in Multimodal
Audiovisual Search
INFINITI
P01 WP08 SpEnt: Spoken Entities
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Roeland Ordelman, University of Twente
Researchers: Danish Nadeem, University of Twente;
Jaap Blom and Willem Melder, Beeld en Geluid;
Victor de Boer, VU
Partner(s): Beeld en geluid, University of Twente, VU
Motivational statement
This project enables us to experiment with new access
models for exploration of the rich Beeld en Geluid archive
for various types of usage, including for public, content
producers and scholars, building upon previous research on
automatic metadata extraction (e.g., MultimediaN).
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
This WP was about how speech in audio-visual data can
help to search and explore large audio-visual data
collections. We investigated that in the context of a
technique that we call ‘video hyperlinking’ that resembles
the hyperlinking that we do in text. We have shown that a
video hyperlinking application could be an interesting
technique for exploring multimedia collections and that
speech plays an important role here. However, we also
learned that video hyperlinking is a very difficult problem
that needs a lot of additional research.
Lessons learned
(i) collections should be large and diverse enough to
accommodate for useful recommendations, (ii) potentially,
video segments can be linked to many other segments,
therefor more context information is needed (e.g., user
context) to find the most relevant links, (iii) a method is
needed to automatically select video segments that are
interesting enough for linking (or the other way around,
disregard the ones that are not interesting, so called
collection-detox).

other techniques that aim for linking of data typically create
links based on similarity of individual labels, often named
entities.
What’s your application?
One of the application on the end-user level is a
recommender system that provides a user with related
content based on the contents of the video segment s/he is
currently watching. Journalists, Media Researchers and
Information Specialists have expressed interest in this
application: when they encounter an interesting part in a
video, they can ask the application to provide them with
related video clips.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The existing impact of the results is that (i) the concept of
video hyperlinking is defined properly, both in terms of
what it does and how this should be evaluated, and (ii) the
video hyperlinking topic is now part of an international
evaluation program with researchers participating from all
over the world.
Valorisation output
The video hyperlinking technology has the potential to
reduce existing barriers for audio-visual content exploration
and is interesting for (i) audio-visual content management,
(ii) (new formats of) content production, and (iii) (scientific)
data research. Competitors/candidates for uptake of the
technology are service providers in the creative industries.
Beeld en Geluid is currently working on a prototype VH
system that can be integrated in the MediaSuite of the
CLARIAH project (www.clariah.nl) to enable video
hyperlinking on the Beeld en Geluid collection.
International
International collaborations in the context of the TRECVid
and MediaEval benchmark evaluation initiatives, and
special sessions on Video Hyperlinking. Collaboration in
writing H2020 proposals.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: Videohyperlinking.com

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The top-level research question is how to enable the
exploration of large audio-visual archives in a
‘serendipitous’ manner. The proposed solution was to
organize such AV collections into networks of linked video
segments that can be traversed by users. Video segments
are linked based on topical similarity using multimodal
information in the video segments. This is unique because
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SVSMW: Semantic Video Search
on Mobile and Web Platforms
INFINITI
P01 WP09 SVSMW: Semantic Video Search on Mobile and
Web Platforms
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Theo Gevers, University of Amsterdam
Researchers: Sezer Karaoglu, University of Amsterdam; Jan
van Gemert, University of Amsterdam; Thomas Mensink,
University of Amsterdam
Partner(s): University of Amsterdam
Short description
Our eyes and brain perform our daily activities (such as
recognition of objects, understanding our environment or
interpreting things) even without noticing them. Most of
these tasks look trivial to us. However, such tasks are
extremely hard for computers. In this WP, we gave
computers the ability to perform these tasks better. With
the help of improved computer abilities, we aim for a
modest step in increased life quality.

International
PASCAL VOC'12 Challenges, Q2, 2013.
Synergy
With my fellow COMMIT PhD students.
Dissemination (communication)
Media: 3D Scan Demo at Commit Day, Q4, 2014. The
attention we have received from the visitors clearly showed
we are on the right path.
- Interview with Theo Gevers on BBC World Radio, Q1,
2015.
- Interactive art installation
- Mood sensing demonstration at TedXAmsterdam
Anything left to say
It was a great experience to be part of such well-organized
project COMMIT.

Lessons learned
The most important lesson that I have learned is to be
patience and focused. Another valuable lesson that I have
learned during my PhD is failures are "good" if you know
how to learn and recover from them. Even though PhD
sounds all about individual works, I realised collaboration is
a must for success.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
"Con-Text : Text Detection Using Background Connectivity
for Fine-Grained Object Classification " Q4, 2013. The paper
has been accepted for ACM Multimedia and we have also
won a poster award at ICT.OPEN 2013.
- "Detect2Rank : Combining Object Detectors Using
Learning to Rank", this work is not reported yet. It is under
major revision in one of the most prestigious journals (IEEETIP). In this work, we look at object detection problem from
a different point of view.
- "Word Matter : Scene Text for Image Classification and
Retrieval" contrary to what is widely acknowledged in
text detection literature, we experimentally show high
recall in word detection is more important than high fscore.
Valorisation output
3DUniversum as spin-off of University of Amsterdam. ( We
report this item for Q3, 2015. Therefore it is not accepted
by COMMIT yet). It is an example of science meeting
industry which completely support necessity of COMMIT
like projects.
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Aligning computer and human
vision
INFINITI
P01 WP10 ALAN: And Looks-like Amazing News
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Sennay Ghebreab, University of Amsterdam
Researchers: K. Ramakrishnan (UvA), A.W.M. Smeulders,
UvA, C. Snoek, UvA, V.A.F. Lamme, UvA/Neurensics, H.S.
Scholte, UvA/Neurensics
Partner(s): University of Amsterdam, EUVision (initially),
Neurensics (replacing EUVision)
Motivational statement
Neurensics is Europe’s first neuroeconomic research and
consulting firm with direct access to neuroimaging
techniques. It uses the latest neuromarketing discoveries to
establish a link between brain responses to visual products
and consumer behaviour. Neurensics uses state of the art
techniques to analyse these brain responses, but missed
computer vision knowledge and expertise to unravel what
visual features the brain responds to. This WP filled this
gap.
Short description
The WP has focused on aligning human models and
computer models of general vision, with a particular focus
on the identification of regions and features in images and
video that evoke specific visual, emotional or cognitive
responses in viewers.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
In computer vision and human vision research, hierarchical
models with multiple computational stages have been
developed and tested independently. While there are
differences between these models, they combine low-level
edge information via intermediate aggregation steps to
form a representation that is assumed to identify objects
and scenes. This WP compared hierarchical representations
in computer and human vision, and tested these
representations against representations in the brain.
What’s your application?
Different regions of our brain are sensitive to different
types of visual features and structures in (moving) images
such as logo’s, products images, commercials and
entertainment films. By learning the relation between brain
responses in different brain regions (visual, emotional,
cognitive) and visual features in images and video, better
visual content and information can be recommended and
created for different viewers and purposes, e.g. commercial
and entertainment.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
The WP resulted in many papers and oral contributions at
international conference and journals, including a paper in
the high-impact Journal of Neuroscience. It also resulted in
invitations to organize workshops at international
conferences such as NIPS and ECCV, and various invited
talks at and collaborations with internationally renowned
research groups, such as at Berkley University.
Valorisation output
Neuromarketing is a relative new field. Most existing
neuro-marketing companies work with EEG. Few
neuromarketing companies work with MRI data, which is
much more informative but also relatively hard to acquire.
This WP used MRI data provided by non-academic
Neurensics to uncover what visual features the consumer
brain picks up from visual materials such as commercials
and film. However building a system that predicts
emotional and cognitive neural responses from visual
material, as was initially planned, was not achievable within
the time frame of this WP.
International
An international and interdisciplinary research consortium
was set-up with the aim of researching and building tools
for the emotional profiling of audio-visual content without
human intervention. This resulted in various papers in
international conferences, two international project
proposal submissions, and one workshop/panel at an
international conference. A PhD student from Australia
received an Endeavour Award from the Australian
Government to carry out a 6-month research project within
this WP10.
Synergy
NWO’s Natural and Artificial Intelligence program granted
PhD funding for research proposal on image recognition
with deep spiking neural networks in collaboration with
P6WP2. Another research proposal together with P6WP2
on deep vision models was granted with the Amsterdam
Brain and Cognition program of the UvA. This also led to a
new PhD student. This WP also participated in the HPCN
proposal ‘Neuroscience Gateway for Data analysis on
Advanced e-infrastructures’ led by P24. An Eye tracking
study of Streamwatchr website was conducted with
P1WP2, and another one with P1WP9, resulting in
conference and journal papers.
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Valorisation “Include”
IUALL
P02 WP06 VP04 Include
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Kim Kranenborg (TNO)
Researchers: Anita Cremers (TNO), Mark Neerincx (TNO/TU
Delft), Jacomien de Jong (TNO), Rosie Paulissen(TNO), Marc
Grootjen(Eagle Science), Carien Caljouw(Eagle Science)
Partner(s): TNO, Eagle Science
Motivational statement
Eagle Science: Eaglescience Software specializes in the
development of software, from scratch to product.
Important aspect in this development process is the end
user of the product, how can we design the end product for
the envisioned users? Eaglescience participated in COMMIT
to develop the inclusive design toolbox together with TNO.
Use of this toolbox guarantees the inclusion of the end user
in our development process and gives us an commercial
advantage for our customers.
Scientific topic: Human Computation
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
We have developed the Include Toolbox to support and
encourage small and medium ICT-enterprises in applying
and integrating ‘inclusive design methods’ independently to
involve vulnerable end-users (illiterates, non-natives,
children and elderly) in their product development process.
The expected added value of the toolbox is larger for the
inexperienced group compared to experienced users. The
Include Toolbox offers a choice of methods for co-design
tailored to the specific design phase and envisioned user
group. The user receives step-by- step support from
preparation and execution of the method to analysis of the
results. The toolbox also offers target group information,
user interface design guidelines and best practices. The
toolbox bridges the gap between theory and practice of
inclusive design for SME.
Lessons learned
There is a need for knowledge on vulnerable target groups,
inclusive design methods and design guidelines in ICT
companies. However, it is hard to get commitment to invest
in this knowledge form companies. This makes it hard to
advance the existing prototype to a product; TNO is seen as
relevant, neutral party to organize a community around
inclusive design.; The inclusive design methods have the
potential to help SMEs (in particular BSS) to develop better
tailored products.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
ICT companies do not know how to design for specific
vulnerable groups of citizens, like elderly, people of low
literacy, children and non-natives. To help SME ICT
companies develop inclusive technology, we have
developed an Inclusive Design Toolbox, in co-design with
some of these companies. How can we make the inclusive
design knowledge applicable via a toolbox for SME’s to
make these methods and other relevant information easier
to use during the development of ICT for specific user
groups (illiterates, non- natives, elderly, children) by SME’s?
How can we bridge the gap between theory and practice of
inclusive design and offer the (inexperienced) SME more
guidance via an Include toolbox that is targeted to the
specific needs of the ICT SMEs, to allow integration in their
current development processes?
What is your application?
We have developed a web-based Include toolbox which
helps SME ICT- enterprises to involve vulnerable end-users
(elderly, low-literates, children, immigrants) of their
products throughout the entire development process, from
recruiting participants to analysing the results.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
We have made the gained knowledge from wp 6 about
inclusive design methods and vulnerable user group
available to ICT companies in the Include toolbox. The
functionalities and information in the toolbox were tested
on usefulness, effectiveness and usability, as well as the
values that are added to the product by using the toolbox
during the product development stage.
Valorisation output
Valorisation activities: Business case sessions to determine
“how we can bring the include toolbox to the market?”.
Mentioned opportunities are: via government to citizens
and ICT companies, healthcare institutes, semi-government
SME’s or insurance companies, banks etc.; We have
cooperated with the Dutch Ministry of the Interior and
Kingdom Relations and a number of large ICT companies to
prepare a TKI-proposal to advance the development of the
Include toolbox, write a business case and create a
community around inclusive design. Competitiors: A few
digital inclusive design toolboxes exist for research and
designers, but no toolbox is adapted to the specific SME
user developing ICT products and services. COMMIT
knowledge on inclusive design and specific end user groups
(elderly, low-- literates) will be part of the toolbox.
International
We have delivered three international papers: Zoon, H.,
Cremers, A. & Eggen, B. (2014). ‘Include’, a Toolbox of User
Research for Inclusive Design. Chi Sparks, The Hague, April
3, 2014.
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Synergy
Unique combination of partners in WP 6, the cooperation
between WP7 and WP8 (e.g. 3S, design and sCE method,
etc.) and the cooperation broader within COMMIT.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://include.eaglescience.nl/ (include toolbox,
best appearance via google chrome. Username: tno,
password: includepassword)
Youtube: Video: Over inclusive Design
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAvaKSDQURQ)
Public appearance: Minister Plasterk has visited TNO to talk
about inclusive design and accessibility of the digital
government.
Media:
http://www.engineersonline.nl/nieuws/id25701technologie-voor-iedereen-minister-plasterk-bij-tno-overinclusive-design.html
https://www.tno.nl/nl/overtno/nieuws/2015/9/technologi
e-voor-iedereen-minister-plasterk-bij-tno-over-inclusivedesign/
http://www.digitaleoverheid.nl/actueel/nieuwsberichten/i
ntItem/werkbezoek-plasterk-in-teken-vantoegankelijkheid/2788
http://www.bartimeus.nl/nieuws/minister-plasterk-opwerkbezoek-bij- bartim%C3%A9us;
http://www.digitaleoverheid.nl/actueel/2788-werkbezoekplasterk-in-teken- van-toegankelijkheid
Interview about Include on COMMIT website (to be
published http://www.commit-nl.nl/projects/interactionfor-universal-access)
Magazine COMMOTION We have only just begun!;
Published on several LinkedIn groups; Presentations and
workshops about Include e.g.
Several Workshops with toolbox users and SME’s about
‘Include’ and inclusive design; presentation was given on
the Inclusive Design Toolbox (Include) by Hanna Zoon at
UXcampNL
Presentation was given on the Inclusive Design Toolbox at
the Final Demo Day of the study “Industrial Design” at the
University of Eindhoven, 2013.

Quotes
“De toolbox kan mij helpen om beter begrip te krijgen van
verschillende doelgroepen en ze beter en vroegtijdig bij het
ontwerpproces te betrekken en een maatwerk aanpak te
hanteren. Het helpt ook om ons imago te verbeteren”
(semi-overheidsorganisatie); “De toolbox is een mooi
platform om instellingen, partners en stakeholders met
elkaar in contact te brengen en te enthousiasmeren, helpt
bij kennisoverdracht, het tonen van goede voorbeelden en
goede publiciteit. Door verschillende mogelijkheden te
bieden om de eindgebruiker in het proces te betrekken kan
de dienstverlening toegankelijker gemaakt worden voor
iedere burger en leidt tot kostenbesparing.” (overheid &
gemeente; “De toolbox biedt instrumentatarium/praktische
handvatten en best practices en helpt bij bewustwording,
helpt valkuilen te voorkomen. Methoden en werkvormen
helpen om gestructureerder te werken en bruikbare
feedback te krijgen. Je kan zo gerichter de doelgroep te
bedienen. Niet opnieuw het wiel uitvinden en platform om
kennis van methoden en doelgroepen met de wereld te
delen/met andere leden uit te wisselen. Ook middel om
stakeholders bij elkaar te brengen ” (ICT partner); “De
toolbox is een handig middel om kennis over best practices
en doelgroepn, methoden e.a. breder te delen en
beschikbare maken voor anderen” (zorg instelling); Leon
van de Ven (senior policy professional, Ministry of the
Interior and Kingdom Relations) about proposed TKI
project: “If we can boost this project with the best ICT
companies of The Netherlands, we can get further ahead of
European competition, which will create many economic
opportunities.”
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Non-Linear Game Play
IUALL

Dissemination (communication)
Website: www.txchange.nl
Media: Wat te doen bij Project X. Burgemeester oefent via
spel. Tubantia 12 jan 2015.

P02 WP04 VP05 non-Linear
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Johan de Heer (T-Xchange)
Partner(s): Thales Nederland BV, University of Twente, TXchange

Quotes
Wouter Jong (Genootschap voor Burgemeesters): “Zowel
de burgemeesters als loco- burgmeesters vinden het een
vernieuwende manier van leren”.

Short description
T-Xchange designs and develops game based learning
solutions for 21st century leadership development. For
example, all mayors in the Netherlands are trained with one
of our games: the Mayor Game for leadership development
in crisis management. The current set of 2D turn-taking
game scenarios follow a linear structure in terms of the
narrative that unfolds itself during game play. Obviously
this has advantages with respect to the debriefing during a
training session since all trainees follow the same paths and
results can be easily compared. In the Non Linear Game
Play project we experimented with branching narratives by
allowing the players to influence the storyline;
consequently, the player is able to explore various paths in
the narrative structure. In addition, we experimented with
changing social behaviours of non-player characters (NPCs)
based on players’ interactions. These social behaviours do
not only directly impact the global storyline, but also lead
to parallel story lines in order to create a story that is more
adaptive and personal to the playing style of the individual
player.

Nice to know
www.leadershipgame.com

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
With the non-linear functionality the story writers and
game designers are able to enrich the dilemma games with
behavioral aspects on perceptual, cognitive, affective, and
motivational levels. This allows the development of new
learning and assessment training programs. The results of
the first experiments with the newly added functionality
are promising: the feedback of trainees; trainers and story
writers are very positive. The newly added modules in the
Game Development Suite are an impulse for the
development of a completely new class of dilemma games
as depicted in Figure 1.
What is your application?
We have implemented the non-linear game scenarios in
several dilemma games. In the left picture the game
interface is depicted through which players interact. In fact,
the make decisions over time regarding series of dilemmas
that may occur. Depending on their decisions new sets of
dilemmas will be made available and various decision trees
are therefore possible. Based on the decisions the resulting
narrative is represented in the form of a newspaper article.
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Game Based Knowledge
Engineering
IUALL
P02 WP04 VP20 Game Based Knowledge
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Johan de Heer (T-Xchange)
Partner(s): Thales Nederland BV, University of Twente, TXchange
Short description
T-Xchange designs and develops game based learning
solutions for 21st century leadership development. For
example, all mayors in the Netherlands are trained with one
of our games: the Mayor Game for leadership development
in crisis management. The current one of our games: the
Mayor Game for leadership development in crisis
management. The central idea for this valorisation project
proposal is to examine if a game-artefact can be used as an
alternative knowledge engineering tool to understand
human dynamic decision making strategies. It provides a
different (game based) approach as compared to the
current knowledge capturing approach using timeconsuming interview techniques with domain experts (e.g.,
METIS project). The idea is that we let domain experts play
a game to understand their reasoning strategies: how they
make sense out of various forms of (un)structured
data/information elements.

Dissemination (communication)
Website: www.txchange.nl
Media: Johan de Heer (2015). How do Architects think? A
game based micro world for elucidating dynamic decisionmaking. P133-142. © Springer International Publishing
Switzerland 2016 133; G. Auvray et al. (eds.), Complex
Systems Design & Management, DOI 10.1007/978-3-31926109-6_10 Johan de Heer (2015). How do Architects
think? A game based micro world for elucidating dynamic
decision-making. Paper presented at CSDM2015, Nov 23-25
Paris.
Quotes
“We use the Capture Game to improve the skills of Thales
systems architects and product design authorities in
weighting the different interest in the development of
systems-of-systems. The game was really appreciated by
the Top Class group and was seen as a valuable addition to
the training program” (Jacek Skowronek: Group expert
System architecture at Thales).
Nice to know
http://www.leadershipgame.com/games/item/technicalleadership-and-innovation/

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
We will examine the usability of game based knowledge
engineering in terms of understanding dynamic decision
making. Dynamic Decision Making (DDM) research differs
from more classical forms of (logic)decision making
research by taken into account: 1. the use of a series of
decisions to reach a goal unlike a single decision, 2. the
interdependence of decisions on previous decisions unlike
their independence from previous decisions, 3. the dynamic
nature of a changing environment unlike a static fixed
environment that does not change, 4. the fact that the
decisions are made in real time tasks unlike no time
pressure situations. For that, we developed a game based
micro world to elucidate decision-making competencies.
What is your application?
The proof-of-concept was developed and a user study is
set-up for the Thales Architect Convention is Oct 2015. A
demo is available via:
http://www.leadershipgame.com/games/item/technicalleadership-and-innovation/
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Bot - Telepresence Robots in the
Wide Wild World
IUALL
P02 WP02/03 VP21 Starbot (WP2 en WP3)
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Dr. van Delden & Dr. M. Bruijnes, Human Media Interaction,
University of Twente
Researchers: Dr. Robby van Delden, Human Media
Interaction, University of Twente ; Dr. Merijn Bruijnes,
Human Media Interaction, University of Twente
Partner(s): Human Media Interaction, University of Twente
Motivational statement
This project had no private partners, however, the
University of Twente supported this project monetary and
in kind. This is no surprise as the slogan of the University fits
perfectly with this project: High tech, human touch.
Furthermore, the general description of what the university
is and stands is exemplified by what is done in this project:
“Some 3,300 scientists and other professionals working
together on cutting-edge research, innovations with realworld relevance and inspiring education for more than
9,600 students. The enterprising university encourages
students to develop an entrepreneurial spirit and is a
partner of Kennispark Twente.“ This project has shown to
aim for this on several levels. One, the former PhD students
involved showed an entrepreneurial spirit in starting to ask
their own questions and involving public and interested
private parties, it furthered their personal development
outside of or on the edges of their familiar research
domain. Two, this project showed valorisation of this
research project not in a economical sense but in that of
the public domain. Three, they created tangible inspiring
video content that can familiarize students with issues in
innovation beyond predefined requirement fulfilment.
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity / Intelligent System Design /
Physical User Interaction
Societal topic: Health & Well – Being / Secure Societies /
Future Internet
Short description
Mobile remote presence systems (MRPs) are the logical
next step in telepresence, but what are the ethical, social,
legal, and technical implications of such systems going into
the wide wild world? We explored these potential issues by
immersing ourselves in a range of possible applications by
re-purposing commercially available MRPs. This researcheras-experimental-subject (RAES) approach allowed us to
quickly identify many possible issues that could arise from
use of the technology. Considering such issues can help
further the use of telepresence robots in real-life settings.
Furthermore, we suggest that the RAES approach could be
helpful in finding interesting issues that might arise when
new technologies are introduced to the consumer market.

Lessons learned
The Researcher As Experimental Subject (RAES) approach
applied in a new setting is helpful in finding interesting
issues that might arise when new technologies are
introduced to the consumer market.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
What will happen when communication with MRP systems
will become common? What will be the ethical, societal,
legal, and technical implications? We applied a refreshing
approach to delve into these questions with the Researcher
As Experimental Subject (RAES) approach. We tried 14
different applications and showed with short video snippets
certain elements that are relatable for the general public,
making tangible what it could imply. This showed that
current technology for most of these novel applications is
not yet sufficiently robust, at the same time it raised ethical
questions as well as pointers to legal and societal issues.
What is your application?
We re-purposed commercial Mobile Remote Presence
systems (`skype on wheels’) and showed that with small
technical adjustments we can do more than is currently
done with these devices. The applications in itself were
often not yet end-user ready but did show important issues,
the applications showed possibilities to a wider public, and
interesting aspects to investigate further.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
CHI 2017 - Ethical Encounters workshop:
https://ethicalencountershci.com/chi-2017/position
papers-chi-2017/ (paper 1)
Technical Report - CTIT 2017, University of Twente, ISSN
1381-3625
http://merijnbruijnes.nl/wpcontent/uploads/2017/03/telep
resence-robots-daily.pdf (will be online shortly on the
eprints of the University of Twente).
Valorisation output
During the Connection the Dots event and the NRC Live
event, we had lengthy discussions with bureaucrats from
several governmental agencies about the impact of
telepresence technology and novel technology in general
on
societal
and
legal
issues.
TEDx
Twente:
http://www.tedxtwenteu.nl/talks/skype-onwheels-merijn-bruijnes/.
International
The CHI 2017 - Ethical Encounters workshop is
internationally renowned and attracts attention from the
(popular) media and scientific peers:
https://ethicalencountershci.com/chi-2017/positionpapers-chi-2017/.
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Synergy
No synergy within COMMIT. An investigator from the
European Theresa Project, Jered Vroon, became interested
in
our
work
and
offered
his
expertise. http://teresaproject.eu/. We incorporated this in
our scientific publications.
Dissemination (communication)
Website:
http://hmi.ewi.utwente.nl/IUALL/workpackages/starbot/
Youtube: https://youtu.be/N_DCyt732yk
https://youtu.be/YJr4Z26qqm0
https://youtu.be/78fnkXxY6Js
https://youtu.be/Mh0xostnWKw
https://youtu.be/Xa03Vk9ViVI
https://youtu.be/gDQvdNuM2-U
https://youtu.be/B-NeP9GsfX8
https://youtu.be/FpFnQnlO_9s
Media: UTNieuws:
http://www.utnieuws.nl/english/60844/Making_telepresen
ce_robots_cooler
Cloudworks:
http://cloudworks.nu/2014/10/08/the-big-future-of-datatoont-slimme-ict-toepassingen/
Quotes
Positive response by Tetem: the *Bot project made them
very enthusiastic about Telepresence robots and they
attempted to find funding to purchase their own robot.
Anything left to say
Within this multidisciplinary area, it turned out to be more
difficult to generate scientific output than it was to general
public interest and media attention.
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GREAT : Game-based
Rehabilitation Experiences to
Augment Therapy
IUALL
P02 WP02 VP36 GREAT
Work package/Valorisation Project leader: Dennis Reidsma,
Human (Media Interaction, University of Twente)
Researchers: Robby van Delden (Human Media Interaction,
Universiteit Twente), Winnie Meijer(LedGo BV), Joep Janssen
(Hoogstraat Revalidatie)
Partner(s): Human Media Interaction, LedGo BV, De
Hoogstraat Revalidatie
Motivational statement
LedGo BV: “As a small company LedGo does not have the time,
nor the funds to do all kind of ‘out of the box’ R&D, just for the
experience of what might happen… We need specialised
partners, enthusiastic students, and a real life playing field (and
most of all, lots of time and funds, because in the meantime:
the store must be open). I believe in this cooperation and
LedGo sees value in these kind of developments. It is very hard,
as a company, to realise this without the creativity and
scientific skills from University and clinical expertise out of the
medical field.” “As an innovative company, well known in the
entertainment industry, (take for instance the ESC) LedGo is
looking for ways to expand our knowledge and explore
innovative developments in other fields. In this case the (for
us) mysterious world of rehabilitation. Luckily we came across
the University of Twente who are working in the same playing
field of available techniques and utility/usability for people in
the field of physical therapy. In our interactive floor, they saw
an interesting instrument to use for gait therapy. As I have the
luck to live with a sports therapist, who works at ‘de
Hoogstraat Revalidatie’, I had an connection with a
rehabilitation centre, so we had a shot at a real-live test. A
stimulating environment was born, resulting in a fully
cooperating consortium today. The input of young and eager
students, the guidance of dedicated professors and
researchers, the willingness of therapist to implement the
game in daily therapy, makes the next interactive game
possible: The GREAT rehabilitation game suite!”
Scientific topic: Physical User Interaction Styles
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
In this project we applied our work on steering play behaviour
in interactive physical playgrounds to the domain of gait
rehabilitation. Together with Hoogstraat Revalidatie and LedGo
BV we developed several games that support people in their
rehabilitation exercise activities. The games make use of an
interactive, pressure sensitive, led video floor created by
LedGo. Input from patients and therapists was used to develop
and evaluate the games. In addition, the project outcome was
disseminated to health care professionals, scientists, and other
interested people.

Lessons learned
See the attached deliverable documents. Most importantly, we
learned that we should pay even more attention to
personalisation of functionalities for a domain like this, and
that therapists, who as a matter of course adapt their regular
interventions to every new patient, find it still hard to have a
similar attitude to digital rehabilitation tools.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The challenge in this domain is that it is hard to generalize
across users. ICT solutions for end users are developed using
user centred HCI design methods. Such methods lead to
solutions that fit a general class of user very well. However,
many domains concern users that have extremely
individualized needs. In that case, more of the personalization
falls to the end users, and developers need to build systems
that lend themselves to extreme personalization of
functionalities in the actual use phase of the product.
What is your application?
Active games for gait rehabilitation.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The most visible scientific outputs are presentations at
Games4Health and the paper at the International Workshop on
Personalization in Persuasive Technology. Furthermore, we are
involved in the organization of Fifth International Workshop on
Behavior Change Support Systems (BCSS 2017).
Valorisation output
The valorisation output (discussion of business potential) is
described in the attached Final Deliverables, chapter 4.
International
See scientific output, plus the international network described
in chapter 5 of the final GREAT deliverables.
Synergy
No synergy with other COMMIT projects beyond P2/WP2, plus
the shared International Workshop on Behaviour Change
Support Systems together with people from P3.
Dissemination (communication)
Website:http://hmi.ewi.utwente.nl/IUALL/workpackages/great
/; http://playwithimpact.com
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s0GvzSxcjDQ
Media: http://www.npo.nl/nos-journaal/06-042016/POW_02989477;http://www.rtvoost.nl/nieuws/default.a
spx?nid=24156 6&_ga=1.57214445.612449637.1474829072;
https://www.utwente.nl/nieuws/!/2016/4/499120/hig htechlooptherapie
opvideovloer;http://www.utnieuws.nl/nieuws/62758/Dezelfde
_looptherapie_met_meer_motivatie;https://www.deingenieur.
nl/artikel/sneller-revalideren- met-videovloer-vol-leds; Large
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3-page article in AD / Tubantia (see appendix) based on
interview with Joep
Janssen;http://www.blikopnieuws.nl/gezondheid/239681/loop
r evalidatie-op-led-vloer-blijkt-succes.html
Anything left to say
There is more material to be found in the attached Final
Deliverables of the GREAT project. And yes, we enjoyed being
part of COMMIT, and have learned much more than what can
be represented in the scientific output. Thank you for making
this possible!
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Automatic Analysis of Player
Behaviour in the Interactive Tag
Playground
IUALL

What’s your application?
Fully autonomous, interactive playgrounds that support
children in having a social, physically active and, above all,
fun experience. The playground doubles as a tool for
quantitative research into group play. The automated
behaviour analysis algorithms are applicable in a broader
context.

P02 WP01 Sensing for Natural Interaction
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Project leader: Dirk Heylen, University of Twente
WP leader: Ronald Poppe, Utrecht University
Main contributor: Alejandro Moreno, University of Twente
Researchers: Alejandro Moreno – University of Twente
Ronald Poppe – Utrecht University; Dirk Heylen – University
of Twente; Marten den Uyl – VicarVision; Mannes Poel –
University of Twente; Lucas Noldus – Noldus Information
Technologies
Partner(s): University of Twente, VicarVision, Noldus
Information Technologies, Utrecht University

EVALUATION

Motivational statement
Because of the innovative work: children’s play has never
before been studied in such an rigorous, automated
manner. The combination of theoretical work and user
studies further ensured that practical outcomes could be
understand properly.
Scientific topic: Physical User Interaction Styles
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
We have developed technology to analyse play behaviour
of children. Our algorithms are able to determine a kid’s
role in a game, and provide an accurate estimate of the
level of exertion. We have further shown that such
information can be used to steer the interactions in an
instrumented, interactive playground. User studies with
hundreds of children have demonstrated the efficacy of our
work, while children have indicated that they appreciate
the interactive play.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Q: How can we best understand interactive player
behaviour? A: Based on tracked player positions, we have
demonstrated that we can automate the estimation of (1)
the level of activity, (2) the amount of social interaction and
(3) the role of each player. Q: How can we design an
interactive playground game that is both engaging, and
stimulates exertion and social interaction? A: We have
demonstrated that augmenting a traditional game with
interactive elements satisfies these requirements. User
studies, as well as objective analyses of behaviour
demonstrate the efficacy of this approach.

Scientific output
We have addressed a novel area of research, in which
computer science, psychology and design are combined.
We are the first to demonstrate the merits of this
combination specifically for the analysis of children’s play in
interactive playgrounds. A survey article that introduces the
topic has appeared in IEEE Pervasive Computing, and is
beginning to attract the attention of researchers working in
related fields. Our practical work on tracking, automated
behaviour analysis and interactive play has been published
in high-quality conferences and journals.
Valorisation output
In this work package, a working prototype of an interactive
playground has been developed. Its merits have been
demonstrated in a series of user studies in which over 1000
children participated. Our work is best appreciated in a
setting in which play (naturally) occurs. Our main
competitors develop (interactive) playgrounds and indoor
entertainment installations, for example in shopping malls
or museums. Our work is novel in a sense that we can steer
the play behaviour in pre-defined directions, to ensure
social contacts and exertion are maintained.
International
We have published in various journals and conferences,
aimed at an international audience. Our work is being cited
by researchers both in and outside The Netherlands.
Synergy
We have established contacts with researchers in various
fields, for collaboration within and outside the work
package. These contacts have led to a long-term exhibition
and media attention. The work in the WP further provides a
solid basis for further research and development. Currently,
we are exploring opportunities for public use of our work,
as well as opportunities for funding of follow-up research.
We explicitly include researchers from psychology,
pedagogy and education in these explorations.
Dissemination (communication)
Website:
http://hmi.ewi.utwente.nl/IUALL/demos/interactive-tagplayground
Media: Radio 1 (1Vandaag): Het nieuwe tikkertje (March
26, 2015)
De Weekkrant: Tikkertje spelen in door UT’ers bedachte
game (April 16, 2015)
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UTNieuws: Sociale balans op de interactieve speelplaats:
Tikkertje 2.0 (April 2, 2015)
UTNieuws: HMI onderzoekers testen interactive playground
(March 5, 2015)
AT5: Tikkertje 2.0 op whi kid-beurs (October 2, 2014)
Phys.org: Primary school pupils lend researchers a helping
hand (January 11, 2016)
Nice to know
Over 1,000 people participated in our user studies, or
otherwise played our interactive tag. The behaviour of
adults and children while playing tag is largely the same.
Except that children cheat more. In 2008, the UK Local
Government Association promoted tag games stating that
children are overprotected.
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Natural Interaction in Ambient
Entertainment
IUALL
P02 WP02 Natural Interaction in Abient
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Dennis Reidsma, Human Media Interaction, University of
Twente
Researchers: Robby van Delden, Human Media Interaction,
Universiteit Twente; Andries Lohmeier, KITT Engineering
BV;
Partner(s): Human Media Interaction, KITT Engineering BV
Motivational statement
The COMMIT program did provide work packages that
seamlessly matched our R&D and Commercial activities.
Participating was really a "No Brainer". We are happy that
the cooperation within COMMIT yielded new projects and
strengthened the relation with the HMI group of the
UTwente.”
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design / Physical User
Interaction Styles
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
This work package concerned the development of easy to
access interactive playground systems followed by
empirical investigations (through user studies) of how we
can steer the physical and social behaviour of people
playing with these systems through implementing smart
play mechanics in the system.
Lessons learned
The results in this work package provide us with
fundamental insights on 3 types of steering play behaviour
in physical and social dimensions, in interactive
playgrounds: - Forceful steering, where the game requires
people take certain actions by making them a required
control action, e.g., “you must stand in spot X to make the
game go forward”. - Forceful steering, where the game
insists people take certain actions by giving, e.g., gameoutcome related rewards (power-ups, shields, etcetera) More subtle steering, where a game entices people to take
certain actions by giving rewards and achievements that do
not lead to functional advantages related to the formalized
core game goals (e.g., rewards that only make your avatar
representation nicer to look at). All three types of steering
can effectively be used to influence behaviour, perception,
and experience in play, in physical as well as social
dimensions. This holds for “entertaining play with children”,
but also for play with severely handicapped people, and for
steering physical behaviour towards more practical results
such as gait rehabilitation games. Combined with WP1 work
we showed the powerful combination of comparative
(including the steering interventions) research combined
with using automatic measurement in a play setting.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The ICT science questions in this WP (we leave out the
highly related questions from P02/WP1) focus on
implementing modules and algorithms for steering the
behaviour, and the following perception and experience of
users. This requires us to have at least an implicit model of
how certain types of interventions in the system mechanics
lead to changes in the behaviour of the user. Hand crafted
rules allows the system to facilitate deliberate and targeted
interventions in the system, intended to achieve specific
outcomes for the user. This was explored systematically
across a range of domains and applications to arrive at
more general insights.
What’s your application?
The Interactive Tag Playground (ITP) and other systems
developed in this Work Package are instrumented open
environments that allows for interactive play. Several
players may be tracked and their movements analysed,
which forms the basis of several game mechanics. We used
floor-projections and interactive tangibles to visualize
player’s role, respond to user actions in a playful way, but
also to add novel interactive elements such as power-ups
and bonuses. These systems are more than entertainment,
they double as a tool to record and study how users
interact with each other and the environment. Our final aim
with these systems is to automatically steer interactions in
such a way that all players remain engaged and physically
active.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
1 PhD thesis, 14 papers in journals and conferences, a
symposium on “the Power of Play”, leading an international
workshop, contribution to a workshop at Persuasive 2017
on Behaviour Change Support Systems, and a large number
of user studies with our interactive play systems.
Valorisation output
Interactive playground platform with many games. Forms
the basis of most of the research results in this WP. Results
often actively shared with the field. Competitors: See PhD
thesis Robby van Delden, chapter 2: including companies
such as YALP (collaborates with us on follow-up), NYOYN,
Swinx, Smartgoals, Lappset Smart-us, Kompan, PlayAlive,
Playdale,
Playtopstreet,
Playworld,
MotionMagix,
LumoPlay. Systems with interactive public screens.
Developed as follow up to this WP by KITT Engineering.
Competitors: anyone making content for such screens, but
KITT works together with a main player in this field, NGage
media. Interactive ball for people with Profound Intellectual
and Multiple Disabilities. Developed as prototype for a
research study. Competitors: E.g. the kind of things that can
be found in the catalogues of RDG Kompagne and Barry
Emons. However, the limited size of the target group also
limits commercial potential for this concept. Games for gait
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rehabilitation: see the output of the GREAT valorisation
project.
International
See “scientific output” and “public appearances”.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://playwithimpact.com
http://hmi.ewi.utwente.nl/IUALL/demos/interactive-tagplayground/
YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W2JibBlGm3U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_qqJN0oh7o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D0z5BiAVqg4
Public appearance: Contributions to two workshops on
technology&leisure activity for people with PIMD. Invited
talk at annual symposium of regional health care
organisation Aveleijn a large number of school visits to our
lab, where children could play with our various systems
guest lectures at courses at other universities. Invited talk
at the Care4Living seminar, about consequences and
opportunities of new technology in the care sector (2015).
Invited 3 day workshop on Creative Design during a
summer school at the University of Salford, UK, by
invitation from prof. R. Bargar (2016). Lectures at various
summer schools for SIKS & HTI 3TU spring schools 2 month
exhibit of Tikkertje 2.0 at Tetem art gallery.
Media: 2014-10-02 AT5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=agyL6JmT-lc
2015-03-26 Radio 1 (Tikkertje 2.0 @ TETEM art gallery)
http://www.eenvandaag.nl/binnenland/58395/het_nieuwe
_tikkertje
2016-01-12 Kids day in DesignLab in various media
o TV Enschede http://www.tvenschedefm.nl/tv-enschedenieuws-dinsdag-12-januari2016/tvgemist/item?9StiNzdwOwCDOtW0BSQJrg==
o UT Nieuws
http://www.utnieuws.nl/nieuws/62423/Winwinsituatie_in_
DesignLab
o TV Oost
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qb9wMeZ4lzA
o Radio oost
http://www.rtvoost.nl/nieuws/default.aspx?nid=235322&_
ga=1.167852001.1197281629.1459604764&_ga=1.2662983
81.382606537.1474828673
o TC Tubantia 13 January (p 9)

Quotes
About one of the follow-ups of the project: “Het bijzondere
van dit interactieve spel is dat het niveau van het spel per
kind is aangepast, zonder dat dit voor de andere spelers
bekend hoeft te zijn.” Boony Thio, dekaan Medical School
Twente.
In http://www.smarthealth.nl/2017/03/20/ehealth-op-dewerkvloer-game-app-moet-astmapatientjes-in-bewegingkrijgen/) Linkedin responses about Power of Play
symposium: “Never stop play.” Arie Bakker – (Consulent
begeleid werken bij gemeente Groningen).
“Gaaf! Zo hebben wij onlangs voor een grote klant een
demo opstelling gemaakt met een voetbalspel op een grote
LED vloer. Gaaf wat er tegenwoordig allemaal kan!” – Leo
kuipers (innovatiemanager at Hecla Professional).
“Gaaf! Helemaal in lijn met onze interactives. Rob Tuitert,
ken jij Robby van Delden al?” – Yvonne Overmaat (Directeur
Nederland & Vlaanderen at Yalp | speeltoestellen en
sportproducten).
Nice to know
Contacted by several companies and
interested in using the playground.

organizations
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Virtual Suspect Agents
Simulation of investigative
interview behaviour in virtual
suspects and witnesses –
modelling and generating stance
taking and turn taking in noncollaborative social dialogues
IUALL
P02 WP03 Social Signals in Interaction Between Humans
and Artifical Agents
Work package/Valorisation Project leader: Rieks op den
Akker (Human Media Interaction, University of Twente)
Researchers: Merijn Bruijnes (Universiteit Twente), Dirk
Heylen (Universiteit Twente), Ron Boelsma (Nationale Politie,
Driebergen)
Partner(s): Universiteit Twente, Nationale Politie
Motivational statement
The Police will have to get to an early stage of technology and
knowledge development to continue being successful
tackling new security problems within society and to use new
opportunities to contribute to their capabilities. Cooperation
with science is therefore important. The COMMIT project
provides an excellent platform, which can contribute to more
structured cooperation in the future.
Scientific topic: Human Computation
Societal topic: Secure Societies
Short description
We observed how police investigators, suspects and
witnesses behave in investigative interviews. We build
graphical and psycho-social models for creating virtual
suspects and witnesses with which we can simulate a police
interview. We demonstrated how humans playing the role of
a police officer can interview virtual humans playing the role
of a suspect or witness using spoken Dutch as natural
communication language. This project has established solid
grounds for long-term joint research at HMI in collaboration
with the Dutch police academy and the National Police.
Lessons learned
The development of technology for supporting interview
training, learning and teaching interview training are all
based on the same stance: observing, reflecting and analysis
of the daily practice of interviewing. The idea (behind the
“Let him Speak” project with the Dutch police academy) was
that both humans (in particular police trainees learning how
to interview) and machines (observing interview and how
they are annotated, commented and assessed) can learn
through interaction. What we learned is that this requires to
bridge the gap between developers and end users of new

technology. This asks for a different culture in the
organisation of work and training practice in which end users
are more involved in the continuous development of
supporting technology and where recordings and
assessments of interviewing is standard part of the training
practice.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Can we make computers behave more social when
interacting with humans? Virtual human are becoming more
and more realistic in their expressions and physical
behaviours. Most spoken dialogue systems work on a strict
turn by turn interaction protocol. In human conversation turn
taking is an interactively achieved social phenomenon,
strongly related to affect and interpersonal stance. Can we
simulate affective stance and turn taking behaviour in
embodied conversational agents so that humans experience
having a real conversation? Answering these questions
requires: modelling a realistic application domain, real-time
speech recognition, incremental dialogue processing, and
incremental realistic behaviour generation. Police interviews
turned out to be a challenging domain for our project.
What is your application?
We succeeded in demonstrating the potential of this research
area. We developed state of the art Dutch real-time ASR for
use in Dutch spoken dialogues with virtual suspect agents.
Our application of social signal processing research and
virtual characters is in systems for training social behaviour.
In particular we build serious games for training interview
strategies. We evaluated prototype systems with police
officers and researchers of the Dutch FIOD. Models of police
interviews are used as basis for machine learning for
recognizing and classifying aspects of police interviews
(question types, interpersonal stance). ML is usefull for
dialogue systems as well as for quality assessment of police
interviews (as it is done by researchers at the police
academy).
EVALUATION
Scientific output
We have shown that the perception of the various stances
taken by some suspect in the course of an interview is shared
by different observers, but the agreement in annotation of
stance on a turn basis is low if we use strict stance categories.
Our finding confirms Aristotle’s remark that we should not
require exactness when the subject is not mathematical
(Aristotle, Ethica Nicomachea, see also our CLIN paper).
Akker, Rieks op den and Bruijnes, Merijn and Peters, Rifca
and Krikke, Teun (2013) Interpersonal stance in police
interviews: content analysis. Computational Linguistics in the
Netherlands Journal (CLIN Journal), 3 . pp. 193-216. ISSN
2211-4009 Our research findings indicate that the observer’s
experience of stance is not the result of a combination of
various independent factors or social signals (speech, turn
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taking, facial expressions and body postures) that can be
controlled independently. A subtle change in a movement
can make a totally different impression. Designing a virtual
character that shows some character is an art. (see our JMUI
paper.) Bruijnes, Merijn and Akker, Rieks op den and Spitters,
Sophie and Sanders, Merijn and Fu, Quihua (2015) The
recognition of acted interpersonal stance in police
interrogations and the influence of actor proficiency. Journal
on multimodal user interfaces, 9 (4). pp. 353-376. ISSN 17837677 Peters, Rifca and Bruijnes, Merijn and Akker, Rieks op
den (2014) How turn-taking influences the perception of a
suspect in police interviews. In: Creating the Difference, Chi
Sparks 2014, 3 April 2014, The Hague, the Netherlands (pp.
pp. 86-89).
Valorisation output
We have demonstrated the potential of virtual humans for
training social skills. When training institutes (such as the
police academy) work together with research institutes (such
as HMI-UT) and business in the virtual reality market (such as
CLEVR, Delft) this could lead to ICT that meets the need for
remedial social skill training. (see the Avatar project together
with CLEVR, funded by the National Police). CLEVR adopted
Twente’s A Social Agent Platform, a standard BML compliant
platform
for
VH
behaviour
generation.
http://merijnbruijnes.nl/ 2) through our cooperation with the
National Police and the Police Academy in the Let Him Speak
project we have renewed the interest of several
organisations (Beeld en Geluid, NOS, FIOD, NFI, National
Police, Police Academy) in the development of open source
Dutch speech recognition. This will be supported by a
community of users, researchers, developers and business
that build applications (such as Telecats, partner in the FIOD
project with HMI and the Belastingen, sponsored by
NCTV). http://www.opensource-spraakherkenning.nl/

communication. Computational social sciences . Springer,
London, UK, pp. 317-347. ISBN 9783319140803
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://hmi.ewi.utwente.nl/IUALL/
http://hmi.ewi.utwente.nl/IUALL/http://hmi.ewi.utwente.nl/I
U ALL/ http://www.commit-nl.nl/projects/interaction-foruniversalMedia: Merijn Bruijnes wins COMMIT Media Award 2014
Quotes
Bennie Mols writes in cloudworks.nu:“Verderop in de
krochten van het gebouw loopt een jongen met een virtualreality helm heel voorzichtig rond. Op een scherm zie ik dat
hij de politieagent is die in een virtual-reality-scenario een
groepje hangjongeren benadert. Onderzoekers van de
Universiteit Twente (UT) ontwikkelden samen met de
Nationale Politie deze serious game om politieagenten te
trainen in hun sociale vaardigheden. “Slechts een klein deel
van alle politieagenten krijgt nu een training in sociale
vaardigheden door ze met professionele acteurs te
confronteren”, vertelt promovendus Merijn Bruijnes van de
UT. “Via deze game kunnen meer agenten training krijgen en
nog goedkoper ook.”
Anything left to say
COMMIT P2 has been a great success for HMI. We hope that
our project will lead to continuous collaboration between the
project partners.

International
Cooperation with Institute for Creative Technology University
of California. Publications: Bruijnes, Merijn and Akker, Rieks
op den and Hartholt, Arno and Heylen, Dirk (2015) Virtual
suspect William. In: 15th International Conference on
Intelligent Virtual Agents, IVA 2015, 26-28 August 2015, Delft,
the Netherlands (pp. pp. 67-76). Bruijnes, Merijn Believable
suspect agents: response and interpersonal style selection for
an artificial suspect. PhD. Thesis, University of Tented, 2016.
Synergy
Cooperation with Behavioral Sciences Research at UT.
Ströfer, Sabine and Ufkes, Elze G. and Bruijnes, Merijn and
Giebels, Ellen and Noordzij, Matthijs L. (2016) Interviewing
Suspects with Avatars: Avatars Are More Effective When
Perceived as Human. Frontiers in psychology, 7 (545). ISSN
1664-1078 Cooperation with P2 WP4 Bruijnes, Merijn and
Linssen, Jeroen and Akker, Rieks op den and Theune, Mariët
and Wapperom, Sjoerd and Broekema, Chris and Heylen, Dirk
(2015) Social behaviour in police interviews: relating data to
theories. In: Francesca D'Errico & Isabella Poggi & Alessandro
Vinciarelli & Laura Vincze (Eds.), Conflict and multimodal
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Socially Intelligent Agents in
Serious Gaming Environments
IUALL
P02 WP04 Social Intelligent Agents in Serious Gaming
Environments
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Mariët Theune, University of Twente; Johan de Heer,
T-Xchange
Researchers: Jeroen Linssen, University of Twente; Thomas
de Groot, T-Xchange
Partner(s): University of Twente, T-Xchange
Motivational statement
Johan de Heer, T-Xchange: "We're not developing serious
games just for learning, but also for addressing 21st
Century skills. We're lucky to have a PhD candidate,
multiple researchers and technical partners who
understand each other and want to collaborate back-toback to make this project a success."
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well-being / Secure Societies
Short description
In this work package we worked on serious games for
interpersonal skills training. Our focus was on the
development of intelligent characters for the trainees to
interact with. We investigated how we could support
reflection by the player by using so-called meta-techniques
from Live Action Role Playing (LARP) that reveal what is
going on in the characters' minds. We applied these
techniques in different versions of a serious game called
LOITER that we developed and tested in collaboration with
the Dutch Police Academy. We also investigated player
reflection and intelligent characters in interactive
storytelling systems meant for entertainment.
Lessons learned
In both digital serious games and interactive digital
storytelling systems, the players and the virtual characters
with whom they interact can take a meta-perspective and
reflect on the experiences of the other party and of
themselves. Through reflecting and reasoning about the
state of the virtual world and the state of the other entity,
both can adapt their behaviour to improve their interaction
through and with the system. Meta-techniques such as
thought bubbles and flashbacks can be used to show how
the players' actions influence non-player characters'
behaviour in a game. However, it turned out to be difficult
to measure a learning effect of these techniques. Our
results did indicate that players felt increased behavioural
involvement with the characters the characters provided
reasons for their actions, but only in a version of the game
with adaptive difficulty where the characters' responses
were more challenging for the players. It may be the case
that the meta- techniques we investigated are of added

value only in situations that are more complex than the
ones modelled in our LOITER games. It is clear that
designing serious games is a process which entangles many
requirements. Learning objectives are the core of any
serious game, yet serious games should also be
entertaining, otherwise, the main motivational aspect of
such a game is lost. Furthermore, serious games need to
provide a challenge which suits the players that play it.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Our main challenge is to let virtual game characters
respond believably to human users, creating simulated
social interactions that provide users with effective learning
experiences. To this end, we implemented an interactive
story structure that lets people experience different
interactive scenarios with different story endings. We used
innovative methods such as thought bubbles and flashbacks
to stimulate reflection by showing the reasons for the
characters’ behaviour. Our approach is unique because of
its combination of methods from serious gaming,
storytelling and role play to create interactive narrative
experiences that show users how their behaviour affects
that of others.
What’s your application?
In collaboration with the Dutch Police Academy, we
developed a series of 2D online games in which police
trainees have to resolve a conflict with a group of loitering
juveniles. The attitude of these virtual juveniles changes
based on how the player addresses them. We implemented
various techniques to make this training more effective, by
making trainees directly see the results of their actions and
learn why the interaction played out as it did.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The work package resulted in 13 scientific publications in
international conference proceedings, and the results were
presented and demonstrated for a scientific audience at
these and more scientific events. We organized a workshop
and two special conference sessions. We also lectured at a
course (‘Games and Agents’) for master students Artificial
Intelligence and Computer Science at Utrecht University.
We carried out multiple user studies with our serious game
prototypes and with our interactive storytelling system.
Valorisation output
We developed multiple versions of the LOITER game and
carried out two valorisation projects. In the Non Linear
Game Play project, T-Xchange enriched their games with
branching narratives. These allow the players to influence
the storyline and explore various paths in the narrative
structure. The Game Based Knowledge Engineering project
resulted in new modules for T-Xchange's Strategic Decision
Making Game Suite. They were implemented in "The Fog of
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War Commander Game" in the domain of safety and
security. Logical competitors are other serious games
companies, but T-Xchange are a leading provider in
Leadership Games for (formal) training purposes.
International
We set up Social Simulation 4 Serious Games (SS4SG), a
Special Interest Group as a network for interested parties
from both scientific and business communities to exchange
thoughts and ideas on the crossroads of social simulation
and serious games. It attracted members from at least 7
different countries. A SS4SG special track was held at the
SSC 2014 conference and a special session at the ESSA 2015
conference.
Dissemination (communication)
Website:
http://hmi.ewi.utwente.nl/IUALL/workpackages/sociallyintelligent-agents-in-serious-games/
YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mdFLasQf_YI
(showing LOITER 2D as well as results of WP 3 and WP 5)
http://vimeo.com/68865491 (interactive storytelling)
Public appearance: Thomas de Groot gave a presentation
and led a discussion at the Overkill game festival, October
28, 2012. Mariët Theune gave a talk titled at the Control
Conference in Utrecht, 25 November 2014.
Quotes
“With these games, you can let student police officers
experience real-life situations to practice their social skills.
Serious gaming is something we already do with real
people. But that can be difficult, because not everybody is
available all the time. With serious gaming technology, you
can practice the competencies you need for your job 24
hours a day.” Siemen Albada, Coordinator Integrale
Beroepsvaardigheid Training, Dutch Police.
Nice to know
The successful collaboration between the University of
Twente and T-Xchange will be continued in a new project
called Data2Game, which also involves Tilburg University
and Brandweer Regio Twente as partners.
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Social Skills Training for Police
Officers through Virtual Reality
IUALL
P02 WP05 Social Cues an Training Demonstrator
Researchers: Jeroen Linssen, Dirk Heylen (Human Media
Interaction, University of Twente)
Johan de Heer, Thomas de Groot, Paul Porskamp (TXchange)
Daan Nusman, Steven Wijgerse, Christiaan Haarmeijer, Thijs
Ferket (RE-liON)
Ron Boelsma (Nationale Politie)
Partner(s): Human Media Interaction, University of Twente,
T-Xchange, RE-liON, Nationale Politie
Motivational statement
T-Xchange – a research collaboration between Thales
Research & Technology and University of Twente focuses
on Game Based Learning Solutions (GBLS). The focus of our
studies is on Leadership training that enables our customers
to decide quickly in mission critical situations. In particular,
we provide Leadership training solutions for Leadership in
Technology and Innovation, Crisis management &
Communication, Business Continuity & Resilience,
Organizational Change, and in Integrity and Corporate
Ethics. The applicability of Game Based Learning - as an
innovative breakthrough technology - drives our research
and technology development activities for several years
now. From both a research and business perspective, we
have capitalized on this body of knowledge and focus our
efforts on the most promising area, namely New Innovative
Training Concepts. Therefore, the objective of our multiyear Research & Technology & Innovation activity plans is
on several new ideas, and further improvements of various
proof-of-concepts aimed to offer to the market. The
requirements are driven by external market needs and
demands especially from the military and security domains.
Our RTI (Research, Technology & Innovation) focus is on (1)
Intelligent GBLS and (2) GBLS Intelligence. Research on
‘Intelligent GBLS’ is done with our strategic academic
collaboration partner: University of Twente (The
Netherlands). We have long-term research collaboration
with University of Twente and a shared Virtual Reality
research lab. With Twente University we work on sociotechnical simulation frameworks, game based learning and
assessment paradigms, model driven game engineering,
embodied interaction (brain-computer interaction,
physiological bio-signal interfaces), adaptive game systems
(interactive narratives, believable characters) in various
(external) funded research projects also with other partners
(universities, knowledge institutes, SMEs). The second
research direction ‘GBLS Intelligence’ focuses on utilizing
game-simulations as research instruments, so-called ‘Micro
worlds’ to study human cognition and 21st century
professional skills. This leads to a human behaviour
recording, modelling and predicting service; an analysis,
evaluation, and visualization function for researchers,

trainers & trainees. COMMIT/ offered us the opportunity to
work very closely with the Human Media Interaction group
of the University of Twente, in particular on storytelling
techniques in WP4 and integrated demo’s in WP5. In
addition, in the context of two valorisation projects we
further worked on the applicability of narrative games in
various market contexts. RE-liON – RE-liON creates
immersive virtual training systems. VR interactions with
human-like avatars unlock new training possibilities, but are
much more complex to develop than interactions with inert
objects (i.e., picking up objects, firing a weapon). The
COMMIT/ Work Package allowed us to develop these
interactions, in co-operation with the University of Twente.
Dutch National Police – Social interaction is a key
competence for Police officers. A good and efficient
method to train and test this capability will be helpful in
good social policework. We require a training and
evaluation system that can assess police officers their social
skills and shortcomings.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
In this work package, we designed and built LOITER, a
virtual reality (VR) demonstrator revolving around social
skills training for police officer. We based this work on
research mostly performed in WP3 and WP4 of P2. In the
demonstrator, people can enter RE-liON’s SUIT
environment through a suit that registers their movement
and head-mounted displays to enable them to enter VR. In
the virtual environment, people can talk to virtual agents
which will respond to them based on the approach people
take. The goal of these users is to de-escalate social
conflicts with these virtual agents.
Lessons learned
T-Xchange
Scientific grounding: Working together with UT-HMI
provided us state-of-the-art knowledge on narrative
structures that were fit for purpose of our Game Based
Learning Solutions
Applied research: There is a proper understanding of
business needs. The added value of the research efforts is
in line with expected business outcomes.
Network expansion: Through COMMIT/ and its activities we
increased our visibility in the academic network leading to
new proposals submitted for funding.
RE-liON
A layered model (high-level storytelling, medium-level
avatar wants/needs/decisions, lower-level character
animations, lowest-level rendering) is the way to go for
social interactions. However, connecting these levels with
the correct interfaces has been proven to be difficult.
Also, repeatability of training might be an issue for
sufficiently complex decision making systems.
In VR, social cues (such as subtle body/facial animations)
need to have much more fidelity than normal 3D or 2D
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representations. This complicates the creation of
convincing avatars.
Dutch National Police
The partners are experienced in the use of the technical
means. Risk of this kind of participation is that the
technology selection is biased by using the available
technologies.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The ICT science question was how social interactions can be
offered in virtual reality. The solution to this involved using
RE-liON’s SUIT environment which we populated with
virtual agents that are outfitted with cognitive states. These
cognitive states allow them to respond to different
approaches users may take, for example, aggressively
approaching them, or trying to reason with them. These
agents perform (non)verbal behaviour corresponding to
their cognitive state. Alternate virtual reality approaches
lack this dynamic behaviour of virtual agents based on
cognitive states grounded in social psychology.

International
We presented our work on the AGENT framework at the
International Conference on Foundations of Digital Games.
We showed how we can use different interfaces for various
stakeholders of our serious game. This way, tutors can get
an overview of the simulation in the game and peer
trainees can also follow what the user(s) in the simulation
are doing. (See previously delivered items of this work
package.)
Dissemination (communication)
YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mdFLasQf_YI
Media: http://www.at5.nl/artikelen/135357/tikkertje-2-0op-whizzkid-beurs
Quotes
“With serious gaming technology like this, you can practice
the competences you need for law enforcement for 24
hours a day.”
“I think this will be one of the puzzle pieces which will make
virtual reality usable – not only for law enforcement, but for
the entire educational system.”

What’s your application?
The application we foresee for this work is broadening the
target audience for immersive simulators to support more
social scenarios, which would enable the training of soft
skills for police officers. Increasing the diversity, quality and
repeatability of the training the police's social interactions
directly ties into the Secure Society goal of COMMIT/. The
current kinetic scenarios in RE-liON’s SUIT environment
have limited human/NPC interaction, used for Defence
training purposes.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
We created AGENT (the Awareness Game Environment for
Natural Training) to connect our modules for cognitive
states of virtual characters and storytelling techniques to
the virtual environment of RE-liON. The AGENT framework
allows these modules to exchange information using a
centralized message broker. This allows for a modular
architecture in which, for example, different modules for
visualization of information about the virtual environment
and the cognitive states of the virtual characters can be
added. (See previously delivered items of this work
package.)
Valorisation output
Our joint work in this work package allowed RE-liON to
incorporate more complex cognitive models for virtual
characters in their virtual reality environment. In addition,
the AGENT framework allows tutors to gain insight into
what is happening in the simulation through adaptable
interfaces.
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Inclusive Design for 3S (selfefficacy, social engagement and
security) - Involving the enduser in the design process
IUALL
P02 WP06 Inclusive Design for 3S (self-effecacy social
engagement and security)
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Kim Kranenborg (TNO)
Researchers: Anita Cremers (TNO), Mark Neerincx (TNO/TU
Delft), Jacomien de Jong (TNO), Rosie Paulissen(TNO), Marc
Grootjen(Eagle Science), Carien Caljouw(Eagle Science),
Ellen Wilschut (TNO), Marianne Driessen (Cinop), Hans
Kooistra (BSS Holland BV)
Partner(s): TNO, BSS Holland BV, Cinop
Motivational statement
BSS Holland BV: “It was and is our believe that design and
process innovation and new possibility of technology and
science are crucial ingredients for progressing security
industry, the market segment BSS is operating in.
Participating in WP6 of COMMIT gave BSS an excellent the
opportunity to explore the above mention topics in an
diverse and multi knowledge domain environment. The
security market is very “fear” and technical driven, it was
our expectation that with working with institutions and
organizations like TNO and Cinop we could get better inside
how to align the needs of the market with the technical the
capabilities. For BSS this has been valuable we have learned
a lot of the interactions with end-users, WP6/8 members
and in applying inclusive design tool kit.” Cinop: Stichting
CINOP/CINOP Advies is een nationaal en internationaal
opererende maatschappelijke onderneming voor leer- en
ontwikkelingsvraagstukken binnen de driehoek overheidonderwijs-arbeidsmarkt. Wij voeren voor diverse
overheden, onderwijsinstellingen en bedrijven onder
andere projecten uit die te maken hebben met de
integratie en participatie van (taal)zwakke burgers in onze
samenleving. Denk daarbij aan laaggeletterden of aan
immigranten die moeten inburgeren en de Nederlandse
taal moeten leren. De laatste jaren is, naast
taalvaardigheid, ook de digitale vaardigheid een belangrijke
component geworden voor succesvolle participatie. Het
COMMIT P2 project, met de focus op de digitale
component in de ondersteuning van (taal)zwakke burgers in
de samenleving, was voor ons een ideale manier om met
partners uit de wetenschap en het bedrijfsleven dit thema
verder te onderzoeken en uit te werken. Wij zijn gevraagd
om mee te doen vanwege onze kennis en ervaring met de
doelgroepen en ons grote netwerk van organisaties die zich
met dit thema bezighouden. Wij vonden het daarom
waardevol om deze kennis en ervaring in dit project in te
kunnen zetten. Daarnaast hoopten wij onze eigen kennis
met betrekking tot digitale ondersteuning van deze

doelgroepen te kunnen vergroten. Tot slot wilden wij als
organisatie ons netwerk verbreden en zowel nationaal als
internationaal in beeld blijven op het thema participatie en
integratie van (taal)zwakke burgers in de samenleving.
Scientific topic: Human Computation
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
We have developed and applied a general method for
inclusive design, as a further extension and refinement of
situated Cognitive Engineering, entailing the research and
development activities of WP6, WP7 and WP8.
Anthropological methods (like Grounded Theory) were
integrated into a more formal interaction design and
evaluation framework. Furthermore, in a valorisation
project next to wp6 we have developed the Include Toolbox
to support small and medium ICT-enterprises in applying
‘inclusive design methods’ to involve vulnerable end-users
in in their product development process. For more
information see “End report Valorisation COMMIT Include”.
We have applied inclusive design methods from the toolbox
to develop an ‘alarm system’ that supports elderly to live
safely, independently and socially active at home.
Lessons learned
Societal participation of vulnerable groups, such as lowliterates and immigrants, is a real and urgent societal
problem. This has helped to involve parties in our project,
which acknowledge the importance of this type of applied
research. However, it was hard to involve parties in
neighbourhoods to ground the results. A 4-year research
project is too long for interested SMEs; they need quicker
(in-between) results.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The question is how to design ICT solutions for specific
vulnerable groups of citizens, like elderly, people of low
literacy, children and non-natives, to help them participate
fully in society. Which methods are available and how can
these methods be applied to special user groups?
What is your application?
We have developed two prototype applications. The first
application is the web-based Include toolbox which helps
SME ICT- enterprises to involve vulnerable end-users
(elderly, low-literates, children, immigrants) of their
products throughout the entire development process, from
recruiting participants to analyzing the results. Second,
using the toolbox, a prototype alarm application is designed
for elderly people and their social network, to make them
feel more safe and less dependent on other people.
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EVALUATION
Scientific output
Through desk-top research and co-design sessions with
diverse target groups (elderly, children, low-literates,
immigrants) we have accumulated knowledge on the
problems these groups encounter to participate in Dutch
society, and how to involve them in the development
process of ICT. We have made this knowledge available to
ICT companies in the Include toolbox. We have used and
evaluated the inclusive design methods and helped an ICT
company to apply these methods in their development
process of an alarm app for elderly. We have published an
article on the use of ICT to enhance social security of elderly
in the neighbourhood.

Quotes
Participants stress the importance of inclusive design. They
feel the government has a responsibility to lower the digital
barrier between government and citizens. Also, they see
that inclusive design is important for economic growth.
TNO could be made responsible for developing a quality
mark for inclusive design, in addition to the existing W3C
guidelines which are rather technical. The government,
TNO and all other parties who feel the necessity for
inclusive design (ambassadors (experts) from all types of
organizations involved) should publish an inclusive design
manifesto and a roadmap. This will help to get internal
support in those organizations, to create awareness and
funding, which is crucial for large-scale adoption,
deployment and longevity of the toolbox.

Valorisation output
Valorisation activities: Valorisation project COMMIT Include
together with Eagle Science; Valorisation proposal Aladdin
submitted, a continuation of Include (community building,;
We have enriched the Include toolbox in the RAAK project
Powertools (Hogeschool Utrecht) with information on users
with an intellectual disability and design guidelines for this
target group.
International
We have delivered three international papers: Cremers,
A.H.M., Neerincx, M.A. & De Jong, J.G.M. (2013). Inclusive
design: bridging theory and practice. as egas, HCII2013.
Cremers, A.H.M., Janssen, Y.J.F.M., Neerincx, M.A.,
Schouten, D. & Kayal, A. (2014). Inclusive design and
anthropological methods to create technological support
for societal inclusion. Human Computer Interaction
International (HCII), Crete, 25-27 June 2014.
Synergy
Unique combination of partners in WP 6, the cooperation
between WP7 and WP8 (e.g. 3S, design and sCE method,
etc.) and the cooperation broader within COMMIT.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://include.eaglescience.nl/; www.scetool.nl
(Tool that supports the Cognitive Engineering (sCE) method.
It was constructed for building, maintaining and re-using
design knowledge based on the following development
principles; https://www.tno.nl/COMMIT;
http://www.commit-nl.nl/projects/wp-packages/inclusivedesign-for-3s- self-efficacy-social-engagement-and-security
Public appearance: Minister Plasterk has visited TNO to talk
about inclusive design and accessibility of the digital
government.
Media: Presentations and workshops about Include and
Inclusive design e.g.; o Design Management Netwerk:
SERVICE DESIGN IN DE ZORG. Toegankelijk ontwerpen van
ICT
voor
en
met
kwetsbare
groepen
(http://www.dmnetwerk.nl/); Maak het bruikbaar festival:
Inclusive Design: ontwerpen voor en met iedereen!
(http://www.gebruikercentraal.nl/programma-maakbruikbaar-festival-2016/).
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User-centered design of
normative social applications
IUALL
P02 WP07 Socio-Geographical Support
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Dr. M. Birna van Riemsdijk, TU Delft
Researchers: Alex Kayal, TU Delft; Dr. Willem-Paul
Brinkman, TU Delft; Prof. Dr. Mark Neerincx, TU Delft;
Fawad Kahn, TU Delft; Wouter Pasman, TU Delft
Partner(s): Almende, TU Delft
Motivational statement
Almende researches and develops solutions aiming at
improving the self-organisation capabilities of human
organisations by means of innovative technologies. The
participation in this project enabled Almende to develop a
strong basis for the application of multi-agent technology
for social network profiling and community lifelog support
in the domain of well working. Sense develops high-tech
tools for supporting people in their daily lives. The
participation in this project enabled Sense to considerably
improve their technology solutions and to embed
innovative academic research results into their products
and services.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Secure Societies
Short description
Mobile location-sharing technology is used increasingly by
parents to know where their children are. Research shows
that these technologies may pose risks to important user
values such as privacy and responsibility, while it aims to
promote others such as family security. As a solution we
have proposed the use of a normative model, specifically a
so-called Social Commitment (SC) model, for governing the
sharing and receiving of data. A social commitment
represents an agreement between two people about which
data should (not) be shared and received in which situation.
We have developed a mobile app based on this model. Our
research suggests that it provides better support for
children's values than a version of the app without the SC
model.
Lessons learned
Besides the empirically grounded normative model we
developed as a result of this project, it was also an
exploration on how to bring together user-centred design
for interactive mobile applications and research from the
normative multi-agent systems (NorMAS). To the best of
our knowledge this was the first time such an effort was
undertaken, and we feel the steps we took can be useful for
others attempting a similar effort. In this way we contribute
to transfer of theoretical research on NorMAS to practical
applications.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
1. Can the use of norms in social applications promote user
values like independence better than the basic settings of
existing applications like Facebook? Norms are viewed as
rules of behaviour that users can express to the social
application, mirroring real-life social norms. 2. How can
social applications be designed to make them more usable
to the special needs of vulnerable people such as children?
What’s your application?
The application allows parents and children to ‘check-in’ at
geographical locations they define and share this check-ins
with selected family and friend groups. The app provides
the ability to create customized agreements between users
to govern sharing and receiving of data, based on a
normative model. Parents can for example agree with their
children under which conditions check-ins are shared.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
Papers:
A value-centric model to ground norms and requirements
for ePartners of children; published in COIN'13.
A social commitment model for location sharing
applications in the family life domain; to be submitted to
journal of Agent-Oriented Software Engineering
Socially adaptive electronic partners for improved support
of children’s values: an empirical study with a locationsharing mobile app; accepted with minor revisions to the
journal of Child Computer Interaction.
Automatic conflict resolution for social commitments
using value-based models; submitted to Transactions of
Internet Technology.
PhD thesis about to be submitted. The research has
provided important inspiration for the Vidi grant obtained
by Van Riemsdijk in 2014 on Socially Adaptive Electronic
Partners. Moreover, it has laid the foundation for a
research line on Responsible Data Sharing lead by Van
Riemsdijk as part of the Social Data Science research at TU
Delft.
Valorisation output
An app integrating the social commitment model has been
developed based on the Common Sense platform of
Almende/Sense-OS. The novelty of integrating a flexible
context dependent model for expressing social agreements
into a mobile location sharing application sets it apart from
existing location sharing apps.
International
Research was presented at the international workshop on
Coordination, Organization, Institutions and Norms in
Multiagent systems (COIN) held at the primary conference
on multiagent systems (AAMAS), and a demo of the app
was presented at UMAP'14. Related research was also
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presented at AAMAS'13 and AAMAS'15. We are currently
exploring collaboration with prof. dr. pInar Yolum from
Turkey, who has done work on privacy in online social
networks, and prof. Dr. Munindar Singh, who first proposed
the social commitment model.
Synergy
Our work is closely connected to the mobile app developed
in WP06 for increasing social participation of people in the
neighbourhood, specifically designed for elderly people and
their social network to make them feel safer and less
dependent on other people. Van Riemsdijk is currently a
guest at the HMI group in Twente with prof. dr. Dirk Heylen
(coordinator of P02) where we explore integration of our
COMMIT/ research with that of HMI.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.commit-nl.nl/projects/wppackages/socio-geographical-support
YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xaAkU2MemQ4&feat
ure=youtu.be
Public appearance: Responsible Data Science Seminar:
http://www.responsibledatascience.org/index.php/2016/1
1/21/slides-of-responsible-data-science-seminar-seriesevent-02/
Media: ICT prijs 2014: http://agconnect.nl/artikel/birnavan-riemsdijk-krijgt-ict-onderzoeksprijs Het beste idee van
2014:
http://www.uitgeverijdewereld.nl/het-beste-ideevan/2014/artikelen/technology-for-humanity
Quotes
Referring to the increasing interference of mobile
technology into the aspects of everyday life, and its
negative influence on children’s everyday activities, a
concerned parent was quoted (during a user study) saying:
“I don't want technology to prevent my daughter from
having the same experiences that I used to have when I was
her age”.
Nice to know
LG is gearing up to launch a wristband that plots a child’s
every move via a built-in GPS sensor. The wristband is
expected to launch this year in South Korea, and in Europe
and the United States one year later. The Guardian says
that this sort of technology will "edge us closer to a
dystopian future". Sources:
http://venturebeat.com/2014/07/09/lgs-child-trackingbracelets-are-terrifying/
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/jan/10/chil
d-tracking-wristbands-dystopian-future-ces-2014
YouTube video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xaAkU2MemQ4&feat
ure=youtu.be
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Virtual learning helps people
with language problems in
societal participation - Social
Conventions Learning in Mixed
Reality
IUALL
P02 WP08 Social Conventions Learning in Mixed Reality
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Kim Kranenborg (TNO)
Researchers: Dylan Schoute (TU Delft/TNO), Mark Neerincx
(TNO & TU Delft), Anita Cremers (TNO), Marianne Driessen
(Cinop) Mirella Verspiek (Cinop), Rosie Paulissen (TNO)
Partner(s): TU Delft, TNO, Cinop
Motivational statement
Cinop: Stichting CINOP/CINOP Advies is een nationaal en
internationaal opererende maatschappelijke onderneming
voor leer- en ontwikkelingsvraagstukken binnen de
driehoek overheid-onderwijs-arbeidsmarkt. Wij voeren
voor diverse overheden, onderwijsinstellingen en bedrijven
onder andere projecten uit die te maken hebben met de
integratie en participatie van (taal)zwakke burgers in onze
samenleving. Denk daarbij aan laaggeletterden of aan
immigranten die moeten inburgeren en de Nederlandse
taal moeten leren. De laatste jaren is, naast
taalvaardigheid, ook de digitale vaardigheid een belangrijke
component geworden voor succesvolle participatie. Het
COMMIT P2 project, met de focus op de digitale
component in de ondersteuning van (taal)zwakke burgers in
de samenleving, was voor ons een ideale manier om met
partners uit de wetenschap en het bedrijfsleven dit thema
verder te onderzoeken en uit te werken. Wij zijn gevraagd
om mee te doen vanwege onze kennis en ervaring met de
doelgroepen en ons grote netwerk van organisaties die zich
met dit thema bezighouden. Wij vonden het daarom
waardevol om deze kennis en ervaring in dit project in te
kunnen zetten. Daarnaast hoopten wij onze eigen kennis
met betrekking tot digitale ondersteuning van deze
doelgroepen te kunnen vergroten. Tot slot wilden wij als
organisatie ons netwerk verbreden en zowel nationaal als
internationaal in beeld blijven op het thema participatie en
integratie van (taal)zwakke burgers in de samenleving.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Secure Societies
Short description
We have designed and evaluated a virtual coach that
supports low-literates and immigrants to practice Dutch
society participation exercises, in which they need
information and communication skills. We have developed
exercises in both formal and informal social settings, such
as online banking and visiting a service desk. The virtual

coach engages in a conversation with the user and provides
cognitive, affective and social learning support before,
during and after the exercises. The virtual coach adapts the
level of support to the personal characteristics of the user,
to teach skills and improve self-efficacy in real-life
situations.
Lessons learned
We have heavily involved representatives of our target
group in the development process of VESSEL. However,
finding these representatives and making practical
arrangements for workshops and evaluation sessions asks
for considerable effort.
Involving representatives of the target group at an early
stage of development leads to many insights contributing
to a design that better fits the needs and capabilities of the
target group.
Close cooperation between academic (TNO and TUDelft)
and practice (Cinop) project partners leads to a design with
real added value to existing solutions.
Societal participation of vulnerable groups, such as lowliterates and immigrants, is a real and urgent societal
problem. This has helped to involve parties in our project,
which acknowledge the importance of this type of applied
research.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The question was how to design an effective personalized
virtual coach, providing cognitive, affective and social
support, to accommodate the needs and capabilities of the
diverse low-literate and non-native target group. How can
this virtual coach help users to obtain appropriate
experience to develop skills, attitudes, knowledge and
behaviours needed to overcome barriers that otherwise
hinder social engagement in society? The project has made
a unique contribution by combining TNO and TUDelft’s
expertise on virtual coaching with Cinop’s thorough target
group knowledge into a working prototype for evaluation
and demonstration purposes.
What is your application?
The application is called VESSEL (Virtual Environment to
Support the Societal participation Education of Lowliterates): a virtual coach offering cognitive, affective and
social support to carry out societal participation exercises,
using content drawn from real daily life experiences. This
allows individual low-literate learners to practice skills and
behaviours that are relevant to them, and (by doing so)
acquire language skills and societal knowledge in the proper
context of use, wherever and whenever they want.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
We have created a working prototype of VESSEL, which
demonstrates the personalized cognitive, affective and
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social support of the virtual coach in interaction with the
user, in two scenarios: online banking (information
exercise) and service desk (communication exercise). A
comprehensive Youtube movie also presents the workings
of VESSEL as well as the added value to the target group.
The PhD thesis of Dylan Schouten presents all scientific
background and research which has led to this prototype
and insights into how virtual coaching should be designed
for our low-literate and non-native target groups.
Valorisation output
Valorisation activities: E-coaching training for online
learning by CINOP (Publication: “Van blinde vlek naar
heldere focus: E-coaching bij online”, Marianne Driessen);
TNO performed a business case session in order to
determine how we can bring the virtual learning
environment for societal participation to the market. There
are
multiple
parties/stakeholders,
like
libraries,
municipalities, developers like ETV.nl and oefenen.nl, UWV,
employers that have contact with the target audience (NT1
& NT2). These parties could offer the services of product to
the target audience, but are they the investors to develop
the product? Besides there are external financiers like the
Bill & Melinde gates foundation or Stichting lezen en
schrijven.; Follow-up projects: We are exploring a
cooperation with Steffie, a virtual character helping lowliterates to participate in society, in order to make Steffie
more intelligent, interactive and personalized. We have
submitted a project proposal in cooperation with Radboud
University in the context of the ZonMw Create Health call
for creating a virtual coach applying principles of
motivational interviewing to prevent obesity in elderly
persons.
International
A methodological conference paper on inclusive design and
anthropological methods to create technological support
for societal inclusion.; Three conference papers in the
context of the PhD thesis of Dylan Schouten: a white paper
presenting the research framework, a paper on
gamification for low-aliterates and a paper on user
requirement analysis of social conventions learning
applications; The PhD thesis will consist of five journal
articles, one has already been published (foundation), one
is accepted (grounded theory), one is under review
(affective coach support), and two (proof-of-concept of a
virtual coach, cognitive coach support) will be submitted in
February 2017.

Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.commit-nl.nl/projects/wppackages/social-conventions-learning-in-mixed-reality
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vOZjPP_NO1k video
on e-coach for low-literates
Public appearance: Social Media Workshop with lowliteracy ambassadors in 2013 (https://www.rocnijmegen.nl/organisatie/actueel/2-algemeen/1340laaggeletterden-leren-social-mediagebruik);Dissemination
“Study outcome report for language classes”; Dissemination
“Internetbankieren met een digitale coach”; Poster
Designing ICT for social inclusion; Presentation of demo
“Learning Dutch in a virtual world” during the Dutch Design
Week 2014, Eindhoven by dylan Schouten; Meeting “how
to reach low-literates on-line?” Gebruiker centraal
(http://www.gebruikercentraal.nl/agenda/laaggeletterden/
en
https://www.digitaleoverheid.nl/actueel/nieuwsberichten/i
ntItem/terug blik-hoe-bereik-je-laaggeletterdenonline/2976); Workshop “Inclusive Design: designing for
and with eveybody!” voor en met iedereen!
(http://www.gebruikercentraal.nl/programma-maakbruikbaar-festival-2016/); Presentation e-coach video (zie
YouTube) by ROC Nijmegen during the week of the Literacy
(week van de Alfabetisering).
Quotes
“According to me, designing this virtual learning
environment is quite original and innovative.” Wim
Matthijsse, Stichting Lezen en Schrijven; Most of the NT1
and NT2 participants were very positive about the e-coach.
A few quotes: “Ik vond het lastig om echt tegen zo’n coach
te praten. Sowieso vind ik het wel lastig om hulp te vragen.
Dat doe ik nou wel iets meer. Het gevoel is dan dat het
goed is dat ik het gevraagd heb.”…”Mijn droom is dat ik
alles zelf kan doen en daardoor zelfvertrouwen krijg”,
“Door dat programma met een virtuele coach geeft het mij
een gevoel dat als ik vast kom te zitten, dan weet ik: ik hoef
het
maar
te
vragen.”….”Ik
doen
nou
vrijwilligerswerk”….”Vroeger was het voor mij een zwartwit wereldje en voor mij is het nu een regenboog vol met
kleuren”
Anything left to say
WP8 has contributed to the Include toolbox of WP6, by
providing information on the target groups (low-literates,
non-natives), as well as co-design methods to involve the
target groups in the design process and design guidelines.

Synergy
The project has made a unique contribution by combining
TNO and TUDelft’s expertise on virtual coaching with
Cinop’s through target group knowledge into a working
prototype for evaluation and demonstration purposes.
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The digital runner
SENSel
P03 WP01 Detection and interpretation of user behaviour
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Jaap van Dieën/VU
Researchers: Ben van Oeveren/ VU, Jo de Ruiter /VU, Khiet
Truong /VU/UT, Meiru Mu /VU/UT, Peter Beek /VU
Partner(s): Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences,
University of Twente, Almende, Sense, Infosys, VU
Motivational statement
This project allowed us to build on previous work regarding
unsupervised movement analysis and use this to optimize
running technique based on user data and to collaborate
with partners to integrate our analysis into an app to
stimulate healthy physical activity.
Scientific topic: Physical User Interaction Styles
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
For beginning runners, it can be hard to choose the
appropriate exercise intensity while running. They often run
with too low step frequency, at a too high intensity, risking
injuries and exercise dropouts. We aimed to develop a
method to provide individualized feedback on step
frequency and exercise intensity. An App has been
developed that can provide feedback on step frequency to
find an individual optimum at a given speed, based on heart
rate. In addition, a digital Talk Test-app has been developed
that, based on voice input, can estimate the runner's level
of exercise intensity while running.

b. Development of methods to select multidimensional
physiological data representative for a specific physical
activity from a dataset that is collected without supervision.
c. Development of a method to estimate an optimum from
a dataset of physiological data.
d. Training classifiers on physiological and speech data for
reliable automatic voice-based assessment of exercise
intensity.
What’s your application?
a. An algorithm was developed to detect strides in running
and walking. By detecting cycles, the algorithm is robust to
sensor position.
b. We developed a method to filter multi-dimensional data
and to determine the relationship between stride
frequency, speed and heart rate at individual level from
unsupervised data.
c. These data can be implemented to provide feedback to
(novice) runners on stride frequency resulting in improved
efficiency and most likely lower injury risk.
d. Through automatic voice analysis, the Talk Test has been
made more objective, but still in an individualized way. It
works unobtrusively as a voice-based app on a smartphone
that people often carry while running. Although there are
many running apps available in the market, none of these
have the features as presented in our application.
e. 1800 runners participated in this study, of which 430
runners shared their data.
EVALUATION

SCIENCE

Scientific output
Regarding the estimation of optimal stride frequency. We
have published: de Ruiter CJ, van Oeveren B, Francke A,
Zijlstra P, van Dieën JH. Running speed can be predicted
from foot contact time during outdoor over ground
running. PloS one. 2016;11:e0163023. Submitted two more
papers: An adaptive, real-time stride detection algorithm
for unconstrained smartphone placement, Medical
Engineering & Physics; Optimal stride frequencies in
running at different speeds, Plos On and have three papers
in preparation: Stride frequency in running, a field study,
Injury and training behaviour, Optimal stride frequencies
from observational data. Furthermore, we have published
our results on speech recognition in two conference
proceedings papers at the major conference on speech
technology Interspeech 2015.
Truong, K. P., Nieuwenhuys, A., Beek, P., & Evers, V. (2015).
A database for analysis of speech under physical stress:
detection of exercise intensity while running and talking. In
Proceedings of Interspeech (pp. 3705–3709). Trouvain, J., &
Truong, K. P. (2015). Prosodic characteristics of read speech
before and after treadmill running. In Proceedings of
Interspeech (pp. 3700–3703).

ICT science question?
a. Development of an algorithm that can be implanted on
the smartphone to estimate periods of cyclic movements
not constraining the position of the phone on the body.

Valorisation output
Our work has been valorised in many ways. Companies
showed interest in the developed algorithms and some of
the contacts may lead to collaboration in the future.

Lessons learned
Current algorithms for stride detection are position bound
and have many limitations in adaptation. Feedback will be
much more effective when the conclusions are based on
accurate
measurement,
reliable
data
(filtering),
personalized (subject history, user-profile) and contextual
based analysis. The current statistical models are not
suitable to be implemented directly; filtering and preprocessing the data before modelling is crucial to get
reliable results. The data of runners contain a wealth of
information that is currently poorly used to understand
training load, efficiency or injury risk. By combining data
science, biomechanics, physiology and epidemiology new
insights can be gained and products can be developed to
promote healthy physical activity.
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Currently, we are looking at follow-up to implement the
stride detection module in speed skating and running
applications. From the list in dissemination (below) it is
clear that the work got a lot of public attention. One of the
reasons is that we developed data driven interpretation of
the numbers generated by the smartphone applications
and sport watches, where currently only descriptive
statistics are provided. This project also lead to many small,
informal gatherings (meetups), where the VU also has
presented a couple times.
International
ECSS conference 2015, Malmo
EK-athletics 2016, Amsterdam
ECSS conference 2017, Dusseldorf
2 posters at Interspeech 2015 (Lyon, France).
Synergy
The implementation of the stride detection feature and the
Talk test in the project app was realized in close
collaboration with WP1, WP7 and WP8.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://aiss.nl/projecten/hardlooponderzoek/
http://move-metrics.nl/
YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6sVEmPVEP5c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MoEQx86dJqc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2nJvQR9j50A
Public appearance: Stand at the European Championship
Athletics ’16. We have organized +/-10 Running 2020
meetups (small lectures on running related topics open for
the public, aiming at creating a network among running
professionals)
Media: https://www.facebook.com/Hardlooponderzoek1519219665053622/
http://aiss.nl/projecten/hardlooponderzoek/
http://www.vu.nl/nl/nieuwsagenda/ek/experiment/index.a
spx
http://www.commit-nl.nl/news/hardloop-app-adviseertrenners-over-hun-optimale-stapritme
http://www.commit-nl.nl/projects/sensei-sensor-basedengagement-for-improved-health
http://www.commitnl.nl/sites/default/files/39.%20Run%2C%20talk%20and%20
don%27t%20get%20injured.pdf
https://www.runnersweb.nl/training/looptips/verbruikminder-energie-ideaal-pasritme.htm
https://www.runnersweb.nl/training/looptips/5-methodesom-je-pasritme-te-verbeteren.htm
Vrij Nederland: Nederland in 2090 (09-09-2015) - Interview
Vanessa Evers
UTNieuws - Interview Khiet Truong (05-11-2015)

Quotes
The number of quotes was overwhelming, below some
examples (in Dutch). Many of the runners sent personal
insights and perspectives and helped me with finding new
participants.
“Veel succes met je onderzoek. Ik kijk met belangstelling uit
naar de resultaten!”
“Ik heb de link naar het onderzoek op mijn FB lijn gezet, dus
hopelijk krijg je veel respons.”
“Laat maar weten als ik je kan helpen de link naar het
onderzoek door
te plaatsen.”
“Gelukt! Succes met je onderzoek.”
“Heb je ook maar gelijk gedeeld in onze hardloop club... ;-)”
“Dank je. Heel veel succes met je onderzoek, en ik ben heel
erg benieuwd naar de resultaten.”
“Lijkt me een prachtig onderwerp.”
“Wat een leuk onderzoek heb je en leuk dat jullie met een
stand BW vertegenwoordigen bij de EK atletiek.”
“Ik zou het leuk vinden om van je onderzoeksresultaten op
de hoogte te worden gehouden als dat kan en mag.“
“Hierbij nog meer hardloopgegevens.”
“Ik vind het een heel interessant onderzoek.”
…. Many more
Nice to know
The practical knowledge and algorithms developed in this
project resulted in the spin-off Move Metrics. Move Metrics
provides runners an online platform with easy to
understand personal advice based on advanced analytics.
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Motivational intervention
strategies and tailored user
interaction
SENSel
P03 WP02 Invention Strategies for User Interaction
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Vanessa Evers (University of Twente)
Researchers:
Roelof de Vries (UT), Lea den Broeder (RIVM), Joni Stolk
(HVA), Sander Bliekendaal (HVA), Jacomine Ravensbergen
(HVA), Jo de Ruiter (VU), Ben van Oeveren (VU), Jaap van
Dieën (VU)
Partner(s): University of Twente, Amsterdam University of
Applied Sciences, VU Amsterdam, RIVM
Scientific topic: Physical User Interaction Styles
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
a) The development of intervention strategies based on the
physical, mental and social state assessment (from WP1)
and a user’s health profile.
b) The communication and display of health-related
exercise advices that are relevant for the user in the specific
(real-time) context of exercising. User-specific intervention
programs will be designed based on the user’s amount and
type of exercise and the user’s mental and social state.
Lessons learned
The literatures studies as well as user studies showed that
there is much to research and learn in this specific field. We
got relevant results which we were able to translate to
practical insights, but more still can be learned from these
results. The combination of theoretically grounded
motivational strategies and tailoring to user characteristics
is still in its infancy, and much more applications could use
our approach and also the implications from our results.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
In WP2 the challenge was to identify effective ways in
which different users can be motivated to change their
personal physical activity situation. This means that certain
people might need motivation to start doing physical
activity, and others to keep doing physical activity. The
solution (proffered by focus groups and literature study)
was to develop multiple motivational strategies so that
these strategies could be tailored to the specific physical
activity situation of the user, as well as preferences based
on other user characteristics, for example, their personality
or gender. The combination of multiple strategies, different
physical activity situations and tailoring to user
characteristics makes this a unique approach.

What is your application?
We developed practical and implementable motivational
strategies based on theoretical insights and combined this
with insights on how make these strategies more salient for
different on preferences based on user characteristics. This
has all been combined into an application for the
smartphone that sends daily motivational messages based
on these insights and user characteristics. This has also
been implemented as a module in the larger InteliRun
application.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
We have published results of our studies in several
scientific venues, most notably a full paper at the CHI
conference (acceptance rate 23%), arguably the most
important and prestigious conference in the field of
Human-Computer Interaction, but also at other relevant
venues, namely a full paper at the Pervasive Health
conference (acceptance rate 25%) and a full paper and
poster paper at Persuasive Technology conference and a
full paper for a special issue on: ‘Supporting a Healthier
Lifestyle with e-Coaching systems’ of the journal Personality
and Ubiquitous Computing. Moreover, a workshop has
been organized at the Persuasive Technology conference on
the topic of behavior change support systems.
Valorisation output
At the moment, within Infosys a follow-up project is being
proposed based on the results of WP2 with the University
of Twente partner from WP2.
International
CHI conference 2015
CHI conference 2016
Persuasive Technology conference 2016
Persuasive Technology conference 2017
eCoaching for Health and Wellbeing conference 2017
Supporting Health by Technology conference 2015
Supporting Health by Technology conference 2016
Pervasive Health conference 2017
Synergy
Collaboration was required with all work packages, but
WP1 specifically, to get input on our users and the specific
states of our users.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: On the web page
http://digitallifecentre.nl/projecten/sensei-sensor-basedengagement-for-improved-healthescribe a description of
the project for the general public can be found.
Youtube: A YouTube channel was created where multiple
videos of the project are presented:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFlm2GTDrksO5KuZN
jRUPlw
Public appearance: Roelof has presented work at:
CHI conference 2015, Seoul, South Korea (talk workshop)
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Supporting Health by Technology 2015 (talk) Persuasive
Technology conference 2016, Salzburg, Austria (full paper
talk) CHI conference 2016, San Jose, USA (full paper talk)
Supporting Health by Technology 2016 (poster) eCoaching
for Health and Wellbeing 2017 (poster) Persuasive
Technology conference 2017, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
(poster paper) Pervasive Health conference 2017,
Barcelona, Spain (full paper talk)
And more to come.
Nice to know
The full paper at the CHI conference is published arguably
at the most influential HCI conference in the world (ranked
number 1 at google scholar’s Top Publications Human
Computer Interaction index).
Anything left to say
WP2 would like to thank the project for providing
supportive ground to reach the scientific output that we did
in WP2.
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Real-time sharing of context
data within groups of collocated
smartphone users
SENSel
P03 WP03 Context framework on the smartphone with
dynamic offloading to a cloud
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Henri Bal, Vrije Universiteit
Researchers: Vladimir Bozdog, Vrije Universiteit
Partner(s): Vrije Universiteit
Motivational statement
Obtain new insights into sensing with smartphones
together with other P3 partners from eHealth and industry.
Scientific topic: Physical User Interaction Styles
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
We studied how to support group applications on
smartphones using opportunistic mobile sensing. The key
idea is to use the phone’s local communication primitives
(Bluetooth or WifiDirect) to obtain sensor information from
nearby other phones. In this way, users can share sensor
data, for example to sport together. To this end, we built a
framework that allows easy sharing of sensor data with
nearby devices. We integrated our framework in a running
application, so that runners can easily share their
performance metrics with each other.
Lessons learned
We faced a number of challenges related to real-time
communication between nearby devices. They thought us
how to build robust smartphone applications that support
sharing of context data over transient connections. We
have also learned how to transpose scientific research into
a real smartphone application.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
How to build a scalable and power efficient context
evaluation framework on smartphones that can effectively
support social (group) applications? Can we make an app
that clusters signals in groups that are similar? Can we
develop a clustering algorithm that is fast, fault-tolerant
and has low battery usage?
What’s your application?
Our application is eHealth. One application is to monitor
runners in real-time based on their physical condition and
social interests. Our clustering algorithm can use different
types of criteria for matching, like physical parameters,
interests, age etc. Depending on the chosen criteria, the

app can be used to stimulate people to keep up with the
others, thus improving performance or to encourage
people to socialize.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
We produced two papers so far: Nicolae Vladimir Bozdog,
Roshan Bharath Das, Aart van Halteren, and Henri Bal:
SWAN-Lake: Opportunistic Distributed Sensing for Android
Smartphones, 7th International Conference on MOBILe
Wireless
MiddleWARE,
Operating
Systems,
and
Applications, December 16, 2016, Turin, Italy. Nicolae
Vladimir Bozdog, Spyros Voulgaris, Henri Bal and Aart van
Halteren:
PeerMatcher:
Decentralized
Partnership
Formation, Ninth IEEE International Conference on SelfAdaptive and Self-Organizing Systems (SASO 2015),
Cambridge, MA 21 - 25 September 2015. We also produced
software to efficiently monitor the local context (using
Bluetooth or WifiDirect).
Valorisation output
SURFnet/KPN supported our work by providing a collection
of 4G smart phones as part of a special pilot project where
we studied using 4G networks for mobile sensing (see the
website below under Dissemination). This work was done
together with COMMIT (both VU Computer Science and VU
Human Movement), Hogeschool van Amsterdam, SURFnet,
and KPN. Workpackage WP3 also was instrumental for
obtaining a SWALLOW grant from COMMIT/ for the project
together with ONVZ and VU-Economy (ACBA).
International
We gave presentations at two international conferences
(SASO and MobilWare). WP leader Henri Bal gives an
invited talk in the Interfaces series at Inria-Bordeaux in April
2017
about
distribted
sensing
(see https://www.inria.fr/en/centre/bordeaux/research/int
erfaces-symposium/interfaces-symposium)
Synergy
There was much internal collaboration inside P3. E.g. we
worked with VU Human Movement scientists on
optimization of the step frequency of runners. Also, we
worked together with the SWALLOW project, resulting in a
joint paper on Real-time Privacy Preserving Computation
for IoT Ecosystems (see endreport SWALLOW). Aart van
Halteren (Philips Research and VU-Compsys) also
participated intensively in WP3 (he will be copromotor of
Bozdog’s PhD thesis).
Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://www.surfspace.nl/artikel/1567-4g-pilotvan-surfnet-en-kpn-ondersteunt-onderzoekers-van-vu-enhva-in-het-geven-van-realtime-feedback-aan-sporters/
YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bq7Hwk2z82I&t=19s
Public appearance: Henri Bal participated in a panel on
“mobile technologies for education and research“ that was
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part of a seminar organized by SURF in November 2014
(Bussum), on the occasion of the end of their 2-year 4G
pilot program. Both he and Vladimir Bozdog also
participated in a demo market at the meeting.
Anything left to say
PhD student Vladimir Bozdog will still continue his work
until December 2017.
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Real-time data-intensive
processing
SENSel
P03 WP04 Real-time data-intensive processing
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Andries Stam, Almende; Steven Mulder, Sense
Researchers: Freek van Polen, Sense; Joris Janssen, Sense;
Ted Schmidt, Sense; Ahmy Ulrixka, Sense; Ludo
Stellingwerff, Sense
Partner(s): Sense, Almende
Motivational statement
Almende researches and develops solutions aiming at
improving the self-organisation capabilities of human
organisations by means of innovative technologies. The
participation in this project enabled Almende to develop a
strong basis for the application of multi-agent technology
for real-time local, cloud and fog processing in the domain
of sport coaching. Sense develops high-tech tools for
supporting the physical fitness of individuals. The
participation in this project enabled Sense to considerably
improve their technology solutions and to embed
innovative academic research results into their products
and services.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
In this work package, an agent-based framework for realtime parallel and distributed processing of fine-grained
personal sensor data in the cloud has been developed. The
framework supports a dynamic set-up, in which the data
processing entities can be reconfigured based on contextual
demands. The framework has been applied to the domain
of personal physical coaching, for which sensor data about
the physical condition of users was processed at a personal
and a group level.
Lessons learned
Topological flexibility does not necessarily lead to large
overhead and hence decreased performance. It largely
depends on the efficiency with which the underlying
infrastructure is commonly utilized and the application of
the appropriate design patterns.

the
open
source
EVE
agent
platform
(http://eve.almende.com), which has been optimized for
high performance through utilizing a common underlying
infrastructure, while at the same time also introducing a
flexible reactive design.
What is your application?
The main application is a flexible generic multi-agent
framework for distributed real-time sensor data processing
and aggregation in the cloud.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The enhanced EVE agent platform is being used in various
demonstrators by several academic institutions, mainly in
the field of smart grids data analytics.
Valorisation output
The enhanced EVE agent platform is open source and
publicly available (a new release is currently being
prepared). The platform has been one of the technologies
adopted in the further development of the commercial
SenseIoT platform, exploited by project partner Sense.
International
The results of the P3 project contributed to the
achievement of the prestigious IoT emerging company of
the year award during the 2015 International CES® trade
show in Las Vegas by Sense in 2015.
Synergy
Almende and Sense maintained close contacts with projects
P2, P7 and P9, in order to allow these projects to share
insights with P3 while at the same time establishing a high
degree of complementarity with respect to the
technological results of the individual projects.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.commit-nl.nl/projects/sensei-sensorbased-engagement-for-improved-health
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bq7Hwk2z82I

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
In his work package we studied the question of how to
build a framework for real-time parallel and distributed
processing of fine-grained personal sensor data in the
cloud, while maintaining flexibility of the processing
topology applied. The solution has resulted in a revision of
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Long term pattern analytics
SENSel
P03 WP05 Long Term Pattern Analytics
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Anne van Rossum (Almende B.V.)
Researchers: Joey van der Bie (HvA), Rakesh
Shukla(Infosys), Bart van Vliet (Almende B.V.), Dominik
Egger (Almende B.V.)
Partner(s): Almende, Hogeschool van Amsterdam, Infosys
Motivational statement
The participation of Almende within P3 gave it the
opportunity to bolster its ambitions to infuse its startups
with real machine learning methods. Long term pattern
analysis is a challenging part of machine learning that
requires considerable research resources.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
Current exercise applications are capable of monitoring
physical whereabouts of the person carrying a smartphone
or wearable. These applications do not yet motivate people
to change their behaviour or try to initiate the
conversation. In this project previous behaviour is matched
with behaviour of other people crawled from public sources
to motivate people to exercise.
Lessons learned
As consortium we created a Golden Demo app to test our
software. We incorporated motivational messages between
people within the Golden Demo app as a potential source
for the content of these messages. This part of the app
although appreciated turned out not to be used. We found
out that for sending recommendations the timing is
essential. If people get a recommendation to run after they
just did their exercise, such a notification is seen as
intrusive.

What is your application?
A person just starting to exercise did not exercise a lot to
begin with. A recommender engine that motivates people
for certain actions at certain times has to leverage
information from social media. The application that makes
use of the above recommender engine sends notifications
to people at recommended times to initiate or encourage
certain exercises.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The nonparametric Bayesian methods are of wide
applicability. The recommender engine is part of the PhD
thesis of Anne van Rossum (Leiden Univ.). Moreover, the
nonparametric Bayesian methods can be transferred to
other application domains for clustering such as e.g. indoor
localization and smart homes.
Valorisation output
The work has been applied in the scientific community and
Almende has no direct commercialization goals. The
underlying machine learning methods are and can be
applied by spinouts of Almende, such as Sense Observation
Systems B.V., Distributed Organisms B.V., or Crownstone
B.V. Competitors on this level are companies like Google,
Facebook, Amazon.
International
The underlying nonparametric Bayesian methods have
been published in several conferences. International
Conference on Pattern Recognition Applications and
Methods (ICPRAM) 2016. Our paper got the Best Paper
Award (Theory and Methods track). Starting AI Researcher
Symposium (STAIRS) 2016. Apart from that also a book
chapter in Springer on Fundamentals of Nonparametric
Bayesian Line Detection has been delivered.
Synergy
This has been the first collaboration of Almende as research
institute with Infosys. Collaboration with HvA has also been
set up for future projects around Smart Homes and Smart
Health with the spinout Crownstone B.V.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
How can we build a personalized recommender engine that
uses (contextual) information from other sources such as
social media? To be able to group people in different types
with respect to their exercise preferences, we do not want
to predefine the number of groups. To solve this we
implemented a nonparametric Bayesian recommender
engine. It classifies people in certain groups and using this
classification can recommend people to exercise when it is
useful to them.

Anything left to say
The participation of Almende within P3 gave it the
opportunity to bolster its ambitions to infuse its start-ups
with real machine learning methods.
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Security and privacy of data in
the cloud
SENSel
P03 WP06 Security and privacy of data in the cloud
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Vijayaraghavan Varadharajan, Infosys Ltd
Researchers: Shruti Bansal, Infosys Ltd
Partner(s): Infosys Ltd
Motivational statement
International collaboration to explore and research
dynamic, domain agnostic security solutions.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Secure Societies
Short description
The goal of this work package is to propose a novel security
solution that eliminates potential security threats on health
and personal data hosted in public cloud. It assures privacy
and supports fine grained access control. We have
proposed a novel access control model that leverages the
benefits of role, attribute and context.
Lessons learned
1. End users’ preference are a trade-off between usability
and security 2. Insights from the user study (and survey) on
design interface for security and architecture design are
very helpful.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Personal, healthcare and coaching data are sensitive
information. They need to be protected and only specified
users should have access to different parts of data on a
need-to- know basis. We investigate an efficient and
dynamic way of solving this problem. Context-based access
control (CBAC) is where access permissions are assigned
and evaluated on basis of available contextual information.
The developed Authorization library (AuthLib) combines
Role, Attribute and Context and creates a new hybrid
access control method which so dynamic and adaptable
that can cater security requirement to any environment.
What is your application?
Designed and developed a security and privacy application
for fitness and health domain. It incorporates a context
capturing engine to perform context analysis and is
interfaced with an external security library that will store
and provide security policies. This library provides context
based dynamic access control.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
Software product, a context based access control library
has been developed that allows dynamic access to the
participating entities based on their roles and context(s).
The solution facilitates search over the encrypted data
within the scope of the participating entity, while
preserving the users’ privacy. Following are a few papers
has been published in International conferences and
journals:
1. Multi-user Attribute Based Searchable Encryption;
2. Policy Based Role Centric Attribute Based Access Control
Model;
3. MapReduce based framework for searchable encryption
4. A Secure keyword ordered multiuser searchable
encryption framework;
5. Sensor based coaching for a fit and healthy society.
Valorisation output
Existing popular apps provide either static or hard-coded
privacy settings. We evaluated most popular running and
social media apps in the market space and identified their
short comings. The survey indicates that there is a strong
requirement for an access control mechanism which is also
dynamic and adaptable. Context-based access control
(CBAC) is where access permissions are provided on basis of
contextual information.
International
Seminars and lectures delivered to international instep
candidates, International conferences on the value of the
context based security library across different domains
including healthcare, fitness and banking, and technology
assisted living. Additionally, invited by the IEEE ISTAS chair
to write a detailed chapter on P-03 work.
Synergy
The planned deliverables of this work package include
publications and software. As this work package heavily
relies on scientific research, other dimension(s) have not
been explored much.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://istas2016.org/programme/
Public appearance: 1. Delivered lectures on technology
assisted living and security 2. Participated in many
conferences/seminars such as ISTAS 16, Cloudcom Asia 16,
SSCC 16 and MDm 13. 3. Many presentations were
delivered to instep teams in Bangalore, India. InStep
contains students from across disciplines like management,
technology, and liberal arts talent from top academic
institutions around the world.
Media: WP leader received a mention in a regional daily.
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Quotes
External appreciation received for presentation is
“THANK YOU for being at ISTAS-- you really gave such a
well- informed presentation and I loved hearing BOTH the
panel AND the track paper! Congratulations!”
Anything left to say
Thanks for the opportunity. The experience brought
immense learning and exposure while working on a much
relevant ICT problem.
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Work package for Program
Management, Solution
architecture, System Integration
and Golden Demo
SENSel
P03 WP07 Systems Integration and application
development for golden demo
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Vikas Kannav, Infosys Ltd
Researchers: Shruti Bansal, Infosys Ltd; Nilanjan Nath,
Infosys Ltd; Kushagra Kapoor, Infosys Ltd; Aditi Barve,
Infosys Ltd
Partner(s): Infosys Ltd
Motivational statement
This was a great opportunity to collaborate in an
international cross cultural environment to build and
leverage on each other’s domain expertise. Additionally,
the problem statement in the project is apt and very
relevant.
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity / Intelligent System Design /
Physical User Interaction Styles
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
WP-07 is an over-arching software development and
integration, and program management work package. As a
part of this a solution architecture (for Golden Demo) was
proposed. The app design in form of wireframes and their
software development was accomplished. Additionally, the
integration of software modules from all work packages,
including integration with an Internet of Things cloud
platform, was accomplished in WP07 which resulted in the
golden demo.
Lessons learned
On Project Leadership: Contributions from partners may
not be consistent and similar. Some WPs are research
heavy, some software while others may be heavy on
dissemination etc. All play a vital role though; There will be
deviation from the original plan as the research progresses;
There is no such thing are too much communication; Great
innovation and creativity ensues when people from
multiple disciplines come together with a common goal in
mind. As software integrator: Not all WPs/researchers may
provide modular integrable software.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Problem: There are no existing HealthTech solutions that
measure, understand and correlate multiple health

dimensions – physical, social and behavioural. Thus, users
seldom have access to a rounded, contextualised and
personal feedback to become better than their existing
selves.
Solution: Build an integrated solution leveraging the
computing power and sensing (GPS, accelerometer, sensing
library) of so-ubiquitous mobile phones. Well researched
and developed software modules in the space of human
movement detection and feedback, behavioural
understanding and feedback, mood capturing, social
analytics, fatigue detection are built into an application
available for Android devices.
Uniqueness: (1) Merges multiple health solutions and
feedback into on single application. (2) Personalizes and
contextualizes feedback based on users’ behaviour,
personality and needs. (3) Interface developed putting
users in the centre (conducted design thinking workshops,
user studies and surveys).
What is your application?
A solution that works on android devices (version 4.2, 5 and
6). It allows runners to capture their stats and see their
progress in running which include – speed, distance, time,
step freq, heart rate (using external HRM monitor).
Additionally, it gives personalized motivation messages
based on the answers to personality and injury
questionnaires prompted in the app. The use case can also
be applied to elderly care (recuperation correlated with
quality and amount of activity), remote patient monitoring
(using integrated sensor technology), or tying up with
insurance providers for personalized insurance premiums.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
A software product in form of an Android application (app)
has been developed in the WP-07 as a final output, also
called the Golden demo. This app includes the research
output and software components from all other work
packages in the P-03 project, and includes a sleek user
interface which was hammered out after design thinking
workshops and feedback/surveys from users. The app was
released to a closed user group in July 2016, with a few
updates (in performance and bugs resolution) done till
August 2016. 26 runners from HvA participated in this user
testing over next 10 weeks (the detailed output study will
be shared in WP-08). The INTELiRun product/app is
available @ google playstore.
Valorisation output
Throughout the course of the project, P-03 has found many
eye balls and business conversations with its possibility,
vision and implementation. Though there are enough and
more solutions in the HealthTech domain, they implement
only a subset of what has been explored in P-03. The
popular ones include the running applications like
Runkeeper, Runtastic, Endomondo, Nike+ etc. One logical
valorisation approach is to collaborate with these players
on the technology/components they lack. E.g. step
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frequency detection in real time and correlation with heart
rate, or understanding personality for effective feedback, or
exertion detection from voice, and other such examples.
Few conversations with the clients include (but not limited
to) – Telstra (for premium value added services in
Australia), Bupa Insurance (for usage based insurance), Nike
and Adidas (to add more innovative and novel modules to
their running apps).
International
Infosys had showcased the possibilities with COMMIT
SENSeI at a client international innovation event held in
Melbourne, Australia (in 2015). The booth alone had 800+
unique visitors. There has been no international research
collaboration as such in WP-07.
Synergy
Since the research component was limited in WP-07, only
limited synergy was possible.
Dissemination (communication)
Youtube:
1.https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bq7Hwk2z82I
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z56R2NiK9Gc
Public appearance: 1. led a large Data analytics workshop
with COMMIT SENSeI as central theme for 20+ CXOs in
Brussels. This was a podium where Infosys had invited its
clients in Belgium – (year 2015) 2. Presented SENSeI work
to Telenet N.V.’s annual innovation event to an audience of
250+ members – (year 2016) 3. COMMIT SENSeI Screencast
was presented at the Infosys annual strategic meeting in
Mysore India, to 1000+ senior leaders including the CEO.
(year – 2015) 4. Information management Day, 12th April
2016 - a CIO event in Utrecht, where I led a roundtable on
IoT and HealthTech highlighting the COMMIT
SENSeI work.
Media: Press release @ Infosys-website; On project @
https://www.infosys.com/newsroom/events/Docume
nts/health-fitness-connected-world.pdf.
Anything left to say
It has been an absolute pleasure to work and lead the P-03
project via WP-07. The project is one of a kind and it
explored a relevant and impending topic of our times –
health, wellness and motivation which are all in a way
related to happiness quotient of our lives. There was
immense learning individually, and for P-03 as a group.
Thanks for the opportunity!
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Design and system/software
integration for INTELiRun
application
SENSel
P03 WP07 VP62 Infosys additional grant
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Vikas Kannav, Infosys Ltd
Researchers: Shruti Bansal, Infosys Ltd; Aditi Barve, Infosys;
Rajesh R, Infosys
Partner(s): Infosys Ltd
Motivational statement
This valorisation project includes system/software
integration and design activities which have been
considered crucial for consortia’s success and towards the
qualitative outcome of the project.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
Additional system/software integration and design: The
execution and completion of these activities is considered
critical for consortia’s success and towards the qualitative
outcome of the project. The knowledge of these activities
comes as important insight and experience during the
course of the project for all partners in P-03. This resulted
in a professional, robust and well- designed application (as
golden demo).

What is your application?
(1) New software for front end incorporating the new
design output (completed Aug 2016). (2) A scalable,
modular and robust software application tested with large
user groups which includes all IPs from all the partners
(completed Aug 2016).
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The time/effort spent in software engineering and design
interface enabled us to include all IPs from the partners in
the golden demo (INTELiRun application). This app was
tested extensively over 10 weeks (July 2016 – Sept 2016) by
26 runners, giving us very valuable data for research, and
critical feedback (on what worked and what didn’t).
Valorisation output
Activities: Along with the valorisation ambassador,
COMMIT, a meeting was organized with the P-03 WP1
leader and Technology Transfer office of VU. The model for
engagement and potential collaboration has been
documented and shared. Additionally, detailed discussions
with Adidas’ stakeholders on different WPs in P-03. We’ve
found out that large corporates are looking for an industry
ready, scaled up module than a tested research output.
International
No International collaboration as part explored as part of
this valorisation proposal. International impact: INTELiRun
app now available for all geos on google app store
@ https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.infy.
intelirun&amp;hl=en.

Lessons learned
(1)
It’s imperative to keep buffer for software
development and integration in a collaborative research
scenario. (2) For a successful user acceptance and
engagement, time and effort should also be spent on a
better user design. This enables stickiness with the users
(enabling more data, feedback).

Synergy
Synergy with other COMMIT projects was not in scope of
this proposal.

SCIENCE

Anything left to say
Thank you for granting this proposal. It really helped P-03 as
a whole to put the best foot forward in terms of one
integrated software output. Also the valorisation and
dissemination activities help with critical feedback (and
learning).

ICT science question?
Problem: Inconsistent software capabilities and complex
integration
of
seven
different
research
components/modules from partners. Solution: Define a
modular and robust solution architecture, and have
additional software engineer(s) to integrate all IPs into one
working solution. Unique: (1) One single application
addressing physical, psychological and social aspects of
health. (2) A sleek user interface derived after user
feedback and design thinking workshop with actual
runners.

Dissemination (communication)
Public appearance: Presented SENSeI work to Telenet
N.V.’s annual innovation at Mechelen in Belgium event to
an audience of 250+ members
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Valorisation, demonstration,
deployment and long-term user
evaluation
SENSel
P03 WP08 Valorisation, demonstration, deployment, longterm user evaluation
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Joan Dallinga, Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences
Researchers: Ben Kröse, Amsterdam University of Applied
Sciences; Joey van der Bie, Amsterdam University of
Applied Sciences; Marije Deutekom-Baart de la Faille,
Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences; Vikas Kannav,
Infosys; Vanessa Evers, University of Twente; Roelof de
Vries, University of Twente
Partner(s): Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences,
University of Twente, Almende, Sense, Infosys, HvA
Motivational statement
The evidence and theoretical base of current running
applications is limited and do not provide personalized
feedback. Therefore the private partners wanted to
develop a new running application. In addition, their goal
was to gain insight in the potential of this app in motivating
people to start an stick to a healthy and active lifestyle.
Scientific topic: Physical User Interaction Styles
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
Objectives:
Deployment of intermediate prototypes built with WP7
ong-term user evaluation of application and post
experiment surveillance.
alidation studies to evaluate causal relationships
between system intervention and motivational behaviours
and user activity, health and experience.
Dissemination among prospective user communities
Lessons learned
The user studies provided us very relevant information
about experiences with the app. We learned that usability
was an issue. The InteliRun should include more
personalized feedback and motivational messages should
match with the user. Some of the developed functions are
very innovative, such as the exercise intensity detection,
and could be added to currently available running apps (e.g.
Runkeeper). Further evaluation is needed to determine if
the InteliRun app can increase physical activity and
encourage a healthy lifestyle.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
In WP8 and WP7 all the technologies of the partners were
combined and used in a central study on user experience.
This resulted in the technical challenge how to design and
implement an application that supports the new
technologies developed by all partners. With as result the
InteliRun app.
What is your application?
We created with WP7 an app framework which combined
the technologies of the partners formed the InteliRun app.
We studied the wishes and needs of the potential users and
organized several pilots to test the InteliRun app in the
field. Students from the Amsterdam University of Applied
Sciences as well as recreational runners tested the app.
E A UATION
Scientific output
We published several papers in scientific journals. For
example a paper in the BMC Public health about the
relationship between app use, health and physical activity.
This paper already has 4939 accesses. Additionally, results
were presented at national and international scientific
conferences (e.g. Medicine 2.0, SECSI, ECSS, EASM, DSO,
AMI). For instance, we presented results of our user study
in recreational runners at the Day for Sports Research last
year. We expect more scientific output will be added (in the
next QR’s) based on the long-term study that is still due and
in preparation for deliverable R8.4 (planned for Q16).
Valorisation output
The Internation and NWO project PAU (starting 2017)
builds on the insights gained with the Sensei project WP8.
International
Results of the Sensei project were presented at several
international locations among which a workshop at the
EASM conference, and presentations at the ECSS
conference in Malmo, Sweden, 24-27 June 2015 and at AMI
“Happy Running?”, Athens, reece, 12 November 2015.
Synergy
A good collaboration with other work packages was needed
for WP8. Also our work was strongly related to our other
research projects such as Sport and apps (Urban Vitality)
BAMBEA (project with iBeacons and sportapp) and Voor
iedereen een app. The lessons learned were transferred
across these projects. Synergy with Surfnet and KPN was
reached on the usage of smartphones and 4G technology.
Test subjects were recruited with the collaboration of the
University Sport Centre of Amsterdam.
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Dissemination (communication)
Website: On the web page
http://digitallifecentre.nl/projecten/sensei-sensor-basedengagement-for-improved-healthescribe a description of
the project for the general public can be found.
Youtube: A YouTube channel was created where multiple
videos of the project are presented:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFlm2 TDrksO5Ku N
jRUPlw
Public appearance: Together with all the partners of the
Sensei project we created in coordination with WP-7 a
Smartphone App that was used in the pilot tests. The app
contains all the latest finished software and algorithms
created by the partners of the Sensei project.
The
app
can
be
downloaded
at
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.infy.int
elirun
On over 20 occasions the Sensei project was presented by
members of WP8. Of which
- Presentatie Ben Krose: "Sensoren, apps en robots voor
onze gezondheid en ons welbevinden" University of
Amsterdam, 2015-02-02.
- Joey van der Bie and Ben Kröse, lecture, the iBeacon
Meetup at the Marineterein Amsterdam, December 7 2015.
- Ben Kröse ,lecture, the Internet of Things symposium at
the Hogeschool van Amsterdam, November 16, 2015.
- Ben Kröse, lecture, AISS symposium Sport & Apps, at the
Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences, Oktober 7,
2015.
- Marije Deutekom-Baart de la Faille, lecture, AISS
symposium Sport & Apps, at the Amsterdam University of
Applied Sciences, Oktober 7, 2015.
- Joey van der Bie presented his work on "Happy Running?
Using an accelerometer to predict the affective state of a
runner at the Ambient Intelligence conference 2015 in
Athens, reece the 12th of November 2015.
- Joey van der Bie presented his work on Sensei with the
research "Happy Running?" at the students of the course
Trends in ICT at the Amsterdam University of Applied
Sciences, the 3rd of December 2015.
- Ben Kröse, Paul Manwaring presented Sensei in "Sensors,
ICT and sports", sport @ Marineterrein meeting,
Marineterrein, 16 december 2015.
- Ben Kröse presented the Sensei project at the Internet of
Things symposium at the Hogeschool van Amsterdam,
November 16, 2015.
- Ben Kröse presented the Sensei project at the AISS
symposium Sport & Apps, at the Amsterdam University of
Applied Sciences, Oktober 7, 2015.
- Marije Deutekom-Baart de la Faille presented "Differences
in motives for running and perceived importance of app
functionalities between fast and slow runners"
at the 20th Annual Congress of the European College of
Sport Sciences in Malmo from the 24th till 27th of June
2015.
- Joey van der Bie presented Sensei at TNO, The Hague,
13th of March 2014
- Joey van der Bie, Demo Sensei app, Creative Industries
Network Seminar, 05-11-2014, Volkshotel, Amsterdam.

- Joey van der Bie, Presentation Sensei, Surfnet Mobile
Technology Seminar, 20-11-2014, SURFAcademy, Arnhem.
- Joey van der Bie, Presenration, EUFabCity, 14-01-2016,
Pakhuis de wijger, Amsterdam
- Joey van der Bie, Pitch, COMMIT End Event, 10-10- 2016.
- Vikas Kannav, Joan Dallinga, Sensei Demo, Sense in the
City Seminar, 18-04-2016.
- Joey van der Bie, Sensei prenstation, SportInnovator ,
Eindhoven, 11-10-2016.
- Joey van der bie, Ben van Oeveren, Vikas Kannav, Demo,
COMMIT Golden Demo, 1 till 3-10-2014.
- Joey van der Bie, Ben van Oeveren, Demo, COMMIT
synergy demo’s, 6-6-2014.
Media: Contributions of WP8 of the Sensei project were
mentioned several times on internal partner websites as
Digital ife.nl and HvA.nl as wel as by EMERCE Press,
Sportsknowhowxl, Folia magazine as the Dutch newspaper
het Parool. The COMMIT Big Future of Data Event was
covered by AT5 where Joey van der Bie and Vikas Kannav
can be seen explaining the technology to their guests.
http://www.at5.nl/artikelen/135357/tikkertje-2-0-opwhizzkid-beurs.
Quotes
A video is made by Synopsys Media, commissioned by
SURFnet, to display the value the Sensei project adds to
SURFnet and KPN.
Nice to know
Over 2000 students of the Amsterdam University of Applied
Sciences were involved in the research performed by either
participating as a user or creating technology used for the
project.
Anything left to say
Work package 8 could only have reached its output thanks
to the coordination of project leader Vikas Kanav and the
collaboration between al work packages towards the final
running app InteliRun.
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Valorisation of Remote
Rehabilitation
VIEWW
P04 VP52 Aafje
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Frits van der Velden (Aafje)
Researchers: Drs P Goossen en Ir. L.P. Ter Meer (CGI)
Drs. Maarten Stevens, Meint Span (8D Games)
Partner(s): CGI, Universiteit Utrecht, 8D Games , Aafje
Motivational statement
Before developing prototypes for commercialization,
research must be done to determine the feasibility of
complex tasks like ‘clinical relevant movements’ and
‘changing patients behavior’. Only in a consortium with
research close to prototyping, this feasibility can be studied.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
The Valorisation project focused on the evaluation and
optimalisation of one user experience, build upon a
complex composition of components. The whole service
‘remote rehabilitation’ must provide a higher compliance to
home therapy, without patients knowing that only clinical
relevant exercises are awarded. We first conducted a pilot
study for the usability analysis of the games. The results
show that the game has the potential to be adopted by the
elderly patients. We have also planned a study for 4 weeks
to see the effectiveness of the game with respect to the
traditional rehabilitation methods.
Lessons learned
The game has a potential to be an additional or alternative
technology for rehabilitation. However, the path towards
the adoption of such technology is challenging and requires
good communications with the end-users and
understanding of their needs.
SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Sub-questions: How can we automatically analyze users’
performance with respect to rehabilitation goals using offthe-shelf tracking technology?; How can we design games
with high usability and technology acceptance?
What is your application?
The application is a game composed of 6 mini-games
supporting different balance exercises: cycling (stepping),
dancing (side stepping), Ringing the bell (squats), picking
apple from the ground (lunges), fishing (single leg stance).
In the valorisation project, we use this application to
perform usability studies and a first determination of

additional medical value over against ‘exercises with
physiotherapist’ and ‘exercises at home without
physiotherapist and without gaming’.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The project resulted in scientific publications for the
analysis of movements for elderly users. In ANI3 we
examined the effect of dual task type on gait and dynamic
stability during stair negotiation at different inclinations. In
this valorisation project, we analysed the usability and
technology acceptance of the exercise games for
rehabilitation.
Valorisation output
The game is tested with patients at Aafje rehabilitation
center in Rotterdam. An Randomized Clinical Trial study is
planned for the coming weeks.
International
Y. Ling, L. Ter Meer, Z. Yumak and R. Veltkamp. Usability
Study of Exercise Games Designed for the Rehabilitation of
Elderly Patients after Hip Replacement Surgery. JMIR
Serious Games. 2017 (JIMR submitted).
Synergy
Collaboration among a game company (8D games), a
research institute (UU), end-user rehabilitation center
(Aafje) and an IT company (CGI) brought synergy in the
project.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://www.8d-games.nl/ (demo available upon
request)
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=52Vsa630Uf4
Public appearance: We presented the valorization studies
at several Dutch events (e.g. ECP) and Dutch homecare
organizations (e.g. Roessingh, Vivium) and international
congresses (e.g. HIMSS) as well as international
organizations in healthcare (e.g. Philips, Ascom); We
provide demonstrations of the working of the exergame for
the top of the ministry of health in The Netherlands.
Quotes
Physiotherapists are enthusiastic and eager to add the other
exercises in new games.
Anything left to say
From a science perspective, the attention of companies is a sign
that they are not in the ivory tower. From the perspective of a
company, the attention of a healthcare organization is a sign that
they are not in a technology push mode. From the perspective of
an healthcare organization, everything Commit has produced,
even the pilot-ready prototypes, are not ready for
commercialization. From the perspective of Commit, valorisation
of prototypes makes them ready for the market and that cannot
be subsidized. Bringing these perspectives together has become
the real and unique value of Commit.
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Affective Body Animation
VIEWW
P04 WP01 ANI 1: Affective Body Animation
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Assist. Prof. Zerrin Yumak (replacement of Arjan Egges)
(UU)
Researchers: Frans Steenbrink (Motek Medical);
Dr. Sybren Stuvel (UU); Assoc. Prof. Arjan Egges (UU)
Partner(s): Universiteit Utrecht, Motekfoce Link
Motivational statement
Deliver our own framework and expertise for research. Our
aim is to transform our knowledge from high-end products
to cheaper movement solutions.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design / Scalability /
Physical User Interaction Styles
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
The motions of virtual characters in 3D virtual worlds are
based on pre-recorded animation and a few facial
expressions. To create more involved experiences, these
characters should be more expressive in their behaviours
emotionally and socially. In this WP, we developed new
algorithms to automatically compute synchronous
emotionally expressive body movements and animations of
virtual crowds in dense crowds.
Lessons learned
Many crowd simulation approaches including ours separate
the planning of motion and body animation. Crowd agent
motion is based on simplified shapes, while knowledge of
the articulated human structure is only applied in the
animation step. As a result, overall character motion cannot
take into account any conflict or constraint in the final step
such as putting a hand on the shoulder of another crowd
member. Furthermore, in real crowds people use hands,
arms, gaze to communicate while in crowds collision
avoidance is the only way of communication between
characters. Although we found that emotional body
expressions alone can be perceived similar to facial
expressions, there are still open questions such as exactly
which features are conveying emotional information. It is
also important to study the effect of emotion perception in
crowds using different level of detail and the effect of
synchrony between faces and body motions.

ICT science question?
- How emotional body expressions for game characters are
perceived? Is body or face a better indicator of emotional
expressiveness?
- How can we increase the realism of crowds in small dense
group situations by introducing novel collision detection
and autonomous animation algorithms?
- How can we autonomously simulate the gaze behaviour of
a virtual character in group conversations?
What is your application?
An animation framework is developed simulating virtual
characters autonomously in dense crowds in an
environment such as an elevator. The new algorithms were
developed in Blender 3D game engine using the Bullet
physics simulator.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
- S. Stuvel, N. Magnenat-Thalmann, D. Thalmann, A. F. van
der Stappen; A. Egges, "Torso Crowds," in IEEE Transactions
on Visualization and Computer Graphics , vol.PP, no.99,
pp.1-1
- C. Ennis, L. Hoyet, A. Egges, R. McDonnell. Emotion
Capture: Emotionally Expressive Characters for Games. MIG
2013, 53-60
- Z. Yumak, B. van den Brink, A. Egges. Autonomous social
gaze model for an interactive virtual character in real-life
settings. Computer Animation and Virtual Worlds, 2017
Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://www.blendernetwork.org/sybren-a-stuvel
https://www.uu.nl/staff/ZYumak
Anything left to say
Due to the leave of A. Egges, not all details about the last
three questions could be filled. Moreover, in the quarterly
webforms, most details were described, but they are not
available anymore after submission.

SCIENCE
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Social animation
VIEWW
P04 WP02 ANI 2: Social Animation
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Dr. Roland Geraerts, Utrecht University
Researchers: Dr. Roland Geraerts, Utrecht University
Partner(s): Universiteit Utrecht
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
We studied how we can automatically create a data
structure (i.e. a navigation mesh) that represents the
walkable surfaces in virtual environments, and how it can
be updated dynamically and efficiently when it changes.
This mesh enables efficient crowd simulation. We studied
and developed a crowd simulation framework and its
components, which ranges from global (AI) planning to local
animation. We created models for realistic crowd
behaviours, which included studying how (groups of)
people move and avoid collisions in such environments,
based on agent profiles and semantics (such as terrain
annotations).

we have analysed a large range of scenarios that could
occur during the Grand Départ of the Tour de France in
Utrecht. Finally, we created a plug-in for the popular gameengine, Unity3D, to enrich computer games with big
crowds.
Valorisation output
In terms of software, they are: Legion, InControl,
MassMotion, and Vissim. In terms of research institutes:
uTwente, UVA/VU, TUDelft.
International
Journalists from the Vancouver Sun, Hindustan Times, CCTV
(China Central Television) and a famous Chilean TVpresenter visited the faculty of Science with respect to the
Media tour Robots & Robotics on Friday 28 June. We have
given an augmented-reality crowd simulation demo to all
EU ambassadors and policy makers who paid a visit to
Utrecht on May 20, 2016. The demo displays a simulation
inside a part of this city. Users can interact with the
simulation by inserting or removing illuminated blocks. This
allows them to play with different scenario's in an
interactive and intuitive way.
Synergy
Our software was also used by Maarten van Steen’s group
and by the E-science centre. During the Commit/ project,
I’ve met Maarten van Steen, with whom I’ve written an
STW-Perspective proposal.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Problem: What is an efficient and powerful data structure
for simulating big crowds? How can the structure be used
to simulate social crowds?
Solution: A multi-layered navigation mesh based on the
medial axis. We created a model that enables simulating
social groups, and integrated that into our crowd simulation
framework.
Unique: Our data structure is the fastest one. Our model
delivers crowds that are closer to reality.
What is your application?
Crowd simulation. The results can be used: to decide
whether crowd pressures do not build up too much during
a festival such as the Love Parade; to find out how to
improve crowd flow in a train station; to plan escape routes
for use during a fire evacuation; to train emergency
personnel to deal with evacuation scenarios; to study a
range of scenarios during an event; or to populate a game
environment with realistic agents.

Dissemination (communication)
Website:
https://www.staff.science.uu.nl/~gerae101/UU_crowd_sim
ulation_outreach.html
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/user/drRolandJan
Public appearance: See the above page for a complete list,
e.g. RTL Nieuws, NPO2, NOS news, RTV Utrecht, Radio5,
BNR, VRT Radio1; 25 talks, …
Media: See the above page for a complete list, e.g. TV,
radio, de Telegraaf. Nederlands Dagblad, Eindhovens
Dagblad, De Stentor, Haarlems Dagblad, NRC; Magazine De
vitale stad; Websites: Frankwatching, Emerce, The post
online, Automatiseringsgids, …

Quotes
See the above page for a complete list, e.g. UU: Virtual
polka dots predict spectator flows for Grand Départ.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
We created a software engine for simulating crowds.
By simulation, we can compute in how many minutes a
metro station can be evacuated, like we did for some
stations of the Noord/Zuidlijn in Amsterdam. In addition,
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ANI3: Biomechanical Animation
VIEWW
P04 WP03 ANI3: Biomechanical Animation
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Dr. Zerrin Yumak, Utrecht University
Researchers: Dr. Yun Ling (UU); Maarten Stevens (8D
Games); Prof. Remco Veltkamp (UU)
Partner(s): Universiteit Utrecht, 8D Games
Motivational statement
We are interested in the development and validation of
novel technologies for rehabilitation based on the analysis
of human motion.
Short description
The WP focused on the development of an interactive game
for elderly users to support the rehabilitation phase after
hip replacement surgery. For this patient group, it is in
particular important to have appropriate balance exercises.
We developed a set of games to support this goal. We
developed tools for the analysis of the patients’ movements
using an off-the-shelf 3D depth camera and designed
appealing games to provide real- time feedback to the
patients. We are currently in the process of evaluating the
games with user experiments. We first conducted a pilot
study for the usability analysis of the games. The results
show that the game has the potential to be adopted by the
elderly patients. We are also planning a study for 4 weeks
to see the effectiveness of the game with respect to the
traditional rehabilitation methods.
Lessons learned
The game has a potential to be an alternative technology
for rehabilitation. However, the path towards the adoption
of such technology is challenging and requires good
communications with the end-users and understanding of
their needs.

Scientific output
The project resulted in a scientific publications for the
analysis of movements for elderly users. We examined the
effect of dual task type on gait and dynamic stability during
stair negotiation at different inclinations. We analysed the
usability and technology acceptance of the exercise games
for rehabilitation. Currently, we are planning an RCT study
to measure the effectiveness of the game.
Valorisation output
The game is tested with patients at Aafje rehabilitation
centre in Rotterdam.
International
F. Madehkhaksar and A. Egges. Effect of dual task type on
gait and dynamic stability during stair negotiation at
different inclinations. Gait & Posture. 43. pp. 114-119.
2016; Y. Ling, L. Ter Meer, Z. Yumak and R. Veltkamp.
Usability Study of Exercise Games Designed for the
Rehabilitation of Elderly Patients after Hip Replacement
Surgery. JMIR Serious Games. 2017 (in preparation).
Synergy
Collaboration among a game company (8D games), a
research institute (UU), end-user rehabilitation center
(Aafje) and an IT company (CGI)
Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://www.8d-games.nl/ (demo available upon
request)
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCMvdogcnk
Public appearance: Y. Ling and Z. Yumak, Demo of the
game at ICT Open, Amersfoort, March 2017; Y. Ling and Z.
Yumak, Demo of the game at Games for Health, Utrecht,
October 2016; M Stevens and A. Egges, Demo of the game
at EU ambassadors visit, Utrecht, May 2016.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Sub-questions:
- How can we automatically analyse users’ performance
with respect to rehabilitation goals using off-the-shelf
tracking technology?
- How can we design games with high usability and
technology acceptance?
What is your application?
The application is a game composed of 6 mini-games
supporting different balance exercises: cycling (stepping),
dancing (side stepping), Ringing the bell (squats), picking
apple from the ground (lunges), fishing (single leg stance).
EVALUATION
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Valorisation
VIEWW

the doctor. The application supports 7 different games,
belonging to 7 different physiotherapeutic exercises.

P04 WP04 VP38 8D Games-Hatherga
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Maarten Stevens (8D Games)
Researchers: Pieter Goossen CGI; Arjan Egges (UU)
Partner(s): CGI, Universiteit Utrecht, 8D Games

Scientific output
If serious gaming must support clinical exercises, the
movements of the player in the game must be modelled.
The game does not know what ‘falling, sitting, or walking’
is, let aside how to determine what a clinical relevant
movement is and what not. By calculating the angle
between limbs, we were able to fine-tune the right
parameters for a clinical movement. Furthermore, to let the
clinician determine te right parameters for each patient, a
personal exercise could be made, tailored to the needs and
possibilities of each patient.

Motivational statement
We want to bring better live and make living more fun.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design / Physical User
Interaction Styles / Human Computation
Short description
Together with physiotherapists and practitioners, 8D
Games has solved one of the problems therapists
experience in taking care for elderly people. 8D Games
applied this knowledge to serious games where elderly
people will exercise to improve their lifestyle, and stay
motivated during rehabilitation, by using game elements. In
this valorisation project, the results from the research work
packages of P04 are expanded and our knowledge of
sensors, game technologies and next-gen realistic avatars is
applied by adding emotions to avatars, based on emotion
of the persons exercising.
Lessons learned
We learned how to interpret the raw data coming from the
new Kinect II. Very interesting was the difference between
testing with healthy people and patients who had been
undergone a surgery: the clinical value of a movement is
harder to determine with patients that could not stand on
their own but need two stairs to move in between. The
model had to encompass these movements too.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The possibility to process sensor data in real time to direct
clinical game flow is new in the serious gaming domain. So
far, P04 changes the environment based on people’s
physical and emotional state. The games were neither
personalized nor reacting on the emotions of the gamer.
The games are meant to be used in a living lab of healthcare
institutions and have themes like skating, walking or
gymnastic activities. The ICT science question was: how to
model the clinical value in movement detection, in a way it
ca be processed real-time?

EVALUATION

Valorisation output
The serious games are tested in a homecare organisation in
Rotterdam.
International
At HIMSS2017, this clinical game was mentioned as one of
the most innovative demonstrations of bringing quantified
self, serious gaming, and data analytics together in one
patient experience.
Synergy
We worked together with different Commit partners to use
the Kinect not only for the game flow, but at the same time
also for face recognition (SEN1) and emotion detection
(SEN3), using CGI’s IoT integration platform (INT).
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.8D-games.nl
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCMvdogcnk
Media: Leeuwarder Courant
Quotes
It is amazing how accurate the game is and how important
it is to provide real-time feedback when changing a patients
behaviour.
Anything left to say
When developing exergames for healthcare, it is important
that the game designers understand the language and
perspectives of healthcare providers. Explication of domain
knowledge appears to be a critical success factor. Thanks to
Commit, we were able to explore this cross-domain
collaboration.

What is your application?
We made serious games for elderly people. By doing
exercises in front of an Kinect the game detects the
exercises and records it in the Electronic Health Record of
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Dyadic human interaction
recognition through semantic
part- based pose and motion
modelling
VIEWW
P04 WP04 SEN 1: Sensing Emotion in Video
Work package/Valorisation Project leader: Project leader:
Albert Vlug (CGI) Project leader: Ronald Poppe (Utrecht
University) Main contributor: Coert van Gemeren (Utrecht
University)
Researchers: Coert van Gemeren (Utrecht University);
Remco Veltkamp (Utrecht University); Robby Tan (National
University of Singapore)
Partner(s): Utrecht University; CGI; National University of
Singapore
Motivational statement
Understanding interactions is at the core of understanding
people’s behaviour. The automated detection in video
opens doors to a world of applications.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well- being
Short description
We have introduced the technology to analyse videos in
such a way that we can detect who interacts with whom. In
particular, we have focused on distinguishing between
interactions that are visually similar, but differ slightly in the
coordination of the body movement. This work allows us to
search large video databases, or to be applied in social
surveillance.
Lessons learned
The research into the automated analysis of interactions is
less mature than we expected. Algorithms and methods
from single-person action recognition cannot be easily
applied to multiple people. We need better, more
informative, quantitative representations of (the
coordination of) interactions.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Q: How can we bridge the semantic gap specifically for the
analysis of social interactions in video.
A: By looking at how the pose and movement of body parts
of interaction people is coordinated, we have derived
computational models for the detection, in both space and
time, of interactions in video.

What is your application?
The automated analysis of video material of people in
interaction. We focus on social surveillance and video
retrieval.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
A series of papers has described the various steps of
introducing, and refining the automated interaction
detection algorithms. For our focus on fine-grained
interactions, we have recorded a novel dataset ShakeFive2,
which is publicly available. The central theme of the work
package is the topic of a special session of Face and Gesture
Recognition 2017. This further adds to the scientific impact
that was made during the project.
Valorisation output
Our method and dataset are publicly available. We have
demonstrated our work at workshops. Our work will serve
as a solid base for further research, mainly scaling up our
current work. Funding has been obtained to address the
scientific challenges that this step introduces.
International
Our work has been presented in high-quality international
venues. We are being recognized for the topics addressed
in this work package. This has led to the invitation for
keynote talks, for participation in grant proposals. In
addition, we are further gaining attention for this topic
through the organization of a special session at a relevant
conference.
Synergy
We have established contacts with researchers in
psychology and humanities, to put our technical advances
into practice. The first tangible collaborations have
emerged. Two international proposals have been
submitted. One CNRS proposal has been accepted, one is
still under review. We expect that the collaborative work in
these projects with further add to the acceptance and use
of our.
Dissemination (communication)
Public appearance: The work has been presented (in part)
at invited talks at Imperial College London and the
Dynamics of Gesture
Media: Our work on the analysis of the coordinator of
behaviour in interactions in the context of lying has
received media attention in international TV/radio shows
(e.g., BBC, Fox News), national TV/radio shows (e.g., NOS
op 3, Radio2, Radio 538), international newspapers (e.g.,
Telegraph, Daily Mirror), all major national newspapers,
and online news websites.
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Nice to know
Follow-up funding (NWO TOP-C2 grant by Ronald Poppe) is
obtained to continue the line of research that was started
in this COMMIT work package.
Anything left to say
We have enjoyed working in the COMMIT eco-system.
There were many opportunities for collaboration between
partners within our own but definitely also other projects.
Learning from and being able to present our work to other
partners helps to better understand the respective merits
of each other’s research. Moreover, it significantly helps in
career building.
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Emotion in music:
representation and
computational modelling
VIEWW
P04 WP05 SEN 2: Sensing Emotion in Music
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Albert Vlug (CGI); Frans Wiering (UU)
Researchers: Anna Aljanaki (PhD student, Utrecht
University); Remco Veltkamp (Utrecht University)
Partner(s): CGI, Universiteit Utrecht
Motivational statement
Understanding emotions is at the core of understanding
people’s behaviour. The automated detection of emotion in
music opens doors to a world of applications.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
We have studied core problems in representation and
computational modelling of musical emotions. First, we
focused on the problem of modelling induced emotion, i.e.
the emotion listeners feel in response to the music, by
means of a large set of human emotion annotations we
collected through crowdsourcing. Second, a benchmark was
created for Music Emotion Retrieval algorithms. Third, we
studied the problem of segmenting music based on
emotion, distinguishing stable and transitional unstable
segments.
Lessons learned
Music Emotion retrieval is an emerging field and especially
for modelling induced emotion there was very little we
could build upon. For the next step we may need enhance
ground truth by means of e.g. physiological and brain
signals. Furthermore, the design of suitable computational
features is a point of attention. Current features do not
sufficiently take into account the human cognitive music
processing, musical expectation and structure.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Q: How can we create computational models of musical
emotion so that appropriate recommendations can be
made to listeners and other users of musical audio?
A: We created a multiple large data sets for the study of
Music Emotion Retrieval and compared the performance of
newly-created and existing feature sets on these to human
judgement. We propose novel approaches to segmenting
musical audio by emotion to better represent the human
experience of music.

What is your application?
The research was fundamental by nature. However we
foresee application of our solutions both in health care (e.g.
emotion management through music) and in multimedia
production (e.g. finding the best music for documentaries
or advertising).
EVALUATION
Scientific output
We have published our results in a series of peer-reviewed
conference papers for the ISMIR and other conferences, a
journal article and Anna Aljanaki's PhD thesis Emotion in
Music: representation and computational modelling.
Valorisation output
We created a crowd-sourcing game called Emotify. We
have released three data sets, one of them deriving from
Emotify. We participated in the creation of a new
international benchmark for Music Emotion Variation
Detection as part of the MediaEval Benchmarking Initiative
for Multimedia Evaluation.
International
Our work has been presented in high-quality international
venues. The Music Emotion Variation Detection benchmark
has been created in collaboration with researchers from
Switzerland and Taiwan and has attracted participation
from European, Asian and North-American researchers.
Synergy
We have established contacts with researchers in the
Netherlands and abroad, and with companies that are
potentially interested in our technology. We are actively
working on applications for follow-up research that focuses
on mood regulation and better access to large audio
collections.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: www.emotify.org
Media: Interview in Scientias:
https://www.scientias.nl/herkennen-u-en-uw-buurmandezelfde-emoties-in-muziek/
Interview in Quest: http://muziektherapieblog.artez.nl/wpcontent/uploads/2015/10/Quest2015-09MTh.pdf
Interview for Commit: http://www.commit-nl.nl/news/eencomputer-uitleggen-dat-je-ontroerd-raakt-van-bach.
Quotes
From the ISMIR mailing list:
"Before diving into any specific feature extraction library it's
probably worth reading up on prior work, there's a fair
amount of research on mood classification, for example by
Cyril Laurier or Anna Aljanaki.
Nice to know
Anna Aljanaki has received a Swiss Excellence Scholarship
for a postdoc position at the University of Geneva to
continue her research in Music Emotion Retrieval.
COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

Anything left to say
COMMIT has provided a stimulating environment for
developing our research and for critical discussions. Due to
the rather fundamental turn that our research took we
could offer somewhat less opportunity for formal
collaboration, but informally we feel we were wellconnected to the rest of VIEWW and the rest of COMMIT.
COMMIT has certainly enabled us to do the groundwork for
further fundamental and application-oriented research.

COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

SEN3: Socially Aware Sensing
from Videos
VIEWW
P04 WP06 SEN3: Socially Aware Sensing from Videos
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Theo Gevers, UvA
Researchers: Maarten Stevens, 8D Games; Hamdi
Dibeklioglu
Partner(s): UvA, 8D Games
Short description
In this WP, we address some of the real-life challenges in
automatic face analysis and human behaviour analysis.
More precisely, we aim to address the face-related tasks for
unconstrained conditions. The focus is automatic age
estimation and automatic eye gaze estimation. For age
estimation, we investigated the following: addressing the
negative influence of poor-quality images on the
estimation, investigating the influence of different types
and levels of digital noise on the aging cues, alleviating the
negative influence of facial expressions when estimating
the age, and Improving the efficiency and robustness of
aging features. For gaze estimation, we introduced an
approach to auto-calibrate the gaze estimators without any
active involvement from the user side.

International
Fares Alnajar, Theo Gevers, Roberto Valenti, and Sennay
Ghebreab. Calibration-Free Gaze Estimation Using Human
Gaze Patterns, International Conference on Computer
Vision, Sydney, 2013.
Synergy
With other PhD candidates.
Dissemination (communication)
Media: Oral presentation of paper "Expression-invariant
Age Estimation" at BMVC2014 in Nottingham.
Poster presentation of "Calibration-Free Gaze Estimation
Using Human Gaze Patterns" in ICCV2013 Sydney, Australia.
Google-glass golden demo.
Anything left to say
We would like to thank the other WP members for their
collaboration.

Lessons learned
As a PhD candidate: learning from mistakes, collaboration,
analytical and critical thinking, and finally, differentiating
between primary and secondary problem. Failure is key for
success. The most important lesson is to know when to
stop, accept failure and move on to another direction.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
1- Fares Alnajar, Theo Gevers, Roberto Valenti, and Sennay
Ghebreab. Calibration-Free Gaze Estimation Using Human
Gaze Patterns, International Conference on Computer
Vision, Sydney, 2013.
2- Fares Alnajar, Roberto Valenti, Theo Gevers
"ESTIMATING
GAZE
FROM
UN-CALIBRATED
EYE
MEASUREMENT POINTS", Pending patent, EPO.
3- Fares Alnajar, Zhongyu Lou, Jose Alvarez, and Theo
Gevers. Expression-Invariant Age Estimation, British
Machine Vision Conference, Nottingham, 2014. ORAL.
Valorisation output
Fares Alnajar, Roberto Valenti, Theo Gevers "ESTIMATING
GAZE FROM UN-CALIBRATED EYE MEASUREMENT POINTS",
Pending patent, EPO.

COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

Measuring less to feel more
VIEWW

COMMIT/ report Valorisation project P04 WP07 VP07 Measuring Less

Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Albert Vlug CGI

Measuring less to feel more
Albert Vlug P4-Virtual Worlds for Wellbeing
12 May 15 (edited: 19 July 2016)

Goal of the valorisation call
The idea for ‘Measuring less to feel more’ has been the result of synergy between different WPs (P4:
Pilot Touch, TAI, P15) within COMMIT, and is an additional deliverable. The valorisation call
supports the ambition within Virtual Worlds for Wellbeing of the valorisation of a unique selfmanagement tool for diabetes patients to regulate their blood glucose level in a nonintrusive way, and
is a cross-over between Life Sciences and Creative Industries.
Within ‘Measuring Less to Feel More’ the care of diabetes-patients is redesigned in a user-driven
manner. An intuitive interface is developed for and with patients for an innovative closed-loop
system to support people with Diabetes type 1. The outcome of the interface is to improve quality of
life of the patients, improve the management of the disease, and in the end reduce the costs of care
involved. The intuitive interface developed by Waag Society is combined with the artifical pancreas,
developed by the company Inreda Diabetic BV, which enables diabetes patients to regulate their
blood sugar level in an unobtrusive way at any place.
This system is expected to be on the market in 2017, and will be a breakthrough in home healthcare
services. The collaboration of Waag Society with Inreda Diabetic BV, and stakeholders such as the
Academic Medical Centre, TU Twenthe, Ksyos and the interest of health insurance companies
(Achmea, VGZ/CZ, De Friesland) is unique.
This is the report of the outcomes of this valorisation call.
Functionality prototype
The proof-of-concept was to bring a user-friendly, bi-hormonal artificial pancreas system to the home
of patients. It consist of an intuitive interface using colours instead of figures to indicate the physical
condition of the patient, linked to a smart-phone sized ‘artificial pancreas’ (AP), a medical electronic
device that automatically controls glucose concentrations to keep them in the target range (automated
closed-loop glycaemic control).
This device controls the blood glucose level of diabetes patients in a nonintrusive way. This improves
diabetes treatment and quality of life, eventually resulting in diminished societal costs. This unique
‘home-healthcare service’ combines engineering with design, which will improve diabetes treatment.
‘Users as designers’ is the leading design approach, including both patients and healthcare
professionals in the development, testing and product design. More information on the methodology
can be found here: http://waag.org/nl/project/users-designers
Inreda Diabetic BV is already in an advanced stage of development and will bring their invention to
the market within two years, including the CE-marking. A health technology assesment will be part
of the process, conducted by TU Twente.
During the period of the valorisation call, tests with users with the prototype have taken place (see:
reports), which resulted in adjustment of the prototype.
Test
The homehealthcare device has been developed and tested on functionality with the patients by
Inreda Diabetic and Waag Society within COMMIT/. The first steps were to find out how users
(people with type 1 diabetes) received, perceived and used a device based on a bi-hormonal closed
loop system (commonly called “Artificial Pancreas” or “AP”). Based on the input from diabetic
patients, a first interface was prototyped. This prototype was tested out with 5 persons, by using an
interactive demo displayed on an iPad. After gathering their inputs, comments and wishes, the
COMMIT/ report valorisation project Measuring Less to Feel More
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interface prototype was adjusted. The adjusted version on the interface was then evaluated by 100+
diabetic persons.
The development consisted of several steps:
1) Integration of intuitive interface with the smartphone size AP;
2) User test with 5 patients in home situation to test functionality and interaction design of the
prototype;
3) Based on the test results and recommendations adjusting of the prototype, both functional and
technical and design;
4) Business development.
5) Evaluation of device with 100+ patients.
6) Dissemination.
The device was tested on the following operational effects:
- Functionality: does the device do what it needs to do?
- Physical: does the device regulate the blood glucose level accurately?
- Social: is the interface user friendly, and does the interface contribute to lower stress levels?
Dissemination
The results of the valorization call have been disseminated through different channels and in different
outputs, both in an academic way but also to reach the general public and the potential users of the
product.
Presentations:
• Big, Open & Beautiful #6: Data for a better life, Robin Koops (Inreda), Pakhuis de Zwijger,
donderdag 28 mei 2015, 20.00 u;
• ICT-enabled Person-Centred Care to support chronic disease management, Sabine
Wildevuur (WAAG), Fondation Brocher, Hermance (Schwitzerland) (febr, march, april
2015);
• Towards ‘smart’ health care: Using e-health to manage chronic diseases in a person-centred
approach of care, Sabine Wildevuur (WAAG), World Health Organization WHO, Geneva
(Schwitzerland), 15 april 2015;
• What design can do for healthcare, ‘Healthcare systems in creative transition’ during the
week of healthcare transition, Sabine Wildevuur (WAAG), Pakhuis de Zwijger, 26 mei 2015
20.00;
• What art and design cannot do for ‘new’ technology for healthcare, Sabine Wildevuur
(WAAG), Art, Design and New Technology for Health, The Sackler Conference 2015,
Friday 19 June 2015, Lydia and Manfred Gorvy Lecture Theatre, Victoria & Albert
Museum;
• Designing value to enable chronic disease management through ICT: the People Value
Canvas, Sabine Wildevuur (WAAG), Design 4 Health, Sheffield (UK), July 2015;
• Designing for social innovation in healthcare, Sabine Wildevuur (WAAG), Designing for the
Common Good Sydney, UTS, 10 nov. 2015;
• Pitch The Big Future of Data, Mickael Boulay (WAAG), Golden demo days COMMIT,
Amsterdam, Oct 2014, winner of the Pitch-round.
Online communication:
http://waag.org/nl/blog/artificial-pancreas-early-morning
http://waag.org/nl/project/measuring-less-feel-more
http://waag.org/nl/blog/measuring-less-feel-more
http://waag.org/nl/blog/looking-pancreas-voice
http://waag.org/nl/nieuws/ontwerpen-voor-de-zorg
http://waag.org/nl/blog/commit-prototypen-en-concepten-getoond
Print:
•

Booklet Measuring Less to Feel More, User Study. Conversations with users about the
Artificial Pancreas.

Activities to validate early marketable innovation
The project shows how we can design better health tools using the right data and translating them into
something meaningful for their user. Ideally, this can inspire a whole new range of personal home
healthcare devices, inspired by the users and closer to the human body.
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The combination of Waag Society, combined with the engineering expertise on artificial pancreas,
Inreda Diabetic BV, the clinical setting of the AMC, the Health Technology Assesment of TU Twente
and the support of the DVN makes this to a very special multidisciplinary valorization team.
Healthcare professionals and patients are included in the whole development. And health insurance
companies have shown interests in the device.
A visual business model has been designed in collaboration with TU Delft (see: article).

Deliverables
-

Prototype of the integration of intuitive glucose meter with the AP;
Report of the evaluation with users of an interface prototype for the Artificial Pancreas (Dec 14Jan 15). This document presents the process and the outcomes of the evaluation with users;
Adjustment of prototype based on input users;
Business visualization.
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Internet of Touch
VIEWW

communication over a distance and break through the
digital barriers when communicating over a distance. We
investigate how remote communication will benefit from
social touch.

P04 WP07 VP22 Internet of Touch
Work package/Valorisation Project leader: Aduen Darriba
Frederiks, University of Applied Sciences Amsterdam
Researchers: Iskander Smit Info.nl; B.J.A. Krose
University of Applied Sciences Amsterdam
Partner(s): University of Applied Sciences Amsterdam;
Info.nl

What is your application?
Remote touch will extend our social abilities over a distance
and can serve many different applications. Three main
categories have been identified:
- Remote communication for deaf-blind clients living in an
intermural care facility. Deaf-blind clients can only
communicate through touch and, there for, have no means
of remote communication.
- Augmenting video calling for remote loved ones. Our
technology can enhance remote communication with the
modality of touch.
- Remote coaching for rehabilitation exercises.

Motivational statement
Explore the capabilities of remote touch in consumer
products.
Scientific topic: Physical User Interaction Styles
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
Within the valorisation Internet of Touch we search for
market opportunities where remote touch applications can
augment the current form of remote communication. These
markets include: deaf-blind care institutions, consumer
products for love over a distance and coaching in amateur
field sports. We have executed market studies and ramified
the business opportunities with their financial estimates. To
proof the concept, Elitac build a modular sensor and
actuator demo that connects to an IoT platform from
Info.nl This can be used to build large “Internet of Touch”
applications.
Lessons learned
Our first market was deaf-blind institutions and developing
a research tool to further investigate the possibilities of
remote touch communication. Those markets turned out to
be exceptionally hard to penetrate. This is due to a number
of factors. One is the market size and another one is the
inability to directly serve the user. Congenital deaf-blind
clients are not mentally competent to make legal choices of
their own, those are entrusted to their parents or caretakers, this obfuscates communications.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Our remote communication is limited to sound and sight.
We text and talk remotely. Sometimes all remotely
available modalities combined during a Skype call. In
contrast to face- to-face communication that is very rich in
modalities. One of the missing modalities in remote
communication is touch. Our research has focused on
extending current remote communication tools with the
ability to touch over a distance. We took the first steps in
developing a product to use in longitudinal studies.
Developing a wearable, sensitive touch sensor and
actuator. This is a unique product, able to quantify touch

EVALUATION
Scientific output
The results of this valorization have been presented at two
internationally recognized conferences. Eurohaptics is the
leading conference on haptics in Europe. Ubicomp is the
largest conference on IoT and pervasive computing. It is
also collocated with ISWC which attracts a crowd with an
interest in wearable computing. We have successfully
created pleasant stroking sensations using a vibrotactile
array, this is published at Eurohaptics. In an extension to
that research we have put that into practice across
different devices and presented this as a a demo at
Ubicomp/ISWC. Products (see attached documents) Flex
touch sensor module. Backend Server portal for insights in
touch communication. One-to-one Android app for remote
touch communication.
Valorisation output
Through a market research, conducted by Dirk Ecen, we
have identified different market segments:
- Medtech
- Remote coaching and communication
- Adult Entertainment
The medtech industry is hard to penetrate due to a highstandards and unknown clientele. Remote communication
is a market segments that holds a plethora of different
startups and could be a viable consumer market or B2B
opportunities (Immersion, Actronika). Adult Entertainment
is large in size and successful dutch companies have already
shown the possibilities in this market (Kiroo, Philips).
International
Huisman G., Frederiks A.D., van Erp J.B.F., Heylen D.K.J.
(2016) Simulating Affective Touch: Using a Vibrotactile
Array to Generate Pleasant Stroking Sensations. In: Bello F.,
Kajimoto H., Visell Y. (eds) Haptics: Perception, Devices,
Control, and Applications. EuroHaptics 2016. Lecture Notes
in Computer Science, vol 9775. Springer, Cham Aduén
Darriba Frederiks, Ben J. A. Kröse, and Gijs Huisman. 2016.
COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

Internet of touch: analysis and synthesis of touch across
wearable and mobile devices. In Proceedings of the 2016
ACM International Joint Conference on Pervasive and
Ubiquitous Computing: Adjunct (UbiComp '16). ACM, New
York, NY, USA, 273-276. DOI:
https://doi.org/10.1145/2968219.297138.
Synergy
The research and development in this project was a multidisciplinary group effort in which synergy was maximized to
produce the most viable outcome. The disciplines included
engineers, HCI researchers, market experts and coaches.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://digitallifecentre.nl/projecten/internet-oftouch
Public appearance: Nacht van Kunst en Kennis, Leiden;
EuroHaptics16, London, United Kingdom; UBICOMP/ISWC,
Heidelberg; Thingscon Amsterdam; Thingscon Salon,
Amsterdam;
Media: http://www.mareonline.nl/archive/2016/09/15/knu
ffelen “I never realised how much I appreciate social touch”

COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

Tasty Bits & Bytes
VIEWW
P04 WP07 VP37 Tasty Bits and Bytes
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Dirk Heylen, University of Twente
Researchers: Gijs Huisman, University of Twente; Gijs
Huisman, University of Twente;
Partner(s): University of Twente, Human Media Interaction;
Parties who supported the project (not full partners):
Fooddock, Unilever, ONS Eten & Drinken, Noldus IT, Clever
& Franke, Friesland Campina, i3B
Scientific topic: Physical User Interaction Styles
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
The project was aimed at exploring the ways in which new
digital technologies could be used to make the
consumption of food more engaging, interesting, tasteful
and healthy. To this end, explorative conversations were
held with several potential stakeholders, prototype
installations that demonstrated possibilities to marry
technology and food were constructed, and user studies to
investigate the influence of visual cues on taste associations
and perception were conducted.
Lessons learned
Digital technologies, especially projection mapping, are a
promising way of enhancing food experiences. Significant
challenges, both economic (e.g. costs of investing in the
technology) and technical (e.g. accurate tracking and
mapping), remain in introducing such technology In
consumer’s food experiences, however.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
How can interactive digital technologies be used to enrich
our experiences with food? In collaboration with students,
several prototype installations were constructed that
demonstrated how, for example, projection mapping, novel
methods of food preparation (e.g. spherification), tracking
of the diners movements, and elements of play, can be
used to enhance experiences with food. In addition, user
studies were conducted (see publications) which showed
that visual cues, in particular shapes, colours, and
animations can be introduced into the dining experience
using projection mapping and that these visual cues can
affect both implicit taste associations and actual taste
experiences.

What is your application?

Through prototype installations and user studies it was
demonstrated that digital visual cues can enhance
experiences with food. This is not only of interest to
restaurateurs who want to find new ways to engage and
delight their customers, but also to food companies seeking
new ways to present their products to potential business
partners (i.e. business-to-business) as well as new ways to
present their products to consumers (e.g. in the
supermarket).
EVALUATION
Scientific output
Through a user study conducted online using a novel
crowdsourcing method it was found that basic geometric
shapes, colours, and animations are associated with certain
tastes (e.g. a red colour is sweet, a spikey shape sour). In a
second user study, in which participants got to taste yogurt
samples, it was found that when such colours, shapes, and
animations are projected on top of and around the yogurt,
they cannot only influence taste associations but can
actually influence, to some extent, how sweet or sour the
yogurt tastes.
Valorisation output
No consumer-ready applications were developed yet.
However, the developed prototypes and conducted studies
have gained the interest of several parties, including a
Michelin starred restaurant. Talks with interested parties
about potential collaborations are currently underway.
International
International publications: Bruijnes, M., Huisman, G. &
Heylen, D.K.K. (2016). Tasty Tech: human-food interaction
and multimodal interfaces. In ICMI’16: MHFI ’16
Proceedings of the 1st Workshop on Multi-sensorial
Approaches to Human-Food Interaction. | Huisman, G.,
Bruijnes, M. & Heylen, D.K.J. (2016). A Moving Feast: Effects
of Color, Shape and Animation on Taste Associations and
Taste Perception. In proceedings of ACE’16. Best paper
award. | Beelen, T., Blaauboer, R., Bovenmars, N., Loos, B.,
Zielonka, L., Van Delden, R., Huisman, G. & Reidsma, D.
(2013). The Art of Tug of War: Investigating the Influence of
Remote Touch on Social Presence in a Distributed Rope
Pulling Game. In proceedings of ACE’13, 246-257. | Darriba
Frederiks, A., Heylen, D.K.J. & Huisman, G. (2013). TaSST:
affective mediated touch. In proceedings of ICMI’13, 315 –
316. | Huisman, G., Darriba Frederiks, A. & Heylen, D.K.J.
(2013). Affective Touch at a Distance. In proceedings of
ACII’13, 701 – 702. | Huisman, G., Nadia Bianchi-Berthouze
& Heylen, D.K.J. (2013). MeTA: Mediated Touch and Affect.
In proceedings of ACII’13, 769. | Huisman, G. & Darriba
Frederiks, A. (2013). Towards Tactile Expressions of
Emotion Through Mediated Touch. In proceedings of
CHI’13, 1575-1580. | Huisman, G., Darriba Frederiks, A.,
Van Dijk, E.M.A.G., Kröse, B.J.A. & Heylen, D.K.J. (2013). Self
Touch to Touch Others: Designing the Tactile Sleeve for
Social Touch. In the online proceedings of TEI’13. | Jung,
M.M., Boensma, R.W.M., Huisman, G. & Van Dijk, E.M.A.G.
COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

(2013). Touched by the storyteller: the influence of remote
touch in the context of storytelling. In proceedings of
ACII’13, 792 – 797. | Huisman, G. (2012). A Touch of Affect
– Mediated Social Touch and Affect. In proceedings of
ICMI’12, 317-320.
Synergy
The project featured a high number of diverse parties (from
multinational food companies, to a digital creative agency,
and a restaurant) who expressed their interests in the aim
of the project. Conversations with these parties continue in
an effort to expand the topic of the project.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://tastybitsandbytes.com
Youtube: YouTube https://vimeo.com/130199612
Public appearance: Workshops (organized): Nijholt, A.,
Velasco, C., Huisman, G. & Karunanayaka, K. (2016). 1st
Workshop on Multi-Sensorial Approaches to Human-Food
Interaction, ICMI’16, Tokyo, Japan.
Public speaking (excl. conference presentations):
2016 25 May – The Future of High Tech, Enschede NL: Tasty
Bits & Bytes demonstration
2016 25 March – ICT open, Amersfoort NL: Tasty Bits &
Bytes: ICT and Foodexperience
2016 28 January – Fooddock, Deventer NL: Future Foods
Media:
2016
3 Februari – Technisch Weekblad: “Futuristische
Maaltijden”
26 Januari – UT Nieuws “UT’ers tonnen Future Foodsinstallties”
26 Januari – UT Website “’Future Foods’ installaties door
UT-studenten”
25 Januari – Deventerrtv “ Expositie Future Foods bij
Fooddock”
2015
10 November – UT Nieuws Magazine: “Digital Food
Revolution”
Quotes
“Tasty Bits & Bytes really made us think about the future of
foods and both the implications and possibilities. The
project was very accessible for a wide audience, which
made it an amazing experience for our guests.”- Gerrald
Hekman, Co-founder Fooddock.
Nice to know
The project will probably be continued in collaboration with
the Michelin-starred Lansink restaurant in Hengelo.
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DIABETTER
VIEWW
P04 WP07 VP48 Diabetter
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Albert Vlug (CGI)
Researchers: S.E. Wildevuur (Waag Society); H. van Zuthem
(Waag Society); Jurre Ongering (Waag Society); R. Koops
(Inreda B.V.); Mickael Boulay (Inreda B.V.); A.L. Van Bon
(Rijstate Hospital)
Partner(s): Waag Society, Inreda B.V., Rijnstate Hospital,
CGI
Motivational statement
To be able to develop a technology that improves the
treatment of Type 1 Diabetes of children and their parents
so they could lead a live as ‘normal’ as possible without
restrictions.
Scientific topic: Scalability
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
In Diabetter the technical and functional demands of an
Artificial Pancreas (AP) for children and their parents were
researched. The research was based on the specifications of
the current AP for adults. The research has resulted in an
overview of demands: It should be smaller, user friendly for
children, shock proof, and has a portal for monitoring by
the parents, which is a bit different than the one for adults.
Lessons learned
The interface of the AP presented in the user research was
clear to both, parents and children. Parents were somewhat
“reassured” to see that the device would have an easy to
use interface. At the moment, for them, some of the
devices they currently use for their child’s therapy have
interfaces that are not “clear”, not “easy to understand”, or
“feeling old”. They explained that it is easily to get lost
inside the current devices’ menus, looking every day for the
same option or menu. Children also found that the
interface is clear and seems easy to use. They like that
graphic symbols are used instead of words. Overall the
interface of the AP is clear and provides enough
information. But special attention needs to be paid about
the alarm messages. In some situations, the alarm
messages can appear when the children are away from
their parents. Therefore, the alarms should be:
understandable by the child himself and/or by another
adult (the school teacher for example) so that action can be
undertaken on time. Regarding the health professionals,
the Artificial Pancreas should be supporting them in
stimulating the active role of the parents and child in the
management of the Diabetes.

Worth noting: the Artificial Pancreas is not seen by the
professional as a replacement of the professional but truly
as a tool that will help creating active self--- management
AND, of course, deliver better therapy.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The problem to overcome was to develop a concept for
children and their parents, based on the functional and
technical concept for adults. This more qualitative
addressed research aimed to answer the questions:
--- Does the new concept address the needs of the
children?
--- Are the needs of the parents met accordingly?
--- Is the interface child friendly?
--- Does the monitoring system provide parents and
healthcare professional with sufficient information?
What is your application?
The artificial pancreas (AP) is a technology in development
to help people with diabetes automatically control their
blood glucose level by providing the substitute functionality
(insulin and glucagon delivery) of a healthy pancreas. While
the current state of insulin replacement therapy is
appreciated for its life saving capability, the task of
manually managing the blood sugar level with insulin is
arduous and inadequate. With the current AP prototype for
adults it is possible to maintain blood glucose levels in the
healthy range for 98% of the time, without any restrictions
with respect to e.g. diet and exercise. The current
prototype is designed for self--- management of adults,
who are able to read and react to the performance data
available through the device (e.g. battery low, change
insulin or glucagon cartridge, needle clogging warning). The
application we focused on within Diabetter is the AP for
children’s’ needs: smaller device, user friendly for children,
shock proof, and a portal for monitoring by the parents.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The results will be used for designing what is needed to
make the Artificial Pancreas fit children and their parents. It
seems that the importance of having clear and easy to use
alarm system is essential to ensure a trouble---free therapy.
Furthermore, since the Artificial Pancreas will allow more
freedom and on a distance situation, it is needed to
investigate how the parents could be supported in gaining
trust in the system while requiring as less as feedback as
possible. The concept and prototypes are now going to be
developed in order to be further evaluated and tested with
children and their parents.
Valorisation output
The National Institute for Health Research Horizon Scanning
Centre (NIHR HSC) published a report in March 2015 on
‘Artificial pancreas device systems in development for the
COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

closed---loop control of type 1 diabetes’. 18 artificial
pancreas device systems for adults have identified as
current players in the field. The artificial pancreas device
system of Inreda B.V. has been identified as the most
promising, the most novel and unique approach and the
most advanced device. Building upon that unique
technology Inreda B.V wants to develop an artificial
pancreas that meets the needs for the increasing group of
children suffering from diabetes type 1. The competitors,
active in the market of the AP for adults, are the logical
competitors for the AP for kids as well.
International
Dissemination activities are delivered internationally. Three
presentations were held in Schwitzerland in Q1 2017 at
Fondation Brocher (Hermance), at the Quality of Life
Technologies & mQoL Living Lab of the University of
Geneva and at World Health Organization HQ.
Synergy
Synergy with THECS (P15 Trusted Healthcare Services),
VIEWW--- Touch
Anything left to say
The Project Leader (Albert Vlug) has requested Waag
Society to fill in this report despite the fact that the project
is still ongoing. By handing in this report we respond to this
request. However, we also want to emphasise that we will
still complete different remaining deliverables.
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Social touch technology
VIEWW
P04 WP07 TAI: Tangible Interfaces
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Dirk Heylen, University of Twente
Researchers: Aduén Darriba Frederiks, Amsterdam
University of Applied Sciences; Ben Kröse, Amsterdam
University of Applied Sciences; Gijs Huisman, University of
Twente; Merel Jung, University of Twente
Partner(s): University of Twente, Human Media Interaction,
Elitac, Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences
Motivational statement
Elitac participated in the P4 Touch project to explore the
potential of more complex use of their electronics,
specifically by developing prototype solutions that offer
social touch for users in the domains of visually or
cognitively impaired.
Scientific topic: Physical User Interaction Styles
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
The project was inspired by the way that people touch each
other to communicate (e.g. shaking hands, hugging), also
called social touch. Social touch can profoundly affect
people but has been lacking in technology mediated
communication. In the project, several prototypes for social
touch were developed and the impact of social touch
through technology was investigated. Results include
insights into the use of vibrotactile actuators for social
touch at a distance, insights into the way social touch
technology can be implemented in Augmented Reality with
virtual agents, and insights into how sensors can be used by
social robots to recognize and interpret social touch.
Lessons learned
Relatively simple haptic technology can be used to generate
believable social touches through technology. Nevertheless,
considerable technological challenges remain in accurately
detecting and rendering touches. In addition, the
perception of social touch (both receiving and applying
touch) through technology depends to a large extent on
cues from other modalities (e.g. visual cues) as well as
broader contextual factors.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
How can the sense of touch be incorporated in social
interactions through and with ICT? How can haptic
technology be used to generate convincing social touches?
How can sensor technology be developed and used to
recognize and classify social touch gestures? Hardware was
developed (the TaSST) to investigate social touch input and

output in interactions at a distance. Several studies were
conducted to investigate user’s perceptions of these social
touch interactions through technology. In addition, a corpus
of social touch gestures (CoST) was recorded, automatic
recognition of these gestures using machine learning was
investigated, and several studies on the application of
specific touch gestures in human-robot interaction were
conducted.
What is your application?
A smart textile wearable called the Tactile Sleeve for Social
Touch (TaSST) was developed to allow to people to touch
each other through the Internet. The TaSST consist of an
input layer that can detect touches on one sleeve, and an
output layer with vibration motors that can render a
detected touch on a second sleeve. The TaSST was used as
a research tool to investigate user reactions to social touch
through technology, and its application for enhancing
communication of people with deafblindness was explored.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The project was at the basis of crystallizing a novel field of
haptics research, dubbed ‘social touch technology’.
Scientific output form the project (see the list of
publications) contributed to knowledge on the application
of haptic technology for social touch at a distance and
touch-based communication with virtual characters and
social robots. The research involved investigations into the
perception of vibrotactile feedback, visual social touch
cues, and the detection and automatic recognition of social
touch in the context of both human-human and humanrobot social touch.
Valorisation output
Based on developments of the TaSST in the current project
a valorisation project was granted by COMMIT to further
the development of the TaSST and the TaSST’s sensor
technology for broader (commercial) applications.
International
List of international publications: Huisman, G. (2017). Social
Touch Technology: A Survey of Haptic Technology for Social
Touch. In Press. | Bucci, P, Cang, X. L., Valair, A, Marino, D,
Tseng, L, Jung, M. M.,R|antala, J, Schneider, O. S., and
MacLean, K. E. (2017). Sketching cuddlebits: Coupled
prototyping of body and behaviour for an affective robot
pet,” in Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human
Factors in Computing Systems (CHI), in press. | Jung, M. M.,
Poel, M., Reidsma, D., and Heylen, D. K. J., (2017). A first
step towards the automatic understanding of social touch
for naturalistic human-robot interaction, Frontiers in ICT,
vol. 4, no. 3. | Jung, M. M., Poel, M., Poppe, R., and Heylen,
D. K. J., (2016). Automatic recognition of touch gestures in
the corpus of social touch,” Journal on Multimodal User
Interfaces, vol. 11, no. 1, pp. 81–96. | Jung, M. M., Poel, M.,
Poppe, R., and Heylen, D. K. J., “Corpus of Social Touch
(CoST),”
University
of
Twente,
2016,
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http://dx.doi.org/10.4121/uuid:5ef62345-3b3e-479c-8e1dc922748c9b29.| Huisman, G., Darriba Frederiks, A. &
Heylen, D.K.J. (2016). Simulating Affective Touch: Using a
Vibrotactile Array to Generate Pleasant Stroking Sensations.
In proceedings of EuroHaptics 2016, 240-250 /Willemse,
C.J.A.M., Huisman, G., Jung, M.M., Van Erp, J.B.F. & Heylen,
D.K.J. (2016). Observing Touch from Video: The Influence of
Social Cues on Pleasantness Perceptions. In proceedings of
EuroHaptics 2016, 196-205 | Jung, M. M., Cang, X. L., Poel,
M., and MacLean, K. E. (2015). Touch challenge’15:
Recognizing social touch gestures, in Proceedings of the
International Conference on Multimodal Interaction (ICMI),
(Seattle, WA), 2015, pp. 387–390 |Huisman, G., Kolkmeier,
J. & Heylen, D.K.J. (2014). Simulated Social Touch in a
Collaborative Game. In proceedings of EuroHaptics 2014,
248-256 | Huisman, G., Kolkmeier, J. & Heylen, D.K.J.
(2014). With Us or Against Us: Simulated Social Touch by
Virtual Agents in a Cooperative or Competitive Setting. In
proceedings of IVA’14, 204-213 | Van Wingerden, S.,
Uebbing, T. J., Jung, M. M., and Poel, M. (2014). A neural
network based approach to social touch classification, in
Proceedings of Workshop on Emotion Representation and
Modelling
in
Human-Computer-Interaction-Systems
(ERM4HCI), (Istanbul, Turkey), pp. 7–12 |Jung, M. M.,
Poppe, R., Poel, M., and Heylen, D. K. J. (2014) Touching the
void – introducing CoST: Corpus of Social Touch, in
Proceedings of the International Conference on Multimodal
Interaction (ICMI), (Istanbul,Turkey), pp. 120–127 | Jung,
M. M. (2014). Towards social touch intelligence: Developing
a robust system for automatic touch recognition, in
Proceedings of the International Conference on Multimodal
Interaction (ICMI), (Istanbul, Turkey), pp. 344–348.
Synergy
The project has led to continued collaboration with the
industrial partner, and has led to a COMMIT-funded
valorization project (Internet of Touch). In addition, a
collaboration with Bartiméus to explore touch as a way for
people with deafblindness to communicate has led to new
insights and potential application areas.
Dissemination (communication)
Website:
http://hmi.ewi.utwente.nl/Research/Projects/p04-05/
Youtube: https://vimeo.com/108218957
Public appearance: Workshops (organized): Jung, M.M.,
Willemse, C.J.A.M., Huisman, G. & Van Erp, J.B.F. (2016).
Social touch in human-robot interaction. EuroHaptics’16,
London, UK; Huisman, G., Bianchi-Berthouze, N. & Heylen,
D.K.J. (2015). Workshop on Affective Touch (WAT). ACII’15,
Xi’an, China; Jung, M.M., Cang, L., Poel, M., MacLean, K.
(2015). Recognition of Social Touch Gestures Challenge
2015 hosted at the International Conference on Multimodal
Interaction (ICMI '15). Huisman, G., Bianchi-Berthouze, N. &
Heylen, D.K.J. (2013). Mediated Touch and Affect (MeTA).
ACII’13, Geneva, Switzerland; Bruijnes, M. & Huisman, G.
(2013). Touching Virtual Agents – Embodiment and Mind.
eNTERFACE’13, Lisbon, Portugal. Public speaking (excl.
conference presentations)

2016, 17 September – Nacht van Kunst en Kennis, Leiden
NL: Voelen met Rembrandt; 2016, 25 August – DareFest,
Antwerp BE: Adaptive Interactions in the Internet of Touch;
2016, 19 August – CuriousU, Enschede NL: Health &
Happiness, Physical Touch at a Distance; 2016, 1 April –
ThingsCon Salon, Amsterdam NL: Internet of Touch; 2016,
10 Juni – NWO Bessensap: "Robots die voelen wat we
bedoelen: aanraking in mens-robot interactie”; 2015, 4
December – ThingsCon Amsterdam, Amsterdam NL:
Internet of Touch; 2015, 23 November – Design by Fire
Salon, Utrecht NL: Caress to Impress: Social Touch
Technology; 2015, 11 November – TEDxSaxionUniversity,
Enschede NL: Social Touch Technology; 2013, 10 November
– The Overkill Festival, Enschede NL: Touch, Sweet Touch;
2013, 17 June – Dutch/Belgian Haptics Meeting, Leuven BE:
Affective Touch Technology; 2012, 25 April – NIRICT-SIKS
Springschool: Phenomenology and Experience: emotion,
cognition, behaviour, embodiment.
Media: 2017: 6 March – Alpha Galileo: “Virtual characters
that touch you are seen as being warmer and friendlier”
4 March – Scientias – “De gadgets van de toekomst gaan je
aaien”; 2 March – NPO Radio 1: De Kennis van Nu; 2 March
– Nasnerds: “Aaiende virtuele karakters zijn aardiger”; 2
March – Emerce: “Aaiende virtuele karakters zijn aardiger”;
1 March – Reporters Online: “Touch over the Internet”; 28
Februari – Nederlands Dagblad: “Aaiende computer wordt
als aardiger beschouwd”; 28 Februari – Engineers Online:
“Aaiende virtuele karakters zijn aardiger”; 23 Februari –
NPO Radio 2: De Staat van Stasse; 15 Februari – HDC Media
publications (regional newspapers North- and South
Holland): “Aanraken op Afstand”; 3 Februari –
Deutschlandfunk: “Roboter schubsen, kraulen und zwicken”
2016: November – UT Nieuws: “Een mechanisch maatje”;
26 October – Engineeringnet.nl: “Eerste aanraakrobot
herkent 60% menselijke aanrakingen”; 25 October –
TechRadar: “This robot knows the gentle caress of a human
touch”; 25 October – Haroldkasperink.com “This robot
knows the gentle caress of a human touch”; 24 October –
Website University of Twente: “First Steps Towards The
Touch Robot”; 24 October – Science Daily: “First steps
towards the touch robot”; 24 October – PHYS ORG: “Adding
social touch to robots”; 15 September – Leids Universitair
Weekblad Mare: “Knuffelen via Skype”.
And more
Anything left to say
We hope to continue the work in national and international
collaborations. Thanks to COMMIT/ we have put this
research on the agenda and receive many invitations for
collaboration.
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Integration and communication
layer (architecture and systems
integration) of extensive
exergame platform
VIEWW
P04 WP08 INT: Integration and Communication Layer
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Pieter Goossen
Researchers: Richard Nieuwland, Peter de Boer
Partner(s): CGI
Motivational statement
To study the problem of interpretation of multi-sensor
input.
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity / Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
Design, implement and integrate an extensive, flexible and
robust platform to support exergames, containing Internet
of Things structure for the healthcare market, using cocreation, involving healthcare professionals and end-users
and using areal-life pilot. The flexibility and agility of the
solution and the platform were proven and all stakeholders
agreed that both the solution and the platform are a good
basis for further commercial development.
Lessons learned
The combination of proven technology, flexibility in really
every aspect, agility throughout the process and involving
all stakeholders, including healthcare professionals and
end-users as early as possible in the process, is rarely used,
but clearly adds to mutual understanding of challenges and
turned out to be paramount for our collective success.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Adding flexibility and agility to a healthcare exergame is not
trivial. During co-creation many new requirements came
up, e.g. new measurements, additional sensors, different
feedback to the end-user, modifications to remote
monitoring, and increasing security. How to provide the
required flexibility, while at the same time retaining
robustness, scalability and security?
What is your application?
Our platform significantly extends the exergame by
embedding it into a robust, scalable, secure and very
flexible Internet of Things structure, with a Person Area
Network and a Home Area Network, supporting a multitude
of sensing and activating devices. The supporting central

platform is very scalable and secure, amongst others adds
facial recognition for end-user identification, a portal for
players, family, coaches, medical staff and administrators,
with which game results can be shown, also graphically
over time, and gameplay can be individually configured.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
In a real-life pilot, we have proven the possibility to realtime evaluate feedback of sensors in a home setting. The
Integration platform is able to deal with triggers of different
sensors (emotion detection, movement detection, clinical
relevance detection) and to generate interventions (like an
avatar I the serious game, different light colour in the room
and personal music preferences.
Valorisation output
Many health information portals exist in the market, but
most are focused on a very limited health aspect or on one
supplier as main stakeholder. Only very rarely the
implementation is based upon an architecture that is really
scalable, easily adjustable and secure and built from the
start with agility, changing demands and substantial growth
in functionality and size in mind. The healthcare exergame
& customer health information market is maturing and is
ready for the next step: broad-scale implementation,
growing both in size and functionality. The integration and
communication architecture that we have shown and
piloted in this workpackage is a robust basis for this
evolutionary next phase.
International
The development and implementation of the architecture
was a cooperation between the Netherlands, Denmark and
India. The success of this project and the pilot are already
re-used by multiple partners, including CGI and 8D Games,
also for their international business. The universities of
Utrecht and (indirectly) of Groningen, including the UMCG,
played an active role in the scientific research and
disseminated the scientific results into relevant
international scientific communities.
Synergy
In this workpackage, many COMMIT/ partners collaborated,
including 8D Games, CGI (also internationally), the
university of Utrecht and Aafje. External healthcare
professionals and end-users collaborated with the project,
in real co-creation.
Dissemination (communication)
Public appearance: Artificial intelligence in IoT platform for
serious gaming in health (presentation for AI students of
Radboud University
Media: Presentation at ECP 2016 congress about
interpretation of different sensors to generate a ‘smart
signal’
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Quotes
Very important example of finding balance between
sensitivity and specificity in generating signals based on
different sensors.
Anything left to say
COMMIT/ facilitated the development of this agile
architecture and the very successful pilot, makes the
commercial follow-up possible and has advanced the field,
proving that we're ready for the next step in client
empowerment supported by customer information
management and exergames.
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Pilot 1 Monitor
VIEWW
P04 WP09 P-Monitor Monitor Pilot
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Albert Vlug, CGI
Researchers: Contact person: Ben Kröse, HvA Project
persons: Remco Veltkamp, UU; Coert van Gemeren, UU;
Pascal Wiggers, HvA
Partner(s): CGI
Motivational statement
CGI aim to contribute to patient participation and
investigate how behaviour can be monitored, interpreted
and improved.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design / Physical User
Interaction Styles
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
The project focused on monitoring activities of elderly
persons in a smart environment. The activity analysis was
based on ambient and sensors and video analysis. The
effects we were interested in are those related to wellbeing, such as feeling safe, comfortable, enjoyed, etc. This
work package was implemented as a living lab project. On
request of a care organization an interactive wall for elderly
with dementia was developed and tested in the activity
rooms of three different homes. The interactive wall
provides a personalized, multi-modal experience. It
distracts people, triggers them to interact and gives people
that display wandering behaviour a place to go to. At the
end of the project a spin-off company was set up for further
exploitation of the interactive wall.
Lessons learned
For the application at hand the advances in computer vision
and data processing will make it possible to have
commercial systems within a couple of years. However, we
learned that robustness of the system is often more
important than too many fancy features. Many health
applications are technology driven and too high
expectancies are created that cannot be realized, leading to
negative opinions on health tech.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
How to automatically recognize people, their behaviour and
emotions? How to select appropriate audio-visual content
automatically? We looked at the recognition of faces and
specific gestures using cameras. This was feasible as the
number of people living at a particular location is small.
However, visitors and caregivers may pose a problem as
they are not know by the system. To differentiate the

elderly from the caregivers walking speed was measure
using movement sensors.
What is your application?
We developed an interactive wall for people suffering from
dementia. The wall implements some of the techniques
developed in other WPs of P04 such as computer vision to
recognize the person in front of the wall and to recognize
his or her behaviour and emotion. The wall then gives a
personalized experience based this behaviour using video
and music that the elderly like. Family members can upload
content. The interaction with the wall may diminish the
behavioural problems of dementia such as agitation,
aggression, fear, depression and apathy. The wall also gives
those who display wandering behaviour a virtual place to
go to.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The work of the PhD candidate van Gemerden in the SEN 1
workpackage was implemented in the wall, methods were
developed to estimate pose and flow from computer vision.
Also ambient sensors were used for activity recognition,
where specifically it was studied how walking velocity can
be robustly estimated. Also we studied how elderly persons
could use tangible input on the wall to give subjective input
on their emotional state. All work is published in
international conferences (see below).
Valorisation output
The prototypes of the wall are still in use in elderly homes.
The project has resulted in a spin-off company Illi
Engineering, of three students of the HvA that develops and
builds interactive walls and similar products, mainly for
people with dementia. Several care organisations have
expressed interest in the product. Logical competitors are
NYOYN, that creates an interactive video wall, but is more
aimed at entertainment and the Active Cues Tovertafel,
which is limited to video stimuli, whereas the concept
developed within the WP provides audio and tactile stimuli
as well. None of the competitors provides sensing and
personalized content.
International
Focus of the workpackage was mainly the demonstration of
the methods for the eldercare and health community.
Presentations were mainly national. Scientific output was
presented international. Together with A. Salah a number
of Human Behaviour Understanding workshops was
organized.
Scientific papers:
an emeren, C., Tan, R. T., Poppe, R., & eltkamp, R. C.
(2014). Dyadic interaction detection from pose and flow. In
Human Behavior Understanding (pp. 101-115). Springer
International Publishing.
Albert Ali Salah, Ben JA Kr se, and Diane J Cook. Behavior
analysis for elderly. In Human Behavior Understanding,
pages 1-10. Springer, 2015.
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Marije Kanis, Saskia Robben, and Ben Kr se. How are you
doing? enabling older adults to enrich sensor data with
subjective input. In Human Behaviour Understanding, pages
39-51. Springer, 2015.
Nait Aicha, Ahmed, wenn Englebienne, and Ben Kr se.
"Continuous Gait Velocity Analysis Using Ambient Sensors
in a Smart Home." Ambient Intelligence. Springer
International Publishing, 2015. 219-235.
Synergy
National: continuation of collaboration with spin-off Illi
Engineering and care organizations (AMSTA, Naarderheem);
Internationally: collaboration in HBU organization.
Dissemination (communication)
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9sXdSxV5LYU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uDB8uR_m5Us
Public appearance: B. Kr se, Digital health: van pilots
naar producten en diensten , AIM/AEB/Syntens symposium
Zorg2025, Amsterdam 12 februari 2013.
B. Kr se, Technologie en slimme toepassingen in de org ,
Symposium "Thuis" in de ouderenzorg, Grote Kerk Naarden
28 februari 2013
B. Kr se, Digital ife & Ambient robotics : how can IT
and robotics be used in our daily lives? EMGO+ Annual
Meeting - “Combining scientific excellence with societal
relevance”.
Media: BNR Radio:
http://www.digitallifecentre.nl/nieuws/studenteninteractieve-muur-voor-dementerenden-geinterviewddoor- bnr-radio

Quotes
“PIM [persoonlijke interactieve muur] is door ons
beoordeeld als een waardevolle aanvulling op het pakket
aan diensten die de zorgorganisatie voor haar
dementerende cliënten ter beschikking kan stellen.”
Marco Wisse, Directeur Vivium Naarderheem
Anything left to say
I liked the midterm demo in Trouw a lot!
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Pilot Play
VIEWW
P04 WP10 P-Play Play Pilot
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Albert Vlug, CGI/ WP---leader: Albert Vlug(CGI) /Jurre
Ongering/Suzanne Heerschop (WAAG)
Researchers: Albert Vlug, CGI; Marloeke van der Vlugt,
Karien Vermeulen, Waag Society; Susanne Heerschop,
Waag Society; Maarten Stevens, 8D Games; Madelief
Keyser, Kennisnet; Bennie Mols, Science journalist; Marise
Schot, Waag Society; Meia Wippoo, Waag Society; Dick v
Dijk, Waag Society; Laura Buijs, psychologist; Jurre
Ongering, Waag Society; Mik Langhout, Hanzehogeschool
Groningen; Nikolaos Poulios, VU; Anton Eliens, VU
Partner(s): Waag Society, 8D games, VU, Kennisnet, 8D
Games, UT, Logica
Motivational statement
In this work package we aimed to come up with a
demonstrator in the field of play. The demonstrator will
enable the user to perform sports or playful activities in a
virtual world with real---life effects. We strived for a
demonstrator that mediates between the real and the
virtual world and may contain features, not necessarily
following the laws of physics, that help to include elements
of storytelling, arts, and magic, in order to keep the
interaction entertaining and engaging, and in order to keep
the interaction motivating. Community aspects (virtual and
real friends, enemies, competitors) will be integrated.
Scientific topic: Physical User Interaction Styles
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
Play explores embodied learning. Embodied learning is a
form of learning in which users use their entire body to
achieve results. Embodied learning environments in the
interaction between body and space. The body itself and
form physical movements therefore an important interface
in hybrid learning environment (both virtual and physical
environment). The idea is that learning is encouraged by
the physical interaction and experience.
Lessons learned
Play is still a relatively unexplored area. Further research
would be preferred to explore this field even more. To build
upon the academic knowledge from the other work
packages was a bit of a challenge. The insights of the PHD
are available after about three years, which makes it
complex to have the pilots running parallel to the scientific
insights gained. First experiences show that students do
find it difficult to connect their physical experience relating
to the installations to their learning process. This holds
them back from using, for example, the Cylinder or Rolling
Stairs over and over again and is a process that should be
guided or facilitated.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Research has shown that many mechanisms for learning are
grounded in the body, you could ask if that is the way to go.
We know that we perform better when we are comfortable
in our skin. We know that we feel better when we connect
to and understand our body. So why do we neglect this
body of ours so often in our work, our learning processes
and in the technological applications that are being
developed? And, what can we do to make a change? How
to design interactive devices in which the body itself
becomes the interface? What do we learn about the
borders of the body while it interacts with these sensory
devices? How easily does the body consider these objects
as part of itself?
What is your application?
The applications and tests for play consist of multiple
workshops and installations. Amongst their works are:
Superhelden EIland, Mood Room, Cilinder Trap Wip, These
works have been thoroughly described in the publication:
“Embodiment”. This publication has also been attached to
this form.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
A list of scientific output has been made available through
the COMMIT portal.
Valorisation output
The project has delivered multiple concepts that can be of
added value in an educational setting. However, the tests
and first interactions have also taught us that the novelty of
the concept will demand a lot of guidance when further
integrating these prototypes in such a setting. Valorisation
has also shown itself in the potential for future knowledge
creation regarding this promising field of embodied
learning.
International
A list of international appearances has been made available
through the COMMIT portal.
Synergy
Synergy has been achieved with TAI and P---Exercise.
Furthermore, cooperation was actively sought by bringing
together WP---leaders of different COMMIT work packages.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://waag.org/nl/project/superhelden---eiland
http://waag.org/nl/project/mood---room
http://waag.org/nl/project/embodied---learning--installatie
Youtube: https://vimeo.com/77984465
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Public appearance: http://waag.org/nl/event/makers--festival---2013 A further list of public appearances has been
made available through the COMMIT portal
Media: http://waag.org/sites/waag/files/public/media/publ
icaties/embodiment_0.pdf;
http://waag.org/sites/waag/files/public/Publicaties/spelen
_met_emoties_def.pdf;
http://waag.org/sites/waag/files/public/Publicaties/leren--met---je---lichaam.pdf. A further list of media appearances
has been made available through the COMMIT portal.
Quotes
“To us, embodiment and embodied learning are all about
communication and connection; communication with
oneself, with others and with the world.”
“Despite the common perception that knowledge resides
above the neck, I find my entire body is the repository for
all that I know.”
Nice to know
Several interesting BLOG posts have been written and
shared on the Waag Website:
http://waag.org/nl/blog/spelen---met---emoties
http://waag.org/nl/blog/embodiment---paper---published
http://waag.org/nl/blog/uitdagende---performance---met-- embodied---learning---installatie
http://waag.org/nl/blog/leren---met---je---lichaam
Anything left to say
We enjoyed working within the COMMIT/program and
hopefully we will work together again in COMMIT/ 2.0!
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Pilot Exercise where sensoring
and animation comes together
VIEWW
P04 WP11 P-Exercise Exercise Pilot
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Pieter Goossen
Researchers: Dr. Yun Ling, dr. A Egges (UU); Ir. L.P. Ter
Meer, drs. Cho Lie (CGI); Maarten Stevens (8D Games);
Sabine Wildevuur (Waag); F. Steenbrink (Motek
Partner(s): Universiteit Utrecht, CGI, 8D Games, Waag,
Motek
Motivational statement
We are interested in the development and validation of
novel technologies for rehabilitation based on the analysis
of human motion.
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity / Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well-being / Secure Societies
Short description
In this pilot we brought together the components of
different workpackages. In the SEN-workpackages of P04
we developed ‘smart sensors’ and in the ANI-workpackages
of P04 we developed ‘smart animations’. Putting them
together in one user experience (e.g. perform an exercise at
home) is not easy. Three parallel streams had to be
supported in a real time serious game: 1) the technology of
changing the flow of the game based on sensor input and
personalized parameters, 2) the motivation of a patient to
start and finalize the exercise, 2) the clinical value of the
movements in the exercise.
Lessons learned
It is important to start testing an exercise setting with:
a. Developers (for technical stream)
b. Healthy users (for motivational stream)
c. Target group users (for clinical stream).

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Main question: How can we technically and functionally
integrate sensoring and animation components, to perform
a enriched user experience?
Sub-questions: How can we automatically analyze and
interprete a situation, based on smart sensors like: ‘slower
movement of arms’, ‘decrease of emotional level’,
‘movement is not clinical relevant’; What parts of the
‘intelligence process’ can be performed in the cloud and
what should remain at home?

What is your application?
The application is an exercise setting in which people can
perform physical exercises, while the three streams
(technical, motivational and clinical) can be fine-tuned
during the exercise.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The available home-based sensors (like movement sensor)
should be made ‘smart’ by adding intelligence of ‘normal
behaviour’. However, to be able to use smart sensors in a
real-life situation, we need to model different situations in
terms of sensor-output. Only in a pilot setting this model
can be tested and optimized.
Valorisation output
The project resulted in 2 valorisation projects: VP38 to
evaluate and optimize the clinical aspects of the serious
games that were designed for physiotherapeutic exercises,
and VP 52 to valorise the clinical value of this new ‘blended
care’.
International
Y. Ling, L. Ter Meer, Z. Yumak and R. Veltkamp. Usability
Study of Exercise Games Designed for the Rehabilitation of
Elderly Patients after Hip Replacement Surgery. JMIR
Serious Games. 2017 (JIMR submitted).
Synergy
Collaboration among a game company (8D games), a
research institute (UU), end-user rehabilitation centre
(Aafje) and an IT company (CGI).
Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://www.8d-games.nl/ (demo available upon
request)
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9o834nrdghk
Public appearance: A. Vlug, Demo of the game at world
largest Medical Informatics congress HIMSS 2017, Orlando,
Feb 2017; L. P. Ter Meer, Postersession at Planetree
conference in October 2015 and November 2016.
Quotes
The poster session at Planetree 2016 was rewarded with
recognition as 4th best poster, out of 25.
Anything left to say
The original structure of the program P04 with research &
development work packages, and combining their results in
Pilots was in the Pilot Exercise realized with almost all
partners.
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Pilot Touch
VIEWW
P04 WP12 P-Touch Touch Pilot
Work package/Valorisation Project leader: Albert Vlug,
CGI; WP-leader: Paulien Melis/Jurre Ongering (WAAG)
Researchers: Aduen Darriba Frederiks, Hogeschool van
Amsterdam; Ben Krose, Hogeschool van Amsterdam; Gijs
Huisman, TU Twenthe; Dirk Heylen, TU Twenthe; Anneke
van Abbema, Elitac; Bram Bicknese, Elitac; Carien Caljouw,
Elitac; Wouter Vos, Elitac; Albert Vlug, CGI; Sabine
Wildevuur, Waag Society; Mickael Boulay, Waag Society;
(former) Paulien Melis, Waag Society; Helma van Rijn, Waag
Society (former); Jurre Ongering, Waag Society
Partner(s): Elitac, Info.nl, CGI, HvA, Waag Society, UT
Twente
Motivational statement
In this pilot the aim was to explore ways to assist elderly
with ICT-solutions to stay in touch with their peers and the
caring community. In particular we focused on developing
insights how objects are manipulated and how affective
information from this can be gathered. And how these
insights on tangible interfaces can communicate social
emotions. We participated in the pilot to develop (a)
solution(s), which increases the quantity or/and quality of
interactions and thereby increase the sense of wellbeing of
the elderly and prevent them from becoming socially
isolated.
Scientific topic: Physical User Interaction Styles
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
We do not only use our sense of touch to explore the world
around us, but also in social interaction. Social touch can
help to reduce stress, communicate feelings and emotions,
and is vitally important for the bonding between people.
Unfortunately, our everyday digital communication via
smart phones and computers completely lacks the sense of
touch. To overcome this disadvantage, we have developed
TaSST (Tactile Sleeve for Social Touch) and Whiskers.
Lessons learned
Touch is still a relatively unexplored area. Further research
would be preferred to explore this field even more. To build
upon the academic knowledge from the other work
packages was a bit of a challenge. The insights of the PHD
are available after about three years, which makes it
complex to have the pilots running parallel to the scientific
insights gained.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Research questions: What is a suitable medium for nonverbal communication using the internet? How can we use
wearable haptic technology to communicate the important
sense of touch? What is technically possible? What and
how do people want to communicate non- verbally over
long distances? Touch is one of the pilots within COMMIT/
and to answer these questions we developed different
applications (see below). The field of tangible interfaces is
quite unique specially when looking at how to prevent
social isolation.
What is your application?
The
pilot
Touch
has
resulted
into
several
prototypes/products (also listed and accepted as delivered
items), developed in an iterative manner with the users.
Based upon the report of user needs regarding
connectedness we developed within the pilot Touch:
Whiskers (https://vimeo.com/108555107) (type:
products). Different iteration of the prototypes called REED,
leading to the final product Whiskers;
Tactile Sleeve for Social Touch (TASST) (type: products).
Different iterations leading to TASST such as soft touch
sensitive tablet cover;
Mobile Story Table App (type: products)
Touch pillow (type: products).
EVALUATION
Scientific output
All the below deliverables are accepted as delivered items
by COMMIT/. A more detailed description is available
through the portal
- 'Scoping review on ICT-enabled person centred care
- User scenario Whiskers
- Presentation at ENOLL meeting 2014
- 'Workshop: Exploration of tactile devices for
communication with Deafblind users
- 'Conference Abstract Enhancing the Value of Social
innovation: introducing the people value canvas to support
designers in value creation
-15th ACM International Conference on Multimodal
Interaction
- 'Paper: TaSST: affective mediated touch
Valorisation output
Valorisation has been explored within the valorisation call
around Touch (HvA).
International
All the below deliverables are accepted as delivered items
by COMMIT/. A more detailed description is available
through the portal. The portal also gives a complete
overview.
- Presentation at Medicine 2.0: Scoping review, Hawaii
- Paper Design & Emotion: Enhancing the value of social
innovation, Bogota, Colombia
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- Presentation Design & Emotion: Enhancing the value of
social innovation.
Synergy
There is a synergy with: Work Package Tangible Interfaces
(VIEWW), P15 Trusted Healthcare Services WP1.
Synergy outside the COMMIT-project: CRISP (Smart
Textiles). Waag Open Space on Careful Design
(dissemination activity).
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://doc.utwente.nl/86737/1/06548410.pdf
http://www.fmtgezondheidszorg.nl/elkaar-strelen-opafstand-het-kan-met-de-tastt/
https://vimeo.com/111519978
http://www.podiumpraktijkgerichtonderzoek.nl/aanrakenop-afstand/
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c4DaVpMJegw
Public appearance: All the below deliverables are accepted
as delivered items by COMMIT/. A more detailed
description is available through the portal.
- Presentation "Design for the common good"
- "Internet of Touch", First meeting on Social and affective
touch in the Netherlands, Utrecht, 3 juli 2015
- Blogpost The big future of data
- 'Innovatie Estafette’
Media: All the below deliverables are accepted as delivered
items by COMMIT/. A more detailed description is available
through the portal. The portal also gives a complete
overview.
- 'Diary-Interview probe study
- 'Article for Crisp Magazine: Prototyping as a dialogue
between stakeholders
- 'MMI (Mens-Machine Interactie) Platform meeting
- 'Waag Open Space on Careful Designs – blog
- 'Blog: Bringing e-textiles to the market
Quotes
Interactieve mouw biedt uitkomst voor mensen in
isolement (bron: FMT Gezondheidszorg)
“What a good idea to communicate through movements.”
“Whiskers could be used to let others know all is fine
without having to call them.”
Nice to know
Whiskers or vibrissae are specialized for tactile sensing
(other types of hair operate as more crude tactile sensors).
Vibrissae grow in various places on most mammals,
including all primates except humans! (Wikipedia).
Anything left to say
We enjoyed working within the COMMIT/program and
hopefully we will work together again in COMMIT/ 2.0!
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Mining Online Multimedia as
Training Resource
SEALINCMedia
P06 WP01 (MOM) Mining Online Multimedia as Training
Resource
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Cees Snoek, University of Amsterdam
Researchers: Tjeerd Jan van der Molen, Ordina Nederland
BV; Richard van Tilborg, Ordina Nederland BV
Partner(s): University of Amsterdam, Ordina Nederland BV
Short description
In this WP we studied leveraging user-generated
multimedia from online sources, such as Flickr and
YouTube, as a training resource for automatic semantic
labelling. Since user-generated multimedia can be noisy, we
investigated what images and videos are best to be
selected and used as a training resource. We also
investigated the semantic concepts that appear rarely in
online sources, and ways to we enrich the training of their
semantic labelling models.
Lessons learned
Collaboration is important and can lead to success when
done properly. When more people are involved in a project,
it is unpleasant when someone is trying to avoid doing their
task.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
Short description: Exploring the Long Tail of Social Media
Tags. Year and quarter: 2015
Q3. A paper has been
accepted at the 22nd International Conference on
Multimedia Modelling, MMM 2016 (MIAMI, USA) as an oral
presentation. Short description: Paper published. Year and
quarter: 2013 - Q2. Paper "Evaluating Sources and
Strategies for Learning Video Concepts from Social Media",
by Svetlana Kordumova, Xirong Li and Cees G. M. Snoek,
was published in the proceedings of the International
Workshop on Content-Based Multimedia Indexing, 2013,
Veszprem, Hungary

sources won at the TRECVID benchmark for the task of
Semantic Indexing in Videos with No Annotation, 2013.
Synergy
Short description: Research at Columbia University in the
City of New York, Year and quarter: 2014 - Q3. In the third
quarter of 2014, I was a research visitor for three months at
the Digital Video Multi Media lab at Columbia University in
the City of New York, under the supervision of Prof. Shih-Fu
Chang.
Dissemination (communication)
Public appearance: Short description: Talk at Columbia
University, Year and quarter: 2013 - Q4. The SocialZap
demo and the winning approach of TRECVID 2013 Semantic
Indexing in Videos with No Annotation task was presented
at Columbia University in New York City on November 25,
2013. The talk was arranged by one of the collaborators
from COMMIT and it gave me the opportunity to meet with
great people in Columbia, and to go as a research visitor the
next summer.
Short description: TRECVID Workshop Presentation. Year
and quarter: 2013 - Q4. The winning approach was
presented at the TRECVID Workshop held on November 2022, 2013 in Gaithersburg, Maryland USA.
Short description: Presentation. Year and quarter: 2013 Q2. Presented the paper "Evaluating Sources and Strategies
for Learning Video Concepts from Social Media", by
Svetlana Kordumova, Xirong Li and Cees G. M. Snoek, to the
International Workshop on Content-Based Multimedia
Indexing, 2013, Veszprem, Hungary.
Anything left to say
The organized events like COMMIT days, were nice and
beneficial to meet new people and establish possible
project connections.

Valorisation output
Short description: SocialZap demo presented on ICMR. Year
and quarter: 2014 - Q1. Demo of SocialZap presented at
International Conference on Multimedia Retrieval 2014 in
Glasgow, Scotland.
International
Short description: Report on recent results for the TRECVID
Semantic. Year and quarter: 2013 - Q3. Our approach for
learning concepts detectors from online user-generated
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CALLORYWATCHER
SEALINCMedia

P06 WP01VP29 CalorieWatcher
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Evert-Jan Metselaar Ordina,Thomas Mensink UvA

END REPORT COMMIT/VALORISATION GRANT

NAME:

CALLORYWATCHER

PROJECTLEADER:

EVERT-JAN METSELAAR (ORDINA) & THOMAS MENSINK (UVA)

PARTNERS:

ORDINA, UNIVERSITEIT VAN AMSTERDAM

Report of the Valorisation grant (text)

The goal of this project was to realise a prototype app for Google glass, which
provides realtime calorie information of a food product. The app running on the
Google glass, has the functionality to take a picture of a food dish. The dish will be
recognized, using computer vision, and from (linked) open data sources the calorie
information is estimated. The app also provides the user with an overview of dayto-day calorie statistics (and aggregations over the last week/month). To the best of
our knowledge the integration of food-recognition by computer vision and linked
open data on handsfree devices like google glass is unique.
The computer vision part of the project consist of a fine-tuned DeepNet
architecture. After pre-training on 15K Image-Net classes (Russakovsky et al.,
IJCV’15), the net is specialized on food categories, by employing the Food-101
dataset (Bossard et al., ECCV’14). With a mean-class accuracy of 75.5% our
architecture outperforms any published method on this dataset. A web-based demo
is publicly available.
We used average portion information in combination the calorie information from
several open food databases to calculate consumption values.
Sources include:
http://www.nutritionvalue.org
http://ndb.nal.usda.gov
Monitoring the calorie intake is important for a healthy lifestyle. The app showcases
the possibilities of measuring calorie-intake in an effortless manner, without users
listing all their food. This is important, given for example, the big societal problems
related to a healthy lifestyle, such as obesity and diabetes. We believe the success
of this prototype, paves the way to further research to improve the calorie counting
and exploration for consumer products. Possible collaborations could be with
Wageningen University, TNO and Phillips Research, which all showed their interest
during the Commit/ Community Days.

Delivered item 1 (dissemination- non-scientific)

Public food-recognition demo: The fine-grained food-recognition system is
extended with a public demo, available at:
http://cw.cvblues.nl/demo
Users can upload photos to be recognized, or select one of the photos already
processed on the website. For each photo the top-5 of the most likely classes is
shown, see screenshots below.

See below for the detailed per class accuracy (mean-class accuracy: 75.5%):

Delivered item 2

Google-Glass-App: This app allows you take a picture of a meal on a voice cue:
“ ok glass… Add a meal “

This picture is classified to the known food categories. The classification is done
on the server of the product above.

These returned categories are matched against an open food database and this
information is used to make an estimate of de projected calorie intake.

The app keeps track of the daily food and calorie intake. You are able to see your
intake for the day using the following voice cue: “Ok glass... Show my calories”
Delivered item 3

Demo’s and Pitches: The App has been showcased on the following
events/meetings with various audience.
UvA:
- Demo Science Park/FNWI Open Day (Amsterdam, 3 October)
- Pitch Commit/ Community Days (Papendal, 13 – 14 October)
- Demo UvA/VU Informatics Day (Amsterdam, 29 October)
- Demo VIDI-STORY User Committee (Amsterdam, 24 November)
Ordina:
- Ordina Innovation Challenge (Nieuwegein, 13 – 14 October)
- several Inspiration Roadshows

VideoStoryXL: Visual Based
Recommendations
SEALINCMedia
P06 WP02 VP34 VideoStoryXL
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Thomas Mensink, University of Amsterdam
Researchers: Roeland Ordelman, Beeld en Geluid; Bauke
Freiburg, Videodock; Cees Snoek, University of Amsterdam;
Amirhossein Habibian (formerly at University of
Amsterdam);Bouke Huurnink (formerly at Beeld en Geluid);
Morris Franken (formerly at University of Amsterdam); Tim
Manders, Beeld en Geluid; Nick van Ginkel, Videodock
Partner(s): University of Amsterdam, Beeld en Geluid,
Videodock
Motivational statement
Beeld en Geluid: The reason why Beeld en Geluid
participated was to explore innovative ways of providing
entry points to the huge amount of content in the archive
and stimulating browsing its collections.
Videodock: The ultimate video experience is the one where
you, as an user, are able to view high quality video content
on any possible device using an interface that entices you
to know more, see more and experience more. By allowing
the user to navigate through enriched timelines and / or
available video material, we create a personalized
experience that fits an users interests. Videodock
participated in this project because the technology seemed
to fit for cross- referencing audio-visual material on the
timeline of the content.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
The goal of this project was to develop a content based
recommendation system to allow users to explore large
multimedia archives, by using event recognition using visual
features. Based on the Video2Vec video representation
(developed by UvA in COMMIT, Habibian et al. 2014), shots
are annotated with semantic terms/concepts. These are
used to relate a video (shot) currently being watched by a
user to video shots from a large scale archive. The similarity
between the terms is used to select relevant related shots.
While initial results are promising, the techniques for
matching leads to a set of too diverse recommendations,
which are unintuitive for the user.
Lessons learned
Without a well-defined and affordable evaluation
methodology, keeping track of progress is almost
impossible. This heavily influences the joint team
motivation.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Scientifically the question was to investigate the suitability
of the video event recognition method Video2Vec for
recommendation purposes.
What is your application?
- Recommendation for media professionals at NIST.
- Live video recommendations based on the current content
of the stream.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
This valorisation project is based on two Commit
publications: 1. VideoStory: A new multimedia embedding
for few- example recognition and translation of events,
Amirhossein Habibian, Thomas Mensink, Cees Snoek, In
ACM International Conference on Multimedia (ACMMM),
2014. Best paper award 2. Video2Vec embeddings
recognize events when examples are scarce, Amirhossein
Habibian, Thomas Mensink, Cees Snoek, In Transactions on
Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence (PAMI). 2016
Valorisation output
Videodock: The idea was to create a public accessible
demonstrator that included the NOS Journaal of the day
before in combination with time-based links to video and
video fragments originating from a (public) subset of the
Archive of Sound and Image. The workflow to do this was
running, but we struggled to get the quality of the
suggested video fragments on the timeline high enough.
The key reason for this was that the scientific partners
where not interested in the filtering step than assured a
limited number of fragments for the end-user. Due to the
low quality of the output, we didn’t promote the
demonstrator.
Beeld en Geluid: although the demonstrator didn’t reach a
level that allowed large scale evaluation, we significantly
increased our understanding of the technological
implications for a real-life implementation. We intend to
develop follow-up projects to explore the concept further.
Dissemination (communication)
Website:
http://videostoryxl.videodock.com/evp/demo/index.html

Anything left to say
It was a great pleasure to collaborate with UvA, BenG, and
Videodock. The three partners have different backgrounds
and skills which are really complementary for this project.
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(IVL) Interactive Visual Learning
SEALINCMedia
P06 WP02 (IVL) Interactive Visual Learning
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Cees Snoek, University of Amsterdam
Researchers: Tjeerd Jan van der Molen, Ordina Nederland
BV; Richard van Tilborg, Ordina Nederland BV; Amirhossein
Habibian, University of Amsterdam; Henrike Hövelmann,
Rijksmuseum Amsterdam; Lizzy Jongma, Rijksmuseum
Amsterdam
Partner(s): University of Amsterdam, Ordina Nederland BV,
Rijksmuseum Amsterdam
Short description
This WP is about understanding visual events in web videos.
Events are complex visual categories which can be
described as an interaction of objects and people under a
certain scene. Repairing an appliance, town hall meeting,
and marriage proposal are some examples. This WP is
dedicated to learning a vocabulary of concepts, as the
primitive elements for understanding events. For example,
learning the candle, cake, and singing concepts for
understanding the birthday party event. We started from
handcrafting the vocabulary by manually pre-defining the
essential concepts, and gradually shifted toward
automatically learn the vocabulary in a weakly supervised
settings from videos and their captions. Our research led to
invention of a set of algorithms for learning the vocabulary
from manual labels, composition of labels, video captions
i.e. from YouTube, and large piece of texts i.e. from
Wikipedia articles.

International
An oral presentation in ACM International Conference on
Multimedia 2014 [2014-Q4].
Synergy
I had no accepted synergy item.
Dissemination (communication)
Public appearance: Participation in 15th exhibition of
technology in Tehran [2015-Q2].
Anything left to say
I enjoyed the research flexibility within the WP. I had the
flexibility to direct the research toward the topics of my
interest. The amount of deliverable and project meetings
were planned quite efficiently, which let me to spend the
time mostly on research.
I would like to thank COMMIT for all the great things which
I learned.

Lessons learned
Representing videos by concepts leads to the state-of-theart event recognition accuracy, especially when the number
of (positive) event exemplars for training is scarce.
- Hand-crafting the vocabulary concepts works well for
specific events, but is not scalable for recognizing a large
set of events.
- An effective and scalable vocabulary can be learned from
videos and their captions as training data.
- I spend effort to learn the temporal structure for
recognizing the events, which was not successful. My
conclusion is that the events have a complex and
inconsistent temporal behaviour, which is not easy to learn.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
Winning the best paper award in ACM International
Conference on Multimedia 2014 [2014-Q4].

Valorisation output
VideoStoryXL COMMIT valorisation [2015-Q2].
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IR: Identity Resolution
SEALINCMedia
P06 WP03 IR: Identity ResolutionWork
package/Valorisation Project leader:
Arnold Smeulders, University of Amsterdam
Researchers: Ran Tao, University of Amsterdam; Sennay
Ghebreab, University of Amsterdam
Partner(s): University of Amsterdam
Short description
We have studied instance search from one example, where
the goal is to retrieve all the images of a specific object
from a large collection, given one query image of that
object. The instance can be a specific person such as Barack
Obama, a specific landmark such as the Brooklyn Bridge, a
specific painting such as The Night Watch, and any other
object. Instance search is different from category search as
in instance search the right answers have to be images
depicting the same object and images of other objects from
the same category are considered wrong. For instance,
when the query object is the Brooklyn Bridge, the right
answers are images of the Brooklyn Bridge and images of
other bridges are treated as wrong answers. Instance
search from one example is challenging as the query
example and the target examples in the collection can look
very different due to illumination variations, imaging angle
differences, occlusions and other disturbing factors. We
have developed several methods and achieved good
performance on this problem. A very hard case where the
develop method can still perform well is a query showing
the front of a specific shoe while the target images in the
collection show the back.
Lessons learned
Never be afraid to make mistakes and ask questions even if
they turn out to be very trivial or even stupid. Good
communication with your supervisor and colleagues is very
important to get things done effectively. It is not a problem
to ask your supervisor or colleagues about the same thing
several times if you do not fully understand. Collaboration,
if done properly, can lead to great success. In science, it is
very normal that you work on something for several
months and in the end it does not work. Never doubt
yourself at these moments.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
A paper titled "Locality in generic instance search from one
example", authored by Ran Tao, Efstratios Gavves, Cees
Snoek and Arnold Smeulders, was published in the
proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision
and Pattern Recognition in 2014. Short description: "locality
in generic instance search from one example". Year and
quarter: 2014-Q2. A paper titled "Attributes and categories

for generic instance search from one example", authored
by Ran Tao, Arnold Smeulders and Shih-Fu Chang, was
published in the proceedings of the IEEE Conference on
Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition in 2015. Short
description: "CVPR paper: attributes and categories for
generic instance search from one example". Year and
quarter: 2015-Q1. The IEEE Conference on Computer Vision
and Pattern Recognition is one of the best conferences in
the field of computer vision. It is the only conference in the
top-100 of most cited sources by Google Scholar.
Valorisation output
The WP, as part of the UvA MediaMill team, has
participated in several editions of the TRECVID benchmark.
The excellent results achieved by the MediaMill team in the
TRECVID benchmark contributed to the great success of
Euvision, a UvA-spin-off company acquired by Qualcomm in
2014. The most relevant deliverables are:
-TRECVID video search system, Q4, 2013
-TRECVID video search system, Q4, 2014
International
The WP, as part of the UvA MediaMill team, participated in
the 2014 edition of the TRECVID benchmark organized by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) of
US. Many active research groups from all over the world
also participated. The MediaMill system achieved best
results for concept retrieval and object localization. Short
description: TRECVID video search system. Year and
quarter: 2014-Q4.
Synergy
In the third quarter of 2014, Ran Tao was a research visitor
at the DVMM lab at Columbia University in the City of New
York, supervised by Prof. Shih-Fu Chang. The collaboration
was a great success. The work during that period led to a
scientific paper published in the proceedings of the IEEE
Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition in
2015. The item was delivered in Q1,2015 with a short
description "CVPR paper: attributes and categories for
generic instance search from one example".
Dissemination (communication)
Media: Short description: Poster presentation at CVPR 2015
Year and quarter: 2015-Q2. Ran Tao gave a poster
presentation about the work "Attributes and Categories for
Generic Instance Search from One Example" at IEEE
Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition in
Boston. 3000 people from both academia and industry
attended the conference. It was a great experience to
present the work of the WP to such a big and diverse
audience, and discuss with peers. Short description:
MediaMill visual concept detection at Trecvid 2014. Year
and quarter: 2014-Q4. This is an invited presentation at the
TRECVID workshop 2014. Short description: MediaMill
event detection and recounting at Trecvid 2014. Year and
quarter: 2014-Q4. This is an invited presentation at the
TRECVID workshop 2014.
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Anything left to say
It was a great experience to be part of COMMIT/. It is a
great, well-organized project.
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Social Zap
SEALINCMedia
P06 WP04 VP33 Social Zap
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Alan Hanjalic, TU Delft
Researchers: B. Freiburg, VideoDock; Martha
Larson/Cynthia Liem, TU Delft; J. Kleinveld, Auxilium, B.
Huurnink, Beeld&Geluid; T. Mensink, UvA
Partner(s): VideoDoc, Auxilium, TU Delft, UvA,
Beeld&Geluid
Motivational statement
To enable enriched interaction with archival journalistic
audio-visual material (video) and a new user experience
based on the insights, commentary and additional
information from online social communities.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
This project is in the category “Great ICT-science ideas: The
wilder the better”. Social Zap is the system that deploys
tweets to enable enriched interaction with archival
journalistic audio-visual material (video) and a new user
experience based on the insights, commentary, and
additional information from online social communities
related to the video collection in question. Tweets are
carefully selected to be noteworthy and timeless, to point
to interesting video fragments and to open new
perspectives on how to interpret or perceive a particular
video fragment.
Lessons learned
Valorisation efforts from science are easy to disrupt by
political and strategical changes at the side of large
industrial users, and this despite the fact that the users
recognize the value of the efforts. For details we point to
the Social Zap End Report (deliverable of WP4 in Q2 2016).

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The existing systems for non-linear video access are mainly
topic-based. Social Zap goes beyond the topic by
broadening the scope of perspectives from which the
content of a particular video fragment can be perceived.
These perspectives are given by noteworthy, timeless
tweets that bring in a social reaction to a topic discussed or
presented during the fragment. Not only is Social Zap
unique in its objective, but also in the domain (Twitter) it
relies on to reach this objective. Noteworthy aspects of
social-media based communication surrounding broadcasts
are of critical interest to archivists, whose mandate includes
not only preserving broadcasts, but preserving information

about the social times in which the broadcasts were initially
created. Due to the difficulty to isolate information that can
be considered noteworthy and worth preserving from
typically noisy tweeter communication, hardly any attempt
has been undertaken in this direction so far. In this way,
Social Zap is internationally unique in what can be said to
be a high-risk, but certainly a high-return mission.
What is your application?
The system takes as input a video and the collected
accompanying tweets. It analyses the tweets and keeps
those that best fulfil the noteworthiness and timelessness
criteria. Then, it aligns the tweets with the timeline of the
video to point to the relevant video fragment. Alignment is
done first by matching the text of the tweets with the
closed captions, and is then refined by the analysis of the
visual channel of the video to find the best frame for
starting the playback and giving a visual “signature” to a
tweet. The filtered set of tweets and the corresponding
video fragments with optimized playback starting points
serve as the output of the system.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
There is no specific scientific output of the SocialZap
project, because it focused on technology transfer. The
publications presenting the research underlying and
inspiring the realization of the project are: 1. C. Kofler, User
Intent in Online Video Search, PhD thesis, TU Delft,
November 2015 2. R. Vliegendhart, M.A. Larson, B. Loni, A.
Hanjalic: Exploiting the Deep-Link Commentsphere to
Support Non- Linear Video Access, IEEE Transactions on
Multimedia, August 2015.
Valorisation output
The main valorisation output can be distinguished at the
framework and component level. At the component level,
the Tweetflow algorithm was developed. This component is
responsible for finding interesting moments within a
broadcasted video program based on a combination of
tweets posted during the broadcast and the closed captions
of the program. Details about TweetFlow can be found in
the corresponding P06 WP4 deliverable from Q4 2015. This
component is the core of the SocialZap workflow for
assisting broadcasting professionals (in this case at NPO).
For details about the tasks addressed by this workflow,
please see above under “What is your application?”.
International
There is no international aspect in this valorisation project.
Synergy
Social Zap was set up and realized through collaboration of
the academic and industrial partners from WP1-4 of the
project P06.
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Nice to know
The results mentioned above was not disseminated broadly
nor further deployed by NPO due to the political and
strategic changes at the side of the broadcaster. Please see
details in the SocialZap End Report (Q2 2016).
Anything left to say
See “Lessons learned” above.
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Video search optimization using
multimodal cues
SEALINCMedia
P06 WP04 VSO: Video Search Optimalization using
Multimodal Cues
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Alan Hanjalic TU Delft
Researchers: Martha Larson (TUD), Cynthia Liem (TUD),
Raynor Vliegendhart (TUD), Christoph Kofler (TUD), J.
Kleinveld (Auxilium)
Partner(s): Auxilium, TU Delft
Motivational statement
To develop robust and efficient techniques that optimize
the retrieval of multimedia content in socially-enriched
archives based on multimodal information resources.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
The objective of WP4 was to develop techniques that
optimize the retrieval of multimedia content items in
socially- enriched archives based on multimodal
information resources. The optimization focused on the
improvement of multimedia (specifically, video) search
engines in order to respond to the user’s information need
underlying the inserted query. Satisfying the information
need means not only to recognize WHAT the user is
searching for (i.e. the topic, subject matter) but also WHY
he/she is searching (e.g. to get entertained, get informed,
be put in a particular mood).

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The main ICT research questions underlying the research in
WP4 are:1. Why do people search for videos on the Web?
Can we identify these reasons and map them on a set of
typical intent categories? 2. Can we link an arbitrary video
on the Web to the intent category it responds to, that is, to
satisfy the user’s full information need (i.e. both in terms of
WHAT the user is searching for and WHY he/she is
searching) 3. Can we improve the ranking order of the
topically-optimized video search results list in order to get
the videos responding to the right intent to the top of the
list?

EVALUATION
Scientific output
The scientific impact can be seen from two indicators:
1. ACM SIGMM Outstanding Ph.D. Thesis in Multimedia
Computing, Communications and Applications 2016, given
to Christoph Kofler for his PhD thesis written based on the
results from his research in WP4. See announcement on
http://www.sigmm.org/news/best_thesis_award_2016
2. Paper C. Kofler, M.A. Larson, A. Hanjalic: User Intent in
Multimedia Search: A Survey of the State of the Art and
Future Challenges, in the prestigious journal ACM
Computing Surveys, August 2016.
Valorisation output
Valorisation impact of the research in WP4 can be derived
from the fact that in 2013 the PhD student conducting the
core of the research in WP4, Christoph Kofler, won the
Google European Doctoral Fellowship, based on the
nomination that is built on the research topic of the user’s
search intent. Through this fellowship, Google essentially
took over the funding of Christoph’s PhD thesis research,
which formally remained under the framework of COMMIT
(Fellowship is a gift, free of any commitment towards
Google).
International
In addition to the fact that the research in WP4 has been
conducted partly under funding of Google, the other parts
of the research was performed while Christoph Kofler was
an intern at Microsoft Research Asia, Beijing and at the
Columbia University, NY, USA. These internships resulted in
two chapters of Christoph’s thesis, co-authored by the
people from Microsoft and Columbia University.
Synergy
Due to the specific novel niche topic pursued in WP4, there
was no opportunity to synergize with other COMMIT
projects. However, within the project P06, WP4 synergized
with partners from WP1-3 (UvA, Beeld en Geluid,
VideoDock) in jointly setting up and conducting the
valorisation project Social Zap.
Dissemination (communication)
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zGL5Shz75
g

What is your application?
The framework (algorithmic pipeline) for optimizing a video
search engine to incorporate user’s search intent, as
described in the paper C. Kofler, M.A. Larson, A. Hanjalic:
Intent-Aware Video Search Results Optimization, IEEE
Transactions on Multimedia, 2014.
COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

Quotes
http://www.sigmm.org/news/best_thesis_award_2016
Nice to know
The youtube link above shows a video produced by the
Delft Data Science Institute of the TU Delft and features the
research in the Multimedia Computing Group on user’s
search intent, conducted under the framework of COMMIT.
The “Quotes” link above points to the ACM SIGMM PhD
thesis award site, providing information about the
international appreciation and impact of the research in
WP4 that resulted in the award-winning PhD thesis of
Christoph Kofler.
Anything left to say
It was fun to participate in this WP. The opportunity
COMMIT brought us to investigate the research questions
mentioned above is invaluable. The successes reported
above would not be possible without the support of
COMMIT. We are thankful for this support.
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Web user demand elicitation
(WUDE)
SEALINCMedia
P06 WP05 Web user demand elicitation (WUDE)
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Geert-Jan Houben, Delft University of Technology
Researchers: Arthur Hanselman, Collections Information
Technology (Cit); Antoine Isaac, Europeana; Jasper
Oosterman, Delft University of Technology
Partner(s): Delft University of Technology, Collections
Information Technology (Cit), Europeana
Short description
The focus of our research is understanding how we can
enrich data collections by tapping into the interest and
expertise of crowd to generate knowledge; Crowd
Knowledge Generation. In this research we have focussed
on the following aspects: Crowd Identification: How can we
identify relevant crowds based on a knowledge need
specification? Crowd Invitation: How can we effectively
invite crowds to contribute their knowledge? Crowd
Knowledge Extraction: How can the knowledge be
effectively extracted from the crowds? Knowledge Quality
Assessment: How can we assess the quality of the
knowledge created by the crowds? To facilitate the studies
on these aspects we designed and implemented the
CroKnow framework. Our studies, tailored to the needs of
cultural data management organization, enlarged our
understanding of how crowds can be used for knowledge
generation. We published our findings in relevant
conferences and journals related to computer science,
human computation and crowdsourcing.
Lessons learned
"Golden demo" design and development is a timedemanding task. The alignment of possibly conflicting goals
and ambitions, the valorisation of diverse set of skills, and
the coordination of the activities of several partners, are all
tasks that require considerable management capabilities
and resources, and careful planning. In addition, the
development of a "golden demo" demands software
engineering and development capabilities that are not
always evenly distributed among partners, thus causing
non-uniform implementation efforts. An important lesson
learned is the value of early prototypes and mock-ups.
Explaining your research can be done in (many) words, but
explaining it while showing such a demo makes it a lot more
easy. In addition having working facilitates the
communication of project progresses in events like
ICT.OPEN, which in turns can result in new opportunities for
collaboration.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
Paper SAC2015: Locating Domain-Specific Contents and
Experts on Social Bookmarking Communities, 2014 Q4.
Paper: Predicting Quality of Crowdsourced Annotations
Using Graph Kernels (IFIPTM 2015), 2015 Q2. Paper: On the
Impact of Knowledge Extraction and Aggregation on
Crowdsourced Annotation of Visual Artworks, 2015 Q4 Each
of these papers was the final result of studies on individual
aspect of our research. The results complement each other
and clearly show our advancement of knowledge on these
areas.
Valorisation output
Presentation given at the ICT Congres in Delft, 2012 Q1.
Presentation: Social Big Data & de meerwaarde voor Delft,
2015 Q2. Birdwatching event at the Rijksmuseum, 2015 Q4
These three events organized and/or held together with the
partners in our WP (Museum het Prinsenhof, Cit,
Rijksmuseum) allowed us to showcase our research and
how results and lessons learned could be applied in a realworld cultural heritage setting. The institutions were very
enthusiastic with what could be done, with the side node
that implementing such changes would take time in their
respective organisations.
International
Presentation at the CDO Conference, Antwerp:
TRANSFORMING BIG DATA AND SOCIAL DATA INTO SMART
DATA, 2015 Q4. The CDO conference featured speakers
from many interesting international organizations; among
others IBM, Microsoft, Uber, De Persgroep and The Port of
Antwerp. In contrast to these business perspectives we had
the opportunity to highlight topics related to big social data
and knowledge generation from a scientific perspective,
thus fostering new collaboration and opportunities for
valorisation.
Synergy
Paper: Predicting Quality of Crowdsourced Annotations
Using Graph Kernels (IFIPTM 2015), 2015 Q2. For this study
we collaborated with Gerben de Vries, who is an expert on
graph data and machine learning techniques for graph data.
This allowed us to explore a new angle of our use case and
the collaboration resulted in a publication.
Dissemination (communication)
Media: * Video about Accurator, 2014 Q1
* Digital Birdwatching in the Rijksmuseum, 2015 Q4
* Presentation: Crowd Generated Knowledge, 2015 Q2
The collaboration with Museum het Prinsenhof (f.k.a.
Heritage Delft), Rijksmuseum and Naturalis provided us
with use cases that could be clearly explained to a nonscience audience. These three deliverables are each of a
different media type (video, article and presentation) but
tell the same story and received many positive responses.
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Anything left to say
Each project now had a Golden Demo and in our project
this was pursued during the whole period. Golden Demos
could be beneficial also for individual WPs, as a stimulus for
the dissemination and valorisation of the WPs' activities.
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DigiBird: on-the-fly collection
integration supported by the
crowd
SEALINCMedia
P06 WP06 VP44 DigiBird
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Lora Aroyo, VU University Amsterdam
Researchers: Chris Dijkshoorn, VU University Amsterdam;
Cristina Bucur, VU University Amsterdam; Maarten
Brinkerink, Netherlands Institute of Sound and Vision;
Maarten Heerlien, Naturalis Biodiversity Centre; Sander
Pieterse, Xeno-canto; Saskia Scheltjens, Rijksmuseum
Partner(s): VU university, Netherlands Institute of Sound
and Vison, Naturalis Biodiversity Center, Xeno-Canto,
Rijksmuseum
Motivational statement
Netherlands Institute of Sound and Vision“: After fruitful
but isolated experiments with crowdsourcing descriptive
metadata in various research projects, we wanted to
explore the possibilities to take specific subject matter from
our vast collection and connect them to relevant niches and
other collections from other institutions." Naturalis
Biodiversity Centre: "We’ve been crowdsourcing collection
objects such as digital nature photos for quite some time,
and we’re interested in linking these to both our own
natural history collection and to similarly-themed cultural
heritage collections from other institutions, to enrich the
user experience and provide context." Xeno-canto
Foundation for Nature Sounds: "We welcome all sorts of
(re)use of our bird sound collection, and we're always
looking for enthusiastic people to further annotate our
collection - the DigiBird project was an opportunity on both
fronts."
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity / Human Computation
Societal topic: Future Internet
Short description
DigiBird is a project that reinforces crowdsourcing
initiatives and integrates four distinct nature-related
collections. Crowdsourcing is evolving to be a valuable
approach to collect data, but faces challenges regarding
sustainability and use of results. Insights in the
crowdsourcing processes are valuable and made possible by
setting
up
centralized
monitoring.
Promoting
crowdsourcing is essential for keeping contributors
involved. DigiBird serves as hub for multiple initiatives and
adds and an API is built on top of the DigiBird pipeline,
enabling institutions to embed the results of the combined
crowdsourcing results in their online collections.

Lessons learned
Lessons learned regard the importance of using
standardized vocabularies and persistent identifiers in
crowdsourcing tasks and cultural heritage collections in
general. In addition, we emphasised that effort is required
to create mature codebases, after our experience with
reinstating the Waisda? crowdsourcing system for Sound &
Vision. These lessons learned have been disseminated
during a workshop.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Current crowdsourcing initiatives face four problems:
1. the initiatives are undertaken in isolation
2. it takes time to collect data
3. it demands continuous promotional effort
4. it is challenging for institutions to incorporate the results
of crowdsourcing into their existing infrastructure
We took on the first problem by connecting crowdsourcing
initiatives in the realm of nature. The second problem was
tackled by providing insights in the crowdsourcing process,
the third by designing mechanics that trigger participants
with challenging crowdsourcing tasks. In response to the
final problem we support heritage institutions in
embedding the results in their online collections.
What is your application?
The DigiBird application ingests, integrates and outputs
crowdsourced data. We built an API on top of this pipeline,
which is used by the institutions and a prototype
showcasing its functionality. With the prototype
crowdsourcing initiatives can be monitored, the latest
contributions can be viewed and integrated results from
multiple institutions can be searched for.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
We organized a workshop for cultural heritage
professionals, providing insights in crowdsourcing initiatives
regarding relevance, tooling and lessons learned. Here we
presented the results of DigiBird, connecting the other
crowdsourcing initiatives. A paper about using
crowdsourced data for collection integration and
accessibility has been accepted at the Museums and the
Web conference.
Valorisation output
All data resulting from DigiBird will be available under an
open data license hosted by the involved organizations and
re-usable for third parties through an open API. The
DigiBird API is already used by Naturalis Biodiversity Centre
to embed results on one of their sites, the Dutch Species
Catalog. Competing initiatives are APIs provided by the
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institutions, but
functionality.

they

do

not

provide

integration

International
All partners in this project were Dutch institutions,
decreasing the opportunities for international embedding
of the valorisation initiatives. All data and code resulting
from the project is however available for use by
international parties.
Synergy
The collaboration between four cultural heritage
institutions and the VU University Amsterdam resulted in
the integration of collections and the use of crowdsourcing
results. In addition, a PhD student and research assistant of
the VU University Amsterdam worked at Sound and Vision
for the projects duration. This created an opportunity for
useful knowledge exchange between them and the team of
R&D developers and metadata experts at Sound and Vision.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.digibird.org/
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6JRx213NguI&feature
=youtu.be
Public appearance: Workshop: Two birds, one stone
Quotes
Twitter, Eric van Balkum:
.@rasvaan wijdt uit over het #crowdsourcing-project
#Digibird. Samenvoeging van de eerder gemelde projecten.
Win-win-situatie.#vogels
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Enriching collections using
nichesourcing
SEALINCMedia
P06 WP06 Personalized Semantic Search
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Lora Aroyo, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
Researchers: Chris Dijkshoorn, Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam; Lizzy Jongma, Rijksmuseum Amterdam
(currently NIOD)
Partner(s): Rijksmuseum, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
Motivational statement
We, at the Rijksmuseum, were very interested to
participate in the COMMIT/ SEALINCMedia project because
we had been looking for new, innovative ways to enrich our
collection metadata for a long time. Traditional collection
documentation in museums is designed to document
objects for storage and safe keeping. With the upcoming
importance of the internet and new digital technologies the
Rijksmuseum wanted to add user friendly information to
the traditional, art historical information about its
collections. We wanted to add iconographical information
to improve descriptions and improve find-ability of objects
by using thesauri and validated keywords. We were
interested in crowdsourcing, and the knowledge of the
crowd to improve our metadata in non-art historical fields
of research. Employees of the Rijksmuseum are art
historical experts, but have limited expertise on birds or
flowers or names of castles etcetera. Collaboration in this
project helped us by studying and developing techniques to
get niche expert involved with documenting our art
collections. The collaboration with the COMMIT/
SEALINCMedia team was very close and good and the
results both tangible and usable for the museum.
Scientific topic: Human Computation
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
Work package 6 of the SEALINCMedia project revolved
around nichesourcing: the participation of volunteers with
expert knowledge in describing cultural heritage objects
through crowdsourcing. Methods for supporting the layexperts were developed and multiple events were
organized to verify their validity. The impact of added
information on retrievability of the collection objects was
investigated in addition to looking into different ways of
structuring the data.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Human computation can be a scalable and inexpensive
source of data. This is recognized by the cultural heritage

sector, which utilize the crowd to describe cultural heritage
objects, making them better accessible online. Some
objects require expert knowledge to be well described. Our
ICT science question regards how we can support niches
with expert knowledge in contributing their valuable
knowledge and how to store these annotations in a
sustainable way, so that they can be used for improving
access to cultural heritage collections.
What’s your application?
We developed Accurator, a crowdsourcing framework,
allowing users to contribute their expert knowledge to
cultural heritage collections. Accurator runs on top of the
Cliopatria triple store. Having all data modelled according to
the Linked Data principles and making the system
localisable are key design choices in the development of the
system. Source code of framework is available on github:
https://github.com/rasvaan/accurator.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The trajectory of the research was outlined in a doctoral
consortium paper, the system design described in a
workshop paper. The Rijksmuseum dataset is described in
detail in a journal paper and the impact of alignments with
external datasets on search results was presented at a
conference. Nichesourcing was introduced in a position
paper and the method was further detailed in a conference
paper.
Valorisation output
Results of the crowdsourcing processes have been
published and are integrated in the systems of participating
institutions (e.g. the image database of the VU Library). The
valorisation project DigiBird (http:// digibird.org) was based
on these results. Regarding competitors, there are a
number of crowdsourcing platforms for cultural heritage,
for example http://velehanden.nl in the Netherlands and
the http://pybossa.com, but none of these focus on niche
groups.
International
The work in this work package has been presented at
multiple international conferences, including the
International Semantic Web conference and the Museums
and the Web conference. In addition, the PhD part of this
work package went for a research visit to the Research
Space team at the British Museum for four months.
Synergy
The research in this work package has been conducted in
close collaboration with other universities and institutes.
Besides the initial partners also the Naturalis Biodiversity
Centre and the VU University Library got involved. Joined
work has been presented at the MCN conference, together
with the Rijksmuseum, Netherlands Institute of Sound and
Vision and Naturalis.
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Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://annotate.accurator.nl/
YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJAJbxzOV7o
Public appearance: Vroege Vogels (tweet @VroegeVogels,
27 Sep 2015): Het #Rijksmuseum zoekt vogelaars die willen
helpen om vogels te herkennen op de schilderijen:
http://ow.ly/SEPOr
Media: http://nos.nl/artikel/2061116-vogelen-in-hetrijksmuseum.html
Quotes
Saskia Scheltjens (tweet 17 @saschel, May 2016):
Opportunities LOD @Rijksmuseum pres in @CREATE_UvA
session by @rasvaan @LizzyJongma
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Measuring impact of
crowdsourcing in large heritage
collections
SEALINCMedia
P06 WP07 User Interfaces for Non-curated Media
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Jacco van Ossenbruggen, CWI Amsterdam
Researchers: Myriam Traub, CWI
Partner(s): Koninklijke Bibliotheek, CWI
Motivational statement
For us at the KB it was interesting to participate in this
COMMIT project because the project provided valuable
insights into the opinion of the scholarly usage of the
Delpher platform and insights in user behaviour through
the analysis of the server logs. The project helped to raise
awareness within our organisation about the impact
technology has in terms of fair and unbiased access to our
collection. We are looking forward to continue our current
collaboration on the user-log based dashboard and other
innovative
research
ideas.
Martijn
Kleppe,
Projectleider/Adviseur Digital Scholarship & Internationale
Samenwerking
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
The research in this work package started with the question
how we can design a smart user interface that allows nonexperts crowd workers perform tasks that would otherwise
require specific expertise. Later work evolved around the
question of how we can measure the impact of
crowdsourcing on the tasks of end-users of the heritage
archive. For example, if OCR-errors have been fixed in part
of the collection, how does this affect search results in
terms of fairness and trust in the end-result.
Lessons learned
1. The improved performance of many hi-tech solutions
sometimes comes with a price in terms of reduced
transparency of “black box” technology that could slow
down further innovative steps. 2. The performance of a
digital method not only needs to be measured in terms of
“task-neutral” metrics such as precision and recall, but also
on “task-specific” metrics that help to quantify sources of
bias and their impact on the end-user task.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Humanities scholars using digital archives distrust
innovative services providing quantitative results and
distant reading features if these services are built on

erroneous OCR text, partly because they are unsure about
the impact of these errors. We quantified this impact on
search engine fairness by calculating retrievability scores
over KB’s 100 million newspapers. We are well positioned
to carry out this research because we have access to the
unique combination of three related datasets: 1) a full OCR
text corpus that comes with 2) professional metadata and
3) real world end-user search/click logs.
What’s your application?
We are currently integrating the computational tools we
used to analyse the search logs and measure the fairness of
the search engine in an online platform. To make sure our
own tools are as transparent and fair as possible, we
collaborate with P23 in the development of SWISH, a webbased, collaborative and declarative data science platform.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The research has been published in a doctoral consortium
paper, and in full papers at three major conferences in
digital library research (see papers by Traub on
retrievability bias in JCDL2016, on OCR impact in TPDL2015,
and on gamification of expert tasks in ECIR2014). In
collaboration with eHumanities.nl, Amsterdam Data
Science and COMMIT we organized a highly successful,
multi-disciplinary workshop “Tool Criticism for Digital
Humanities”.
Valorisation output
Results have been presented to the KB at various public and
internal meetings. The tool criticism workshop helped to
get the topic on the agenda in both the computer science
and digital humanities research communities. In terms of
the web- based executable notebooks, we see jupyter.org
more as a source of inspiration than as a direct competitor.
International
See above (papers by Traub on retrievability bias in
JCDL2016, on OCR impact in TPDL2015, and on gamification
of expert tasks in ECIR2014).
Synergy
The work in this work package has been instrumental as it
marked the start of a very fruitful collaboration between
the KB and our research group that is continuing now our
involvement in COMMIT has ended (e.g. in a H2020 EU
project). It also has led to fruitful collaboration with
partners in the digital humanities (workshops) and on the
joined software platform with P23.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://sealincmedia.project.cwi.nl/arttagger/
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SvLLTzxLibQ
Media: KVAN Archievenblad, nummer 10 2016, “De expert
aan het woord: wat kan de archiefsector met nieuwe
digitale technologie” door Edwin Klein.
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Quotes
https://twitter.com/ElsbethK/status/71473733503695257:
Wow #toolcrit Delpher Querylog-based Assessment of
Retrievability Bias in Delpher #digitalhumanities
http://www.slideshare.net/MyriamTraub/querylogbased
-assessment-of-retrievability-bias-in-delpher … via
@SlideShare.
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Trust en access policies (TAP)
SEALINCMedia
P06 WP08 Trust en access policies (TAP)
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Wan Fokkink, VU University Amsterdam
Researchers: Archana Nottamkandath, VU University
Amsterdam
Partner(s): VU University Amsterdam
Short description
Cultural heritage institutions have artefacts which need to
be annotated(described in detail) so that they can be easily
searched on their systems and more information regarding
them can be available. Due to various constraints, these
institutions are employing users from the crowd to provide
such information. We have been working on techniques to
determine if information submitted by online users for
these institutions is trustworthy or not. It is quite difficult
for the institutions to manually evaluate every contribution
by online users since these are quite a lot in numbers. So
our techniques are semi to completely automatic and help
to determine if information contributed is correct or not.
The developed techniques can be further applied to the
information on the Web.
Lessons learned
Lessons learnt: 1. Learnt to work with clients, to understand
their requirements and to translate it to scientific research
challenges 2. Learnt to work with colleagues from different
backgrounds and to see the big picture of projects 3. Learnt
scientific research process from generating ideas to writing
papers to presentations. The drawbacks were that there
was not much collaborations and interactions with other
PhDs in other COMMIT projects even from the same
universities. The only meeting point was COMMIT days and
ICT events. It would have been better if there were more
social gatherings and presentations between the different
projects to understand their works better.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
2015- Q2 - Crowdsourcing is now a popular tool for cultural
heritage collections' annotation. Despite their accessibility
and low cost, crowdsourcing techniques strive to produce
annotations that satisfy the high quality requirements of
cultural heritage institutions. Post-hoc manual annotation
assessment is often required, a process hindered by the size
of the collections to be annotated and by the very large
number of annotations that are gathered in typical
crowdsourcing campaigns. This made me proud since it was
a very nice collaboration between three different
universities and was presented at International Conference
of Trust Management.

Valorisation output
2013- Q1 - 'Cultural heritage institutions and multimedia
archives often delegate the task of annotating their
collections of artifacts to Web users, since the amount of
data is too large to be accurately dealt with by experts at
the disposal of these institutions within a reasonable time.
The use of crowdsourced annotations from the Web gives
rise to trust issues. We propose an algorithm that, by
making use of a combination of subjective logic, semantic
relatedness measures and clustering, automates the
process of evaluation for annotations represented by
means of the Open Annotation ontology. An
implementation of this algorithm has been evaluated over
two different datasets coming from the cultural heritage
domain. This paper was presented at the PST'2013
Conference and won best student paper award.
International
2013- Q1 - 'Cultural heritage institutions and multimedia
archives often delegate the task of annotating their
collections of artifacts to Web users, since the amount of
data is too large to be accurately dealt with by experts at
the disposal of these institutions within a reasonable time.
The use of crowdsourced annotations from the Web gives
rise to trust issues. We propose an algorithm that, by
making use of a combination of subjective logic, semantic
relatedness measures and clustering, automates the
process of evaluation for annotations represented by
means of the Open Annotation ontology. An
implementation of this algorithm has been evaluated over
two different datasets coming from the cultural heritage
domain. This paper was presented at the PST'2013
Conference and won best student paper award.
Synergy
2013 - Q1-'The collaborative work of TUD, VU and CWI lead
to this paper submitted to the PATCH 2013 (Personalized
Access to Cultural Heritage) workshop. Diversity and
profundity of the topics in cultural heritage institutions'
collections make experts from outside the institution
indispensable for acquiring qualitative annotations. We
define the concept of niche sourcing and present challenges
in the process of obtaining qualitative annotations from
people in these niches. We believe that experts provide
better annotations if this process is personalized. We
present a framework, called Accurator, that allows to
realize and evaluate strategies and applications for
personalized niche sourcing.
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Quotes
2013- Q1 - 'Cultural heritage institutions and multimedia
archives often delegate the task of annotating their
collections of artifacts to Web users, since the amount of
data is too large to be accurately dealt with by experts at
the disposal of these institutions within a reasonable time.
The use of crowdsourced annotations from the Web gives
rise to trust issues. We propose an algorithm that, by
making use of a combination of subjective logic, semantic
relatedness measures and clustering, automates the
process of evaluation for annotations represented by
means of the Open Annotation ontology. An
implementation of this algorithm has been evaluated over
two different datasets coming from the cultural heritage
domain. This paper was presented at the PST'2013
Conference and won best student paper award.
Anything left to say
It was really nice to work on this project as part of my PhD.
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Requirements, architecture and
impact
SWELL
P07 WP01 Requirements, Architecture & Impact
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Marten van Sinderen, University of Twente
Researchers: Elsbeth de Korte, Reinoud TNO; Achterkamp
Roessingh RRD; Noortje Wiezer, Miriam TNO Vollenbroek,
RRD; Steven Bosems, University of Twente; Marian
Schoone, TNO; Friso van der Meulen, TNO
Partner(s): TNO, Roessing RRD, University of Twente
Motivational statement
Roessingh RRD researches and develops innovative
solutions for rehabilitation technology and telemedicine.
The participation in this work package offers the possibility
to contribute with a multidisciplinary consortium on
innovative solutions for well-being.
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
The objective of this work package was to provide a
foundation and focus of the research on smart reasoning
systems for well- being, thereby ensuring a common vision
and effective interworking in the project. It elicited the user
requirements and developed the service/system
architecture for smart well-being systems. Subsequently it
addressed the question of smart well- being application
development and smart well-being application influence
and impact on users and society.
Lessons learned
Traditional requirements engineering does not work in the
case of context-aware smart reasoning systems.
Acceptance of technology-based solutions requires usercentric design and seamless, non-intrusive embedding of
technology.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Many ICT-based systems that incorporate smart reasoning
to provide added-value services are not accepted by endusers because these systems do not satisfy the users’
requirements and expectations: the services are not
perceived as “added- value” but rather as irrelevant,
annoying or even dangerous. It is therefore important that
technology-push does not dominate development projects.
Alternatives to traditional requirements engineering
methods should be investigated and studies on the
influence and impact of smart applications are necessary.
The solutions proposed are a new method for developing

user-aligned smart applications and insights in the relation
between smart applications and effects on users.
What is your application?
The focus is on smart well-being systems that have their
application in the support of knowledge workers with a
wide range of activities and a relatively large freedom to
schedule these activities. The knowledge workers are
monitored and coached (through personal feedback) such
that situations that interfere with their productivity and
performance, and impact their physical and emotional
health, can be avoided while contributing to sustainable
lifestyle changes.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
1. New method for developing user-aligned smart
applications: This methods starts with modelling the
dynamic relations between important context factors and
the goals of the end-users. A prototype modelling
environment has been implemented. The method has been
validated through interviews and questionnaires.
2. A method for assessing and getting insights in the
relation between smart applications and effects on users:
User studies on user-centric well-being have been
conducted, a framework for assessing the impact of wellbeing applications has been developed, and the
effectiveness of qualitative evaluation methods has been
compared in end- user experiments within industrial
settings.
Valorisation output
The proposed method for developing user-aligned
applications complements existing application development
approaches. It can incorporate existing components and
systems, such as from Dacadoo, Fitbit, Jawbone and Apple,
to build richer functionality or to study the impact of these
systems. The relation between smart applications and
effects on users was studied and evaluated in an industrial
setting (at ASML). There are standards that define usability
(e.g. ISO 9241-11), but usability studies on smart
applications are scarce and commercial tools are not
available.
International
The results achieved are innovative and relevant. To the
best of our knowledge, no another method exists that
starts from modelling the dynamic relationship between
context and user goals to develop user-aligned smart
applications. Research on the effectiveness of smart
applications is in its infancy, and the provided insights on
the relation between smart applications and effects on
users are therefore a welcome contribution. Furthermore,
insights from qualitative evaluation can be used to improve
the modelling approach, and the modelling approach can
be used to come up with new propositions on user effects
that can be evaluated with qualitative methods. Elsbeth de
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Korte has been selected as expert for the EU working group
on mHealth assessment guidelines.
Synergy
Regular skype meetings were held with members of the P15
project during the first phase of the project to exchange
information on requirements and architecture, cross-check
insights and avoid duplication of work.
Dissemination (communication)
Website:http://www.swell-project.net/,
http://www.wellbeingatwork.nl/
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRFG7WOZgcc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7-zsdls4_o
Public appearance: Members of WP1 were involved in the
organization and chairing of the Wellbeing at Work
conference (June 2016), which is an international
interdisciplinary (not primarily ICT) event.
Media: ICT /Zorg 30 augustus 2013, HR Praktijk 31 oktober
2014, Flyer “ICT tools for self-management of mental and
physical vitality at work”.
Nice to know
A chapter (“The digital stress coach”) has been written for
the report “Sincere support. The rise of the e-coach”
published by the Rathenau Insituut and targeting a general
public.
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SWELL valorisation award –
Golden demo: Dashboard,
Fishualization, BeWell app
SWELL
P07 WP01 VP03 Valorisation Award + WP03 VP09
Fisualization
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Wessel Kraaij TNO
Researchers: Lotte de Groen (TNO), Oscar Rietkerk (TNO)
Partner(s): Noldus, Philips, TNO, Radboud Universiteit
Nijmegen, Roessingh Research and Development,
Universiteit Twente, Sense, Innovalor, Almende
ASSIGNMENT
To make a valuable business proposition out of this
integration (Golden Demo), an assessment of valorisation
scenarios is needed and the scenarios need to be translated
into technical requirements / adjustments.
INTERVIEWS
• Sense OS - Joris Janssen & Els Sluis
• Holland Fit - Wim Holleman
• Lifeguard - Folef Bredt
• ASML - Maaike Thijssen
What’s your application?
Interesting elements from Sense OS
• Research is interesting but it is not ready to implement.
• We would like to be able to measure the mental state of a
person in a passive way.
• We would like to integrate the knowledge of timing of
messages when people switch tasks
• Psychological profiling would be helpful to improve
effectiveness of messages to get behavioural change
• Problem: research is only 10% of the work. To develop a
marketable product will cost 90%
• Challenge: to develop software so laptop and mobile can
track the mental state with simple methods and develop
that into products that do not consume much battery
power and can be used by millions of people (scale).
• The integration / cooperation with partners that will take
on this challenge is missing and Sense OS is afraid that
development within SWELL is going too slow.
Interesting elements from Holland Fit
• SWELL provides more knowledge and insight so you we
can provide a better advise.
• SWELL provides the opportunity to show the effect of
coaching
• The numbers that SWELL provides about for instance
stress levels need interpretation, is it always bad if my
stress level is going up?
• It really needs to be anonymous

• Looks like a big investment for a company
• There is a danger that you only healthy people like this as
confirmation and that you do not reach the unhealthy
• The system is interrupting the workflow so it could
actually harm productivity
• This will only work in an office, not in a factory
Interesting elements from Lifeguard
• We use the same model (Glanz). Very good that SWELL
added documentation about what it means if you build an
app based on this knowledge. That documentation can be
used to build an app faster.
• Lifeguard would be impressed if SWELL could really do
this in an open innovation way; well underpinned, open
about algorithms and together with professionals
• Do not only focus on monitoring and feedback but look at
how to motivate someone to live healthier.
• You really need to know someone to provide the right
intervention to get behavioural change. That requires
knowledge about that person on motivation, spirituality,
physical health, learning style. That leads to a blended
approach of face to face and an application
• Nobody knows SWELL, it needs to be much more visible
Interesting elements from ASML
• How to keep people motivated to participate. ASML
initiated programs of 12 weeks to show real progress
• Gamification and community elements could help in
motivation
• You need to add new content and elements to the
platform all the time to keep it up-to-date and to keep
people engaged.
• Fishualization is not of added value but sharing your
status with others (community element) could be valuable
• Connecting vitality monitoring to the workplace (desktop
/ laptop) triggers privacy issues. An app on the private
smartphone makes sure the company is not monitoring you
as well.
• Stress is not everything: ASML vitality program consists of
Optimized Mental Resilience, Biorhythm management,
Better nutrition & Physical activity
• Numbers and graphics are for techies, others want it
simpler / different. How do you provide everybody with its
personalised interface?
• Blend the virtual world of the app with reality: where to
find a course, a gym or event to work on my health goals
• An app like Brightr could become a marketplace for
vitality services: order now the smoothie of the day!
• The business case is not about ‘non-attendance’ but
about productivity. Someone that is vital could be 25%
more productive.
Where is SWELL in the value network?
1: SWELL provides components to platform and app
providers
2: Platform provider provides platform to app provider
3: App provider provides app to healthy company and/or
coach and/or employee
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4: Healthy company provides app data to coach and/or
coach provides coaching and app to company
5: Coach provides coaching and app to employee and/or
employee provides app data to coach
6: Healthy company provides health services to employee
SWELL would be a component provider of: Functional
building blocks / software modules for Well-being at work
SWELL as component provider
Value proposition:
- With SWELL you build a quality “well-being at work” app,
faster
• Based on state of the art knowledge and technology
- Attention points
• Build the research to application bridge (developer
community)
• How to make knowledge applicable in apps (algorithms)
• Connect to the needs of the market (blended
applications)
• Make sure the technology is scalable
• Make sure the technology is interoperable with other
well-being modules
Improvements for SWELL
• Provide evidence of the health effect as well as for the
business case. Requirement: show in applications on what
evidence it is based.
• Look also at privacy from the perspective of the
suspicious employee. Requirement: make connections and
privacy measures visible to the employee.
• Look at customization per company and personalisation
per employee to enhance motivation. Requirement:
provide personalisation and customization possibilities in
the applications.
• Improve marketing of SWELL results to developers and
end users. Requirement: develop ready to use (beta
versions of) components and applications to the developer
community and early adopters.
New ideas
- A marketplace for vitality services direct click through to
• coach, courses, fitness, books, healthy food, monitoring
devices, …
- Long term motivation of employees is necessary to reach
sustained behavioural change.
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Person-centric reasoning
SWELL
P07 WP02 Person Centric Reasoning at Home
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Marten van Sinderen, University of Twente
Researchers: Juan Jiminez Garcia (University of Twente),
Muhammad Shoaib(Unisversity of Twente), Alberto
Bonomi(Philips), Kyle Zhang(University of Twente), Paul
Havinga(University of Twente),Koen de Groot(Philips)
Partner(s): University of Twente, Philips
Motivational statement
Philips has an interest in exploiting the results of this work
package.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
This work package studies issues and approaches for
reasoning over heterogeneous and incomplete sensor data,
designs and implements algorithms to derive useful
information from such sensor data, and develops solutions
for sensing and context management. There is a wide
semantic gap between the raw data that is generated by
sensors and the context information that is required to
create adaptive and intuitive behaviour in person-centric
well-being. Developed results help to close this gap, provide
information on a user’s fitness, wellbeing and habits in daily
life, and empowering the user to play an active role in
his/her own health and well-being.
Lessons learned
1) It is very difficult to motivate participants for data
collection. There should be a proper long-term incentive
program for various data collection experiments. 2) Less
intrusive data collection methods need to be investigated
which put less burden on the participants. 3) More data
means better models. 4) Human activity recognition should
be further used on a higher level to detect bad or good
habits in our daily life.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The general problem of bridging the gap between raw data
from wearable sensors and useful information for
monitoring and controlling health and well-being is
addressed in various ways, leading to the following main
results: a reliable real-time activity recognition system for
smartphones and smart watches, and corresponding data
sets; user-independent recognition of activities from a
single wrist- worn accelerometer; a reflective healthcare
system for smartphones, employing active mini cycles of
self-reflection on physical activity data.

The applications corresponding to the three abovementioned results are: automated detection of various
complex human activities in real-time, including bad habits
such as smoking; automatically classifying sports activities,
enabling assessment of cardio-physical fitness without
following standards and using special equipment; helping a
user in taking actions towards changing behaviour
contributing to health and well-being.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
In terms of impact, a contribution is made to ICT science by
collecting various data sets, data loggers, activity
recognition classifiers, algorithms and applications, and a
reflective healthcare method. The data sets and data
loggers are publicly available for others to reproduce results
as well as conduct new studies. The prototype applications
can be used in improving one’s lifestyle through keeping
track of one’s physical activities and habits, assessing one’s
fitness level, and reflecting on one’s physical activity
information and taking appropriate actions.
Valorisation output
Applications were mainly developed for Android
smartphones (1st and 3rd result) and Philips personal
health products (2nd result). Competitors are mainly ehealth companies that are working on step counters and
physical activity recognition and monitoring applications
such as Fitbit activity tracker and Google activity
recognition system.
International
The work done is this work package was presented at
various international workshops and conferences as talks as
well as posters. Moreover, its results were published in
journals. Results are being cited frequently by the
international community. This is for example shown by the
fact that the paper “A survey on online activity recognition
using mobile phones” is currently among top 10 most cited
papers for the Sensor Journal. Moreover, active
collaboration was initiated with Galatasaray University
Istanbul for activity recognition research and data collection
experiments.
Synergy
No specific joint actions were planned and conducted with
other COMMIT projects, besides exchange of information
during the COMMIT general events.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.swell-project.net/
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRFG7WOZgcc
Public appearance: Participation and demos at
COMMIT/Community Days.
Media: Flyer “ICT tools for self-management of mental and
physical activity”.

What is your application?
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Person-centred reasoning at
work
SWELL

automated personalized well-being at work estimator,
integrated in an app that supports among others selfreflection. Personalized coaching messages are also
included.

P07 WP03 Well Being @ work
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Maya Sappelli (TNO)
Researchers: Rianne Kaptein(TNO), Suzan
Verberne(Radboud Universiteit), Saskia Koldijk(TNO), Leon
Wiertz (Noldus), John Schavemaker(TNO)
Partner(s): Noldus, TNO, Radboud Universiteit

Scientific output
We have made a valuable contribution to science by
collecting a dataset of multi-sensor data about well-being at
work which has been shared for over 20 times. The dataset
includes the following sensors: camera, heartrate, skin
conductance, questionnaires, and computer interactions.
Moreover the work has resulted in two PhD-theses and
several publications in journals and at conferences. The
“quantified self” portfolio is further explored in the Prana
Data swallow project, which addresses the privacy
questions identified within WP3.

Motivational statement
Noldus Information Technology: they develop, market, and
support innovative software, instruments, integrated
systems, and services for behavioural research.
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
This work package studies well-being and productivity of
knowledge workers. Techniques for the recognition of
mental effort using unobtrusive sensors have been
developed. Moreover unsupervised user centric inference
techniques to determine in which work-context the user is
working have been developed. These developments have
led to context- aware user centric reasoning about wellbeing, which is essential to build m-health apps to support
knowledge workers to improve their mental well-being at
work.
Lessons learned
1) It is difficult to obtain realistic data on wellbeing-at-work
given the privacy sensitive nature. 2) Publishing a welldesigned dataset can extend the impact of research.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
RQ: Interpreting human working activity and mental +
physical condition on the basis of a combination of various
types of unobtrusive low level sensors. Solutions: A
technique for automatic context interpretation that
requires little effort for the user. The method is essentially
an unsupervised learning technique; A technique for
personalized mental effort estimation which is less intrusive
than cortisol measurements. The method shows that facial
and posture recognition are strong indicators for stress
related factors.

EVALUATION

Valorisation output
There is a huge market for fitness trackers, the market for
sensor based trackers / e-coaches for mental health is much
smaller though. TNO and Sense-health (SWELL partner)
have been quite successful in developing the PoC Brightr , a
m-health coach. In addition, a series of valorisation projects
have been spawned from WP3 such as Fishualization,
Quantified Reader, Brainwave, QUINN.
International
The work in this work package has been presented in
various international conferences. Moreover the work has
been published in various international journals and has
been cited as such. SWELL organized a special session at
“Well-being at work conference”.
Synergy
In 2013, SWELL partner Noldus coordinated the synergy
project SWEET, a cooperation between SWELL, IUALL,
Sensafety, Metis and Time Trails. The project resulted in a
demo and was aired at the EDITIE.NL TV show.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.swell-project.net/
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRFG7WOZgcc
Public appearance: Congres anders denken anders doen.
Media: Flyer “ICT tools for self-management of mental and
physical "Zoekrobot voor kenniswerker met informatieoverload". In: RADBOUD NIEUWS, 21 januari 2016 activity”
"Wie ben ik? TNO ging op zoek in mijn 32.272 mails". In: de
Volkskrant, 29 juni 2013.

What is your application?
The applications corresponding to the above-mentioned
results are: A context-aware information recommendation
application that finds the right information at the right
time. It includes detection of the type of task as well as the
content of the task (which project is the user working on); A
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Quotes
Prof. Lars Andersen, National Research Centre for the
Working Environment, Denmark : “I have seen data from
the SWELL project presented at international conferences
and I think there is great potential in using technology to
enhance wellbeing and reduce the risk of stress at work.
Most often workers are not consciously aware that they are
stressed. Using technology such as that from the SWELL
project to provide a helping hand to better manage stress
before it becomes chronic and to improve wellbeing is a
great idea. I think that the SWELL project is an important
step towards smarter workplaces taking advantage of new
technological advancements.”
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VisualAnalyticsInternship –
Business Model Canvas
SWELL
P07 WP03 VP23 Visual Analytics
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Wessel Kraaij TNO
Researchers: Saskia Koldijk (TNO/RUN), Leon Wiertz, Edwin
Matthijssen TNO
Partner(s): Almende, Noldus, Novay, Philips, TNO, Radboud
Universiteit Nijmegen, Roessingh Research and
Development, Sense-Os, Universiteit Twente.
This is a selection of the 13-page End Report of this work
package.
SUMMARY
This deliverable describes the results of an internship at
the‘Information Visualization and Visual Analytics’
department of the German Fraunhofer Institute. We
describe the process of building a visualization system with
which people can see patterns in various sorts of sensor
data that can be collected in their daily lives. Possibilities
for valorising the results are investigated. The business
models are built in cooperation with the Fraunhofer
intitute.
(https://www.igd.fraunhofer.de/en/Institut/Abteilungen/IV
A)
….
1. INTRODUCTION
According to recent research by TNO more and more
employees are in danger of burn-out (13% of the
employees now have symptoms of burn-out). The question
that arises is: Are there warning signs that can help prevent
becoming burned out and stay healthy? Nowadays, a great
amount of personal sensor data is easily recorded. The
challenge is to interpret this data and make it insightful for
the individual. In SWELL we want to help people detect
unhealthy working and living patterns themselves.
Visual analytics combines visualization techniques with
machine learning in order to provide humans insights into
large multidimensional datasets. With visual analytics an
employee can “browse” through all his data and find
interesting patterns which give him insight in behavioural
aspects that are a potential danger to his well-being. The
employee could for example learn that the feeling of stress
fluctuates and is especially high when the sensors measure:
high amounts of task switching, a bad sitting posture and
little physical activity.
A prototype visual-analytics system has value:
1) as a product for consumers, and
2) as a tool for researchers to get insights in big datasets to
build better machine learning algorithms.

The ‘SWELL Visualization Browser’ can make employees
more aware of healthy and unhealthy patterns of working
and living and can enable them to take care of their wellbeing before they get ill (e.g. burn-out).
2. TECHNOLOGY
In SWELL WP3 we have mainly focused on collecting raw
sensor data and applying machine learning to interpret this
data. Until now, we did not work that much on the frontend, the visualization of the data for communicating
insights to the user. This, however, is an important step to
take for making a useful system.
To our knowledge, no such advanced visualization system
for personal feedback on a vast collection of personal
health-related sensor data is developed yet. In health care,
the focus is mostly on clinical data, e.g. to get insights into a
specific illness and the effects of a treatment. We focus on
visualizing data for a (healthy) individual. In the area of
cognitive engineering, systems for control rooms are
developed in which large amounts of data are visualized for
the operators. We focus on analysis and visualization of
data for self-management of well-being. In the quantified
self community lots of (sensor) data is collected. However,
as often a do-it-yourself approach is taken, in depth
research on appropriate data visualization is sparse.
3 RESEARCH RESULTS
During the 3 month internship at the Fraunhofer IGD, work
on Visual analytics and Information visualization was done.
We will shortly present the results in the next two sections.
3.1 Visual analytics
In the Visual analytics part we focused on using data
visualization for finding interesting patterns in the data. For
our analyses, we used the previously collected SWELL
Knowledge Work dataset, with data on computer activity,
facial expressions, posture, physiology and subjective
experience (for more information see:
http://cs.ru.nl/~skoldijk/SWELL-KW/Dataset.html).
…..
3.2 Information Visualization
In the Information visualization part we focused on creating
insightful visualizations. During the internship, several
visualizations were made for different datasets. D3 was
used in combination with JavaScript, html and css to make
browser-based visualizations (http://d3js.org/).
….
3.3 Conclusions
The results of this internship may be interesting for our
commercial SWELL partners. Insights gained might be used
to develop software to support research of behaviour.
Moreover, we could build visualizations for the collected
sensor data. In section 4 we will describe a business model
canvas.
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4 BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
As valorisation activity, we use the business model canvas
(by Alexander Osterwalder) to investigate how the insights
and expertise gained during the Visual Analytics Internship
may be of value for business.
Method
First, I (Saskia Koldijk, TNO & intern at Fraunhofer) had a
brainstorm session on valorisation with Wessel Kraaij
(SWELL project leader, TNO) and Mark Neerincx (PhD
promoter, TU Delft). This session resulted in several
interesting directions for valorising the results of the
internship. Then these ideas were further discussed with
Jörn Kohlhammer (head of Fraunhofer IVA group). The
result was a more focused selection of potential customers/
users and the products we could develop for them. Finally,
a session with Sebastian Maier (Fraunhofer IVA,
experienced with business models) was organized. In this
session we filled in the business model canvas. The result is
depicted in Figure 6. In this chapter we give detail on each
of the fields of the canvas.
(Information taken from
https://canvanizer.com/new/business-model-canvas )
4.1 Business idea
We think a visual-analytics system has value 1) as a tool for
researchers to get insights in data. We see potential to
integrate visualizations and analysis support into the Noldus
facial expression analysis tool ‘FaceReader’ or their data
analysis tool ‘The Observer XT’. Visual analytics can improve
the analysis of behavioural data and can help in finding
interesting patterns. Moreover, data visualization has value
2) as a product for consumers. We see potential to
integrate new kinds of visualizations into the Sense
applications. Instead of separate line or bar charts, the large
amount of collected data might be depicted in a heat map
showing several variables at once with patterns emerging.
Moreover, the system could depict correlations between
different data sources.
4.2 Customer segments
“Which classes are you creating values for?”, “Who is your
most important customer?”
Option1: Commercial partner Noldus
- Expanding their software for research of behaviour
- End users: scientists
Noldus as a company develops software to support
behaviour research. Their products include the facial
analysis software ‘FaceReader’ and a behaviour analysis
tool ‘The Observer XT’. Data visualization and visual
analytics modules might be an interesting add-on. These
modules could help researcher to gain better insight in the
behaviour data and provide better means to analyse this
data.
Option2: Commercial partner Sense
- Building visualizations for the data they collect
- End user: Sense developer/ analyst; or: user of Sense
service

Sense as a company provides a platform that enables the
collection of various sorts of sensor data. Their products
include viewers for the collected (raw) data. New
visualizations could be added to provide better insights into
the data.
4.3 Value propositions
“What core value do you deliver to the customer?”, “Which
customer needs are you satisfying?”
a) Concept & Evaluation (for commercial partner)
For the commercial partners, we (TNO) provide the
concept, which also will be evaluated. We did research on a
multimodal dataset, including data from computer logging,
physiological sensors, facial activity and posture. By
applying visual analytics methodology we investigated how
to best analyse this kind of data. We also investigated
visualizations possibilities.
b) Better analysis possibilities (for end user)
For end users, we provide better analysis possibilities. Data
visualization helps to see structures in the data. This insight
can help behavioural researchers, as well as programmers
of smart inference algorithms, as end users who want
insight into their personal data.
4.4 Key activities
“What key activities does your value proposition require?”
a) Developing concept(s) further
The current concepts can be developed further, by working
out a use case. When a specific end user task is specified,
data visualization and visual analytics modules can be
tailored. In a user study its effectiveness can be evaluated.
b) Contact with customer & sales
To incorporate new solutions into an existing product
palette, contact with the customer and collaboration with
their developers is necessary. Contact to the sales
department should be established, to decide how the
product will be put to the market.
4.5 Key resources
“What key resources does your value proposition require?”
Knowledge owner (me)
The most important resource is the knowledge owner, who
conducted the research during the Visual Analytics
internship.
TNO Media Mining colleagues
Moreover, colleagues at the Media Mining group who share
background and expertise might be potential additional or
alternative resources.
4.6 Key Partners
“Who are your key partners/suppliers?”, “What are the
motivations for the partnerships?”
Noldus/ Sense
We see the ‘customer’ in this canvas (Noldus or Sense) also
as a ‘partner’. There already is cooperation with these
partners in the SWELL project. Moreover, integrating
solutions with their product palette requires collaboration.
Fraunhofer Information Visualization & Visual Analytics
group (VAS)
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The group where the internship took place (Fraunhofer
VAS) is also an interesting partner for collaboration. They
have expertise in the field of Visual Analytics and
Information Visualization. Moreover, they have experience
in applying this knowledge commercially with customers.
4.7 Customer relationships
“What relationship does the target customer expect you to
establish?”
We already collaborate with the potential customers
(Noldus & Sense) within the SWELL project. The relation
with the customer will be personal contact.

might be interesting to use in sensor data collection
platforms to look into collected data and spot interesting
patterns. This can be of value for as well a) developers of
smart algorithms as b) end users. A business model canvas
was used to pin down potential business ideas. By filling in
the canvas we made our customer segments, the value
propositions that we provide and the required key activities
and resources more specific. Cost structures and revenue
streams can be worked out in more detail in the future.

4.8 Distribution channel
“Through which channels do your customers want to be
reached?”
We will have contact with our potential customers via faceto-face meetings, email and phone.
4.9 Cost structure
“What are the most cost in your business?”
The main costs are personnel costs.
4.10 Revenue streams
“For what value are your customers willing to pay?”
Ideas based on TNO research will be implemented in
Noldus or Sense software. It still has to be established what
the exact cost structure is. TNO may want to sell licences.
5 CONCLUSIONS
As pointed out in the introduction, more and more
employees are in danger of burn-out. To prevent this, we
want to show employees their working patterns. We were
interested in whether we can depict data in a way that
individuals see warning signs and can take action in time.
By applying Visual analytics we gained insight in our
collected sensor data. Our most important conclusion is
that users differ a lot in their behaviour. The patterns that
arise in the data are very specific to the individual user. We
investigated which Information visualization technique is
most suitable in this scenario. We decided to visualize
several variables together. In this way we see (different)
patterns emerging for (different) users. We think this
approach works better than finding ‘the best’ variables to
display, as there is so much variation between users with
respect to which variable is most informative. To sum up,
the Visual analytics internship gave knowledge and new
insights on Visual analytics and Information visualization.
As a consequence, we got new ideas for integrating
visualizations in the products of our partners. Regarding
Visual analytics, it might be interesting to a) implement
parts of our data analysis pipeline as Visual analytics tool to
make similar (behavioural) research easier and b) to
integrate visualizations into existing analysis procedures to
gain additional insights into the data. Regarding
Information Visualization, the developed visualizations
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User control & transparency in
sensor-based mobile wellworking & well-being
applications
SWELL
P07 WP04 CAAP Context Aware Adaptive Privacy
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Bob Hulsebosch (InnoValor)
Researchers: Gergely Alpár (Radboud University) Tom
Bakker (TNO) Wouter Bokhove (Novay) Laura Claas
(InnoValor) Marko van Eekelen (Radboud University) Tom
Heskes (Radboud University) Milena Janic (TNO) Joris
Jansen (Sense-OS) Linda Kool (TNO) Ruud Kosman (Novay,
InnoValor) Martijn Oostdijk (Novay, InnoValor) Bas van
Schoonhoven (TNO) Johanneke Siljee (TNO) Maya Sappelli
(TNO) Mettina Veenstra (Novay) Arnout van Velzen
(InnoValor) Henny de Vos (InnoValor) Maarten Wegdam
(Novay, InnoValor) Kees Wouters (Philips)
Partner(s): Innovalor, Novay, Philips, Radboud University
Motivational statement
Sense: Sense Observation Systems provides a platform for
storage of various sensor data. Either collected by
smartphone sensors or specific sensor devices (e.g. fitbit,
smartwatch). Service offerings based on such data include
sharing data with others, e.g. therapists, coaches, and
hence include privacy issues. Sense wants to offer services
to users that deal with such privacy issues and cooperates
in COMMIT/SWELL/WP4 to gain knowledge on
transparency and user control tools and as a pilot partner
for evaluation of such tools.
InnoValor: InnoValor is a research-based consultancy firm
continuously innovating their advice practise. InnoValor
supports organisations in adapting business to or making
business from new technologies. InnoValor uses methods,
tools and knowledge that are jointly developed in research
projects in collaboration with knowledge institutes. One of
our focal areas is Identity, Privacy & Trust that is also the
domain of COMMIT/SWELL/WP4.
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity / Intelligent System Design /
Physical User Interaction
Societal topic: Info Services / Health & Well-being
Short description
The use of multi heterogeneous sensory devices gives rise
to an increased information level about persons but also
poses an increased privacy risk, especially when ubiquitous
sensors and devices are networked and connected to online services. It is crucial that the user has insight in
overview of and is in control of data collection, processing
and distribution. The work package researches and
demonstrates means, tools and methods on how the enduser controls the gathering, processing and distribution of

information. Such tools allow the user to express personal
policies on information sharing, in an intuitive and simple
way.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
More and more personal data is collected and shared with
others. Sensors and Internet of Things (IoT) sources
continuously provide data that can monitor specific aspects
of an individual. This places specific privacy issues with
respect data handling, data use and data processing. Such
issues relate to e.g. volume, combining data, continuous
tracking, unawareness of data gathering, data accuracy,
profiling. In our work package we aim to find guidelines and
patterns for application developers that deal with the
privacy issues and support their aims to include Privacy-byDesign in their application.
What is your application?
We have provide guidelines and patterns that can be used
to enhance user control and provide transparency to the
user. Our guidelines and patterns have been developed for
and evaluated in the well-being and well-working domain.
Among others guidelines for privacy impact assessment of
applications that use sensor data or big data. Other tooling
consist of visualisation of employee well-being, data-control
dashboard for sensor data.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The main results of SWELL/WP4 are the user control and
transparency patterns and the guidelines for privacy impact
assessment for sensor data and big data. These results have
been developed based on scientific and business theory
together with requirement research and evaluation studies.
The results were presented to and discussed with business
and scientific audiences on several occasions. Next to that
indepth research into Attribute-Based identity management
was performed, resulting in a PhD thesis. See list of
deliverables and papers (appendix) for an overview of the
scientific output.
Valorisation output
Specific user control and privacy patterns are implemented
in the CommonSense platform, which is the sensor-data
platform of private partner Sense-OS, and in the
CommonSense applications. Privacy policies have been
implemented and valorised in a Sense-OS developed mobile
e-coach application for employees of ASML. Next to that
TNO developed specific implementations of user control
and transparency patterns that are uses as software
components in new applications and further matured and
transferred to the market in projects (e.g. EIT Digital PIME,
Fit to perform). InnoValor integrated the workpackage
results into their service offerings on Privacy Impact
Assessments for application providers.
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International
The WP4 results also hold in an international context, as
privacy issues do not depend on geographical context and
(especially in EU and western countries) law and regulation
with respect to privacy are similar. The scientific outcomes
were regularly discussed for an international audience
during conferences and events. In their business and
research propositions, the SWELL/WP4 results are included
for service offerings by the partners with an international
scope.
Synergy
We’ve tried to find synergy with other initiatives and
projects when possible. Among others during the COMMIT
general events. In particular we’ve cooperated with
COMMIT/THeCS (P15) on the development and evaluation
on a common set of transparency and user control patterns
and PIA guidelines for sensor data and big data
applications. For the two privacy events we’ve cooperated
with the Privacy and Identity Lab (PIlab) on a joint
programme and event invitation. Primary target groups for
both events were businesses and governmental
organisations.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: Several blogs/news items on SWELL/WP4 results
have been posted to the InnoValor website. The general
SWELL website: http://www.swell-project.net/ also
includes WP4.
Public appearance: The members of the WP4 research
group have been presenting the WP4 results in several
occasions, e.g. during the APC conference (Amsterdam,
2015), on EuroPlop (Bavaria, Germany, 2015) and AMBIENT
(Barcelona, 2015). Additionally we’ve organised two public
events: Autumn 2014 Privacy & The Internet of Things and
Autumn 2015 Privacy & The Digital Enterprise where the
Workpackage results where we discussed results with a
business audience from private and public organisations.
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Smart well-being applications
for lifestyle changes
SWELL
P07 WP05 Smart Well-Being Applications for Lifestyle
changes
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Saskia van Dantzig (Philips research)
Researchers: Reinoud Achterkamp (RRD)Miriam
Vollenbroek (RRD)Boris de Ruyter (Philips) Aart van
Halteren (Philips) Francesco Sartor (Philips)
Partner(s): Philips, RRD
Motivational statement
Philips: At Philips we strive to make the world healthier and
more sustainable through innovation. Our mission is to
improve the quality of people’s lives through technologyenabled meaningful innovations. We contributed to the
COMMIT/SWELL project because it enabled us –in
collaboration with the other partners- to develop
innovative solutions that empower people to improve their
health.
RRD: Roessingh Research and Development researches and
develops innovative solutions for rehabilitation technology
and telemedicine. The participation in the SWELL project
offers the possibility contribute with a multidisciplinary
consortium on innovative solutions for well-being and in
WP5 in specific to study personalized feedback strategies
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
Digital (mobile) health coaching applications are becoming
increasingly popular. Nowadays, people can measure a
wide range of health parameters and track their own
health-related behaviour, using sensors embedded in their
smartphones or in connected devices. Measuring and
monitoring can make users aware of their health, but in
order to change their behaviour they need coaching. There
is still a lack of knowledge on how to develop effective
coaching strategies for mobile applications. Therefore, the
purpose of work package 5 is to investigate various
coaching strategies and techniques aimed at improving
physical well-being.
Lessons learned
We learned that coaching should be adapted to various
determinants of behaviour; personal characteristics as well
as contextual parameters. With respect to personal
characteristics, we learned that self- efficacy of users is an
important determinant of successful behaviour change.
Coaching should at least be tailored to the level of selfefficacy, stage of change, and physical activity pattern.
Furthermore, we have found that self-efficacy can be
influenced by success experiences, but that it does not

seem to be influenced by vicarious feedback. With respect
to context parameters, we learned that real- time, contextaware coaching is appreciated by users. Although a
promising strategy, implementing this form of coaching is
challenging and effortful; and it remains to be seen if the
benefits outweigh the costs.
SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The rapid development of mobile and sensor technology
has given rise to novel mobile health coaching solutions.
Mobile applications continuously collect data about the
user (via embedded sensors and/or connected devices),
generating a wealth of information about the user’s health,
behaviour, and context. Mobile applications can offer realtime coaching, adapted to the user’s current physical and
mental state and context (e.g., time, location). The question
is how to make use of this enormous potential for coaching
effectively. Which strategies should be applied, and how
should they be implemented in mobile applications?
What is your application?
We have developed and evaluated several mobile
applications. These applications typically consist of:
- a sensor measuring physical activity (embedded in smart
phone or in connected device),
- a (cloud-enabled) data platform,
- a rule engine that determines which coaching messages to
provide at which moment,
-a user interface (e.g., an app or webpage),
-a database with personalized coaching strategies based on
personal activity and behavioural profiles.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
Our studies and results have been documented in several
scientific papers that have appeared in international
journals. Furthermore, our findings have been presented at
several national and international conferences. In addition,
a PhD thesis will be completed in 2017. See list of
deliverables and papers (appendix) for an overview of the
scientific output.
Valorisation output
The findings with regard to context-aware coaching have
been shared with the Philips Personal Health Solutions
business unit, and follow-up studies are planned within
Philips Research. RRD started a large scale trial in cancer
patients to investigate the effectiveness of the activity
coach integrating personalized behavioural change
strategies. This study is recently finished and this treatment
appeared to be effective. In addition RRD started a spin off
company together with JC group called telerevalidatie.nl to
bring their telemedicine products to the market. We are
currently exploring how to best integrate the activity
coaching into its portfolio.
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International
We have published in international journals and visited
international conferences. Since Philips is a global company,
results shared with the business are disseminated
internationally.
Synergy
The spin off company of RRD with the JC group has been a
joined effort with the P15 Thrust project.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: The general SWELL website: http://www.swellproject.net/ also includes WP5.
Youtube: We have contributed to the SWELL movie, which
can be found on the SWELL website (http://www.swellproject.net/about-swell/overview-and-swell-movie) as well
as on YouTube
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRFG7WOZgcc).
Public appearance: The members of the WP5 team have
presented the WP5 results on several public occasions, e.g.
workshops for patients health care professionals,
demonstrations to regional policy makers and cooperating
companies.
Anything left to say
We all enjoyed working within the SWELL project and the
COMMIT/ program. We look forward to new opportunities
to further carry out our research ambitions in the area of
coaching for behaviour change.
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Lifestyle coaching against
burnout
SWELL
P07 WP06 VP08 Coaching Against
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Jan Peter Larsen, Sense Health
Partner(s): Sense Health, Roessing R&D, TNO, PsyQ
Business, ASML

Quotes
“Met het Brightr platform – en specifiek de bioritme en
mentale weerbaarheidsmodule – geloven we dat we ons
technisch personeel kunnen verbinden met zaken rondom
vitaliteit om zo onze toekomstige uitdagingen aan te
kunnen.” Maaike Thijssen, Corporate Vitality Manager
ASML

Short description
The goal is to provide lifestyle coaching for people at risk
for, or already fallen victim to, burn-out. This lifestyle
coaching will help to either prevent burn-out or support the
recovery of burn-out. This is accomplished by using
automated measurements of lifestyle (sleeping, activity,
working), style tailoring of coaching and the ability to get
professional support included.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Current lifestyle coaching solutions do not take an
integrated and personalized approach to the coaching of
employees for their mental and physical wellbeing.
Therefore, the efficacy of these solutions is low.
Furthermore, existing coaching solutions do not cover the
area of biorhythm, in case employees work in shifts, or
have irregular working hours. We have shown that the use
of Brightr within a program can increase people’s physical
activity for > 30 minutes per day, and improve their sleep
time with 30 minutes.
What is your application?
Brightr is the platform that coaches people on several
lifestyle areas in order to stay physically and mentally fit.
Awareness is increasing that employees who are physically
and mentally fit are also more productive, creative, and
engaged. Brightr is different from its competitors because it
provides integrated coaching on different aspects, and
provides companies with the possibility to adapt and tailor
the application to their employees.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://www.getbrightr.com/
Media:
http://www.overondernemen.com/werknemers/3xverantwoordelijkheid-%20nemen-voor-uw-werknemers
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Smart well-being applications
for flexible working
SWELL
P07 WP06 Smart Well-Being Applications for Flexible
Working
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Andries Stam, Almende; Previously: Jan Geert van Hall,
Almende
Researchers: Suzanne Harkhoe, Sense; Joris Janssen, Sense;
Jan Peter Larsen, Sense; Steven Mulder, Sense; Jan Geert
Munneke, Sense; Natalia Voynarovskaya, Sense; Sanne
Huveneers, TNO; Saskia Koldijk, TNO/Sense; Wessel Kraaij,
TNO; Friso van der Meulen, TNO; Maya Sappelli, TNO; John
Schavemaker, TNO; Mark van Staalduinen, TNO; Reinoud
Achterkamp, RRD; Steven Bosems, University of Twente;
Chris van Felius, Almende; Jos de Jong, Almende; Alex de
Mulder, Almende; Ludo Stellingwerff, Almende
Partner(s): Almende, Sense, TNO, Roessingh R&D,
University of Twente
Motivational statement
Almende researches and develops solutions aiming at
improving the self-organisation capabilities of human
organisations by means of innovative technologies. The
participation in this project enabled Almende to develop a
strong basis for the application of multi-agent technology
for social network profiling and community lifelog support
in the domain of well working. Sense develops high-tech
tools for supporting the mental and physical fitness of
employees. The participation in this project enabled Sense
to considerably improve their technology solutions and to
embed innovative academic research results into their
products and services. Roessingh RRD researches and
develops innovative solutions for rehabilitation technology
and medicine. The participation in this project offered the
possibility to contribute with a multidisciplinary consortium
on innovative solutions for well-being.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
In this work package, tools and applications for the
improvement of the physical and mental well-being of
workers (both individually and as a group) have been
developed and validated. The work package has resulted in
the B-Well app, a mobile application that applies sensor
data analysis to coach humans on issues like physical
activity, sleep, and (cardiovascular) fitness. A second result
is the SWELL lifelog dashboard, a web-based interface for
monitoring your personal fitness. Finally, a prototype has
been built for demonstrating the dynamic formation of
peer groups between co-workers based on behavioural
similarities stemming from personal data.

Lessons learned
Personalisation and contextualisation are by far the most
important and challenging issues to address when
developing coaching solutions for physical and mental wellbeing.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The main scientific question addressed in this work package
was how to integrate adaptive and intuitive behaviour in
user-centric well-being and well-working applications. We
achieved promising results by combining the exploitation of
scientific and technological advances in sensing, machine
learning, pervasive computing and user-centred design with
a continuous focus on personalisation of the technology
applied.
What’s your application?
The main application is a coaching platform for the physical
and mental well-being of a community of workers. Three
subcomponents of such a platform have been developed in
this work package: a mobile coaching app (B-Well), a webbased monitoring dashboard (lifelog) which includes
“fishualisation”, and a demonstrator for the dynamic
formation of peer groups between co-workers.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The work package has resulted in working prototypical
demonstrators for all relevant aspects concerned:
personalised coaching (B-Well app), personal / shared
monitoring and insights (lifelog dashboard) and dynamic
(privacy-preserving) peer group formation.
Valorisation output
One of the demonstrators (B-Well) has been taken up by
Industry partners Almende and Sense to be further
developed towards a commercial product. Trials with pilot
customers have been performed (outside the scope of this
work package). Existing (international) competitors are
Wellmo, Virgin Pulse, UB Well Café and MedicInfo. The
main competitive advantage of Sense consists of its ability
to personalise its technology and adapt its solutions to
specific contexts, for example contexts in which shift
working is applied or in which stress is the main issue to be
addressed by the coaching technology.
International
The results of the P7 project contributed to the
achievement of the prestigious IoT emerging company of
the year award during the 2015 International CES® trade
show in Las Vegas by Sense in 2015. The project also
participated in EIP HWB and Stanton Xmedia. Finally, Sense
pursued the expansion of the roll-out of their Brightr
platform and related products abroad.
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Synergy
Almende, Sense and TNO maintained close contacts with
projects P2, P3 and P9, in order to allow these projects to
share insights with P7 while at the same time establishing a
high degree of complementarity with respect to the
technological results of the individual projects.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.swell-project.net/
YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRFG7WOZgcc
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The Quantified Reader
SWELL
P07 WP07 VP30 Quantified Reading
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Harrie van de Vlag, TNO
Researchers: Jan van Erp, TNO; Marc Grootjen,
EagleScience; Rik van den Brule, EagleScience; Nienke
Faber, Nijgh & van Ditmar; Adrew Spink, Noldus
Partner(s): Eagle Science, Noldus, TNO, Nijgh & van Ditmar
Motivational statement
Noldus Information Technology: they develop, market, and
support innovative software, instruments, integrated
systems, and services for behavioral research. They also
participate in other SWELL and IUALL projects.;
Eaglescience: they provide high level tailored IT solutions.
They also participate in a valorisation project of the IUALL
project.; Nijgh & van Ditmar Publishers: innovative book
publisher with top writers like Arnon Grunberg in their
portfolio.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
The project has built and used a Proof-of-Concept product
that measured EEG brain signals, breathing speed, heart
rate and skin conductance from 300 readers who read the
same book. Analysis of the resulting data suggests that the
PoC product may be used to estimate the emotions that a
reader experienced during reading.
Lessons learned
The interest in innovative book services with an emotion
measurement component was clearly high for the media
and reader. Readers wanted to know how they scored
compared to the others, and if they deviate from the norm.
In later discussions, readers came up with their own
explanation why they scored below or above average. The
interest from publishers has been less encouraging. They
are rather conservative in terms of business models ,and
have no experience in producing new types of interactive or
social media embedded content. In general, innovative
services with an emotion measurement component have
sparked interest in other domains, such as music festivals,
but also well-being for people with dementia.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The ICT science question was whether it is possible to
measure and record various neuro-physiological markers
from a person reading an e-book, and translate this into
basic emotions. First we have constucted a setup that could
measure these markers with scientific accuracy. Facial

recognition software and questionnaires were used to
establish a ground truth. Models trained and tested on data
from individual participants reached around 70%
classification accuracy. We have measured and analysed
this data from 300 people. A study on this scale has never
been done before.
What is your application?
Interactive e-books that employ automatic emotion
detection and sharing as a way to innovate the book
market. The PoC product is a crucial step in the
development of a commercial system based on of- the-shelf
consumer electronics (but with unique software and
algorithms).
EVALUATION
Scientific output
See the deliverable Project white paper. In conclusion it can
be stated that the PoC product has proven to be a valuable
step in the development of a commercial system based on
of- the-shelf consumer electronics (like e-readers or tablets
with camera’s, smart watches and affordable EEG
headsets), but with unique software and algorithms.
Determining emotions is valuable, and the modules that
will classify sensor readings are based on the state-of-theart implementations developed within SWELL.
Valorisation output
So far, the project has not found a competitor that does
anything remotely connected to the automatic capturing of
emotions with book readers. In general, more advanced ereaders like Amazon kindle or iPad could use the built-in
camera for the analyses of facial expressions.
International
The next stage of the PoC product will be demonstrated at
the Frankfurter Buchmesse 2016, and SXSW interactive
2017 in Austin, Texas.
Synergy
A working prototype of a possible commercial system is
developed in the follow-up COMMIT/ SWELL valorisation
project VP35 “Brainwave”. It features a 300 euro EEG
headset and a 100 euro fitness band with an optical
heartrate sensor, Galvanic skin response sensor and
temperature sensor.
The result of VP35 will be
demonstrated at the Frankfurter Buchmesse 2016, where
the Netherlands will be Guest of Honor. This is a joint effort
of TNO, Eaglescience and Nijgh&van Ditmar. TNO and
Eaglescience conducts follow-up R&D projects and contract
research with a similar PoC product that measures
emotions based on neurophysiological markers. Fields of
use are listening to music and eating food, other fields are
under investigation.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.swell-project.net/results/swellvalorisation/quantified-reader
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Youtube: A youtube style video is produced as a
deliverable, it is placed on the website.
Public appearance: The project/and or PoC product was a
main attraction at the Arnon Grunberg exhibition at the
museum “bijzondere collecties”. There was a public
roadshow to 6 bookstores. It also appeared on Lowlands
2014, the boekenweek 2015, Hack the brain hackathon
2014 and 2015 and Immovator.
Media: Many items in national and international papers, on
websites and on TV. For details we refer to the
dissemination report deliverable.
Quotes
'Lezers worden niet vrolijk van nieuwste boek Grunberg'
(nu.nl news article headline).
Nice to know
The project results have been presented twice at the
“Ministerie van OC&W.”
Anything left to say
Stakeholders seem to have a genuine interest in emotion
feedback and the brainwave platform. However, in order to
invest in a next (commercial product development) phase,
actual Proof-of-Concept products, tested in a relevant
operational environment are needed. Reaching this TRL
takes a significant amount of investment that has to be prefunded. COMMIT/ Swell has helped tremendously in
breaking this chicken-egg problem.
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QUINN - Query Updates for
News Monitoring
SWELL

selection of query terms. Nevertheless, they judged the
demo application as clear and potentially useful in their
work.

P07 WP08 VP32 Quinn
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Rianne Kaptein (TNO)
Researchers: Thymen Wabeke (TNO), Suzan Verberne
(Radboud Universiteit), Pim Stouten (LexisNexis), Rutger
Kortleven (LexisNexis)
Partner(s): LexisNexis, Radboud Universiteit, TNO

ICT science question?
To what extent can the term extraction methodology that
was developed in the SWELL project and was successfully
applied in several tasks (e.g. author profiling) be used to
extract potential query terms from retrieved documents in
a news monitoring system? How do expert users of news
monitoring systems value such a service?

Motivational statement
LexisNexis Publisher is currently used in two ways: either
the user gets a list of news items that are potentially
relevant to his query and he can select the articles that are
indeed relevant, or the user gets a visual aggregation of the
complete filtered news stream (sometimes covering tens of
thousands of documents). Some of the customers have
asked for the possibility to see a summary of the news
stream, so that they can anticipate to changes with query
updates. The previous solution for this need has been
implemented by LexisNexis in the form of a word cloud of
the most important keywords in the news stream.
However, this functionality is not valued highly because the
word cloud does not show the changes in the news stream
but instead shows the static keywords that are
longitudinally relevant for the topic. For updating the
filtering query it is necessary to know what the changes in
the news stream are: which terms are new? We aim to
answer to this need with the proposed proof-of-concept
product: we monitor changes in the news stream, and
propose suggestions for query adaptation based on these
changes.

What is your application?
A demo application has been developed to collect feedback
and support expert users of LexisNexis Publisher by
generating term suggestions. In the application, a Boolean
query can be entered that is used to search in Dutch
newspapers. The found documents are shown in a result list
and a list of query term suggestions is presented. The user
can then adjust the original query to include the term
suggestions.

Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
LexisNexis Publisher is an online tool for news monitoring.
Organizations use the tool to collect news articles relevant
to their work. For monitoring the news for a user-defined
topic, LexisNexis Publisher takes a Boolean query as input,
together with a news collection and a date range. The
output is a set of documents from the collection that match
the query and the date range. For the users it is important
that no relevant news stories are missed. Therefore, the
query needs to be adapted when there are changes to the
topic. We developed a proof- of-concept for assisting the
users of news monitoring applications by making
suggestions for additional query terms. We first
investigated the users’ working process through interviews
and then evaluated multiple query suggestion methods
based on pseudo-relevance feedback. The best performing
method generates at least one relevant term among 5
suggestions for 25% of the searches. We found that expert
users of news retrieval software are critical in their

SCIENCE

EVALUATION
Scientific output
Pitch by Pim Stouten at the COMMIT community days at
Papendal 13 oktober 2015 te Arnhem, Demo “QUINN:
Query Updates for News Monitoring” at the 14th DutchBelgian Information Retrieval (DIR) Workshop, Workshop
paper “Boolean Queries for News Monitoring: Suggesting
New Query Terms to Expert Users” at NewsIR’16 at ECIR
2016 in Padua, Italy, User study with LexisNexis publisher
users from LexisNexis itself, the province of Zuid-Holland,
and Ministerie van Economische zaken.
Valorisation output
Project deliverables (PDFs of each deliverable attached): A
paper describing the developed technology and the results
of the evaluation; A demonstration of the proof-of-concept
during the final COMMIT event in 2015. We will also make a
screencast of the PoC showing its functionality and how it
was used by stakeholders within the project; A software
library containing the algorithms developed to provide
suggestions for adapting running news filtering queries.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.swell-project.net/results/swellvalorisation/query- updates-for-news-monitoring-quinn
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4yIYpvHVug
Q&feature=youtu.be
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Quotes
Project heeft behoorlijke impact gehad bij LexisNexis. Het
heeft inzicht gegeven dat je met technologie redelijk
eenvoudig verbeteringen aan kan brengen. Dit is behoorlijk
bepalend geweest voor de weg die ze nu in gaan slaan om
meer met data analytics te gaan doen (Pim Stouten).
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Brainwave
SWELL
P07 WP09 VP35 Brainwave
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
M. Grootjen, Eaglescience BV
Researchers: Project Persons Consortium:
Harrie van de Vlag, Jan van Erp, TNO; Nienke Faber, Paulien
Loerts, Nijgh&van Ditmar, Marten den Uyl, Tim den Uyl,
Vicar Vision; Maarten de Rijke, UvA. Project team
Eaglescience BV: A. Dirkzwager, Eaglescience BV; R. van
den Brule, Eaglescience BV; M. Kakkar, Eaglescience BV; G.
Kastanja, Eaglescience BV
Partner(s): Vicar Vision, UvA, TNO, Eaglescience, Nijgh &
van Ditmar
Motivational statement
Eaglescience strives to work on projects that are innovative,
add value to society and deliver concrete results. As CEO of
Eaglescience BV I aim for the most interesting, innovative
technical projects that really challenge my colleagues to be
creative and get the most out of themselves as IT
professionals. To achieve this goal I put in a lot of effort in
finding the right competent partners and (research)projects
that are technically interesting, relevant to society and have
the potential to really deliver tangible results. Within this
COMMIT/ project we found all the ingredients. The subject
is exactly aligned with the type of technical innovations that
see the light nowadays in the field of ‘wearables’, and
offers a chance to combine these techniques with scientific
knowledge and -data to create new products for new
(commercial)applications. On top of the subject itself we
found highly competent consortium partners willing to
participate in this project and cooperate closely to make
this project a success.
Scientific topic: Scalability
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
This Valorisation project is about combining off-the-shelf
sensors with an emotion classification algorithm to real
time translate measured physical data into emotions. We
assessed the reliability and robustness of measurements in
uncontrolled environments. ECG, EEG, skin conductance,
facial expression features were assessed for human
physiology based emotion markers. Text mining techniques
are considered to classify the moods of book passages.
When we found reliable hardware to measure physical
data, we built software that integrates the emotion
classification algorithm, gathers and synchronises
information from multiple sensors with specific book
passages (what is read) and translate the measured data
into emotions.

Lessons learned
It was hard to synchronise all different sensors having them
to measure the same sensation at the same moment. This is
necessary to be able to interpret emotions triggered by one
specific passage in the book. Available – of the shelf –
consumer products for measuring EEG/ECG suffer a lot
from artefacts that are not related to the event in the brain
itself. E.g. Moving your head can cause EEG activation but
not necessarily mean that the user is actively thinking,
concentrating etc.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Former research on translating physical data into emotions
was only performed in scientific/controlled environments.
Former (Commit/)projects (valorisation project quantified
reader) found ways to use this same technique to measure
emotions triggered by reading a book but still only in a
scientific/controlled
environment
with
expensive
equipment. The solution we found in this project is that we
are now able to use a user friendly app on an iPad and
three exciting consumer products (wearables) to get a
comparable result. This solution is unique because we use
and combine existing wearables, add value by
implementing complex algorithms into our operating
software and create a market by using a prototype in
different and commercial settings.
What’s your application?
Brainwave Books application. This application is a userfriendly app on an iPad that is able to report the user’s
emotions while reading a book (by passages, so you do not
have to read the whole book first to get a result). The
camera of the iPad, a galvanic skin conductance sensor, a
heart rate and heart rate variability sensor and a EEG/ECG
sensor are combined into one device to measure your
emotions while reading a book.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
This project delivered an algorithm that selects an optimal
combination of physiological variables to capture emotions.
Based on a broad set of data registered during reading in
controlled environments (gathered during the ‘quantified
reader project’) and advanced signal processing and
analysis techniques an emotion classification algorithm has
been built. Next to this emotion algorithm itself, an
additional text mining algorithm has been trained. Together
these algorithms are able to use annotated text of a book,
together with all combined senor data, and correlate the
results into emotion measurements.
Valorisation output
Valorisation output of this project is the app and platform
that was created to measure physiological data with off the
shelf commercial sensors. With an emotion algorithm and
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text mining algorithms we close the loop from physiological
measurements, combined with text information resulting in
an emotion signal. At the moment the consortium partners
are working on market possibilities with several commercial
customers. Valorisation opportunities range from reuse of
(aspects) of the technical platform to continued
development and application of the full system.
International
As a result of the Brainwave project, a new project called
ADE2 was started, with a more international
audience/target market. From Brainwave and ADE the
uniqueness of this application was made clear. There are
companies that import and distribute all kinds of sensors
(hardware), but there are no companies known that have
the entire chain available: Most of the time the product is
one-dimensional so there is a heart rate device with a heart
rate app. There are multiple examples of apps that combine
information but no good examples of applications that 1.
Use multiple sensors in one product and 2. Use complex
algorithms to interpret the measured data and use the
outcome to enrich the basic information to give new,
valuable (unknown) insights.
Synergy
This project created synergy between projects INFINITI,
SWELL and IUALL by their valorisation of knowledge and
tools. Examples of those are: text mining techniques,
algorithms to determine emotional state, facial recognition
and hardware sensor knowledge. All were integrated into
one system in this project.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://www.eaglescience.nl/wired-putting-awriter-and-readers-to-a-test/
https://www.eaglescience.nl/project/brainwave/
YouTube: https://youtu.be/2UsgPmB3yoM
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Art Designed through Emotions
at the Amsterdam Dance Event
SWELL
P07 WP09 VP64 ADE
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
M. Grootjen, Eaglescience BV
Researchers: Project Persons Consortium: Harrie van de
Vlag, Jan van Erp, TNO; Nick Verstand, Studio Nick Verstand
Project team Eaglescience BV: A. Dirkzwager, B. Breijer,
Geerten Verweij, Lars Cornelissen, Agne Grinciunaite,
Wender van Mansvelt
Partner(s): TNO, Eagle Science, Studio Nick Verstand
Motivational statement
Eaglescience strives to work on projects that are innovative,
add value to society and deliver concrete results. As CEO of
Eaglescience BV I aim for the most interesting, innovative
technical projects that really challenge my colleagues to be
creative and get the most out of themselves as IT
professionals. To achieve this goal I put in a lot of effort in
finding the right competent partners and (research)projects
that are technically interesting, relevant to society and have
the potential to really deliver tangible results. Within this
COMMIT/ project we found all the ingredients. The subject
is exactly aligned with the type of technical innovations that
see the light nowadays in the field of ‘wearables’, and
offers a chance to combine these techniques with scientific
knowledge and -data to create new products for new
(commercial)applications. On top of the subject itself we
found highly competent consortium partners willing to
participate in this project and cooperate closely to make
this project a success.
Scientific topic: Scalability
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
This Valorisation project improves and applies the
Brainwave application for the measurement of group
emotion (20-40 people) and provides real time feedback.
This took place during the opening act of the Amsterdam
Dance Event (ADE), where we created a unique experience,
measuring and presenting the group emotion of people
listing to music. During the opening people from the
audience listened to specifically composed music, while
sensors (brain (EEG), heart (ECG) and skin conductance
(EDA)) measured their emotions in real-time. These
measurements were used to control an enormous circle of
light at the “Museumplein”. A comparable setup was done
at the Buchmesse in Frankfurt, where group emotion was
measured while listening to Arnon Grunberg reading from
his book. Furthermore, the installation had been
demonstrated at the SXSW in Texas.

Lessons learned
In the final integrated installation, everything had to come
together for the total installation to work. This was a
challenge with all the dependencies, as well technical as
organisational. Furthermore, on a technical level, the
implemented group algorithm obviously had the
disadvantage of filtering out the individual aspects of
emotion and had a tempering effect on the signals. In
future applications, we should think of a way to create a
more detailed output.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Former research on translating physical data into emotions
was only performed in scientific/controlled environments
and mainly for individuals. Progressing on the previously
built Brainwave application, which combined off-the-shelf
sensors to measure physiological data and calculate human
emotion, the current project can cope with groups of users
simultaneously and processes data real-time. Furthermore,
algorithms to analyse group emotion are made and applied.
What’s your application?
The developed mobile application collects data from 20-40
people simultaneously while listening to music or other
media, using Muse headsets (EEG, sponsored by Muse), and
an ECG and EDA sensor. This data is transferred to a server,
where crowd emotions will be calculated using a group
classifier. These emotions are presented with a light
installation.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
This project delivered an algorithm that selects an optimal
combination of physiological variables to capture group
emotions at real time in a real-world setting. Based on a
broad set of data registered during reading in controlled
environments and advanced signal processing and analysis
techniques a group emotion classification algorithm has
been built.
Valorisation output
Valorisation output of this project is the app and platform
that was created to measure physiological data with off the
shelf commercial sensors, for multiple users at real-time. At
the moment, the consortium partners are working on
market possibilities with several commercial customers.
Valorisation opportunities range from reuse of (aspects) of
the technical platform to continued development and
application of the full system. Multiple follow up projects
have already started.
International
As a result of the Brainwave project, this project was
started with a more international focus, the system was
presented in Germany, at the Buchmesse, and in the USA at
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SXSW. From Brainwave and ADE the uniqueness of this
application was made clear. There are companies that
import and distribute all kinds of sensors (hardware), but
there are no companies known that have the entire chain
available: Most of the time the product is one-dimensional
so there is a heart rate device with a heart rate app. There
are multiple examples of apps that combine information
but no good examples of applications that 1. Use multiple
sensors in one product and 2. Use complex algorithms to
interpret the measured data and use the outcome to enrich
the basic information to give new, valuable (unknown)
insights.
Synergy
This project created synergy between project SWELL and
the Brainwave project, by their valorisation of knowledge
and tools.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://www.tno.nl/nl/overtno/nieuws/2016/10/tno-voert-bijzonder-meetexperimentuit-op-het-amsterdam-dance-event/
https://vimeo.com/194700976 (official video Polaris)
http://www.letterenfonds.nl/nl/entry/1385/grunberg-envan-den-broeck-openen-frankfurter-buchmesse
http://www.buchmesse.de/fbmsite/de/fbm/presse/presse
mitteilungen/03092/
https://www.facebook.com/amsterdamdanceevent/videos
/10154829596951842 (live stream event Museumplein)
YouTube: https://youtu.be/wq4GVTpSfds (RTL late night)
Public appearance: https://youtu.be/wq4GVTpSfds (RTL
late night)
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SenSafety Architecture &
Integration
SENSAFETY
P08 WP01 Architecture & Coordination & WP05
Integration and Consolidation
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Julio Alexandrino Oliveira Filho TNO (ESI)
Researchers: Rehan Afzal (TUE), Twan Basten (TUE),
Franceso Comaschi (TUE), Henk Corporaal (TUE), Pieter
Cuijpers (TUE), Berend Dekens (UT), Maurits de Graaf
(Thales), Paul Havinga (UT), Lodewijk van Hoesel (Ambient
Systems), Le Viet Duc (UT), Marc de Lignie (Politie), Johan
Lukkien (TUE), Taco Neeb (Tendris), Julio Oliveira Filho
(TNO), Hans Scholten (UT), Gerard Smit (UT), Bram Snip
(Strukton), Milosh Stolikj (TUE), Sander Stuijk(TUE), Okan
Turkes (UT)
Partner(s): University of Twente, Eindhoven University of
Technology, TNO/Embedded Systems Innovation, Tendris,
Thales, Strukton Embedded Solutions, Ambient Systems,
Politie Dienstencentrum
Motivational statement
Tendris: “through this project we were able to improve our
product (which is public lighting), making it more versatile,
and future proof.”
Thales: “The SenSafety project is of strategic importance for
us, as a high-tech company that has a clear focus on
technology for safety applications”
Strukton: “The research and development in this project is
very well aligned with our vision to enable a universal
connectivity for all our assets.”
Ambient Systems: “Wireless networking is a key element of
our products, and through this project we were able to
enhance and extend our capabilities in that area.”
Politie: “The SenSafety project addressed public safety from
various innovative angles, from which we will exploit some
in our strategy”.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Secure Societies
Short description
These two work packages (WP1 and WP5) have developed
and integrated an architecture for a wireless network for
monitoring and control that supports both streaming and
event-based data. The architecture (1) supports a
heterogeneous set of different networks and network
technologies including smart phone opportunistic
networks, (2) supports heterogeneous sensors and
actuators, (3) provides a framework for distributed data
and signal processing, event detection, and control-loops
enabling a programming abstraction allowing dynamic and
real-time reconfiguration and adaptation.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The potential of multiple connected networks with
thousands of sensors and the resulting overwhelming
amount of sensor data puts the project for a number of
scientific and technical challenges:
Semantics: How to find higher-level meaning out of all
data.
Scalability: How to let a network of thousands of nodes
behave efficiently.
Dissemination: How to spread information in this network
to inform people efficiently.
Opportunistic communication: How to communicate
when the normal infrastructure is down.
What is your application?
Application of the system is in safety applications in public
spaces. Examples are city squares, open-air festivals,
stadiums and shopping malls. The system collects, analyses
and disseminates information on extraordinary events in
such spaces. It gives police, guards, and other first
responders a real-time insight in situations and the
opportunity to respond in a timely and efficient manner.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The scientific output consists of a description and
implementation of the architecture of a sensor network for
crowd
monitoring/management
and
for
urban
environmental monitoring. A sensor network following this
architectural concept will be able to increase public safety
in crowded situations – such as festivals, public parades,
and sports events. It will also be able to detect
environmental threats – such as sound (noise) and high
levels of NO and CO – in urban areas, warning the
population and authorities on time. The initial architecture
description is (1) a functional view, which divides the
components of the sensor network according to their
functional role, and (2) a structural view that depicts the
interconnection between these components. The
architecture is designed to be abstract in nature to be
applicable to the areas on which SenSafety focuses. In order
to make the architecture easier to understand a separate
document is made that describes a number of typical use
cases. In WP5 the architecture has been implemented and
several aspects of the project have been integrated.
Valorisation output
The outcome of the project, such as methods, algorithms,
hardware and software is used by the partners in the
project, but also shared to industry. Parts of it are used as
the basis for further development and a number of
valorisation projects, such as CrowdMon, Local Amber Alert
and Lost and Found. . It opened collaboration with a
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number of new partners in industry and research and
development, such as Locus Positioning and Undagrid.
International
The "IoT Challenge" Competition (http://www.iotconference.org/iot2012/pagecd1a.html?id=161) offers a
platform to graduate students, PhD students, researchers
and developers working in all areas of Internet of Things to
share and showcase their recent research and practical
solutions to real-world problems. The entries for the
competition had to show a novel, exiting, and working
system, addressing a relevant application area for IoT,
including SenSafety topics. SenSafety also collaborates and
actively participates in the EIT ICT Labs Action Line "ADCTDigital Cities of the Future" in the activity "Citizen Safety".
The subjects are "Opportunistic sensing and communication
in urban settings" and "Localization in urban settings" with
SenSafety as matching project. Partners in this cooperation
are EADS-Cassidian, Siemens, TU Darmstadt, University of
Trento, Université Paris-Sud and University of Twente.
Besides a business plan for a new University of Twente
based startup, subsidy is granted for a testbed for an open
platform for sensing environmental parameters and
opportunistic communication. In November 2012 a
presentation on SenSafety and its relation to the subject of
Citizen Safety was given at the EIT ICT Labs Paris node and a
workgroup on Citizens Safety and Big Data was founded.
Okan Turkes (University of Twente) won the
Entrepreneurship Challenge Cup at the 2015 CuriousU
Summerschool, and was finalist in the MobiCom 2015 App
Contest with his Friend Finder application.
Synergy
SenSafety collaborated with a number of other COMMIT
projects in the SWEET demonstrator. The other projects in
SWEET are: projects P2 IUA, P7 SWELL, P19 Spatiotemporal
Data warehouses for Trajectory Exploitation, P2 Interaction
for Universal Access, and P9 EWIDS. Further collaboration
has been initiated with outside partners, e.g. through
valorisation projects.
Dissemination (communication)
Youtube: The project made a youtube movie
demonstrating one of the final applications, which can be
found at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8HUR4nRisY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r8HUR4nRisY
Public appearance: The Geo Information for Disaster
Management conference in Enschede, Gi4DM 2012 is
specifically important because it was organized by
SenSafety in close cooperation with the Public Safety
Districts of the Netherlands. The conference offered a
unique opportunity for the project to interact with safety
practitioners. The conference included two visits to the
Twenthe Airport, one to observe a European USAR (Urban
Search and Rescue) exercise. During the second visit fire
brigades and other first responders and researchers gave
demonstrations, among them Thales and Microflown. The
conference attracted over 110 participants.

(http://www.gi4dm.net) During the 2013 NWO Bessensap
event where scientists meet the media Hans Scholten gave
a presentation on the SenSafety project under the title
“How to be safe in the city”. The Open SenSafety Workshop
was held in Eindhoven on 27 January 2014. During the
workshop presentations and demonstrations were given. In
a separate session, the Golden demo for the Commit
community days was discussed.
Awards
Francesco Comaschi did receive the best presentation
award for his paper "RASW: a Run-time Adaptive Sliding
Window to Improve Viola-Jones Object Detection" at the
ASCI.Open 2013 conference.
Le Viet Duc (University of Twente received a best paper
award: “Online Change Detection for Energy-Efficient
Mobile Crowdsensing” (2014).
Okan Turkes (University of Twente) received a best paper
award “A smartphone based method to enhance road
pavement anomaly detection by analysing the driver
behaviour”.
Okan Turkes won the Entrepreneurship Challenge Cup at
the 2015 CuriousU Summerschool, and was finalist in the
MobiCom 2015 App Contest with his Friend Finder
application.
Nice to know
Six PhD students did research in the context of the overall
SenSafety project, four of them finished in 2015 and 2016,
and two of them will defend the thesis in 2017. Several
master students at the universities graduated on subjects
directly from the project or on project-related subjects.
Several papers presented at reputed conferences received
the best paper or best presentation award (Le Viet Duc (2x),
Okan Turkes, and Francesco Comaschi). Okan Turkes was
finalist in the MobiCom 2015 App Contest with his Friend
Finder application. And Okan Turkes won the
Entrepreneurship Challenge Cup at the 2015 CuriousU
Summerschool. More information can be found in the
reports for the respective work packages.
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SoC Stream Processing
Platforms
SENSAFETY
P08 WP02 SoC Stream Processing Platforms
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Gerard Smit, University of Twente
Researchers: Twan Basten (TUE) Francesco Comaschi (TUE)
Henk Corporaal (TUE) Berend Dekens (UT) Sander Stuijk
(TUE)
Partner(s): University of Twente, Eindhoven University of
Technology
Motivational statement
The private partners were not involved in this work
package. Nevertheless Thales did have a high interest in the
results of this work package.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Secure Societies
Short description
An important part of the processing is done in or close to
sensors as used in the SenSafety project. Audio and video
are typical examples of streaming data that will be used. In
this workpackage we have developed efficient stream
processing platforms that can be built into such sensors.
These programming platforms are programmable (or
reconfigurable), and enable easy and efficient execution of
stream processing algorithms. Energy-efficiency is one of
the major design constraints of such high bandwidth and
processing intensive sensor nodes. It is expected that, in
the coming years, semiconductor technology will advance
in such a way that devices with hundreds of cores can be
designed and will become available. Multiple cores of
different type (e.g. low-power RISC, SIMD, accelerators,
etc.) can be placed onto one (heterogeneous) platform
interconnected by a Network on Chip (NoC). Such
architectures are interesting because images from cameras
and sound from microphones can be processed in parallel
on a SIMD processor. In this workpackage we performed
research in this area, and novel architectures have been
evaluated.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The main question is which methods, techniques and
algorithms can be used to develop a processing platform
that is energy efficient, yet capable to process streaming
audio and video data. Techniques are needed to scale
performance and power-consumption of individual cores,
e.g. through voltage- and frequency scaling or to isolate
cores by switching them off completely. This last technique

can also be used to switch-off faulty cores, increasing the
reliability of MP-SoCs.
What is your application?
Application of the system is in safety applications in public
spaces. The streaming data platform is part of an intelligent
lamppost and processes data coming from a camera. Its
main task is robust real-time face detection and tracking.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
By carefully combining online face detection and face
tracking algorithms we are able to use the strength of both
algorithms and improve the overall robustness of the
system. Following the stream of data from camera to face
tracking a number of transformations take place. Because
of the combination of detection and tracking we are able to
optimize the amount of re-use and to minimize data
transfers. The result is a mobile surveillance platform with a
higher performance while being more energy-efficient.
Valorisation output
The output from this work package (e.g. face detection and
face tracking) are very relevant for Thales and the Politie.
The results of the research on the energy-efficient
streaming data hardware platform is relevant for NXPsemiconductors in Eindhoven. The platform will also be
used for non-safety related application, such as softwaredefined radio.
International
The research in work package 2 resulted in several
publications and presentations at international conferences
and workshops. At the DATE 2014 conference that took
place
in
Dresden
from
24-28
March
2014
(http://www.date-conference.com/) a demonstration with
the streaming data platform was given. The demo
showcased a compiler for mapping stream processing
applications, in this case a video processing application, on
the developed hardware platform (a real-time
heterogeneous
multi-processor
system).
Overall
international dissemination is described in WP1.
Synergy
The results of this WP have been integrated in the overall
architecture, in which all partners collaborated.
Dissemination (communication)
Public appearance: Marc de Lignie held a presentation at
the National video day of Dutch Police and Forensics
Institute. June 5th, 2014, The Hague, The Netherlands.
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Nice to know
Francesco Comaschi did receive the best presentation
award for his paper "RASW: a Run-time Adaptive Sliding
Window to Improve Viola-Jones Object Detection" at the
ASCI.Open 2013 conference.
Two PhD students did their research in this work package:
Berend Dekens at UT who defended his thesis in 2015 (LowCost
Heterogeneous
Embedded
Multiprocessor
Architecture for Real-Time Stream Processing Applications).
Francesco Comaschi at TUE defended his thesis at the end
of 2016 on a thesis entitled “Robust online face detection
and tracking”.
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AmberAlert
SENSAFETY
P08 WP03 VP40 COCOON
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Dr.ir. Okan Turkes, University of Twente
Researchers: Dr.ir. Le Viet Duc (UT) Paul Havinga (UT) Hans
Scholter (UT)
Partner(s): UT
Motivational statement
No private partner was involved. University of Twente:
“This project has been a valuable experience. What started
from a nice idea and several research papers, ended up into
a system that has been in use at various occasions, and has
attracted many interested people. This has led to several
new collaborations, gave us insight and knowledge into the
challenges involved in having such a system be accepted by
companies and people.”
Scientific topic: Volume & Velocity
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
The valorisation proposal investigated the suitability of a
special opportunistic networking protocol for commercial
or societal applications. The prototype application is a
localized version of "Amber Alert" and is able to trace and
locate lost objects, e.g. bike, dog, or child, in a
neighbourhood. Instrumental is the use of smartphones
and WiFi or Bluetooth tags. The prototype application is
based on the principle that any smartphone can scan other
Wi-Fi or Bluetooth radios in its neighbourhood.
Smartphones can, on demand, exchange this information
with other smartphones they encounter, thus building a
local map of Wi-Fi/BT radios, which can be used to trace
and localize objects. The demonstrator consists of a
number of components: A service running in the
background of an Android phone that implements the
opportunistic communication protocol; The LAA (working
title: "Local Amber Alert") application/service on an
Android phone. LAA uses the service for communication.
The application itself is responsible for posting a request for
lost objects and for building the local map; Wi-Fi or
Bluetooth tags. These can be implemented as low-cost
energy-efficient tags attached to objects (e.g. dog tag,
jewellery), or by smartphones carried around by people.
Lessons learned
The main lesson learned is that a great idea and a
wonderful system is not being used if the incentive to use
the system is not clear. Even though the application is
highly useful, it will only work if sufficient people
participate. That implies that also visitors without children
should be willing to install the service on their smartphone.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The scientific challenge involved relates to the development
and use of an opportunistic network protocol and service in
a real environment, using a large number of real
smartphones. Related challenges to enhance userexperience and acceptability include scalability, efficiency,
resource consumption, and performance.
What is your application?
The system and service allows various applications to build
on top. The system has been developed such that any
mobile phone can act as source, forwarder, or sink of
messages, while still being completely transparent for the
user. The application that has been developed and
demonstrated is a so called Amber Alert. This implies that
any smartphone can raise an alarm due to a certain event it
has detected. This alarm is then disseminated through the
system to the other smartphones. The system has been
made such that also a certain group/type of smartphones
will receive the message, while others are only forwarders.
An example of an event could be in a zoo. It happens that
children get too far away from their parents, and get lost.
The children have a small bracelet that signals via
Bluetooth. In such a case, the parents could raise a local
amber alert to all smartphones in the zoo, with the request
to look for the (bracelet of the) child. Once a phone has
detected the child, it will return a message to the parents
with the GPS position.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The results include novel opportunistic networking
protocols on smartphones, a generic service application
layer, and an end-user application. This work also resulted
in several scientific publications.
Valorisation output
Smart phones and sensor tags bring the high presence of
intelligence and public connectedness to the daily lives. By
utilizing this ever-increasing potential, we can provide
nearby communication solutions in public spaces, especially
for safety and security applications. The system can help
people stay connected with each other anytime/anywhere,
and keep them always informed with their environment. In
critical local scenarios such as Amber Alerts, any object,
people, or location can be monitored with tags in a
neighbourhood. Meanwhile, localized information in
people’s smart phones can corroborate to pursue a
common communication goal, or to alert the current
situation. In the very near future, alert and notification
system applications are expected to shift from centralized
solutions to collaboration networks of people with their
smart phones and objects equipped with smart tags.
COCOON proposes its ready solutions for this new trend of
communications and can fulfill the current implementation
gap. Initial collaboration took place with the French
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telecom provider Orange. On 18 August 2015, Okan Turkes
won the Entrepreneurship Challenge Cup in CuriousU
Summer School, Enschede.
International
On 10 September 2015, Okan Turkes participated in the
MobiCom 2015 App Contest with the smartphone-based
opportunistic data dissemination application called "Friend
Finder". The application was selected as one of the 6
finalists. On 18 August 2015, Okan Turkes won the
Entrepreneurship Challenge Cup in CuriousU Summer
School, Enschede. Between 11-18 August 2015, he
participated in the Challenge Cup as a project leader after
introducing one of his PhD research implementations as a
business prototype. Together with his project team, he
worked to develop a viable business model from the
presented prototype. Among 7 projects from different
research/business fields, his project was awarded as the
most innovative, the most social-caring, and the most
promising business idea.
Synergy
Collaboration with the valorisation project CrowdMon has
been established, since both projects rely on the use of a
smartphone to deliver its service. This has led to a further
generalization of the provided service and API.
Dissemination (communication)
Public appearance: A public appearance is the tutorial on
opportunistic sensing and communication as conducted in
SenSafety at the EIT ICT Labs Summer School Intelligent
Services for Digital Cities in Trento Italy. A presentation was
given at the kick-off of Urban Life of EIT ICTLabs in Paris on
localisation and COCOON, the protocol and framework for
opportunistic communication.
Media: On 2 December 2014 Okan Turkes gave a
presentation on the COCOON opportunistic communication
protocol for a group of journalists.
Research of Okan Turkes on adhoc opportunistic
smartphone-to-smartphone communication appeared in a
number of news articles including: In February 2015 in ICT
Magazine, available online:
http://ictmagazine.nl/5385/sensafety-wordt-burgerwacht2-0-twente/
http://www.utnieuws.nl/nieuws/62799/Opplineapp_vriend
en_vinden_zonder_mobiel_netwerk
http://www.utnieuws.nl/nieuws/62799/Opplineapp_vriend
en_vinden_zonder_mobiel_netwerk
Quotes
Orange: “This is the system we have been looking for since
long, as it can enable us as telecom provider to leverage on
the use of smartphones. We are evaluating how we could
integrate such services for our customers”.
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Networking
SENSAFETY
P08 WP03 Networking
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Lodewijk van Hoesel (till 2015), Ambient Systems
Paul Havinga (from 2015), University of Twente/PS
Researchers: Pieter Cuijpers (TUE), Maurits de Graaf
(Thales), Lodewijk van Hoesel (Ambient Systems), Le Viet
Duc (UT), Johan Lukkien (TUE), Hans Scholten (UT), Bram
Snip (Strukton), Milosh Stolikj (TUE), Okan Turkes (UT)
Partner(s): Ambient systems, Thales, TNO, UT, TUE
Motivational statement
Thales: “SenSafety has been highly valuable for our
company, in particular this workpackage in which we
performed research and development toward connected
drones”
Ambient Systems: “in this workpackage we have been
working on a wireless network protocol that could handle a
linear array of networking elements. This topology is highly
challenging, and opens a new application domain”
Strukton: “The universal gateway is of importance for our
company, which we envision to be used in a wide range of
applications”.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Future Internet
Short description
This work package developed means of communication that
work under extreme circumstances, for instance when the
normal communication infrastructure is down or
overloaded, or when no infrastructure is present at all.
SenSafety consists of different types of network, connected
to form a heterogeneous infrastructure for communication.
It supports opportunistic and delay, or disruption, tolerant
communication, where sensor nodes use the best of
whatever means of communication are available.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Efficient dissemination of data is of utmost importance in
the SenSafety heterogeneous network.
The more
knowledge a sensor node has about its context, the better
choices it can make to choose its dissemination strategy.
Just broadcasting its data will soon flood the network and
effectively prohibit any communication. Choosing the right
dissemination strategy not only depends on the
communication protocol, but also on knowledge about
mobility patterns of sensor nodes. The strategy used is
searching in the mobility history of mobile sensors to detect
patterns. With these patterns a prediction can be made
where the mobile node is heading to.

What is your application?
This work package has two main lines of application. The
first one uses a UAV to collect data from wireless sensors in
the field. The UAV acts as a mobile base station to which a
sensor connects for a limited period of time to offload its
information. The second application is a smartphone based
opportunistic delay tolerant network. Existing solutions
only work on rooted or jailbroken phones and thus are of
limited use. SenSafety’s solution works on unmodified
phones. Apps based on this communication method can be
distributed via existing app stores from Apple or Google.
The application has been used by and demonstrated to
participants of the CuriousU 2015 summerschool at the
University of Twente.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The scientific result is new and innovative algorithms for
routing and dissemination of data in smartphone based
opportunistic delay tolerant networks. Special simulators
were developed to research the effects of mobility patterns
of people and vehicles on the efficiency and effectiveness
of these algorithms on which new network protocols will be
based.
Valorisation output
Two valorisation projects based on the results of work
packages 3 and 4 were awarded, Crowdmon and Local
Amber Alert. And one Swallow project, Lost and Found.
Crowdmon and Local Amber Alert are described here, while
a description of Lost and Found is reported in WP4. The
ultimate goal Crowdmon is to develop a proof-of-concept
product which aims to enhance the context awareness of
public safety with accurate (in-building) positioning
information using Wifi scanning. This product is highly
valuable for e.g. crowd management and first responders in
case of emergencies. CrowdMon is a collaboration with the
start-up Locus Positioning. In Local Amber Alert a new –
ultra lightweight - opportunistic communication protocol
between mobile phones specifically for safety applications
is being designed and evaluated. The goal is to investigate
the suitability of the COCOON protocol and the associated
service for commercial or societal applications. The proof
of concept application is a localized version of "Amber
Alert" and is intended to trace and locate lost objects, e.g.
bike, dog, or child, in a neighbourhood. Instrumental is the
use of smartphones and WiFi or Bluetooth tags (e.g.
iBeacons). Initial collaboration took place with the French
telecom provider Orange. The research in the area of UAV
and opportunistic data collection is taken further by Thales
in its command and control developments. Strukton has
focussed on the universal gateway design, which will be
used in future products of Strukton.
International
A presentation was given at the kick-off of Urban Life of EIT
ICTLabs in Paris on localisation and COCOON, the protocol
and framework for opportunistic communication. Research
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in work package 2 resulted in publications and
presentations at international conferences and workshops.
Synergy
Synergy is taking place in the shape of new collaborations
with industry, such as Undagrid and Locus Positioning.
Dissemination (communication)
Youtube: Thales developed a UAV which is acting as a
mobile gateway to collect sensor date from nodes that are
out of reach of fixed wireless networks. The video
demonstrate several aspects of the UAV:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOpnJdHlRR0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DybmC6XkpE0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MPo6LGig9LE
Public appearance: The network work package is
SenSafety’s main contributor to the COMMIT golden demo
SWEET. A demonstration of SWEET was recorded and
televised by RTL4. A further public appearance is the
tutorial on opportunistic sensing and communication as
conducted in SenSafety at the EIT ICT Labs Summer School
Intelligent Services for Digital Cities (ISDC-2013) in Trento
Italy.
Media: On 2 December 2014 a media tour for journalists
was organised by COMMIT. Okan Turkes gave a
presentation on the COCOON opportunistic communication
protocol. In February 2015 an article on SenSafety was
published in ICT Magazine, available online:
http://ictmagazine.nl/5385/sensafety-wordt-burgerwacht2-0-twente/
Nice to know
Okan Turkes defended his PhD thesis, Opportunistic Beacon
Networks, on June 1st, 2016.
Milosh Stolikj defended his thesis, Building Blocks for the
Internet of Things, on October 15th, 2015.
Le Viet Duc defended his PhD thesis, Symbiotic Sensing, on
September 1st, 2016.
Le Viet Duc received twice a best paper awards.
Both Milosh Stolikj and Le Viet Duc made contributions to
work packages 3 and 4. For completeness they are
mentioned in the WP4 as well.
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CrowdMon
SENSAFETY
P08 WP04 VP39 Crowd Mon
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Wouter van Kleunen Locus Positioning, University of
Twente
Researchers: Dr.ir. Le Viet Duc (UT) Paul Havinga (UT)
Partner(s): Locus, UT
Motivational statement
Locus Positioning: “This project has been an enabler to
enhance our systems, and make it suitable for monitoring
large crowds of people. It allowed us to evaluate the system
during several large-scale events, which would not have
been possible without the support from COMMIT.”
Scientific topic: Volume & Velocity
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
In this project technologies for monitoring crowds have
been researched, developed, and evaluated. The methods
used are based upon the collection of radio signals that the
modern people transmit through the electronic devices
such as smartphones, smartwatches, and fitness bracelets.
The system has been developed and evaluated in several
large-scale events.
Lessons learned
Performing a large-scale experiment in a public setting is
hard, not because of the technology (since that is in our
own hands), but on organising people, getting permits, and
weather conditions.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The main scientific problem addressed in this project was
related to the collection and analysis of highly dynamic and
unreliable radio signals. Determining the position of people
had to be made possible through collecting such signals,
performing advanced signal processing, and determining
the position. Scalability, reliability, and performance were
the major challenges involved.
What is your application?
The system and methods can be used to monitor crowds of
people to enable public safety. Moreover, it can give insight
into the movement patterns of people, to optimize
planning of events, shops, and exhibitions.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
The result of this project is a working system with which it is
easy to locate people and crowds in an environment with
high accuracy (less than two meters).
Valorisation output
There are several products on the market that claim to have
in-door positioning solutions. Also there exist several crowd
monitoring systems. However, these systems have severe
limitations. Most of them are based upon dedicated and
expensive equipment, by which a relatively accurate
position estimate can be provided (in the order of several
meters). Recently, several WiFi based solutions emerged,
with a similar performance. However, all of these systems
require pre-calibration of the environment, which is clearly
not feasible nor effective for indoor public safety.
Dedicated crowd monitoring systems exist, however, they
often require dedicated equipment to be installed, and they
merely provide presence detection, and not position
information. The system as developed in this project does
not have the limitations described above, yet is easy and
simple to install, has minimal need for an infrastructure,
and can accurately localize large number of people
(thousands in real-time).
International
Collaborations have been established with a large hospital
group from China, that plans to use the technology to
monitor the movements of people in their hospitals.
Synergy
The system has been used in combination with the Golden
Demo, together with the project SWELL and SenSafety.
Dissemination (communication)
Public appearance: The system has been in use at various
events: COMMIT days Amsterdam, Summerschool Curious
U, Introductie days University of Twente
Quotes
“We used the positioning system from CrowdMon during
our summerschool CuriousU. It gave us insight into the
movement patterns of the vistors during the whole week
that the summerschool lasted. That was shown to be useful
to evaluate what events were best visited, which classes
were popular, and gave us also insight into social
interactions among our visitors. Next year we may use the
same system also for registering the people when they
attend the classes.
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Distributed data processing
SENSAFETY
P08 WP04 Distributed Data Processing
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Paul Havinga, University of Twente/PS
Researchers: Pieter Cuijpers (TUE), Le Viet Duc (UT), Rehan
Afzal (TUE), Twan Basten (TUE), Paul Havinga (UT), Le Viet
Duc (UT), Johan Lukkien (TUE), Hans Scholten (UT), Milosh
Stolikj (TUE), Sander Stuijk (TUE)
Partner(s): TUE, UT
Motivational statement
No private partners were involved directly in this
workpackage. The statements from the private partners on
the project have been given in the report of WP1.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Future Internet
Short description
This work package delivered two main results:
1) Novel methods and techniques to reliably collect sensor
data from diverse sources and to capture the context of a
situation, to develop methods to analyse context and assess
a situation.
2) New programming abstractions and a framework for
correct design of distributed processing algorithms.
Lessons learned
Organising, programming, and using a sensor network with
a pre-defined goal is challenging. Fusing this with
unorganised sensors from e.g. smartphones (opportunistic
sensing) can give useful insights and can enhance the
system significantly, yet involves many additional
challenges, that still requires a lot of research.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
First, this work package investigated which methods and
techniques are best suited to detect events as well as
abnormal occurrences and how out of the order activities in
public spaces can be recognized. Secondly: how can data
fusion by ensembles of smart sensor phones be performed
best. An ensemble is an opportunistic cluster of smart
sensor phones, with a collective set of sensors large enough
to detect context and situations. Phones in an ensemble
may have different kinds of sensor, but by sharing and
fusion of sensor data, phones complement each other.
Ensembles are highly dynamic and will search for and
include phones until the set of collective sensors is
sufficient to assess a situation. Finally, which new
programming abstractions such as rule-based programming
techniques can be used to program scalable networks with
hundreds of sensors: a. How to design the software
infrastructure for the IoT? b. How to manage large

networks of heterogeneous devices? c. How do existing IoT
specific networking protocols scale in size and in different
topologies?
What is your application?
There are several applications: 1-Energy-efficient detection
of changes in the context of smartphones. These changes
will trigger other sensors in the same or other smartphones
to collect additional information on the situation. 2-Sound
localisation: several smartphones work together to detect
the localisation of a sound. This app uses the change
detection mechanism from point 1. 3-Service discovery: it is
not obvious which services (e.g. sensors) are available in a
sensor network. 4-Deployment and reprogramming of a
wireless sensor network. 5-End-to-end multi-hop video
streaming in a mesh network of smartphones.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The scientific output can be found in papers and
presentations at well-reputed conferences and workshops
as well as in international journals. In addition, two PhD
students have completed their work in 2015 and 2016, and
one will finish in 2017. Please consult the overview in the
appendix for specifics.
Valorisation output
Two valorisation projects based on the results of work
packages 4 and 3 were awarded, Crowdmon and Local
Amber Alert. And one Swallow project, Lost and Found.
Crowdmon and Local Amber Alert are described in the WP3
report, while a description of Lost and Found is reported
here. The ultimate goal of Lost and Found is to develop
commercial viable location based technologies and services
that can be rolled out in large scale in industries and
organizations such as airport logistics, port logistics and oil
& gas. It is a collaboration with Undagrid and start-up Locus
positioning.
International
The research in work package 4 resulted in publications and
presentations at international conferences and workshops.
Since the synergy with other work packages is strong, the
international dissemination is highlighted in WP1.
Synergy
Synergy is taking place in the shape of new collaborations
with industry, such as Undagrid and Locus Positioning.
Dissemination (communication)
Public appearance: Milosh Stolikj did a presentation on
Proxy Support for Service Discovery Using mDNS/DNS-SD in
Low Power Networks at Philips Lighting. SenSafety
presented the Golden demo at the COMMIT
CommunityDays in Amsterdam, which showed the main
components of the SenSafety architecture.
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Nice to know
Milosh Stolikj defended his thesis, Building Blocks for the
Internet of Things, on October 15th, 2015.
Le Viet Duc defended his PhD thesis, Symbiotic Sensing, on
September 1st, 2016.
Both Milosh Stolikj and Le Viet Duc made contribitions to
work packages 3 and 4. For completeness they are
mentioned in the WP3 report as well.
Rehan Afzal will likely defend his thesis in 2017.
Le Viet Duc received twice a best paper award.
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Very large wireless sensor networks for
well-being
Ewids

P09 Results

P09 WP01 – WP06
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Maarten van Steen UTwente

Science
•

Crowd textures as proximity graphs
C. Martella, A. van Halteren, M. van Steen, C. Conrado, J. Li
IEEE Communications Magazine, January 2014.
WP3-WP4-WP5
This article appeared in a high-impact technical magazine read by a broad audience. It
is the first article explaining the principles underlying the concept of proximity graphs
as developed in EWiDS. Also a very nice example of the close collaboration across
workpackages.

•

Decentralized Network-level Synchronization in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
S. Voulgaris, M. Dobson, M. van Steen
ACM Trans. on Sensor Networks, 2016
WP3
This is the definitive article on massive-scale synchronization of the MyriaNed nodes,
published in a highly competitive flagship journal on sensor networks.

•

Leveraging Proximity Sensing to Mine the Behavior of Museum Visitors
C. Martella, A. Miraglia, M. Cattani, M. van Steen
Proc. IEEE Int’l Conf. Pervasive Comp. and Comm. (PerCom), March 2016
WP1-WP3
An all-accept article (and nominated for best-paper award) on the results of the Cobra
museum experiments, accepted for a top conference on pervasive systems. It describes
how visitors can be tracked using EWiDS instruments, and illsutrates the close ties
between (in this case) WP1 & WP3.

•

A Landscape of Crowd-management Support: An Integrative Approach
N. Wijermans, C. Conrado, M. van Steen, J. Li, C. Martella
Safety Science vol. 86(7) 2016, pp. 142-164.
WP3-WP4-WP5
An extensive literature review on crowd management, published in a nontechnical,
renowned journal. The review covers and classifies over 250 papers that in one or
another relate to crowd management. It took us close to 3 years and intensive
collaboration to complete. The main conclusion is that most crowd-behavior models
are never validated, and that very little attention is paid to sensing the behavior of a
crowd. Another great example of working across WP boundaries. Nice to note: the first
author is a person working in the Social Sciences, and not officially member of the
project.

•

SOFA: Communication in Extreme Wireless Sensor Networks
M. Cattani, M. Zuniga, M. Woehrle, K. Langendoen

Proc. 11th Eur. Conf. on Wireless Sensor Network (EWSN), 2014
WP1
This article is the first to analyze the communication challenges of wireless networks
for crowd monitoring, where each person is equipped with a sensor device. The paper
was presented at a good international conference in the field of Wireless Sensor
Networks.
•

Lightweight neighborhood cardinality estimation in dynamic wireless networks
M. Cattani, M. Zuniga, A. Loukas, K. Langendoen
Proc. 13th Int. Conf. on Information Processing in Sensor Networks (IPSN), 2014
WP1
This article presents a novel technique to estimate the density in wireless networks for
crowd monitoring. The mechanism was presented at one of the top conferences in
wireless networks and was nominated for the best paper award.

•

Designerly ways of exploring crowds
J. Li, A. P. O. S. Vermeeren, H. de Ridder
International Journal of Cultural and Creative Industries, November 2014
WP4
This journal article presents examples of using designerly ways to explore “crowd real
phenomenon at the very beginning of EWiDS project. It elaborates on current activities
and problems in some typical types of crowds, and visualizes some possible solutions. It
is an inspiring example to show how designers can work in a cross-disciplinary team.

•

Privacy-preserving emotion detection for crowd management.
Erkin, Z, Li, J, Vermeeren, APOS & Ridder, H de (2014).
In D Slezak, G Schaefer, ST Vuong & YS Kim (Eds.), Active media technology:
Proceedings of the 10th international conference Vol. 8610. Lecture Notes in
Computer Science(pp. 359-370). Springer International Publishing.
WP4
This article discusses privacy issues of self-reporting and tracking individuals in
crowds, based on a field study in which emotions were reported and locations were
tracked on a large music festival.

•

A field study on real-time self-reported emotions in crowds
J. Li, Z. Erkin, A. P. O. S. Vermeeren, H. de Ridder
Proceedings of ICT OPEN, Eindhoven, November 2013
WP4
This paper presents the development of a smart phone application “EmoApp”. It is
designed based on user-centered insights and allows us to monitor crowds from within
the crowds. EmoApp allows crowd members to report their emotions without
interfering with their on-going activities. To test EmoApp, a field study was conducted
in IO Festival 2013.

•

A Study on Relation between Crowd Emotional Feelings and Action Tendencies
J. Li, R. Cai, H. de Ridder, A. P. O. S. Vermeeren, R. van Egmond
Proceedings of the 8th Nordic Conference on Human-Computer Interbehavioral
(NordiCHI’14): Fun, Fast, Foundational, Helsinki, October 2014.
WP4
This paper was presented in conference NordiCHI’14, which is a prestigious conference
in the field of Human-Computer Interaction. It explores the links between crowd
emotions and crowd behavioral tendencies, aims at supporting the prediction of crowd
behavior.

•

On the convergence rate of the bi-alternating direction method of multipliers.
G. Zhang, R. Heusdens and W.B. Kleijn.
IEEE Int. Conf. Acoust., Speech and Signal Processing, pp. 3869 - 3873, 2014.
WP2
This paper was presented at the International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and
Signal Processing (ICASSP 2014), which is the most prestigious conference in the field
of signal processing. The paper introduces a method to implement a class of signal
processing algorithms in a distributed fashion. The paper focuses on the convergence
rate of the proposed algorithm.

•

Bi-alternating direction method of multipliers.
G. Zhang and R. Heusdens.
IEEE Int. Conf. Acoust., Speech and Signal Processing, pp. 3317-3321, 2013.
WP2
This paper was presented at the International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and
Signal Processing (ICASSP 2013), which is the most prestigious conference in the field
of signal processing. The proposed algorithm introduces new ideas that led to a
distributed algorithm that is robust against packet losses in wireless networks.

•

Linear Coordinate-Descent Message-Passing for Quadratic Optimization.
G. Zhang and R. Heusdens.
Neural Computation, 2012.
WP2
This article appeared in a high-impact technical journal read by a broad audience. The
article describes a new algorithm for solving statistical inference problems in loopy
graphs (networks having cylcles), and has a significant higher convergence rate than
existing algorithms

Dissemination
•

NEMO Museum
On 21-22-23 December 2015, members of the EWiDS team ran a large-scale event at
the NEMO Science museum in Amsterdam. In total, a few tens of exhibits were tagged
with our sensors, while Salland Electronics had managed to manufacture 1000

bracelets that could be detected while people were walking through the museum. The
event was a success with at its heights over 450 visitors (children as well as adults)
wearing our badges. Over the days, 1000s have been brought into contact with the
EWiDS way of measuring experience in a museum. The data analysis is taking place in
the period March-April 2016.
•

Volkskrant (14-02-2014) and accompanying radio interview NPO 1 (15-02-2014):
Holland Dance Festival (“Hoe reageert publiek op een voorstelling?”)
This was our first public appearance in collaboration with other groups from TUD and
UvA. It got a lot of attention, using the MyriaNed badges to get data on movement and
mutual proximity, making it clear that you may be able to actually measure what
people think about a performance.

•
•

Financieel Dagblad (31-07-2015): Cobra musuem experiment (“Big Data bereiken
het museum”) and,
Volkskrant (15-12-2015): Cobra museum experiment (in “Ten Eerste”)
A rather elaborate report on the experiments conducted by EWiDS members at the
Cobra museum where people wore our badges.

•

Vrij Nederland (23-01-2016): General article about measuring opinions in museums
(“De smaak van de meeste mensen”)
An excellent general article on measuring the behavior of visitors at a museum. It
focuses on several projects worldwide, while also spending quite some words on
experiments conducted by EWiDS, giving the floor to Claudio Martella.

•

Program Media Tour Smart IT – Digital Gateway to Europe (01-05, Dec. 2014)
Presentation of the crowd density estimator developed in WP1 to a selected group of
journalists during an event organized by The Netherlands Enterprise Agency.

•

Bits&Chips (12-02-2016): Article on the Nemo experiment (“Patronen zoeken in de
bezoekersstroom van Nemo”)
A Dutch article on the experiment at the Nemo museum. It describes the role of every
partner involved in the project and briefly explains the wireless technology of the
wristbands used at the Science Center Nemo.

Valorisation
•

Holland Dance Festival
Claudio Martella was contacted by Holland Dance to see if we would be interested in
experiments. We got colleagues from TUD and UvA (Hayley Hung, Gwenn Englebienne)
in the loop and teamed up to run a small-scale experiment with some 30 people to see
if it was possible to measure opinions and feelings about a performance. This was an
important step toward getting measurements at other events.

•

Cobra Museum
After the Holland Dance Festival experiment, EWiDS ran two separate multi-day
experiments at the Cobra museum (who had approached EWiDS). These experiments
showed the (im)possibilities of measuring the behavior of visitors at a museum, in turn
leading to media exposure as well as further attention from other parties. These
experiments proved to very important for validating approaches developed in EWiDS.

•

NEMO Science Museem
Very much in line with the Cobra Museum experiment, we also set up an event at the
NEMO Science Museum in Amsterdam. Using essentially the same technology, are aim
was to prove that also a large-scale setup would work. In the end, the logistics turned
to be a relatively large obstacle and eventually we settled with a strict, almost
hierarchical control. Contentwise, we had similar reactions as from Cobra:
enthousiasm and discussions on permanent deployment.

•

Arnhem/Assen WiFi Tracking
In collaboration with Wireless Arnhem, EWiDS set up WiFi hotspots capable of picking
up probe requests from WiFi devices, and ran an experiment during the Living Statues
Festival in 2014. Technically, there were many problems that effectively made the
experiment a failure. However, it did lead to discussions organized by alderman Leisink
on privacy and pedestrian tracking. The Arnhem experiment was later followed up by
two much larger experiments in Assen during the TT festival (2015 and 2016), and is
currently being further expanded at the University of Twente in close collaboration
with the city of Enschede. The focus is almost entirely on exploring the design space of
WiFi-based tracking for privacy preservation. External stakeholders include BlueMark
Innovation (tech provider), Locatus (measuring shoppers in downtown areas), Privacy
First (a Dutch privacy watchdog), ProRail (for measuring movements at train
stations), and NDIX (tech provider).

•

WaveNed Fusion
SallandElectronics is applying the WaveNed Fusion technology in actual products. For
a customer that needs to track thousands of small boxes in a supply chain a modified
version of the wireless sensor network MAC layer designed for the Nemo experiment is
used. The inherent robustness of the WaveNed fusion protocol implies that very little
can go wrong with it and this aids in its rapid transition to market ready technology.

•

IO-Festival Delft (June 14 (9:00pm) until June 15, 2013 (6:00am). Music festival at
Faculty of Industrial Design Engineering, TU Delft, with about 1500 visitors and
several performance stages and rooms.
At this festival, visitors were invited at the entrance and through posters to download
an app for reporting their emotion and location every half an hour. Reporting
regularly was awarded with a drink. The data were used to relate movements of the
crowd to their emotions. For example, at a certain moment at the main stage the

visitors became annoyed with the bad music and the movements showed visitors then
moving to other locations.
•

Integration crowd visualization into the Thales SSIMS platform.
Thales Nederland will incorporate the crowd visualization approach, developed for the
NEMO golden demo, into the SSIMS platform. SSIMS is a concept demonstrator for the
next generation of work station for security operations of such as event management
(festivals, sport events, etc.) and large infrastructure like train station and airports.
These kinds of applications can benefit from not only getting a better sense of where
crowd levels are building up, but also about the nature of the crowd (for instance the
level of hostility in the crowd). The knowledge gained in EWiDS on these topics will
help advance SSIMS to offer this functionality to future Thales customers in this
market segment.

•

Kumbh Mela event (planned: 2016)
Under leadership of UvA (Peter Sloot, Mike Lees), technology and methods developed in
EWiDS/P09 will be used to measure the behavior of over 120 million pelgrims at the
Kumbh Mela event in India. The initial setup is meant as a testcase that can be
repeated in 2019. The principal technology in which static scanners (WP3) and mobile
proximity detectors (WP1) are used will most likely be replaced by WiFi scannning
techniques and phone-to-phone detectors. The 2016 experiment is co-funded by NWO
and Deity.

Internationalization
If there is one thing that we can continue to be proud of, is that EWiDS/P09 has
managed to establish a reputation when it comes to measuring behaviors of (potentially
very large) groups of people. This reputation is witnessed by a number of excellent
papers at top venues (Percom, EWSN, IPSN) and articles in renowned journals (ACM
ToSN, IEEE Comm. Mag,. Safety Science). Our survey on crowd-management papers
shows that we have filled a gap (see “A Landscape of Crowd-management Support: An
Integrative Approach”), namely when it comes to automatically sensing behavior and
providing feedback through in-network analyses. An upcoming survey on ways to sense
the behavior of crowds reconfirms this observation.
We currently have a leading position and distinguish ourselves in the methods and
scales of our approaches. There are no groups internationally who have been
concentrating on sensing crowd behavior the way we have. If we can maintain this lead
remains to be seen, but there are good opportunities.
•
•

Large parts of the research in EWiDS/P09 is continued at University of Twente in
collaboration with researchers from University Polytehnica Bucharest.
An extremely large-scale experiment is being set up in India, to measure the
bahavior of crowds at the Kumbh Mela religious gathering with over 120 million
pelgrims. We will use EWiDS/P09 technology in combination with WiFi tracking
techniques.

•

A proposal for STW is nearing completion (phase 3, chances of success being 70%),
bringing together virtually all Dutch academic groups working on pedestrian
tracking: UvA (Klous/Lees), TU-Delft (Hoogendoorn, with direct links to Helbing),
Utrecht (Geraerts) and UT (Van Steen).

Synergy
Natural partners for P09 were P20 (computing), P23 (data analysis), and P08
(smartphone-based sensor systems). In the end, most synergy was established with P04,
in particular concerning the use and integration with their large-scale pedestrian
simulator (responsible researcher: Roland Geraerts).
Apart from content integration with P04, various members of P09 have established, or
strengthened valuable networks within the COMMIT community. Van Steen and Havinga
(P08) are now collaborating in setting up an Internet-of-Things platform in Twente, in
which we aim to integrate various wireless sensor networks with WiFi-tracking
systems. Geraerts (P04) is participating in a P09-leading proposal for an STW
perspectief program that has entered a last phase of acquiring funds. Van Halteren
(initially only P04) started participation in P03 and is moving swiftly in the field of
eHealth at VU University Amsterdam. Zeki Erkin (at TU-Delft) plays a leading role in
building a Dutch cybersecurity community of young researchers.

Lessons learned
EWiDS has been ambitious from the start and the science has always been at its core.
Despite the formal existence of workpackages, there has been a very natural blending
and cooperation between all its project members, as witnessed by the various joint
publications. I attribute this to the strong focus and is something to be proud of.
However, the drawback of this focus on science is that results do not always naturally
find their way into society. In hindsight, it may have been better to involve companies
and organizations much more through a stronger participatory role: nonacademic
partners introduce the requirements that long-term solutions should meet, offer in-kind
and in-cash contributions to help scientists reach those requirements. In particular, the
in-cash contributions can be spent on scientific engineers and programmers that form a
bridge between the PhD students working on ideas, and the need for putting ideas in
prototype form at customers’ premisses.
This approach is also an alternative to the traditional 3 steps: idea initiation –
prototyping – commercialization. Impact is what counts, and if active participation in
bringing ideas and prototypes to a real setting will help end users to understand what
they need to deploy in the end (perhaps using even another product), then that should
do just fine. The end result is still economic impact through innovation.

Motivational statement private partners
DevLab
DevLab has been active in the past years on the research and development of flooding
and gossiping protocols for wireless sensor networks, today also referred as an Internet
of Things solution. This has lead to the protocol frameworks MyriaNed and WaveNed.
The protocols are based on self-organising principles and can be used for scalable ad
hoc networks of large quantities of mini/micro devices. The application domain of
crowd monitoring and control (crowd management) is seen as one of the most fitting
application areas for these kind of networks. The EWiDS project has addressed major
aspects which where of interest to DevLab. Until recently the protocols and microdevices have been tested in controlled laboratory environment. The EWiDS project
opened up the application of the technology in larger scales, with extreme ad hoc
behaviour, and in a real life environment, all crucial to get more knowledge about the
real world performance of the networks.

Thales
Thales is active in the domain of Command and Control systems, both in the military and
in the civil domain. In the latter, the detection, sense making and behavior prediction of
large groups of people today heavily relies on people looking at people (via semiintelligent camera systems) to interpret in real-time what is happening and predict what
is going to happen. This approach is expensive and lacks performance and scalability.
Participating in EWIDS helped Thales to develop a better understanding on how to
observe groups of people and how to 'read' their behavior and anticipate their possible
future behavior, based on models, heuristics and other decision support techniques. To
use an instrumented and experimental approach, using small portable communication
devices, fits very well with the Thales affinity for sensing and digital data processing, but
also with the decision support system expertise. Improving our understanding how to
observe the basic patterns of crowd behavior and how to analyse them and make sense
of them to help predict overall behavior, is what we have gained from our participation
in EWIDS. We have been able to incorporate results into our own simulators.

GoFlow - Ewids

P09 WP03 VP12 Going with the Flow
Work package/Valorisation Project leader: Maarten van Steen UTwente

GoFlow:	
  Progress	
  report	
  2015.Q1	
  
Background	
  
Together	
  with	
  Foundation	
  Wireless	
  Arnhem,	
  EWiDS	
  has	
  initiated	
  an	
  experiment	
  
in	
  the	
  downtown	
  area	
  of	
  Arnhem	
  on	
  tracking	
  visitors	
  using	
  a	
  combination	
  of	
  
WiFi	
  hotspots	
  and	
  modern	
  smartphones.	
  The	
  basic	
  idea	
  is	
  to	
  detect	
  WiFi-‐enabled	
  
smartphones	
  within	
  range	
  of	
  a	
  WiFi	
  hotspot,	
  and	
  by	
  associating	
  a	
  unique	
  
identifier	
  with	
  each	
  smartphone,	
  enable	
  tracking.	
  More	
  information	
  can	
  be	
  found	
  
at	
  http://goflow.distributed-‐systems.net.	
  

Status	
  
As	
  of	
  2015.Q1,	
  a	
  complete	
  system	
  has	
  been	
  set	
  up	
  and	
  tested	
  during	
  the	
  World	
  
Statues	
  Festival,	
  held	
  in	
  September	
  2014.	
  The	
  design	
  and	
  implementation	
  have	
  
been	
  described	
  elsewhere.1	
  However,	
  lack	
  of	
  technical	
  support	
  to	
  maintain	
  the	
  
hotspots,	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  financial	
  issues	
  from	
  the	
  Internet	
  provider	
  cucial	
  to	
  the	
  
operation	
  of	
  Wireless	
  Arnhem,	
  has	
  effectively	
  brought	
  the	
  project	
  to	
  a	
  halt.	
  The	
  
issues	
  reported	
  in	
  2014.Q4,	
  have	
  not	
  been	
  resolved:	
  
•
•

Hotspots	
  have	
  not	
  been	
  decently	
  maintained	
  due	
  to	
  lack	
  of	
  availability	
  of
technical	
  volunteers.
Placement	
  of	
  hotspots	
  has	
  been	
  severely	
  hindered	
  by	
  building	
  owners.

At	
  present,	
  further	
  analysis	
  of	
  the	
  data	
  is	
  still	
  taking	
  place.	
  As	
  was	
  to	
  be	
  expected,	
  
the	
  data	
  is	
  extremely	
  messy	
  with	
  many	
  apparent	
  inconsistencies.	
  
On	
  the	
  positive	
  side,	
  a	
  discussio	
  has	
  been	
  started	
  with	
  the	
  City	
  of	
  Arnhem	
  on	
  
privacy	
  related	
  issues	
  to	
  data	
  sniffing.	
  In	
  a	
  meeting	
  with	
  Dr.	
  Martijn	
  Leisink,	
  
council	
  member	
  (“wethouder”)	
  responsible	
  for	
  privacy	
  issues,	
  the	
  following	
  has	
  
been	
  agreed:	
  
•

•

Preparation	
  of	
  a	
  memo	
  to	
  the	
  city	
  council,	
  announcing	
  a	
  debate	
  on	
  privacy
versus	
  data	
  gathering	
  for	
  urban-‐related	
  issues.	
  This	
  memo	
  has	
  been	
  sent
to	
  the	
  city	
  council.
An	
  actual	
  debate,	
  planned	
  for	
  Fall	
  2015,	
  after	
  preparation	
  by	
  Leisink	
  and
Jacco	
  Beks	
  (legal	
  expert).

Follow	
  up	
  
Based	
  on	
  the	
  GoFlow	
  experiments,	
  further	
  activities	
  are	
  being	
  explored.	
  

1

C. Chilipirea, A.C. Petre, The GoFlow Project, Masters thesis, VU University

•

•

•

Using	
  similar	
  technology	
  developed	
  by	
  Bluemark2	
  we	
  have	
  been	
  
contacted	
  by	
  the	
  organization	
  of	
  TT	
  Assen	
  to	
  monitor	
  crowds	
  during	
  their	
  
event	
  in	
  2015.	
  Negotiations	
  on	
  actual	
  placement	
  are	
  still	
  underway.	
  
We	
  are	
  preparing	
  a	
  proposal	
  to	
  participate	
  in	
  crowd	
  monitoring	
  at	
  
Lowlands,	
  in	
  cooperation	
  with	
  COMMIT/P8	
  and	
  others.	
  This	
  will	
  mainly	
  
be	
  initiated	
  from	
  the	
  University	
  of	
  Twente.	
  
As	
  scientific	
  director	
  of	
  CTIT	
  at	
  University	
  of	
  Twente,	
  I	
  have	
  initiated	
  a	
  
project	
  for	
  monitoring	
  life	
  at	
  the	
  UT	
  campus.	
  Part	
  of	
  the	
  activities	
  will	
  be	
  
monitoring	
  streams	
  of	
  people,	
  possibly	
  using	
  techniques	
  from	
  Bluemark	
  
and	
  CISCO.	
  The	
  project	
  is	
  planned	
  to	
  start	
  in	
  the	
  Summer	
  of	
  2015.	
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System Definition
ALLEGIO
P11 WP01 System Definition
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
G.M. Bonnema (University of Twente)
Researchers:
Steven Haveman (University of Twente)
Partner(s): Embedded System Innovation by TNO, Philips
Healthcare, Best, Desighn Production and Management,
University of Twente
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
This work package has studied the communication between
various stakeholders involved in the design of large and
complex products. Examples of these products are cars,
airplanes and medical devices such as MRI or X-Ray
scanners. These products are typically developed by 1000
or more persons from different backgrounds. We have
studied, tested and implemented tools that support
communication between these different disciplines.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Communication difficulties between developers, in
particular in multidisciplinary projects, is often mentioned
as the top issue in development of products. However,
while companies recognize this, they are mainly interested
to adapt new tools, processes and IT, that directly have
measurable effects on the technical part of system
development.
In this WP we have looked at:
The role of behavioural analysis in conceptual system
design
A method (and tool) that supports communication of
models and simulation in conceptual system design.
Testing the applicability of such a tool.

E A UATION
Scientific output
We created a method and tool COMBOS (COMmunicating
Behaviour Of Systems) that captures the knowledge that
was created during the setting up of the simulations,
instead of merely presents the results of system-related
simulations. In many cases that knowledge is easily lost.
COMBOS embed behavioural analyses and especially
multidisciplinary communication of these analyses firmly
into the system development process. The method stresses
the importance of continuous communication. The final
result of applying the method is an interactive system
overview that allows stakeholders to observe the system’s
behaviour in different views simultaneously. In turn, this
enables multidisciplinary design discussions that for
example focus on changing behaviour in the functional view
based on possibilities observed due to specific behaviour in
the physical view. A set of eleven guidelines is offered to
support application of the method.
Valorisation output
Given the problems identified in this study, we expect the
method and tool to be applicable to a wide range of high
tech companies in the Netherlands and abroad. Even more
so, we expect the method to be used for socio-technic
systems as well.
International
All scientific output is delivered in internationally
recognized conferences and journals like the conference on
systems engineering research, and the IEEE systems
conference.
Synergy
There has been cooperation between this WP and WP6, as
documented in a joint paper by Haveman, Bonnema, van
den Berg (2014). The presented work is a foundation for
further research with Dutch and European industry and
academia. A ne t project that utili es the tools and
knowledge created in this project, with a high-tech firm in
the Eindhoven region will start in 2016.

What is your application?
An e ample is an interactive simulation presented on an
A3-sized tablet. This simulation shows how the systems
works from different perspectives, so that stakeholders
from multiple backgrounds understand how the system
behaves. By using the A3 tablet, a group of stakeholders
can watch the simulation together and interact with it
directly. This was presented to the system architect team at
Philips Healthcare as a possible new way of dealing with
complex behaviour of systems during design. The engineers
and other stakeholders involved with this approach were
enthusiastic about the approach and understand its value.
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Model-based Design and Testing
ALLEGIO
P11 WP02 Model-based Design and Testing
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Jozef Hooman, TNO-ESI
Researchers: A. Mooij (TNO-ESI), M. van der Bijl (Axini), M.
Jonkers (Axini), H. van Wezep (Philips), M. Schuts (Philips)
Partner(s): Philips, Axini, TNO-ESI
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
The aim is to improve the development of high-tech
systems by the systematic use of models. Models will be
used to capture requirements, to validate design steps, to
generate code, and to automate and improve the testing
phase. In this way, problems will be detected early in the
development process. This leads to a shorter and more
predictable test and integration phase.
SCIENCE
ICT science question?
An important challenge is to combine different types of
models in a coherent and consistent way. This includes
design models, which are part of the design flow and
ultimately result in code, and analysis models which
evaluate certain aspects. Moreover, the aim is to relate
these models also to model-based testing techniques.
Relevant research questions concern scalability of the
approach and the incorporation of large amounts of legacy
code.
What is your application?
The techniques developed have been evaluated at Philips
Healthcare in the context of interventional X-ray systems.
These systems are used for minimally-invasive surgery,
where X-ray images guide the surgeon during an operation.
Our techniques have been used in real development
projects concerning the image generation control, collision
prevention, and power control. Additionally, we have
experimented with Domain Specific Languages and modelbased testing at FEI Company, a manufacturer of highperformance microscopes.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
Most of the scientific results are related to the use of
Domain Specific Languages (DSLs). We have published
extensively about the use of DSLs to relate many different
modeling techniques in an industrial context. DSLs have
been used to capture both requirements and designs.
Analysis models have been generated from DSL instances,
including simulations using the POOSL language. Based on
the same DSL technology, an Integrated Development

Environment (IDE) on top of the basic simulator for POOSL
has been developed. Our approach includes the use of
POOSL simulations in combination with suitable
visualizations. Moreover, tests have been generated from
DSL instances, including models for Axini’s TestManager.
The model-based testing approach has been improved with
many new aspects such as timing, data coverage, advanced
test derivation strategies and model-checking possibilities.
Finally, DSLs have been used successfully for the refactoring
of legacy code.
Valorisation output
Important part of the valorisation is the incorporation of
project results in the TestManager product of SME Axini.
This tool supports model-based testing techniques. In the
first year of the project the basic tool and proposed
extensions have been evaluated by the iXR business unit of
Philips by means of an extensive case study. Compared to
the traditional NUnit method, it shows a 36% reduction of
test effort and the detection of additional errors. Philips
also reported a large number of possible improvements.
Based on this feedback and subsequent user studies, many
new features have been implemented in the TestManager
product. These new features are used for a number of
customers of Axini, such as ProRail and ITAB. The developed
IDE for POOSL is publicly available and is currently used in a
number of projects with ASML and Thales.
International
The first results of Allegio led to the participation of a
number of partners in the ARTEMIS Joint Undertaking
project
CRYSTAL
(CRitical
sYSTem
engineering
AcceLeration), which provides a very large European
network of model-based development in four different
domains: Aerospace, Healthcare, Automotive, and Rail.
Relevant collaborations concern the improvement of the
POOSL tooling and the use of Domain Specific Languages.
After the end of Crystal, this collaboration will be continued
in EU-ECSEL project Enable-S3 (European Initiative to
Enable Validation for Highly Automated Safe and Secure
Systems). In this new project the emphasis will be on
verification and validation by means of virtual prototyping.
Synergy
During the project, a collaboration with Thales has been
established in the context of project P12 (Metis) concerning
the use of the POOSL tooling. This collaboration will be
continued in a new project called Prognosis concerning
virtual prototyping. This new project will be based on the
Allegio results and includes collaboration with Philips
Healthcare. The work on legacy has been extended to a
new project, called Juventas, where Philips, FEI Company,
and TNO-ESI collaborate on the refactoring of legacy code.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.axini.com/
http://www.esi.nl/research/research-in-projects/allegio.dot
http://poosl.esi.nl/, http://www.cs.kun.nl/J.Hooman/DSL/
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Evolution of configurable
systems
ALLEGIO
P11 WO03 Evolvability
Researchers: Arie van Deursen (TU Delft, Netherlands),
Martin Pinzger (University of Klagenfurt, Austria), Nicolas
Dintzner (TU Delft, Netherlands)
Partner(s): Technical University Delft, Philips Healthcare,
TNO-ESI
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
Modern healthcare equipment such as the Philips iXR
systems are designed to be customized to fit the specific
needs of medical teams and offer hundreds of configuration
options to their customers. In this work package, we
leverage system configuration information to facilitate
system evolution and maintenance operations. We
developed methodologies to extract and analyse
configuration changes and their effect on systems
components (hardware and software) and interfaces.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
How do configuration options of complex systems evolve in
practice? How to describe changes to configuration options
and their relationships in complex products with thousands
of ever-changing options? Can we estimate the impact of
change on a system interface when the change and the
interfaces
are
configuration
dependent?
Highly
configurable systems may offer a large range of capabilities,
some only being available in certain circumstances. Given a
change, how we can know which configurations are
affected, and which capabilities might not be available
anymore? Can we predict code changes based on
configuration option evolution? Configuration options
provide domain level information about a system, can this
be leveraged to guide the safe development of new options
and changes to existing ones?
What is your application?
Techniques to answers the research questions have been
developed and evaluated on parts of interventional X-ray
systems and the Linux kernel. Feature models have been
developed for both applications. The Linux kernel feature
model has been studied as an example of large scale
evolving feature models and yet details of its evolution are
not known. We made a classification of feature changes
occurring on the Linux kernel feature model, as well as a
tool, FMDiff, designed to automatically extract those
changes.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
We established a methodology to extract fine-grained
changes from the history of configuration models. Using
this, we built an approach to describe complex systems,
their configuration options and their hardware in such a
way that scalable change impact computation could be
performed (Multi-product line representation). It became
possible to obtain a first estimation of the effect of
“hardware retirement” on features required by third party
applications. We proved that configuration models of largescale systems evolve essentially through evolution of
configuration option relationships. We also showed that
configuration modelling concepts can be used to model
more than configuration options but also hardware and
software components, as well as interface capabilities. We
showed how such modelling approaches can be used to
assess configuration change impact on complex and
heterogeneous product configurations and their interfaces.
Valorisation output
All tools and prototypes developed in the course of this
project were released as open source projects, with their
implementation. This concerns: FMDiff, MPL-Impact, and
FEVER (see the links in the next section).
International
Our work on this work package was presented in several
International conferences to researchers and practitioners:
ICSR, ICSE (doctoral symposium), BENEVOL (European),
L.J.L.P.D. (French). During the course of this work, we
additionally presented this project at 2 universities in
Europe (Namur in Belgium, and Passau in Germany) as well
as in the University of Waterloo, Canada.
Synergy
The work on evolution of configuration options led to a
collaboration with the University of Waterloo, CA, where
we studied the co-evolution of configuration options and
their implementation, leading to the identification of coevolution patterns (doi:10.1007/s10664-015-9364-x). In
addition, we worked with the Friedrich-Alexander
University of Erlanger-Nurnberg, on the methods that can
be used to track configuration option changes and their
respective limitations (doi:10.1145/2866614.2866624).
Dissemination (communication)
Website:
http://swerl.tudelft.nl/bin/view/NicolasDintzner/WebHom
e
https://bitbucket.org/NJRD/mpl-change-impact
https://github.com/NZR/Software-Product-Line-Research
https://github.com/NZR/SPLR-FEVER-Tool
Media: http://fr.slideshare.net/NicoDintzner/fm-diff
http://fr.slideshare.net/NicoDintzner/icsr2015
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Formal Analysis and Verification
of Embedded Systems for
Healthcare
ALLEGIO
P11 WP04 Component Verification and Testing
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Jan Friso Groote, Eindhoven University of Technology
Researchers: Sarmen Keshishzadeh, Eindhoven University
of Technology
Partner(s): Eindhoven University of Technology, Philips,
TNO-ESI
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
We propose methods that:
focus on models as the key elements in the software
development process;
allow us to validate the correctness of a proposed design
for a software component
improve the uality of comple software by automating
the testing process

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The main scientific uestions are:
How can we validate the semantic correctness of the
transformations from a domain-specific language (DS ) in a
practical way
How can we validate the consistency between multiple
transformations when certain platform- specific
implementation details introduced by a code generator are
relevant for other transformations
How can we integrate state-of-the-art formal analysis
techni ues with DS s
How to develop rigorous numerical methods to support
formal analysis techni ues
What is your application?
We applied our approach to parts of an interventional -ray
system produced by Philips Healthcare. Using this approach
we obtain abstract descriptions for the intended behaviour
of the considered software components. Formal techni ues
such as simulation and verification are applied to analyse
the modelled behaviour and to detect potential mistakes
early in the design phase. We have defined automated code
generators to obtain implementation code from the
validated models. Model-based testing is used to
automatically generate and e ecute test cases that validate
the implementation code.

E A UATION
Scientific output
We introduce a vision for e tending state-of-the-art DS
techni ues in order to increase the reliability of software
developed in DS approaches. The main contributions are
as follow:
We propose to have an e plicit formali ation of the DS
semantics that assigns precise meanings to the language
constructs. Moreover, we apply the semantics and use
automated formal techni ues to validate the correctness
and consistency of the generated artifacts with respect to
the formali ed semantics.
We studied ways to validate the correctness of DS
models with respect to certain desired properties. Such
validation can discover modelling mistakes in DS
specifications that would otherwise be cascaded to the
implementation code through the code generator. We also
propose to e tend this validation with an automated
debugging procedure to assist the user in identifying the
cause for a violated property.
Valorisation output
The automatic transformation from DS instances to test
models will be e ploited further at Philips and FEI Company.
Compared to commercial tooling such as A ini and uvi ,
the use of a DS makes it easier for industrial users to
develop a model of the re uirements of a component and
to validate this model, e.g., by simulation. The results on
rigorous numerical methods to support formal analysis of
models that rely on real numbers can be integrated into
e isting specification and analysis techni ues. The first
candidate for such an integration is the mCR 2 toolset of
the TU/e. This would re uire a set of rewrite rules that
allows computations with real numbers in mCR 2.
International
Besides presentations about the research at international
conferences and workshops, there has been an intensive
collaboration with Mohammadre a Mousavi of the
Halmstad University. He is co-author of joint scientific
articles and presenter of this joint work in the Concurrency
Theory group of the International Federation of for
Information Processing (IFIP). During the last phase of the
project, there was a fruitful contact with prof. Bill Roscoe of
the University of O ford on the formal techni ues used.
Prof. Roscoe was also a member of the doctorate
committee of Sarmen Keshish adeh, 24 March 2016.
Synergy
Since this work package concentrates on formal support of
the industrial development process, the main focus was on
collaboration with industry and weekly visits of the PhD
student to Philips and close collaboration with industrial
engineers. At the TU/e, the work is embedded in the
research on the mCR 2 toolset.
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Automated Performance
Evaluation of Service-oriented
Systems in Healthcare
ALLEGIO
P11 WP05 Performance
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Anne Remke, University of Twente & Universität
Researchers: Boudewijn R. Haverkort, University of Twente;
Freek van den Berg, University of Twente;
Jozef Hooman, TNO-ESI & RU Nijmegen
Partner(s): Embedded System Innovation by TNO, Philips
Healthcare, Best, University of Twente
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
We have constructed iDSL, a language and toolchain for
evaluating the performance of service-oriented systems.
iDSL uses state-of-the-art performance evaluation
techniques under the hood, such as simulation and model
checking, while abstracting these from a system designer
via a high-level, user- friendly language and graphical userinterface. iDSL offers a fully automated solution, i.e., it
generates performance results from a language instance,
without requiring any human intervention. iDSL delivers
understandable performance results, such as a combination
of graphs, visualizations and aggregations. iDSL is applicable
to real complex systems, viz., we have successfully applied
iDSL on Medical Imaging Machines at Philips Healthcare to
assess their safety. Next to that, we have applied iDSL on a
completely different case (as “proof of the pudding”), that
is, on a case study of the energy/performance trade-off in
data centres systems.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Main question: How to evaluate the performance of
service-oriented systems, using few measurements, for
many different design instances, returning understandable
metrics, fully automatically, and applicable to real, complex
systems?
Sub question 1: To what extend can tools currently
available address this problem?
Sub question 2: How to find the right trade-off between the
model complexity, real analysis time, computational
resources for analysis, and quality of the performance
results (accuracy, precision and information)?

EVALUATION
Scientific output
We have shown that performance evaluation can be
performed and understood by a system designer, on a real
system, in an automated way, for many different design
instances, using the most advanced state-of-the-art
techniques.
Valorisation output
We have delivered the language and solution chain iDSL,
which is related to and competitive with model checking
tools on the market, including PRISM, Modest, UPPAAL, and
POOSL. iDSL delegates low-level performance questions to
Modest under the hood for performance analysis.
Compared to the mentioned tools, iDSL provides a highlevel language that is understandable for system designers,
and fully automated solution chain from a high-level
performance model to performance results. iDSL can make
the quality of the performance results depend on the
available time, resources, and model complexity. For this
purpose, iDSL performs benchmarks to see how quickly
model evaluations are performed, and provides different
analysis techniques, e.g., simulation and model checking.
International
We cooperated with the Modest Checker team in
Saarbrucken, Germany and became the prime user of their
tool. We challenged the scalability of Modest by providing
them very large models. Presented work at conferences in
Italy, Germany and Spain: Value tools 2015 (Berlin),
EPEW2015 (2x; Madrid), MCPS2014 (Berlin) and EPEW2013
(Venice).
Synergy
Cooperation with the Modest team in Saarbrucken to get to
understand the Modest toolset and extend it to meet our
needs. Furthermore, we removed bugs, assessed its
saleability, and optimized the Modest toolset. Cooperation
with Bjorn Postema, of the STW Cyber-Physical Systems:
Cooperative Networked Systems (CPS-CNS) project. The
applicability of iDSL is tested by evaluating the performance
and energy consumption of a load balancing system. For
validation, the performance results of iDSL and the
Anylogic-based tool (developed by Postema) were
successfully.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: www.i-dsl.org

What is your application?
The evaluation of the performance of Interventional X-ray
machines at Philips Healthcare and load balancers in
general.
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Integration and Dissemination
ALLEGIO
P11 WP06 Integration and Dissemination
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Gernot Eggen, Philips
Researchers: All project members
Partner(s): All project partners
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
This work package concerns the integration and
dissemination of the project results to a non-scientific
audience, especially to industrial engineers. By means of
industrial pilot studies we have demonstrated the
advantages of combinations of techniques such as Domain
Specific Languages, code generation, formal analysis and
model-based testing. The results have been disseminated
to an industrial audience very frequently, including
presentations and demos at several events at Philips, the
TNO- ESI symposia, Bits & Chips events, and workshops for
industrial engineers.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The main industrial challenge that is communicated in the
this work package is a strong reduction of the test and
integration phase of system development. Traditionally, in
this phase a lot of redesign and debugging takes place. The
question is whether this can be reduced by more modelling
and analysis activities early in the development phases.

Domain Specific Languages. It provides a convenient user
interface for the Rotalumis simulation engine developed at
the TU/e. The tool is publically available and has been used
successfully in several projects and by several industrial
users. The POOSL tooling fills a gap between expensive
commercial modelling tools (like Matlab and Rhapsody)
that require detailed modelling, often close to the level of
code, and drawing tools (such as Visio and UML drawing
tools) that do not allow simulation.
International
As reported in the other work packages, the scientific
results have been presented at many international
workshops, symposia, and meetings. Dissemination mainly
concentrated on the Dutch industry, but the industrial
applications of our techniques have also been presented to
the European industry in the context of the Crystal project.
Synergy
The POOSL model approach and the newly developed
tooling have been transferred to the Metis/P12 project. It
has been used there to model system behaviour and to
provide metrics to understand how the system reacts to
increasing numbers of objects and complexity of
computational tasks. They developed an inspiring approach
to visualize results graphically. The POOSL tooling will also
be used in a new project at Thales. Moreover, collaboration
between Philips and Thales on modelling has been
established.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.esi.nl/research/research-inprojects/allegio.dot http://poosl.esi.nl/
http://www.cs.kun.nl/J.Hooman/DSL/

What is your application?
The project addresses high-tech systems which require a
combination of different disciplines such as electrical
engineering, mechanical engineering and software
engineering. Most of the pilot studies have been conducted
in the context of the interventional X-ray systems of Philips
Healthcare. These systems are used for minimally invasive
medical procedures where the surgeon is guided by X-ray
images.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
Scientific output is reported in the other work packages;
this work package concerns the dissemination for a nonscientific audience.
Valorisation output
An Eclipse-based Integrated Development Environment
(IDE) for POOSL (Parallel Object-Oriented Specification
Language) has been developed using technology for
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Domain Requirements, Use
Cases and System Concepts
METIS
P12 WP01 Domain Requirements, Use Cases and System
Concepts
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Jan Laarhuis, Thales Nederland
Partner(s): Thales Nederland
Short description
This WP paved the way for the scientific developments to
have actual industrial value. It did so by providing the
researchers with sufficient domain and application
knowledge, by providing them with an industrial platform
to develop the prototype implementations of their ideas
on, and by creating awareness concerning non-functional
issues such as integration, performance, and configuration
management. Furthermore, ample attention was given to
valorisation and dissemination; for instance, by organizing
well-structured and focused half-yearly demonstrations to
industrial stakeholders.

Nice to know
The final METIS event and publicity around it is something
to be proud of. The fact that several Ph.D. students were
able to publish papers, and that METIS helped to "push"
them out of their comfort zone into a promising new field
of research (as for instance for visualization of reasoning on
uncertain information) makes us proud.
Anything left to say
Unfortunately, the focus of COMMIT is too strongly biased
towards scientific achievements (as illustrated by the
contents this questionnaire), whereas an EZ-subsidized
program should focus more on industrial and economic
valorisation.

Lessons learned
It was very beneficial to have most partners present every
week at the Carrying Industrial Partner's site. It was also
very good practice to have regular; integrated
demonstrations of collaborating software components form
the various partners, on the industrial platform. It was
annoying that not all scientific partners had their research
supervision well organized, leading to fewer and less
interesting results than planned for. Also, academic
supervisors of Ph.D. students were not as involved as hoped
for; whereas most Ph.D. students were very involved and
enthusiastic.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
Focus was not on scientific achievements in this WP.
Valorisation output
Valorisation was exemplified by the
demonstrations on the Industrial Platform.

half-yearly

International
See result of the various scientifically oriented WPs.
Synergy
The project as a whole was a synergetic endeavour.
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System State Assessment and
Prognostics
METIS

The article extensively covers all aspect of our general work
on probabilistic logics. I'm in particular proud of the article,
because it covers all important aspects of this field of
research: from abstract, mathematical semantics, proofs of
important properties, complexity analysis and finally the
implementation of efficient inference mechanisms.

P12 WP02 System State Assessment and Prognostics
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Peter Lucas, Radboud University Nijmegen
Researchers: Marina Velikova, Radboud University
Nijmegen; Steffen Michels, Radboud University Nijmegen;
Pieter Koopman, Radboud University Nijmegen
Partner(s): Radboud University Nijmegen
Short description
We contributed to the understanding of how to automate
rational reasoning in cases information is uncertain.
Concretely, in our project we dealt with detecting vessels
with malicious behaviour, based on the limited information
that is available about objects at sea. A large part of our
research was in general about how to do uncertainty
reasoning by combining logic with probability theory. Our
work contributes to the understanding of how to balance
expressiveness, intuitive knowledge representation and
efficient automated reasoning for probabilistic logic
languages. We additionally built a model about the
maritime domain, helping to detect smugglers and
polluters, using such a probabilistic logic language.
Lessons learned
One lesson learned is that the probabilistic way of thinking
can be quite different to what people at industry are used
to. Adopting probabilistic techniques requires a shift in
thinking and has a huge impact on all parts of a software
system built. Another possible impediment to applying the
technology is the complexity of reasoning, which can make
it hard to predict how a model will perform for real cases.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
2013 Q3 A Decision Support Model for Uncertainty
Reasoning in Safety and Security Tasks
What I like about the paper is that it spans the bow from
discussing general modelling principles for connecting
pieces of information to object with uncertain identity, to
analysing the specific challenges in the maritime domain,
which finally leads to a model which can be used to reason
about such situations automatically.
2014 Q2 An Integrated Reconfigurable System for Maritime
Situational Awareness. What makes me proud of the paper
is that it is a collaborative effort of all project partners.
2015 Q2 A New Probabilistic Constraint Logic Programming
Language Based on a Generalised Distribution Semantics.
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Detecting maritime events in
news articles
METIS
P12 WP03 Information Integration
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Dave Watts, TNO; Guus Schreiber, VU University
Amsterdam
Researchers: Jesper Hoeksema, Synerscope B.V.
Willem Robert van Hage, Netherlands eScience Center
Davide Ceolin, VU University Amsterdam
Partner(s): Synerscope BV, Netherlands eScience, VU
University Amsterdam
Motivational statement
Thales has a strong interest in providing solutions to the
societal challenges raised by an increase in smuggling
activities, need to provide humanitarian aid and prevention
of piracy attacks on commercial shipping. The P12
COMMIT/ project provided an opportunity to work with 4
academic partners and TNO-ESI to drive forward
technologies that when combined could provide advanced
solutions to the challenges mention above. TNO-ESI
benefitted from the P12 COMMIT/ project not only by
blending the individual results into possible solutions but
also by exploiting the advances in technologies with
additional industrial players in Holland.
Scientific topic: Human Computation
Societal topic: Secure Societies
Short description
This work package developed a series of analyses to identify
events related to ships in news. These analyses are partly
based on natural language processing software, and partly
based on contributions from large crowds. We compare the
two approaches, and we observe that they can be
complementary. However, due to the complexity of such
task, the actual combination of the two approaches is
postponed.
Lessons learned
Delivering technology which fits seamlessly with research
results from other partners to produce a final demonstrable
solution is challenging.

that we tackled this problem from two different angles: NLP
and crowdsourcing and we tried to benefit from both.
What’s your application?
Our application results in a series of analyses on the use of
NLP and of crowdsourcing to identify maritime-related
events in news. These analyses are performed on a large
set of curated news. The NLP analyses are based on the
Spacy Python NLP library, while the crowdsourcing tasks are
designed and run in the CrowdFlower platform.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
This work resulted in a demo presented to the ESI
representatives. The demo presented some examples of
event extractions NLP- and crowdsourcing based. In some
of these examples the two approaches are complementary,
in some they are synergic. The demo slides are available at:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1r75Xwcr2bF69_G
UkEj LAN4NvIirKEWOE3gOYwEVBMdk/edit?usp=sharing
The demo is available at:
http://metis.jehoekse.eculture3.labs.vu.nl/
Valorisation output
Logical competitors are information extraction tools (e.g.,
GATE, developed by Maynard et al.) and event extraction
tools (e.g., FRED, developed by Gangemi et al.). However,
these systems are generic-purpose, while our analyses are
specifically designed for the maritime domain.
International
Not available yet. (a publication about these results is in
progress).
Dissemination (communication)
Website: The demo is hosted at the following
address: http://metis.jehoekse.eculture3.labs.vu.nl/
Anything left to say
Due to personal reasons the main researcher left the
project before the end. Part of his work was taken over by
another researcher but the overall results were less than
expected.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Our problem is the identification of events in news articles.
In particular, we focus on maritime-related events.
Detecting these types of events is rather challenging
because of the potentially high ambiguity in such pieces of
text (consider, for instance, news articles mentioning the
“Queen Mary” vessel). The particularity in our solution is
COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

Adaptation and Reconfiguration
METIS
P12 WP04 Adaptation and Reconfiguration
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Cees Witteveen, Delft University of Technology
Researchers: Peter Novak, Delft University of Technology
Partner(s): Delft University of Technology
Short description
The original motivation of the WP4 work package of the
Metis project was to study challenges related to continuous
configuration and reconfiguration of the integrated system
so as to manage its performance and focus over time. Our
approach was to focus on the system's overall reasoning
architecture and we developed flexible and scalable
techniques for 1) cost-efficient reasoning about ships under
surveillance, 2) focusing system's attention over time with
respect to the operator's, or geographical needs, 3)
supporting expressive explanations of the system's
conclusions, and 4) management of relevant information to
be fed into the core reasoning component.
Lessons learned
Our work package turned out to be the one dealing with
the management of other system's components. This was
both a challenge to be scaled, as well as the source of
friction within the project. Over time, it became clear that
1) the core functionality focused on the system's reasoning,
while other components were not in critical to the
functionality of the integrated prototype, and 2) system
performance was not really a pressing problem, the
precision of the reasoning was. This is not to say that
performance was not a perceived challenge overall in the
application domain, but given the demonstration scenarios,
it was not a pressing issue. This led to us, sometimes trying
to develop artificial problems to solve and convince other
partners of their importance, while in reality, the industrial
partner showed only moderate interest in our results.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
- Temporal record matching experimental prototype,
Q4/2014
- CLIMA XIV paper: Reconfiguration of Large-Scale
Surveillance Systems, Q2/2013.
Dissemination (communication)
Public appearance: Presentation slides delivered at the
CLIMA XIV conference, Q3/2013.
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Visualization for Maritime
Situational Awareness
METIS
P12 WP05 User-defined Visualization of Heterogeneous
uncertain Information
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Jack van Wijk, Visualization, Department of Mathematics
and Computer Science
Researchers: Roeland Scheepens, Visualization, TU/e; Huub
van de Wetering, Visualization, TU/e
Partner(s): TU/e
Motivational statement
Thales has a strong interest in providing solutions to the
societal challenges raised by an increase in smuggling
activities; need to provide humanitarian aid and prevention
of piracy attacks on commercial shipping. The P12
COMMIT/ project provided an opportunity to work with 4
academic partners and TNO-ESI to drive forward
technologies that when combined could provide advanced
solutions to the challenges mention above. TNO-ESI
benefitted from the P12 COMMIT/ project not only by
blending the individual results into possible solutions but
also by exploiting the advances in technologies with
additional industrial players in Holland.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Secure Societies
Short description
This work package developed a series of visualizations to
support operators in the maritime domain in attaining
situational awareness. This has been realized by tools that
support the operator in analysis of movement patterns, in
perception in densely populated areas on a map by
reducing cognitive overload and visual overlap, in
comprehension by visually explaining conclusions of a a
reasoning engine, and in projection of the current situation
into the future.

experts and potential users, mostly from the maritime
domain, in both formal and informal studies.
What’s your application?
We contributed new visualization techniques in four areas:
analysis of movement data, perception of the status of
relevant elements in the environment, comprehension of a
situation to understand why elements and their
relationships are relevant, and projection to understand
future developments.
EVALUATION
Valorisation output
Who are logical competitors? Describe and document your
answer. Answer required (50 - 100 words). Logical
competitors are general visualization tools (e.g., Tableaux,
developed by Tableaux Software) and more specific
geographical information system tools, like ArcGis or Qgis.
However, these systems are general-purpose and lack our
visual analytics for the maritime domain.
International
No additional proof of international contacts other than
science, describing how unique this project is relative to
others in Europe and the world.
Synergy
No cooperation with other Commit projects.
Dissemination (communication)
YouTube: Analysis: https://youtu.be/tfRV2bhmQsY
Perception: https://youtu.be/kUxqFd3F7xM
Comprehension: https://youtu.be/8LlJ_er-1LU
Anything left to say
Participation in these types of projects give young
researchers a wider perspective than is obtainable from the
challenges of the technical content.

Lessons learned
It is essential to develop a balance between the shorter
term results requested by industrial partners and the longer
term requirements of the research activities.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Our research problem is: How can operators in the
maritime domain be supported in attaining situational
awareness using interactive visualizations. Our applications
are interactive visualizations that are iteratively developed
based on input from domain experts and potential users.
These visualizations are further validated using domain
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Integration, Knowledge
Consolidation, and
Dissemination
METIS
P12 WP06 Integration, Knowledge Consolidation, and
Dissemination
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Bas Huijbrechts, Embedded Systems Innovation by TNO
Researchers: David Watts, Embedded Systems Innovation
by TNO
Partner(s): TNO
Short description
WP6 has been focusing on project coordination activities,
integration (technology into a demonstrator) and
dissemination. In the area of integration we have been
successful, especially by providing full time professional
software engineering services to the entire project which
resulted in swift and massive demonstrators that helped to
show real applied value. In the area of dissemination we
have observed that the finding a proper landing field for the
technology breakthroughs is difficult, especially in a
conservative industry. IMHO the COMMIT valorisation
schemas have not been helpful and were lacking real
realism to achieve any valorisation.
Lessons learned
Cooperation with TUD was disappointing; the postdoc did
not show a lot of interest and motivation to really
contribute to the project goals and failed in delivering any
value. The VU aio started well motivated and connected to
the project, but was distracted majorly by his second
supervisor resulting is a drop-out. Seeking valorisation
support via the COMMIT appointed ambassador was a
complete waste of effort and time. The carrying industry
partner could have contributed a lot more to the project if
better suitable project members would have been assigned.

International
See dissemination items.
Synergy
We have been the driving force in make a success of the
COMMIT SWEET spin-off.
Dissemination (communication)
Public appearance: - Demonstrator (on professional level, a
lot higher quality than the standard academic prototype).
- Reference architecture, being flexible to the improved and
to adapt any new (academic) technology.
- Good vision on the future of situational awareness system.
Anything left to say
The project lead and coordination was professional, I doubt
that without such steering the project would have yielded
any useful progress / results. From the academic partners
the RU was outstanding in comparison to the rest, being
more committed and productive than all other academic
partners together. The TUD input was of a lower innovative
level than expected especially as a postdoc was assigned to
the project. Thales could have delivered more especially in
seeking out details of actual cases and evaluating the end
results from a user perspective. However Thales were very
diligent in consolidated the project results for future use.
COMMIT seems only to value a pure academic approach, an
attitude which somewhat lacks respect to companies and
institutes that are trying to do serious (applied) research.
The mid-term event, especially the demo market, was a
good initiative.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
WP was focusing on integration, dissemination and project
coordination, not on pure scientific results. However we
have driven the architecting and engineering of an
innovative - fully integrated in a demonstrable proof of
concept (PoC) - information reasoning architecture which
has been realized and was continuous improved during the
project. The PoC generated a lot of interest as a serious
vision on the future of situational awareness systems.
Valorisation output
We have established a good reference architecture for
situational awareness systems. Time will show whether
future systems will be developed into the shown direction.
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Requirements, validation &
socio-legal context
THeCS
P15 WP01 Requirements, validation & socio-legal context
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Paulien Melis, Waag Society
Researchers: Sabine Wildevuur, Waag Society; Janine
Huizenga, Waag Society; Mickael Boulay, Waag Society; Lex
van Velsen, RRD; Boris van Schooten, RRD; Hermie
Hermens, RRD; Monique Tabak, RRD; Ina Flierman, RCR;
Joost Rinket, RCR; Robert Stegwee, CapGemini; Michiel
Ehrismann, CapGemini; Anton Vedder, TILT; Colette
Cuijpers, TILT; Patricia Vantsiouri, TILT; Mariana Zuleta;
Ferrari, TILT*; Sam Adams, TILT
Partner(s): Roessingh Research & Development; Roessingh
Centrum voor Revalidatie; Universiteit van Tilburg – TILT;
CapGemini; Waag Society
Motivational statement
Roessingh Research & Development is the private partner
in WP1. The project allowed RRD to better grasp the
concept of trust for eHealth design, thereby letting them
build better products.
Scientific topic: Human Computation
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
In this work package the concept of trust in eHealth
services has been researched. In co-creation with end users
(patients), health care professionals and managers of ITservices, a set of requirements to establish trust in eHealth
services have been identified. The requirements include
legal aspects as well as the organizational context.
Furthermore, the insights of the co-creation have been
translated into a trust model and a trust assessment tool
that has been validated in collaboration with a large
number of end users.
Lessons learned
The co-creation approach in this work package has proven
to be of added value. All stakeholders, ranging from
managers to patients and health care professionals, have
been contributing to the trust model and requirements to
ensure that these reflect and fit the needs of these
stakeholders. Even legal requirements were included in the
validation process with stakeholders.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The use of eHealth services has emerged the last years, and
has changed the relation between patients and their
healthcare professionals. The main question was how to

define trust, within the legal context, and how to establish a
context of trust for both patients and professionals in using
eHealth services. The co-creation methodology with end
users and healthcare professionals, combined with legal
and corporate expertise has proven to be a successful
collaboration and cross-over between partners. We
developed a trust-model within the domain of healthcare
and identified a list of requirements to establish trust in
eHealth services.
What is your application?
The main application of the results developed in the project
is related to revalidation provided by Roessingh. A trust
assessment tool has been developed. The requirements are
summarized into three checklists to raise awareness:
1. Scorecard - General introduction
2. Scorecard - Healthcare organisation
3. Scorecard - Technology providers
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The requirements are translated into three different
checklists/assessment tool (for patients, healthcare
professionals and managers of IT-services). The model of
trust as it was identified through co-creation was validated
in a large-scale survey. Insights on the socio-legal aspects
on both national as EU-level were published in peerreviewed journals. Furthermore, the results of several user
studies and the legal context have been published in
reports.
Journals:
Trust in portals in rehabilitation care – BMC Medical
Informatics and Decision Making Measuring patient trust in
telemedicine services - International Journal of Medical
Informatics. The law as a catalyst and facilitator for trust in
eHealth - Law Innovation Technology.
Valorisation output
In WP1 no additional valorisation studies were executed.
International
The following articles have been published in international
journals: Trust in portals in rehabilitation care – BMC
Medical Informatics and Decision Making Measuring
patient trust in telemedicine services - International Journal
of Medical Informatics The law as a catalyst and facilitator
for trust in eHealth - Law Innovation Technology.
Synergy
Synergy with P20: co-creation session with patients to
identify the requirements of trust and privacy in personal
health records. Insights were disseminated in master thesis
of Henk van Appeven.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://waag.org/nl/blog/vertrouwenwantrouwen-de-zorg
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http://waag.org/nl/blog/moeilijke-vragen-zonder-pasklaarantwoord
http://waag.org/nl/project/commit
http://waag.org/nl/nieuws/voorwaarden-voorbetrouwbare-zorgtoepassingen
http://waag.org/nl/blog/commit-prototypen-en-conceptengetoond
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/trust-ehealth-can-wemeasure-yes-lex-van-velsen
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/vertrouwen-ehealth-wathet-en-moet-je-ermee-lex-van-velsen
Public appearance: Congres Architectuur in de zorg, 2014
eHealth symposium, Tilburg, 2015
workshop & presentation Supporting Health by Technology,
Enschede, 2015
Presentation Privacy Paleis, Groningen, 2015
Future healthcare week, Amsterdam, 6-8 june 2017
Media: Infographic of trust model
https://vimeo.com/114652704
Nice to know
The insights of the co-creative research have been
translated into a promotional video as well as an
infographic for the general public.
Anything left to say
Even though a lot of efforts were made to create an edited
volume or a special issue in a journal, these efforts did not
result in the desired outcome. The foreseen contributions
to the book by TILT are delivered as final separate
deliverables. All deliverables (reports, applications, studies,
dissemination etc) will be transferred through Wetransfer.
The new above mentioned deliverables will be included in
this overall package of deliverables.
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Trusted healthcare services
THeCS
P15 WP02 Demonstration and Standardization
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Hermie Hermens & Monique Tabak
Roessingh Research and Development
Researchers: Ina Flierman, Roessingh Rehabilitation Centre
Boris van Schooten, Roessingh Research and Development
Lex van Velsen, Roessingh Research and Development
Matthijs van Dorp, JC groep
Partner(s): Roessingh Research and Development
Roessingh Rehabilitation Centre
JC groep / VitalHealth
Motivational statement
To get tools and knowledge to develop eHealth and
telemedicine services that are trusted by patients and care
professionals.
Scientific topic: Scalability
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
In this WP, we developed a web portal and backend that
enables the delivery of healthcare services while
incorporating and evaluating new trust technologies. Our
services are used and evaluated in a realistic living lab
setting with more than 200 patients and 50 care
professionals. Examples of these trust technologies are:
data reliability evaluation for informed decision-making,
privacy transparency tools to show how data is handled,
and secure computation for data confidentiality. In
addition, we developed and validated a trust measure to
assess patient trust in an ICT-supported service that can be
used to benchmark such service or to elicit redesign input.
Lessons learned
Trust in ICT-supported healthcare is made up by trust in the
treatment, trust in the healthcare professional, trust in the
care organization and trust in the technology. For patients,
trust in the technology has the largest effect on the overall
trust of ICT-supported healthcare. Policies, behind the
technology, determine trust, not design of the technology.
Personalization of the technology can increase the feeling
of trust. Lastly, you need a close multidisciplinary
collaboration to develop and implement ICT-supported
services in healthcare, where both care professionals and IT
department are involved from the beginning. Especially as
adoption of the technology by patients depends highly on
the professionals.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Although there is a great demand for ICT-supported
healthcare services, both patients and professionals are
only reluctantly stepping in. A main obstacle is trust.
Which technologies can contribute to greater trust in the
use of ICT-supported healthcare services?
Can we demonstrate these technologies in a realistic
setting?
Can we develop a reliable trust measure for ICTsupported healthcare services?
What is your application?
Our trusted healthcare services include traditional modules
like treatment planning, information/communication
facilities and links to the Electronic Health Record (rEPD).
But they also incorporate state-of-the-art treatment
modules like web-based exercising and a Personalised
Activity Coach. The platform is developed in strong
collaboration with Roessingh Rehabilitation Centre,
Roessingh Research and Development and with the ITcompanies VitalHealth and JC Groep, so it is solidly
grounded in the real health world with stable ICT
technology, advanced treatment modules and a firm
scientific basis.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
For many eServices, end-user trust is a crucial prerequisite
for use. For the healthcare context however, knowledge
about the measurement of end-user trust is scarce.
Therefore, we were the first to develop and validate a trust
measure to assess patient trust in an ICT-supported service.
This Patient Trust Assessment tool (PATAT) can be used to
benchmark such a service or to elicit redesign input.
Furthermore, we investigated determinants of patient
adherence to our ICT-supported services applied within
daily care, and investigated whether trust technologies
could increase patient trust.
Valorisation output
Only when ICT-supported healthcare services are fully
trusted by its users, they will be massively used, resulting in
reduction of healthcare costs and significant business
opportunities. We offer a flexible platform in a living lab
context, meaning that new modules can easily be
integrated and tested. By the way we developed and
tested the platform, we created an excellent starting point
for successful valorisation. This has resulted in the creation
of a spin-off, telerevalidatie.nl and the development of a
special training program for stroke patients that is now
being offered to 8 rehabilitation centres in the Netherlands.
International
International papers and appearances: van Velsen, Tabak
M, Hermens H. Measuring Patient Trust in Telemedicine
Services: Development and Validation of a Survey
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Instrument and its Validation for an Anticoagulation WebService. Int J Med Informatics, 97:52-58, 2017 / Van Velsen
L, Wildevuur S, Flierman I, van Schooten B, Tabak M,
Hermens H. Trust in Telemedicine Portals for Rehabilitation
Care: An Exploratory Focus Group Study among Patients
and Healthcare Professionals. BMC Medical Informatics and
Decision Making, Jan 2016 / Buimer H, Tabak M, van Velsen
L, van der Geest T, Hermens H, Understanding patient
adherence to a telemedicine-supported oncology
rehabilitation program: An in-depth study combining
interviews and data log analyses. Submitted to JMIR, June
2016 / Flierman I, van Velsen L, Tabak M. Persuading
healthcare professionals to use eHealth in rehabilitation
care. Health by Tech conference, Groningen, 27 May 2016
Oral presentation / Tabak M, Flierman I, van Schooten B,
Hermens H. Development of a trusted healthcare service to
support self-management and a physically active lifestyle in
COPD patients. In: International conference of
Telemedicine and E-health. London, United Kingdom, 25-26
November 2013.
Synergy
Work package 2 developed a web portal as demonstrator
for the project in a living lab setting, thereby integrating the
trust technologies. As such there was strong collaboration
with other work packages, e.g. WP3 for information
reliability of the Activity Coach, and WP1 for trust
requirements. This has resulted in collaborations outside
the project with several partners within P15. Furthermore,
there has been collaboration with projects P4-5 (VIEWW) to
explore the implementation of the balance objects in
Roessingh, and with P7 (SWELL) about tailored feedback
strategies to change activity behaviour (paper: Achterkamp
et al., 2016).
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.commit-nl.nl/projects/trustedhealthcare-services
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ndyHDJySm1A
Public appearance: Health by Tech conference, Groningen,
27 May 2016
Golden demo at Big data event, Oct 2014
International conference of Telemedicine and E-health.
London, United Kingdom, 25-26 November 2013
Several presentations/demonstrations to different
stakeholders within healthcare. An article was published in
the magazine Ronduit Roessingh, sent to Roessingh concern
and (business) relations.
Quotes
“Based on the gained experiences, we will be able to
develop quickly a patient portal for the rehabilitation
centres in the Netherlands” – JC groep.
Nice to know
Availability at NovaLab at Roessingh.
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Trusted Healthcare Services –
Data Reliability
THeCS
P15 WP03 VP41 Data Reliabity
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
John Stroux, Lance ICT
Researchers: John Stroux, Lance ICT; Milan Petkovic, TU/e;
Sokratis Vavilis,TU/e
Partner(s): TU Einhoven, Lance ICT
Motivational statement
LanceICT: With this project we expect to expand our
business beyond the process industry where we are now
working for. We hope to continue this type of cooperation
because we think it is a good way for innovating our
products.
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
We implemented the data reliability approach that makes
use of data qualifiers in a generic engine. The result is that
we now have an engine that can be used in many sectors.
Because of the generic approach it can be used with many
different sensors. It can be used in many different use cases
by defining different configurations.
Lessons learned
When looking at the implemented system we can see that
it is possible to validate measurements from sensors by
defining a configuration. A configuration is defined for a
specific purpose of the sensors.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The goal of the project is to implement the research results
of the WP3 of the THeCS project and successfully
demonstrate their applicability in the domain of safety in
industrial and enterprise environments. WP3 of the THeCS
project developed a system to characterize the quality of
medical measurements taken by patients. The system relies
on data qualifiers to evaluate various quality aspects of
patient measurements. The overall quality of
measurements is determined on the basis of these
qualifiers enhanced with a troubleshooting mechanism.

aspects. Moreover, it provides an additional insight on the
root causes of low quality of data.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The system can be used in many sectors, like healthcare,
industry and office environments. It will be used in a new
SWALLOW project (Big Data Veracity) where the validated
data will be used in combination with big data and machine
learning. We published the results in scientific conferences
and they will also be part of the PhD thesis of S. Vavilis. In
the Big Data Veracity project, the results will provided a
scientific and software basis for a home environment
monitoring system (healthy home advisor), which would
collect data about the environment and advise on how to
make the home environment healthier.
Valorisation output
There are many systems on the market for monitoring with
sensors. In our system we are not only monitoring with
sensors but also validating the data. The engine is made
generic so that it can be used with many different sensors.
International
It appears that our international partners (e.g. DSM, Sabic)
are interested in the application of our validation software.
In the continuous monitoring of safety in production,
wherein sensors are applied, periodic inspections are still
considered necessary in order to determine its reliability.
One finds thereby regularly, that there are sensors that fail,
but also which are still reliable. There is much to be gained
with the new approach. It is possible that there are parallels
in the process industry and healthcare in the broadest
sense.
Synergy
Lance ICT started last year a collaboration with another
company that already had experience with the Internet of
Things, but they were not able to review the information
from sensors on their reliability. At the same time, we were
able to peruse a number of practical use cases. They
applied sensors using GPS, which our company also could
use in applications in healthcare. Because of the synergy
between the two companies with different goals, we have
decided to intensify our cooperation. They like to use our
validation software.
Dissemination (communication)
Website:
http://lanceict.eu/media/videos/Validatecs%20demo.wmv
Public appearance: Several demos to customers

What’s your application?
We created a software engine that is able to evaluate the
reliability of measurements coming from sensors (e.g.
activity sensors, humidity sensors). The implemented
approach evaluates the overall quality of the collected
measurements, by assessing the quality of several different
COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

Nice to know
The result of this project is used in another COMMIT
project, SWALLOW project Big Data Veracity.
Anything left to say
In the past period, our employees have become increasingly
enthusiast about the new approach, possibly because in the
health sector there is great potential for improvements, in
particular, improved care quality while at the same time
unnecessary costs can be spared.
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Trust Management for Home
Healthcare Services
THeCS
P15 WP03 Trust Management for Home Healthcare
Services
Work package/Valorisation Project leader: Nicola Zannone
Eindhoven University of Technology
Researchers: Milan Petkovic (Eindhoven University of
Technology), Sokratis Vavillis (Eindhoven University of
Technology), Elisa Costante (Eindhoven University of
Technology), Stefan Thaler (Eindhoven University of
Technology)
Partner(s): Eindhoven University of Technology
VitalHealth
Motivational statement
To build more trustworthy digital healthcare services.
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity / Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
The WP has addressed the problem of enhancing end-user
trust in digital healthcare services and provided solutions
for assessing the reliability of data collected by patients,
solutions for the detection and analysis of anomalous
behaviour and solutions aiming to simplify the definition
and elicitation of security policies.
Lessons learned
Establishing trust in digital healthcare services is a complex
subject. In the project we have focused on some aspects,
but many other aspects should be addressed to facilitate
the adoption of digital services.

are general enough to be applied in any IoT and big data
context and industrial sector.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The results of the WP have been published in a number of
international conferences and journal.
Valorisation output
The main results of this WP have been of the scientific
nature. Still the WP created some valorisation. First of all
this was done in a specific valorisation project with
LanceICT in which data quality aspects were included in the
products of LanceICT. Secondly this WP contributed very
much to the development of the data quality aspects of the
patient portal (WP2) and golden demo.
International
The results of the WP have been published in a number of
international conferences and journal.
Synergy
This WP worked with LanceICT in the context of a
valorization project. Also the results of this WP were used
in Big Data Veracity SWALLOW project. We also
collaborated with the Trust in Digital Life Alliance and
several FP7 and H2020 coordination and support actions in
the field of security.
Dissemination (communication)
Public appearance: Several invited talks at international
conferences

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The WP has focused on the design of solutions that enable
end-users to establish trust in digital healthcare services. In
the WP we addressed this question from different angles by
providing solutions for assessing the reliability of data
collected by patients, solutions for the detection and
analysis of anomalous behaviour and solutions aiming to
simplify the definition and elicitation of security policies.
What is your application?
The main application of the results created in this WP was
the personal health coaching system developed by
Roessingh and Roessingh Research and Development. The
results related to trust quality indicators, data reliability,
data leakage protection and role mining have been
demonstrated in this context. However the scientific results
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Privacy-preserving data mining
and data leakage detection for
electronic health records
THeCS
P15 WP04 Privacy Preserving Data Mining in Electronic
Health Records
Work package/Valorisation Project leader: Dr. Maarten
Everts, University of Twente (and TNO)
Researchers: Dr. Andreas Peter, University of Twente;
Riccardo Bortolameotti, MSc University of Twente; Prof. dr.
Pieter Hartel, University of Twente; Prof. dr. Willem Jonker
University of Twente; Eleftheria Makri, University of
Twente; Sebastiaan de Hoogh, TU/e (at the time)
Partner(s): University of Twente, TU
Scientific topic: Scalability
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
The ongoing digitization of patient information in Electronic
health records (EHRs) has the potential to improve
efficiency and effectiveness in healthcare, in particular
through use in medical research. However, at the same
time, EHRs contain very privacy-sensitive information that
should be well protected. In this work package we take up
this problem at two fronts. The first is the application of
cryptography to EHR data to allow both data mining by
clinical researchers and proper protection of the privacy of
the patients. The second is through the development of
methods for the detection and prevention of data leakage.
Lessons learned
Data mining on encrypted data is a very challenging
problem when the amount of data gets big, but our results
show that for specific settings and specific types of data,
tailored solutions provide reasonable efficiency.

SCIENCE

What is your application?
The application for the research in this work package was
originally in the health care sector to be able to both
protect patient privacy and allow for the computation of
useful aggregate statistics for data mining to for example
improve treatments. Our results can of course be applied to
any domain where there is a need for both data mining and
privacy of the individuals who contribute the data.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
This work package has worked on privacy-preserving data
mining and data-leakage detection and this research has
resulted in:
- a journal publication in the very reputable, high-impact
journal "ACM Computing Surveys"
- 7 publications at very reputable, peer-reviewed
conferences
- 1 technical report (eprint)
- 2 extended abstracts
- 9 conference presentations
- 2 master thesis
In addition, our results led to invited talks at universities
and ICT symposia.
Valorisation output
This WP worked together with WP1 and WP2 of theTHeCS
project which were responsible for valorisation.
International
A number of papers published
presentations at conferences.

(see

above)

and

Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.commit-nl.nl/projects/trustedhealthcare-services
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKd4g9Ha9E
Public appearance: THeCS Golden Demo at "The Big Future
of Data", which includes a card game to explain the
intuition behind the cryptographic techniques we
developed to a general audience.

ICT science question?
This work package addressed the fundamental ICT problem
of how data can be encrypted in such a way that this both
protects the confidentiality of the individual data entries,
and at the same time allows for the extraction of useful
aggregate statistics to support data mining. The solutions
we developed include (among others) a new practical
cryptographic protocol for privacy-preserving decision tree
learning and a proxy-assisted ORAM technique for secure
processing of large amounts of (genome) data. Our results
are unique as they achieve better efficiency in comparison
to related approaches.
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Private Health Services in a
Group with a Distrusted Server
THeCS
P15 WP05 Private Health Services in a Group with a
Distrusted server
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Thijs Veugen, TNO
Researchers: Maarten Everts, Milena Kooij- Janic, Gabriela
Bodea, Erwin Middelesch, Frank Muller, Jan Pieter
Wijbenga (all TNO); Zekeriya Erkin, Majid Nateghizad,
Michael Beye, Dimitri Konunchuk, Jos Weber, Sicco Verwer,
Gaetano Pellegrino (all TU Delft);
Jeroen Doumen (Irdeto)
Partner(s): TNO, TU Delft, Irdeto
Motivational statement
With digital set-top boxes, and even TV sets, becoming
more powerful and more interactive (now often with twoway communication and being hooked up to the internet),
it is possible to offer new services to end-users. Attractive
services lie in the domain of eHealth, where one can setup
groups dedicated to patients with similar symptoms. Irdeto
is interested in securing these services, both at the user and
at the data warehouse site. Irdeto would consider both
hardware solutions (preferably even by retrofitting already
deployed hardware), and software security solutions using
Irdeto’s Cloakware product line. A second business driver
for Irdeto would be to enable these services in its
middleware.
Scientific topic: Human Computation
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
In this WP cryptographic techniques have been developed
to protect private user data in health care communities,
and tools which make the processing of private data
transparent.
Deliverables:
Implementation of a demo of transparency tools in
trusted health care communities.
PhD thesis, the final result of the candidate Majid
Nateghizad (TU Delft).
Lessons learned
We learned that it is very important for users to provide
insights into the way their personal data is being processed
by the application. This increases trust in the solution, and
is essential for stimulating its use.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
How to develop cryptographic solutions for protecting
private user data for specific data processing tools (group
recommendations, dynamic clustering), such that they are
efficient, scalable, and secure? We mainly used additively
homomorphic encryption and additive blinding in a setting
with two non-colluding servers, only one having the
decryption key. This setting made it more scalable. We
managed to develop cryptographic protocols for the
mentioned data processing tools, which were more
efficient than state-of-the-art solutions.
What is your application?
One application is providing recommendations to
communities of patients. We can securely cluster patients
into groups with similar diseases, and provide each cluster
with specific content, giving useful information regarding
their disease, or their treatment.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
Our scientific output shows that many data processing
algorithms can be made secure at an acceptable price of
increased complexity. This enables organisations to
compute with sensitive data, which leads to (1) improved
services, like more accurate recommendations, and (2) new
services, because parties have been reluctant to share
sensitive data, even when the joint output could improve
their service.
Valorisation output
The alternative is to have a trusted party, which is allowed
to collect sensitive data, and process it. However, such a
party is hard to find, and could under certain conditions be
forced to reveal data. W.r.t. the privacy transparency tools,
they have been implemented in the website of Roessingh,
and have been used in a small pilot with patients.
International
The WP results were presented at several international
conferences. See the list of deliverables.
Synergy
We worked together with the COMMIT project Swell, and
brought project results into several European projects like
EKSISTENZ, FIDES, etc.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.commit-nl.nl/projects/wppackages/privatePublic appearance: The results of WP5 have been
presented at various meetings, conferences, workshops,
symposia, etc. See the deliverables for a list.
Media: On December 2, 2014, there was a COMMIT Media
Tour at TU Delft, where the Golden demo's where shown to
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foreign journalists. Milena Kooij presented the privacy
transparency tool.
Quotes
In 2014, somebody added a link to our JavaScript
implementation at the Wikipedia website of Paillier. Paillier
is the most important crypto system used for our
applications, and we implemented it within the COMMIT
project.
Nice to know
The transparency tools were demonstrated on several
occasions in the Netherlands:
Supporting Health by Technology congress, held in the
Grolsch Veste on May 22, 2015.
the Amsterdam Privacy Conference on October 25, 2015
the PrivacyPaleis in Groningen on June 2, 2015.
Anything left to say
It was a great pleasure to participate to this exciting
program! It was one of the few opportunities for
universities and knowledge institutes like TNO to work
together, and both get funding for their activities.
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Privacy-Enhanced Services for
Medical Self-Help and TeleHomecare
THeCS
P15 WP06 Matching and Social Relationship Management
for Decetralised Healthcare Services
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Dr. Andreas Peter, University of Twente
Researchers:
Bence Bakondi (UTwente), Prof. Dr. Pieter Hartel
(UTwente), Prof. Dr. Willem Jonker (UTwente), Dr. Maarten
Everts (TNO), Dr. Thijs Veugen (TNO), Dr. Harm op den
Akker (RRD)
Partner(s): University of Twente, TNO, Roessingh Research
& Development
Motivational statement
TNO:“Privacy protection is important for healthcare
services, and the cryptographic techniques developed in
this WP are excellently capable of avoiding leakage of
private information. They should be considered as part of
the solution set for similar use cases, so TNO must have
expertise on these areas.”
RRD: “This WP provides new techniques to preserve patient
privacy in eHealth solutions, such as tele-homecare, which
is of high interest to Roessingh as a modern rehabilitation
centre. We participate in this WP to share our domainspecific expertise and data for scientific research and to
explore the opportunities of integrating results of the WP
into our own telecare systems.”
Scientific topic: Scalability
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
The digitalization is fundamentally changing the healthcare
domain. Through concepts like tele-homecare, IoT-devices
find rapid adoption and enable remote treatment and care
of patients. But the Internet is also used for medical selfhelp, and even meetings of self-help groups take place
online. Such online medical services collect massive
amounts of highly sensitive medical data and users/patients
are concerned about their privacy. This work package
provides secure ICT-solutions for tele-homecare and online
medical self-help that provably protect the privacy of the
users/patients; and thereby strengthens the trust in such
services.

Lesson 2: If sensitive data becomes the new currency,
companies have little incentives to adopt the privacyenhancing technologies of our work package.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
This work package addressed the fundamental ICT problem
of “how to compute on encrypted data” to protect data
privacy. For this, we constructed novel cryptographic
algorithms and protocols, based on searchable and
homomorphic encryption techniques. Our results are
unique as they achieve better security & privacy or
efficiency in comparison to related approaches.
What is your application?
Any application domain that requires the secure processing
of sensitive data can benefit from our solutions. But our
main application domain is electronic healthcare. For
instance, to provide a high level of data privacy in electronic
health records (EHRs) it is desirable to keep the EHRs
encrypted at all times. Unfortunately, this renders even
simple searches impossible. Our solutions allow computing
on encrypted data and hence also allowing for the
computational task of searching.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
We produced a total of 6 peer-reviewed publications at
very reputable international conferences and 1 peerreviewed publication at IEEE TIFS, the security journal with
the highest impact factor. In total, our articles have already
been cited for more than 68 times. Our work resulted in a
software (available on github), 4 high quality bachelor and 5
master theses. We received 3 awards on best demo, poster,
and presentation. Also, our results led to several invited
talks at international summer schools, universities, ICT
symposia and conferences.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.commit-nl.nl/projects/trustedhealthcare-services
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKd4g9Ha9E
Public appearance: THeCS demo at EU Cyber Security and
Privacy Forum in Brussels, April 2014, THeCS Golden Demo
at "The Big Future of Data", Panelist on "Big Data and
Privacy" at the "Big Future of Data" event.

Lessons learned
Lesson 1: Due to the digitalization of our world, sensitive
data is being collected almost everywhere. This does not
mean that we have to give up our privacy: the results of this
work package show that data can be collected and
processed in a privacy-preserving way without losing utility.
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Mining and characterising
sequence data
TimeTrails
P19 WP01 Trajectory Mining
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Arno Siebes (UU)
Researchers: Roel Bertens
Partner(s): R. Sluiter, KNMI, UU
Motivational statement
Detecting events such as earthquakes in seismic data is one
of our tasks. Automating that would be extremely helpful.
Scientific topic: Scalability
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
One of the characteristics of Big Data is the occurrence of
new types of data that need to be processed. One of these
new types is sequence data, e.g., clickstreams on websites,
diagnostic measurements of machines and seismic data.
Such data can be used to detect that a rare event is
happening, such as an earthquake in seismic data or a
machine that will need maintenance to prevent it from
breaking down in the next two weeks (this is known as
predictive maintenance). We developed techniques that
characterize clickstreams by an abstraction called a code
table. Based on these code tables we developed techniques
that distinguish different types of regular behaviour as well
as irregular behaviour, drift over time, and anomalies.
Lessons learned
We knew that the step from univariate to multivariate data
analysis is far from trivial. We knew that the step from
static data to dynamic data is equally difficult. Yet, we
underestimated the difficulty of doing both at the same
time – there was a reason not much had been done on such
problems. In the end, however, we have good results I am
proud of.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The science question was how to characterize multivariate
sequence data? Because of our experience using MDL in
data mining, this lead to the sub questions: what pattern
languages to use end how to encode the data using these
pattern languages. There are quite a few options here
because of time and the multivariate nature of the data.
Choosing a good combination is a challenging task for each
of the mining tasks we looked at, i.e., clustering,
classification and outlier detection. The final solution is, in
hindsight, a nice generalization of known univariate
approaches.

What is your application?
The original application was on seismic data, later on in the
project we also worked on financial data and on railroad
switch data. In the last case we were able to predict the
failure of a switch two weeks before the event. This gives
the contractor a reasonable time window to do
maintenance before the actual breakdown, saving both the
passengers and the railroad companies from trouble
without spending too much on maintenance.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
We approached the problem in stages. We started with
seismic data where patterns cannot have gaps, neither in
time nor across frequency domains for obvious physical
reasons. Solving this problem gave the right intuitions for
the more general case: allowing gaps in time and across
dimensions. To solve the problem of detecting anomalies
we took a similar route. First we studied the problem in a
simple case, viz., transaction data. Then we generalized that
solution to the multivariate sequence data setting we were
aiming for.
Valorisation output
All algorithms and implementations are freely available on
the web. As noted above, we have used our tools in
practice during internships of Roel Bertens at a Dutch
financial institution and at a contractor for ProRail,;
because of confidentiality we are not allowed to provide
further details.
International
Three papers have been published so far, the fourth one
will be resubmitted soon. Roel won a prize with one of his
videos at the IDA conference. Arno published some papers
related to the work done in the project and gave many
invited lectures at universities and conferences some of
which were accompanied by an invited paper.
Synergy
As far as we know the software we developed is not yet in
use by others. The internships by Roel, however, proved the
usefulness of our tools and has resulted in further
internships for (master) students, hopefully leading to fullfledged research collaboration.
Dissemination (communication)
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OwPrJnnmP3A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YRU36Vd2TBk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=15bikX-HVSA
Public appearance: Arno has given numerous presentations
for the general public.
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Anything left to say
Very practical questions lead to very deep theoretical
results. This is not only my experience from this project
(and others), but to me the defining characterisation of
Data Science.
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Multi-core parallelism in a
column store
TimeTrails
P19 WP02 Time-Trail Warehouse Architecture
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Stefan Manegold, CWI
Researchers: Mrunal Gawade, CWI; Martin Kersten, CWI
Partner(s): Hyves, MonetDB Solutions, CWI
Motivational statement
MonetDB Solutions helps customers improving the
deployment of the open-source product and need tools to
isolate performance problems.
Scientific topic: Scalability
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
Modern computers come with an abundance of processor
cores accessing a sizeable memory. Using all these
resources is a challenge, because it requires work to be split
into smaller chunks that can de handled independently and
without causing resource conflicts. A good example where
this problem occurs is a database management system, a
piece of software that easily runs into the thousands of
pages. This software captures requests formulated in the
query language SQL and distributes the work over the
cores. We developed a learning technique to find an
optimal degree of parallelism for business analytics
applications.
Lessons learned
The prime lesson is that high-end machines cannot be easily
exploited for business analytics workloads without a
thorough understanding of the inner working of the
software stack and major renovations were appropriate.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The key scientific question posed by modern computer
systems it to maximize the use of all resources available,
e.g. up to 96 cores. For a domain specific language, i.e. SQL,
it is a priori unknown how many cores should be used to
solve a problem. It depends on the query, data distribution
and concurrent load on the system. Based on the
knowledge that many of such queries have a repetitive
pattern, we developed a novel technique to learn the
optimal degree of parallelism by incremental refinement of
the query plan after each invocation. This way we can
converge to a local optimum often within a few tens of
steps.

What is your application?
The application area is data warehouses for business
analytics, which collect large numbers of (web clickstream,
transaction and location) events, such as maintained by
customers of MonetDB Solutions and our initial partners
Hyves and TomTom. To study the technical challenges we
used an industry-wide benchmarks, e.g. TPC-H, to improve
database technology.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The project addressed three topics: performance
visualization, learning algorithm, and hardware trends. Two
important tools were developed, i.e. Stethoscope and
Tomograph, to inspect and visualize the parallel behaviour
of queries. They were used to develop an algorithm to find
the sweet spot in the degree of parallelism. The results and
insights were matched against bleeding-edge technology to
predict the future of such algorithms. The tools are an
integral part of the open-source product MonetDB.
Valorisation output
All the work in this project has resulted in improvements of
MonetDB, a pioneering database engine for business
analytics. Logical competitors are e.g. Postgresq, Oracle, MS
SQLserver, which all have included technology pioneered by
us and recognized by international awards ACM SIGMOD
E.F.Codd Innovation Award 2014, ACM SIGMOD Systems
Award 2016, and ACM Fellow Award, 2017.
International
The work is recognized by international awards ACM
SIGMOD E.F.Codd Innovation Award 2014, ACM SIGMOD
Systems Award 2016, and ACM Fellow Award, 2017 and
VLDB 2011 best vision paper award. Gawade produced a
handful of papers and demos in tier-1 conferences in the
database arena. Kersten/Manegold have co-authored ~50
papers in the course of this project.
Synergy
The software is primarily used internationally.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: www.monetdb.org
Media: https://twitter.com/MonetDB,
https://www.computable.nl/artikel/nieuws/datamanageme
nt/5118359/250449/martin-kersten-wint-prijs-voor-bigdata-onderzoek.html
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Quotes
Professor Dr. Martin Kersten is the recipient of the 2014
SIGMOD Edgar F. Codd Innovation Award for influential
contributions to database architectures, most notably for
pioneering work on columnar, in-memory, and hardwareconscious database technology.
https://sigmod.org/sigmod-awards/people/martin-kersten/
Anything left to say
Without a visual insight in where time goes it is extremely
hard to optimize SQL queries for modern hardware.
Maintaining an successful open source project is time and
resource intensive.
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Automatic assistants for
database exploration
TimeTrails
P19 WP03 Train Mining
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Stefan Manegold, CWI
Researchers: Martin Kersten, CWI; Thibaut Sellam, CWI;
Richard Koopmanschap, Robin Cijvat, MonetDB Solution;
R Beier, O. Kannenberg, TomTom
Partner(s): TomTom, MonetDB Solutions, CWI
Motivational statement
TomTom was interested in the opportunities of out-of-thebox database solutions for trajectory information analysis.
MonetDB Solutions is developing products to improve the
serendipity of data exploration.
Scientific topic: Human Computation
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
The expression Big Data describes the idea that businesses,
scientists and public administrations can perform tasks with
large amounts of data that would not have been possible
otherwise. Journalists are often enthusiastic, sometimes
hyperbolic. According to many, it is “a revolution that will
transform how we live, work, and think”. In this project we
developed novel techniques to aid the user in finding the
clusters of interrelated data items using statistics and
visualization techniques.
Lessons learned
The prime lesson is that modern database management
systems can provide an easy and rich software ecosystem
when proper bridges are put in place to use R and Python
within the database system itself.

business applications. This is a large market dominated
currently mostly by visualisation but lacking the machinery
to select the information statistical point of view.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
We developed a series of proof-of-concept digital assistants
that aid the user in his data exploration. The Blaeu systems
is focussed on visual interaction. Ziggy looks at ways to
explain dissimilarities between groups of events. Raimond
looks at textual interaction to aid users in making informed
decisions. In all cases there was a tight integration between
MonetDB, the database engine, and R, to solve the
statistical problems raised by interactive data exploration.
Valorisation output
The work on Blaeu is taken up by MonetDB Solutions, who
develops a product along this line for commercial
exploitation.
International
Sellam produced 12 papers, a series of demos at
conferences, and made the software available in the opensource community. The research continues with an
emphasis on the human-interaction aspect at.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: www.monetdbsolutions.com
Public appearance: The prototypes have been
demonstrated within the COMMIT consortia yearly
meetings, external at national industrial event, e.g. NLeSC
eScience and ICTdelta.
Media: https://twitter.com/MonetDB,
Nice to know
Science work can be interspersed with music. Sellam
interrupted his research for a 9 month world tour as a
member of the French music group Fauve.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The key scientific question posed by BigData is to aid the
user in finding information of interest in a large database.
Although modern database system provides the basic tools
to derive statistical properties, it lacks a holistic approach to
aid interactive data exploration. The science question then
becomes finding the missing links between data
management, statistics, and visualisation. In particular, the
selection of the statistical tools and their applicability in
data exploration were studied.
What is your application?
Starting from the route event database provided by
TomTom, showing the essence of trajectory data, we
continued with a more general approach to support visual
COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

Seamless data ingestion and insitu processing for large data
repositories
TimeTrails
P19 WP04 Trajectory Stream Processing
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Stefan Manegold, CWI
Researchers: Yagiz Kargin, CWI; Bart Scheers, CWI; Kostis
Kyzirakos, CWI; Milena Ivanova, CWI; Martin Kersten, CWI;
Stefan Manegold, CWI & Leiden University; Panagiotis
Koutsourakis, MonetDB Solutions
Partner(s): CWI, KNMI, MonetDB Solutions. Leiden
University
Motivational statement
KNMI has a large collection of (public) data from
seismological sensors that needs to be analysed to
understand and potentially predict any kind of motion in
the earth’s crust (ranging from tectonic drift to
earthquakes). However, loading the entire ~1TB data
spread over several million files containing highly
compressed time series into a database system prior to
analysing them is infeasible both time- and storage-wise.
This calls for in-situ processing and on-demand seamless
data ingestion.
Scientific topic: Volume & Velocity / Scalability
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
Database management systems (DBMSs) remain to be the
primary solutions for convenient, efficient and effective
large-scale data handling and analysis. However, their
traditional requirement to explicitly transform and load all
data into the DBMS prior to analysing has become
prohibitive in the age of Big Data that comes in numerous
domain-specific formats. We the DBMS architecture to
“understand” numerous external file formats. In this way,
the DBMS can load only the required data automatically
and transparently during query processing or even perform
(parts of) the processing on the original storage format,
minimizing, or even eliminating the need (and time) to load
the data into the DBMS.
Lessons learned
The main set-back encountered in this project was the early
departure of S. Idreos for taking up the position to create a
scientific database research group at Harvard University
(USA) medio 2012. This caused a major hurdle to continue
the day-to-day guidance of the PhD in a topic area at the
heart of her adviser. Further delays were encountered in
getting the major publication finished, which called for
time-consuming experimental validation.

SCIENCE
ICT Science question?
The key science question is how to shorten or even
minimize the time from data availability to query / analysis
result. With huge amounts of data available in various nondatabase formats, this time tends to be dominated by the
need to transform the data and load it into the DBMS. The
developed solution is twofold. First, the DBMS is extended
with functionality to seamlessly ingest data from external
file format, or even to process queries directly on these.
Second, the query optimization and processing engine is
extended to which functionality to form on the original
files, and which (minimal) data to load into the DBMS
transparently during query processing.
What’s your application?
While inspired by the KMNI seismology use case,
applications are numerous and diverse, including other
scientific applications (astronomy, biology, meteorology,
earth observation, remote sensing) as well as e-commerce
and smart-industry use cases.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
2012 Q3 Stratos Idreos presented the work on Stochastic
Cracking at the research track of the 38th Very Large
Databases Conference in Istanbul, Turkey in August 2012.
This work is about providing robust performance for
adaptive indexing techniques when dealing with big data
and dynamic and unpredictable workloads. 2013 Q1 S
Stratos Idreos presented work at the International
Conference on Innovative Data Systems Research on the
idea of adaptive database kernels tailored fo big data
exploration via touch interfaces.
Valorisation output
The initial prototype implemented in MonetDB has been
used and extended in several Dutch (NWO, NLeSC) and
European (FP7: TELEIOS, LEO) research projects. MonetDB
Solutions has matured and extended the implementation as
part of their MonetDB open-source product release.
International
Eleni Petraki, Stratos Idreos, Stefan Manegold: Holistic
Indexing in Main-memory Column-stores. SIGMOD
Conference 2015: 1153-1166. Finally, this paper got the
recognition it deserved.
Synergy
Beyond COMMIT/: see “Valorisation output” above.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://www.monetdb.org/blog/astronomicaldata-analysis-monetdbPublic appearance: 2011 Q3 Stratos Idreos gave an invited
talk at Acunu, a new start-up company on big data with
offices in London and San Francisco. The talk was about
COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

adaptive indexing on big data. 2012 Q4 Stratos Idreos had a
meeting with VisionMobile, London to disseminate
adaptive indexing ideas for use in the mobile industry.
Anything left to say
This project was focused on a computer science research
topic, mostly indirectly driven by concrete application
requirements.

COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

Community Tagging
TimeTrails
P19 WP05 Community Tagging
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Maurice van Keulen, University of Twente
Partner(s): University of Twente
Short description
The main contributions of this WP are: A new probabilistic
graphical model, called Co-Occurrence Networks (CRN) that
is as powerful as Conditional Random Fields (CRF) but
several orders of magnitude faster to train. The software
has been released in open source and several papers have
been published; A new database indexing technology,
called Stairwalker, that accurately aggregates data so that
they can geographically be explored in real-time. The
technology is a plug-in to common open source technology.
This software has been upgraded from research prototype
to a software fit for general use in valorisation project
VP14.
Lessons learned
The work on CRNs was not originally planned, but a
discovery made by the PhD student. Since it was such an
important discovery, we decided to reset our goals.
Maintaining our project commitments was hard though,
but the additional support through the valorisation project
was helpful: better one contribution completed really well,
than several mediocrely. Keeping some subsidy for
valorisation efforts is very helpful. Much appreciated. I do
understand that a valorisation project needs a list of
deliverables of very high quality. The process for
establishing it, goes through several iterations taking
several months. It would have been easier for all parties if
someone from COMMIT/ with the VP leader would
formulate them together (over the phone or Skype, for
example). Although the style of reporting on tangible
results categorized in dimensions works very well, the web
form and especially its file upload mechanism, is not of this
time. It wasted quite some time, while it would have been
so easy to have some student build something that does
work properly for all sizes of PDFs.

Valorisation output
1.
Software
of
CRNs
released
in
open
source:
https://github.com/zheminzhu/Co-occurrenceRate-Networks. 2. Software of Stairwalker released in open
source (2015-Q3): https://github.com/utwente-db/neogeo
3. User study with DCMR (final report 2015-Q3).
Synergy
1. Synergy with P1 on Named Entity Recognition (2013-Q1)
which culminated in winning the #MSM2013 challenge and
coming in second in the #MSM2014 challenge.
2. Golden Demo Fido (P1): Freedom of Information
Document Overview includes documents tagged by the CRN
tagger to help journalist investigate locations, names,
dates, etc. from documents.
Dissemination (communication)
Media: 1. Presentation at DCMR workshop 8 April 2014
(2014-Q2): this presented the power of the Stairwalker
technology to not only DCMR, the client of COMMITpartner Arcadis, but also to a wide audience of
organizations interested in e-sensing. 2. Golden demo on
Geodata Exploration (2014-Q4): this was a nice opportunity
to demonstrate the software to a wide technologyinterested audience. 3. Geurtweets (2015-Q3): Article by
commercial COMMIT-partner Arcadis on the DCMR pilot
and its underlying technology Stairwalker; nice
demonstration of the appreciation of a first user of the
cooperation in COMMIT/.
Anything left to say
A valorisation project is something completely different
from a research project. Perhaps gathering the joint
experience can provide for some kind of support for future
valorisation efforts in, for example, COMMIT2DATA.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
1. Winning the #MSM2013 challenge (2013-Q2): it showed
that the synergy between P1 and P19 paid off. 2. The paper
at ICMLA 2013 (2013-Q3): the first publication about our
revolutionary machine learning approach CRN. 3. The paper
at ESANN 2014 (2014-Q1): it demonstrated the power of
CRNs for several kinds of machine learning tasks.

COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

Software framework GIS "Stairwalker" - TimeTrails
P19 WP05 VP14 Software framework GIS
Work package/Valorisation Project leader: Maurice van Keulen, UTwente

VP14	
  –	
  Software	
  Framework	
  GIS	
  
“Stairwalker”	
  eindrapportage	
  
Maurice	
  van	
  Keulen,	
  	
  2	
  Oktober	
  2015	
  

1 Introduction	
  
Below	
  the	
  goal	
  and	
  functionality	
  from	
  the	
  original	
  project	
  proposal.	
  
A	
  -‐	
  Goal	
  
The	
  goal	
  of	
  the	
  proof-‐of-‐concept	
  product	
  is	
  to	
  provide	
  software	
  for	
  Arcadis’	
  Geographical	
  Information	
  
System	
  (GIS)	
  customers	
  to	
  involve	
  open	
  data	
  containing	
  geographical	
  information	
  for	
  their	
  purposes.	
  This	
  
software	
  will	
  enable	
  a	
  short	
  time-‐to-‐market	
  and	
  therefore	
  low	
  investments	
  for	
  Arcadis	
  and	
  Arcadis’	
  
customers	
  initially	
  for	
  feasability	
  studies	
  in	
  terms	
  of	
  pilot	
  projects	
  with	
  these	
  customers.	
  The	
  focus	
  here	
  is	
  
on	
  continuously	
  updated	
  summarized	
  information	
  from	
  social	
  media	
  such	
  as	
  Twitter	
  messages,	
  Facebook	
  
messages,	
  Foursquare	
  status	
  updates,	
  or	
  open	
  and	
  commercial	
  status	
  information	
  like	
  weather	
  (KNMI),	
  
road	
  (NDW),	
  ship	
  (AIS)	
  or	
  plane	
  data.	
  The	
  added	
  value	
  for	
  Arcadis’	
  customers	
  is	
  to	
  provide	
  access	
  to	
  an	
  
additional	
  channel	
  of	
  information	
  for	
  their	
  customers	
  –	
  in	
  terms	
  of	
  data-‐as-‐a-‐service	
  idea.	
  	
  

B	
  -‐	
  Functionality	
  (roughly	
  7	
  sentences)	
  

Describe	
  the	
  functionality	
  of	
  the	
  proof-‐of-‐concept	
  product	
  and	
  in	
  which	
  way	
  the	
  product	
  is	
  build	
  
The	
  functionality	
  of	
  the	
  proof-‐of-‐concept	
  product	
  can	
  be	
  summarized	
  as	
  
•
A	
  back-‐end	
  system	
  for	
  collecting,	
  managing	
  and	
  summarizing	
  information	
  from	
  external	
  sources
which	
  includes	
  the	
  novel	
  pre-‐aggregation	
  technology	
  from	
  COMMIT/TimeTrails/WP5.	
  
•
A	
  visualization	
  component	
  providing	
  a	
  unique	
  view	
  of	
  aggregated	
  information	
  in	
  a	
  map-‐based
application	
  (Geographical	
  Information	
  System).	
  It	
  is	
  geared	
  towards	
  supporting	
  online	
  decision	
  
making	
  by	
  providing	
  interactive	
  visualizations	
  of	
  the	
  huge	
  amounts	
  of	
  available	
  information.	
  
The	
  product	
  is	
  developed	
  based	
  on	
  open	
  standards.	
  Moreover,	
  it	
  is	
  based	
  on	
  the	
  open	
  source	
  
implementation	
  available	
  as	
  a	
  deliverable	
  from	
  the	
  COMMIT	
  project	
  TimeTrails.	
  The	
  added	
  value	
  of	
  the	
  
product	
  is	
  reimplementing	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  code	
  base	
  for	
  robustness	
  and	
  scalability	
  and	
  the	
  re-‐implementation	
  
of	
  the	
  User	
  Interface.	
  In	
  particular,	
  user	
  interface	
  studies	
  with	
  customers	
  will	
  be	
  conducted	
  to	
  support	
  the	
  
investment.	
  A	
  live	
  demo	
  illustrating	
  the	
  product	
  proposed	
  here	
  can	
  be	
  viewed	
  at	
  
http://silo3.ewi.utwente.nl:9090/pre-‐aggregate-‐demo/.	
  

2 Results	
  
Below	
  we	
  report	
  on	
  the	
  results	
  of	
  the	
  valorization	
  project.	
  The	
  software	
  has	
  received	
  the	
  
name	
  Stairwalker.	
  
Where	
  appropriate	
  we	
  mention	
  the	
  original	
  deliverable	
  IDs	
  (see	
  Section	
  3.1).	
  Some	
  
deliverables	
  were	
  not	
  (fully)	
  realized	
  and	
  several	
  extra	
  non-‐planned	
  deliverables	
  were	
  
realized	
  instead	
  (see	
  Section	
  3.2).	
  
5	
  freelancers	
  were	
  hired	
  for	
  varying	
  periods	
  for	
  software,	
  tools,	
  demos,	
  and	
  
documentation	
  tasks	
  (deliverable	
  #1):	
  Dennis	
  Pallett,	
  Matthijs	
  van	
  de	
  Zande,	
  Jochem	
  
Eslinga,	
  Dennis	
  Muller	
  en	
  Ghita	
  Berrada.	
  

2.1 Software	
  and	
  tools	
  
UT	
  developed	
  functionality	
  for	
  keyword	
  search	
  and	
  an	
  improved	
  visualization.	
  
Moreover	
  the	
  scalability	
  of	
  the	
  backend	
  software	
  has	
  been	
  improved	
  (deliverable	
  #3).	
  
Arcadis	
  realized	
  all	
  of	
  their	
  planned	
  visualization	
  features	
  in	
  the	
  frontend	
  (deliverable	
  
#3).	
  The	
  backend	
  software	
  was	
  continuously	
  released	
  on	
  UT/DB’s	
  github	
  under	
  
neogeo/pre-‐aggregate	
  and	
  neogeo/geoserver-‐ext	
  .	
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Support	
  tools	
  for	
  pre-‐aggregate	
  index	
  creation	
  were	
  also	
  developed:	
  a	
  standard	
  version	
  
under	
  neogeo/pre-‐aggregate-‐tools	
  and	
  a	
  big	
  data	
  version	
  based	
  on	
  Hadoop	
  MapReduce	
  
under	
  neogeo/pre-‐aggregate-‐mapreduce	
  (unplanned	
  deliverable	
  #12).	
  

2.2 Company	
  adoption,	
  pilots,	
  and	
  demos	
  
The	
  software	
  has	
  been	
  integrated	
  in	
  Arcadis’	
  ATRIUM	
  development	
  infrastructure	
  
(deliverable	
  #4).	
  The	
  originally	
  planned	
  switch-‐over	
  to	
  a	
  tweet	
  stream	
  from	
  the	
  
company	
  CrowdSense	
  did	
  not	
  happen;	
  the	
  pilots	
  and	
  demos	
  continued	
  to	
  use	
  tweet	
  
streams	
  gathered	
  at	
  UT.	
  
The	
  software	
  has	
  not	
  been	
  integrated	
  in	
  Nspyre’s	
  development	
  infrastructure	
  
(deliverable	
  #5).	
  Nspyre	
  asjusted	
  their	
  big	
  data	
  goals	
  and	
  contact	
  person	
  Andreas	
  
Wombacher	
  left	
  the	
  company.	
  As	
  a	
  result,	
  Nspyre	
  terminated	
  their	
  cooperation	
  in	
  this	
  
project.	
  
The	
  DCMR	
  pilot	
  (deliverable	
  #8)	
  has	
  been	
  carried	
  out.	
  The	
  results	
  have	
  been	
  presented	
  
to	
  DCMR	
  and	
  others	
  at	
  the	
  “Eindworkshop	
  Sensortechnologieën”,	
  April	
  8th,	
  20141	
  and	
  a	
  
final	
  report	
  has	
  been	
  written	
  on	
  the	
  pilot.	
  	
  
A	
  golden	
  demo	
  was	
  developed	
  and	
  presented	
  at	
  the	
  COMMIT/	
  Big	
  Future	
  of	
  Data	
  event	
  
October	
  2014	
  (deliverable	
  #11).	
  
Our	
  plan	
  to	
  conduct	
  two	
  more	
  pilots	
  with	
  other	
  clients	
  of	
  Arcadis	
  proved	
  too	
  ambitious	
  
(deliverable	
  #9).	
  Instead,	
  two	
  smaller	
  demos	
  /	
  pilots	
  were	
  carried	
  out:	
  
• A	
  visualization	
  of	
  where	
  building	
  and	
  asbestos	
  removal	
  services	
  were	
  made	
  
where	
  the	
  data	
  on	
  the	
  offers	
  can	
  from	
  harvesting	
  a	
  job	
  offer	
  website	
  using	
  the	
  
web	
  harvesting	
  infrastructure	
  developed	
  in	
  COMMIT/P19/WP6	
  and	
  
COMMIT/P1/WP7.	
  
• A	
  “how-‐to-‐develop-‐your-‐first-‐demo	
  system”	
  (see	
  also	
  2.3)	
  based	
  on	
  other	
  data	
  
and	
  another	
  scenario	
  than	
  the	
  Golden	
  Demo.	
  

2.3 Documentation	
  and	
  training	
  material	
  
The	
  initial	
  plan	
  was	
  to	
  organize	
  a	
  training	
  session	
  at	
  Arcadis	
  (deliverable	
  #6)	
  and	
  make	
  
available	
  the	
  associated	
  training	
  material.	
  We	
  later	
  decided	
  that	
  it	
  would	
  more	
  beneficial	
  
to	
  focus	
  more	
  on	
  developing	
  a	
  how-‐to-‐develop-‐your-‐first-‐demo	
  system	
  (deliverable	
  
#13)	
  and	
  documentation	
  which	
  includes	
  the	
  how-‐to	
  tutorial	
  associated	
  with	
  the	
  demo	
  
system	
  (deliverable	
  #14),	
  because	
  this	
  would	
  be	
  more	
  effective	
  for	
  someone	
  starting	
  to	
  
use	
  the	
  software	
  than	
  just	
  some	
  material	
  (slides,	
  assignments)	
  from	
  a	
  training	
  session.	
  	
  

2.4 Other	
  dissemination	
  results	
  
The	
  project	
  web	
  page	
  at	
  UT	
  was	
  dormant	
  for	
  some	
  time,	
  but	
  has	
  been	
  erected	
  finally	
  
(deliverable	
  #2).	
  A	
  business	
  case	
  description	
  for	
  another	
  company	
  has	
  not	
  been	
  realized	
  
(deliverable	
  #10).	
  
Regarding	
  dissemination	
  /	
  valorization	
  activities	
  in	
  terms	
  of	
  customer	
  presentations	
  
(deliverable	
  #7),	
  the	
  following	
  results	
  can	
  be	
  reported:	
  
• A	
  publication	
  by	
  Arcadis	
  in	
  GeoFocus.2	
  
• A	
  publication	
  by	
  Arcadis	
  in	
  Vernufteling	
  2014.	
  	
  
• No	
  detailed	
  list	
  of	
  customer	
  presentations	
  was	
  kept.	
  We	
  will	
  submit	
  the	
  slides	
  
that	
  were	
  used	
  for	
  these	
  customer	
  presentations	
  in	
  the	
  COMMIT/	
  progress	
  
report	
  forms.	
  
• The	
  work	
  was	
  part	
  of	
  Arcadis’	
  stand	
  at	
  Geobuzz	
  and	
  ‘Het	
  Grote	
  Big	
  Data	
  
Congres’.	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
   	
  
1	
  http://www.dcmr.nl/binaries/content/assets/bestanden/nieuws/2014/dcmr_sensorinnovaties.swf	
  	
  
2	
  http://www.arcadis.nl/GEO_FOCUS_Nr_20_Twitter_als_sensornetwerk_geografisch_ontsloten.aspx	
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3 Deliverables	
  	
  
3.1 Original	
  deliverables	
  
#	
  

Deadline	
  

1	
  

Apr	
  2014	
  

2	
  

Apr	
  2014	
  

3	
  

Q1,	
  Q2,	
  Q3	
  

4	
  

Q1,Q3	
  

5	
  

Q2	
  

6	
  

Q2	
  

Description	
  
Type	
  
Personnel	
  resources	
  at	
  UT	
  acquired	
  
• Programmer	
  employed	
  at	
  UT	
  
or	
  1	
  or	
  2	
  freelancers	
  hired.	
  
other	
  
• Planning	
  of	
  deliverables	
  below	
  adjusted	
  to	
  
when	
  these	
  resources	
  turn	
  out	
  to	
  be	
  
available.	
  
Project	
  website	
  at	
  UT	
  
• Website	
  for	
  dissemination	
  purposes	
  for	
  this	
  
dissemination	
  
valorization	
  project	
  on-‐line	
  as	
  part	
  of	
  
UT/DB	
  website	
  
Quarterly	
  release	
  of	
  the	
  software	
  in	
  open	
  source	
  
• Open	
  source	
  release	
  of	
  both	
  back-‐end	
  (=	
  
pre-‐aggregation	
  index	
  for	
  PostgreSQL	
  +	
  
GeoServer	
  extensions)	
  and	
  visualization	
  
(visualition	
  application)	
  on	
  UT/DB’s	
  github	
  	
  
• Announcement	
  on	
  project	
  website	
  
• [Arcadis]	
  Visualization	
  front-‐end	
  features	
  
o [Q1]	
  Import	
  of	
  Web	
  Feature	
  Service	
  
(WFS)	
  live	
  tweets	
  in	
  Arcadis	
  
ATRIUM	
  environment	
  +	
  styling	
  
o [Q1]	
  Import	
  of	
  WFS	
  historic	
  tweets	
  
+	
  styling	
  
software	
  
o [Q2]	
  Import	
  of	
  the	
  WFS	
  analysis	
  of	
  
historic	
  tweets	
  +	
  styling	
  
o [Q2]	
  Functionality	
  for	
  filtering	
  on	
  
time	
  in	
  user-‐interface	
  
o [Q2]	
  Functionality	
  for	
  tweet	
  
inspection	
  in	
  user-‐interface	
  
o [Q3]	
  Functionality	
  for	
  filtering	
  on	
  
keywords	
  in	
  user-‐interface	
  
• [UT]	
  Back-‐end	
  
o [Q2]	
  Functionality	
  for	
  keyword	
  
filtering	
  
o Scalability	
  improvements	
  in	
  every	
  
release	
  
Functional	
  infrastructure	
  at	
  Arcadis	
  (ATRIUM	
  
environment)	
  
• [Q1]	
  Back-‐end	
  and	
  visualization	
  
software	
  
• [Q1]	
  Link	
  on	
  Project	
  website	
  to	
  running	
  
demo	
  at	
  Arcadis	
  
• [Q3]	
  Switch-‐over	
  to	
  tweet	
  stream	
  from	
  
CrowdSense	
  
Functional	
  infrastructure	
  at	
  Nspyre	
  
• Back-‐end	
  and	
  visualization	
  
software	
  
• Link	
  on	
  Project	
  website	
  to	
  running	
  demo	
  at	
  
Nspyre	
  
Training	
  session	
  organized	
  at	
  Arcadis	
  
• Announcement	
  on	
  project	
  and	
  Arcadis	
  
websites	
  
dissemination	
  
• Training	
  materials	
  disclosed	
  on	
  project	
  
website	
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7	
  

Q2	
  

8	
  

Q2	
  

9	
  

Q3	
  

10	
  

Q3	
  

11	
  

Oct	
  2014	
  

Report	
  on	
  at	
  least	
  10	
  customer	
  presentations	
  
• List	
  of	
  customers	
  and	
  dates	
  
• Summary	
  of	
  the	
  feedback	
  of	
  these	
  customer	
   dissemination	
  
/	
  valorization	
  
to	
  the	
  presentations	
  
• The	
  used	
  marketing	
  	
  material	
  disclosed	
  on	
  
project	
  website	
  
DCMR	
  pilot	
  completed.	
  Pilot	
  is	
  about	
  odor	
  
detection.	
  A	
  layered	
  visualization	
  shows	
  odor	
  
detected	
  by	
  ‘snifpalen’	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  aggregated	
  odor	
  
sentiment	
  from	
  Twitter	
  (people	
  tweeting	
  about	
  
user	
  study	
  
strange	
  smells)	
  in	
  the	
  Port	
  of	
  Rotterdam	
  area.	
  
• Report	
  on	
  the	
  results	
  of	
  the	
  DCMR-‐pilot	
  
• Announcement	
  on	
  project	
  website	
  
2	
  Additional	
  pilot	
  projects	
  started	
  
• Follow-‐up	
  of	
  deliverable	
  #7	
  
• Plan	
  of	
  approach	
  for	
  both	
  
• Announcements	
  on	
  project	
  website	
  for	
  both	
  
• Pilot	
  projects	
  are	
  expected	
  to	
  be	
  other	
  
user	
  study	
  
visualizations	
  of	
  aggregated	
  tweet	
  
information	
  for	
  different	
  purposes,	
  but	
  
implemented	
  with	
  the	
  same	
  generic	
  back-‐
end	
  software	
  (PostgreSQL	
  and	
  GeoServer	
  +	
  
extensions)	
  
Report	
  with	
  business	
  case	
  description	
  for	
  a	
  
valorization	
  
company	
  other	
  than	
  Arcadis	
  or	
  Nspyre	
  
Demo	
  at	
  COMMIT/	
  mid	
  term	
  event	
  (proposed	
  as	
  
golden	
  demo	
  of	
  TimeTrails)	
  of	
  the	
  DCMR	
  and	
  other	
  
dissemination	
  
pilots	
  
• Announcement	
  on	
  project	
  website	
  

	
  

3.2 Extra	
  deliverables	
  
#	
   Description	
  
Support	
  tools	
  for	
  pre-‐aggregate	
  index	
  creation.	
  
• a	
  standard	
  version	
  	
  
12	
  
• a	
  big	
  data	
  version	
  based	
  on	
  Hadoop	
  
MapReduce	
  	
  
How-‐to-‐develop-‐your-‐first-‐demo	
  system	
  
13	
  
14	
  
	
  

Documentation	
  which	
  includes	
  the	
  how-‐to	
  tutorial	
  
associated	
  with	
  the	
  demo	
  system	
  
	
  

Type	
  
software	
  
software	
  /	
  
dissemination	
  
dissemination	
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Smart Consolidation of Product
Information (SmartCOPI)
TimeTrails
P19 WP06 User-Centric Geo Profiling & VP54 SmartCOPI
Researchers: Maurice van Keulen, University of Twente;
Dolf Trieschnigg, MyDataFactory; Arjan Herskamp,
MyDataFactory; Brend Wanders, University of Twente; Jan
Flokstra, University of Twente; Michiel Bakker, University of
Twente; Alexander Drechsel, University of Twente
Partner(s): University of Twente, MyDataFactory
Motivational statement
The goal of Mydatafactory is to aid companies in dealing
with product data quality issues in a manner that uses
human effort and expertise as efficiently as possible by
employing advanced machine learning and information
retrieval technology. The web provides a wealth of
information on products provided in various formats, detail
levels, targeted at a variety of audiences. Semiautomatically locating, extracting and consolidating this
information would be a “killer app” for enriching and
improving product data quality with a significant impact on
production cost and quality.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Easy to use web harvesting solutions exist, for example,
import.io. Our web harvesting technology uses advanced
information retrieval and machine learning to achieve more
autonomy, less configuration, less website-specificity, and
more robustness. Incorporating probabilistic datalog of
JudgeD as a component adds more reasoning power
expected to reduce mistakes in harvesting and improve
quality of output data. JudgeD is novel in its expressive
power for representing and reasoning with dependencies in
the uncertainty of data. In SmartCOPI, several additional
features will be developed for JudgeD such as probabilistic
rule generation.
What is your application?
SmartCOPI will bridge the gap between research prototype
and innovation-ready software by improving upon results of
many earlier research projects concerning web harvesting,
natural language processing, and probabilistic databases, to
develop a generic web harvesting infrastructure capable of
automatically and robustly harvesting product data from
websites. Its base layer, called Combine , has been released
in open source.
EVALUATION

Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
Maintaining the quality of detailed product data, ranging
from data about required raw materials to detailed
specifications of tools and spare parts, is of vital importance
in many industries. Ordering or using wrong spare parts
(based on wrong or incomplete information) may result in
significant production loss or even impact health and
safety. The web provides a wealth of information on
products provided in various formats, detail levels, targeted
at a variety of audiences. Semi-automatically locating,
extracting and consolidating this information would be a
“killer app” for enriching and improving product data
quality with a significant impact on production cost and
quality.
Lessons learned
UT and Mydatafactory made a special agreement
concerning IP on the developed software: the generic base
layers of the software framework were to be released in
open source and company-specific concretely identified
components were to be developed in closed source with
the IP at Mydatafactory, but with a right to use and publish
by the University of Twente. This is important to protect the
IP position of Mydatafactory with respect to future
investors while not harming future research nor potential
impact of Combine in other collaborations. It proved
extremely hard and time-consuming to find suitable judicial
support in formulating a legal agreement for this.

Scientific output
The paper below has been published on an international
workshop. It describes the component of the software
framework that reasons with uncertain data. A second
paper on experiences with a pilot about harvesting and
consolidating data about ball bearings from 16 different
websites, is being written. Wanders, B. and van Keulen, M.
and Flokstra, Jan (2016) JudgeD: a probabilistic datalog with
dependencies. In: Proceedings of the Workshop on
Declarative Learning Based Programming, DeLBP 2016, 13
February 2016, Phoenix, AZ, USA. AAAI Press.
Valorisation output
The generic web harvesting infrastructure capable of
automatically and robustly harvesting product data from
websites, called Combine, has been released in open
source: https://github.com/utdb/combine. A pilot has been
performed to harvest and consolidate data about ball
bearings from 16 different websites. A project proposal has
been written and submitted for continuation of the
research and development of the Combine framework.
Private partner SciSports joined the consortium.
International
The project has also been presented at the Dutch-Belgian
DatabaseDay (28 Oct 2016, Mons, Belgium).
Synergy
The valorisation project re-thought, re-designed, and
integrated research results of many earlier projects:

COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

COMMIT/P1/Infiniti, COMMIT/P19/WP6,
PayDIBI, and Neogeography.

ITEA2

FedSS,

Dissemination (communication)
Website:
https://www.mydatafactory.com/company/partners/
Public appearance: Joining of new private partner to
consortium: A project proposal has been written and
submitted for continuation of the research and
development of the Combine framework. Private partner
SciSports joined the consortium. User group meeting: 8 Sep
2016, the user committee met at Mydatafactory to be
informed about SmartCOPI and discuss impact and possible
future directions. Present were:
Detlef ubner, Senior Team Manager Materials, Centre of
E pertise, Shell Deutschland Oil mbH
Michel
andercruysen, Manager contracting at
Eriks+Baudoin
erry aureys, Pricing manager at Eriks
Anything left to say
Not all objectives of the project have been reached.
Especially the pilot took much more time than anticipated.
Collaboration in SmartCOPI continues after its end date,
without the PostDoc Brend Wanders funded by COMMIT/.
A master project in the context of SmartCOPI by student
Alexander Drechsel is still in progress. The software
platform has much potential for also valorising future
research results.

COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

Adaptive indexing for Big Data
and Ad-hoc Queries
TimeTrails
P19 WP07 Multi-scale Query Processing
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Stefan Manegold, CWI & Leiden University
Researchers: Stratos Idreos, CWI; Eleni Petraki, CWI; Holger
Pirk, CWI; Stefan Manegold, CWI & Leiden University
Partner(s): MonetDB Solutions, CWI, Leiden University
Motivational statement
Big Data in science, e.g. astronomy, requires an adaptive
scheme to index only those parts of the observational data
that is direct interest of the user for his science experiment.
Current database systems are way to slow to support such
science cases.
Scientific topic: Volume & Velocity / Scalability
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
Indexes are a crucial ingredient of database systems to
facilitate efficient and scalable query processing. However,
with the advent of Big Data and the increased need for fast
exploratory, ad-hoc data analysis rather than repetitive
reporting using pre-cast queries, there is neither enough
time nor enough knowledge about (future) queries to build
suitable indexes a-priori. Instead, we propose and develop
solutions that efficiently build indexes as a side-product of
query processing, and thus automatically focusing on the
actual workload and adapting to workload changes.

What’s your application?
The techniques developed here are not bound to a specific
application, but rather inspired and driven by the need for
ad-hoc and exploratory data analysis that is common for
many, if not all applications in the Big Data context.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
We developed several adaptive and holistic indexing
techniques, also extending it to multi-dimensional data.
Prototypical implementations have been made available as
part of the MonetDB open-source code base.
Valorisation output
To the best of our knowledge, adaptive indexing techniques
have not yet been integrated in the production releases of
leading commercial or open-source database systems.
However, the adaptive indexing ideas have been picked-up
by the international data management research
community. Several researchers published work on various
aspects of adaptive indexing, both in collaboration with the
CWI Database Architectures team and independently.
International
Petraki, Idreos, Pirk and Manegold published, partly
together with international collaborators, several scientific
papers with internationally leading data management
journals, conferences, and workshops. Assuming a position
as assistant professor at Harvard University (USA), Stratos
Idreos started building his own research group with
adaptive indexing and adaptive database architectures as
his core research topics.

Lessons learned
The initial work on Database Cracking before COMMIT/,
that this work is based on, opened a Pandora's box: with
each new solution for one aspect of the complex problem,
multiple new opportunities, challenges and research
questions arise.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The main science question is how to rethink database
indexing and query processing concepts from ground-up in
order to enable to desired adaptive indexing. Novel index
structures, index creation techniques and query processing
paradigms have to be designed and developed that enable
incremental and partial index creation during query
processing, while incurring only minimal overhead.
Furthermore, the new techniques need to quickly converge
to a full index structure.

COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

Large scale LIDAR data
processing
TimeTrails
P19 WP08 VP46 3D Geospatial Data
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Romulo Goncalves (NLeSC)
Researchers: J. Maassen (NLeSC); N. Nes (CWI); K. Kyzirakos
(CWI); D. Nedev (MonetDB Solutions); P. Koutrourakis
(MonetDB Solutions); M. Kersten (CWI)
Partner(s): NLeSC, CWI, MonetDB Solutions, Geodan,
Deltares, Fugro
Motivational statement
The NLeSC partners, Geodan, Delatares, Fugro and TUD ,
expressed keen interest in pushing the technology envelop
to deal with multi-Terabyte LIDAR data for real-time
visualisation and analytics of the height map of the
Netherlands.
Scientific topic: Human Computation
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
Many real life applications, ranging from self-navigating
cars, urban planning, and complex astrophysical simulations
produce enormous amounts of data stressing the storage
layout on disk, complicating the search for a small portion
with specific properties and finally to show massive
amounts of data in real time on a screen. An end-to-end
solution was created which showed amongst others a realtime ‘fly-through’ the point clouds that represent the height
of the Netherlands. The measured precision was 10 points
per square meter and 3 cm resolution in height. This turns
bridges on a free-way into major hills in the display.
Lessons learned
Despite its major science engineering angle, there are only
two relational database engine research group that have
dared to embark on such a project, CWI MonetDB and
Oracle Spatial.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The key scientific question posed is to understand and
improve database technology to load, manipulate and
visualize LiDAR data in a database management system.
Although the data is highly structured, its storage size (>
100B points), indexing, join-processing and search poses
sever challenges to a database system. Database
partitioning and distributed process called for a new
approach that avoids any skew and produces query results
within seconds.

What is your application?
LiDAR data is produced by modern laser technology to
provide a 3-D point cloud of the environment being
scanned. They are used both in self navigating cars,
industrial and urban development, and remote sensing. In
this project we focused on the Dutch national height map,
with 600 Billion points to describe the height of the Dutch
soil with centimetre resolution. Loading, extracting and
visualisation stresses all technology currently used by the
partners.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
An efficient data management layer for geo-spatial data
analysis with special emphasis on LiDAR data was
developed. It provides fast data ingestion through a
specialized data loader, but also in-situ data access to
LAS/LAZ data repositories containing billions of points.
Through in-memory indexes, efficient data filtering and a
refinement stage based on a divide and conquer approach
our solution in MonetDB outperforms the well-known
PostgreSQL with Point Cloud extension. For complex
queries, thanks to its efficient multi-core parallelism, our
solution is an order magnitude faster than the file-based
solution Rapidlasso LAStools. The techniques were applied
also to the work on the Millennium database, preparing a
performance comparison paper against SQL Server on the
20TB sky simulation with J.Hopkins university.
Valorisation output
The LiDAR loader and distributed processing techniques are
part of the MonetDB suite, actively maintained by the
partners.
International
The work was partly carried out in cooperation with the
John Hopkins University (USA).
Synergy
The adoption of the new science partner, NLeSC, worked
well and provided access to the needs of their science
partners.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://www.monetdbsolutions.com/
Public appearance: The prototypes have been
demonstrated within the COMMIT consortia yearly
meetings, external at national industrial event, e.g. NLeSC
eScience, ICTdelta, IEEE eScience and ACM SIGSPATIAL.
Media: https://twitter.com/MonetDB
Nice to know
All code is part of the MonetDB distribution.
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A multi-paradigm analytics
ecosystem
TimeTrails
P19 WP09 Large-scale Analytics
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Hannes Mühleisen, CWI
Researchers: Stefan Manegold,CWI/Leiden; Mark
Raasveldt, CWI; Pedro Ferreirra, MonetDB Solution
Partner(s): MonetDB Solutions, CWI
Motivational statement
MonetDB Solutions and its customers need a DBMS
software ecosystem to enable users to embedded business
critical logic in the core of such systems for improved
performance and maintainability. TataSteel collects large
amounts of production information that call for real-time
analysis to steer the steel factory machineries. This calls for
a richer programming interface with historical data.
Scientific topic: Human Computation
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
The expression Big Data describes the idea that businesses,
scientists and public administrations can perform tasks with
large amounts of data that would not have been possible
otherwise. A major bottleneck encountered in practice are
the hurdles to take when data resides in a database and the
application needs it in its own format. Three major
innovations have been created to address these issues. A
seamless integration is created between the DBMS and
user code written in native R, Python, and C. Conversely, an
embedded version of MonetDB for R, Python and Java
makes it possible to use database technology without
leaving the application runtime. Finally, we have redesigned database connectivity and achieved an order of
magnitude when transferring data between applications
and data management systems.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
For decades, data impedance has been a major problem
when it comes to exchange large amounts of data between
independent software subsystems. Each system has its own
storage layout and processing paradigm. The science
challenge addressed is to lower the impedance mismatch
by creating a synergy between a modern database system
and code written in ‘foreign’ languages. It has two sides, a)
to ease integration of user defined code within the critical
path of a database query processor and b) to simplify
drawing upon the power of a relational engine within the
process space of an application. A major challenge is to
ensure the safety of the data while increasing efficiency.

What is your application?
The prime application comes from the rich field of
statistical analyses. The predominant programming
languages R and Python/NumPy/SciPy are hindered by lack
of scalability and lack of declarative query processing. A
close cooperation with A. Adamico (Kaiser Family
Foundation) on a representative set of large-scale statistical
survey analysis has led to several Open-Source projects that
are used by thousands of people around the globe.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
A tight integration between MonetDB, the database engine,
and R, to solve the statistical problems raised by interactive
data exploration has been created. Likewise, a coupling of a
relational engine and Python Numpy has been exercised in
the context of analysis of astronomical data. Several papers
have been published on the topic. The latest one in the
prestigious VLDB that shows how poor data exchange
protocols between a DBMS and its environment behave.
Valorisation output
The work is taken up by MonetDB Solutions, who uses the
technology in their product development.
International
All the software is integrated in the MonetDB product suite
and heavily used worldwide.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: Blog Posts about MonetDBLite for R
https://www.r-bloggers.com/using-monetdblite-with-realworld-csv-files/
https://www.r-bloggers.com/monetdblite-because-fast/
Blog post announcing R/Python UDFs for MonetDB
https://www.monetdb.org/content/embedded-r-monetdb
https://www.monetdb.org/blog/embedded-pythonnumpymonetdb
Our blog posts announcing MonetDBLite
https://www.monetdb.org/blog/monetdblite-r
https://www.monetdb.org/blog/monetdblite-for-python
MonetDBLite Github Page
https://github.com/hannesmuehleisen/MonetDBLite
MonetDBLite for R on CRAN
https://cran.rproject.org/web/packages/MonetDBLite/index.html
MonetDBLite for Python
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/monetdblite
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DknF26kzDh8
Public appearance: The prototypes have been
demonstrated within the COMMIT consortia yearly
meetings, external at national industrial event, e.g. DBDBD,
NLeSC eScience Symposium and ICTdelta. The Open Source
package MonetDBLite has also been presented at the 2016
R Conference at Stanford University, California (See
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Youtube video). MonetDB Python UDFs have been
prominently featured on the front page of Hacker News.
Media: https://twitter.com/MonetDB,
Quotes
“Confidential to SAS, SPSS, STATA, SUDAAN users: if you
start analysing Big Data with R + MonetDB, you will no
longer have to wait around long enough to take a coffee
break after running each command. For that, I apologize.”
Anthony Damico, “Analysing Survey Data for Free”,
http://www.asdfree.com/2012/11/why-and-how-to-installmonetdb-with-r.html

COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

COMMIssioner: smart
datacentre-scale portfolio
scheduling
IV-e
P20 VP15 Commisioner
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Alexandru Iosup VU
Researchers: Ir. Vincent van Beek, Bitbrains/Solvinity and
TU Delft; Ir. Giorgios Oikonomou, TU Delft; Ir. Theo van
Drimmelen, Bitbrains/Solvinity
Partner(s): TUD, From the Netherlands: Bitbrains/Solvinity.
From outside the Netherlands: SPEC, int’l. multiorganization and Materna (DE)
Motivational statement
Automating datacentre scheduling with performance and
risk management.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Future Internet
Short description
We explore smart scheduling for datacenters: a portfolio of
schedulers and automatic selection of one scheduler at the
appropriate moment, and quantifying each selectiondecision.

Valorisation output
1. Netherlands Teacher of the Year 2015, Alexandru Iosup.
2. Chair of SPEC Research - Cloud Group, Alexandru Iosup.
3. Open-access data: traces in Grid Workloads Archive.
4. Joint SPEC publication on new datacenter and cloud
metrics
International
Chairing track of important conference CLUSTER’14, in
Madrid, Spain.
Synergy
Synergy between training, practice, and research: training
material for students at TUD/VU, Solvinity, and broad
engineering (KIVI).
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.ds.ewi.tudelft.nl/~iosup/
YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4FvZiV3_GMg
Public appearance: KIVI Invited lecture, etc.
Nice to know
Solvinity sponsors now a Ph.D. project and MagnaData VIDI
project granted around the concepts explored in this
project.

Lessons learned
1. Significantly extended state-of-the-art portfolio
scheduling.
2. Went beyond performance: risk-aware schedulers.
3. Created contention predictor, assessed auto-scalers.
4. Demo’s flexible support for business-critical applications.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
How to design datacenter schedulers so that they can
support the scale, elasticity, etc., of the datacenter, yet be
able to control the performance and risk of the datacenter,
and quantify their decisions?
What’s your application?
Applications in cloud computing and big data, including
current and future ICT aspects of e-Science, business-critical
workloads, large-scale analytics, etc.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
1. ICT-Onderzoeksprijs 2016, for Alexandru Iosup.
2. Excellent bibliometrics, publications: IEEE Computer’15,
CCGRID’15-‘16, ICPE’17, JPDC’17, EuroPar WS’16, SC WS’16,
etc. ICPE’14,’17(Nominated BPA).
COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

SemDIF: Semantic Description of
Infrastructures
IV-e
P20 WP01 Sem DIF: Sementic Description of Infrastructure
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Dr. Paola Grosso – SNE/ Institute for Informatics/UvA
Researchers: Dr. Jeroen van der Ham – (former SNE/IvI/UvA
); Dr. Mohamen Morsey - (former SNE/IvI/UvA ); Chariklis
Pittaras, M.Sc - (former SNE/IvI/UvA); Dr. Miroslav Zivkovic
- (former SNE/IvI/UvA); Dr. Hao Zhu - (former SNE/IvI/UvA);
Prof. de Laat –SNE/Institute for Informatics/UvA
Partner(s): University of Twente, SNE group
Motivational statement
There were no private partners in this WP. UvA proposed
and worked in this WP has it recognized that the lack of
semantic descriptions for the Internet infrastructures was
hampering their operations and preventing the
development of more secure and energy efficient services.
Relations with private partners were fostered during the
whole duration of the project.
Scientific topic: Scalability
Societal topic: Future Internet
Short description
The Internet is becoming the data backbone of our society,
shaping most of our personal and public interactions. In our
work in COMMIT we built novel and richer description and
models of the operation and the building blocks of the
Internet. We showed that with these descriptions, think of
them as operation manuals, we can make networks operate
in a more secure and more energy-efficient manner. We
can in essence program the Internet to behave like users
want. This is what is called the Future Internet.
Lessons learned
In a project like ours, that tackled the description of a large
infrastructure like the Internet, used by many and managed
by many, it has been paramount to collaborate
internationally. The results of our work live on thanks to
this community building effort.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The operation of the Future Internet requires higher
integration of information about multiple components: the
devices themselves as well as the operations and services
these devices can offer. This is possible only if we have rich
models for the intern. Our unique solution has been the
development of Semantic Web ontologies for networks and
infrastructure. The biggest contribution has been the INDL
model that has seen in the meantime large uptake in the
international networking and computer system community.

What is your application?
Our models are used to program the operation of the
Internet. We applied this into making data flows across the
network more energy efficient. Our work, namely the
models, is now at the core of the operation of large
networking testbeds in both Europe and UsA.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The INDL model we developed in P20.WP1 is now at the
basis of the international effort called OMN (Open
MultiNet) ontologies. This is in essence like a common
language to talk about networks. A language that is
understood by all parties. Researchers and communities
across the globe rely on our description to make their
networks operate and cooperate.
Valorisation output
Through our existing collaboration with networking
vendors, like CIENA, we are promoting the use of
INDL/OMN in commercial settings. We expect that our
model will be integrated in analytics solution to make
networks more secure and efficient.
International
Our work has been presented in numerous international
conferences and events. We were invited to speak 5 times
at international gatherings; we also organized ourselves 3
international events in Amsterdam (PIRE 2014. PIRE 2015
and OMN workshop 2015). We won 2 prizes: one best
paper award and one best poster award. We have had an
extensive publication records: we have presented 6 posters
at international conferences; wrote 6 conference papers
and 4 journal contributions.
Synergy
We have cooperated closely with the other WP in P20,
particularly with WP3 and WP8. We have also established
close interactions with researchers in Amsterdam Data
Science in the area of sustainability, namely prof. Lago
(VUA).
Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://ivi.fnwi.uva.nl/sne/ndl/
https://open-multinet.info/
http://w3c.github.io/omn/
https://www.w3.org/community/omn/
Anything left to say
COMMIT has had incredible attention to the professional
development of younger computing scientists. This is fairly
unique in the landscape of computer science projects (both
national and international). All contributors to this WP have
in the meantime left UvA and continued with their careers.
I am assuming they would agree with me when saying that
COMMIT showed how it valued their contribution by
investing time in organizing moments specific for them.
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PIF: Programmable
Infrastructure
IV-e
P20 WP02 PIF: Programmable Infrastructure
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Robert Meijer, TNO
Researchers: Marc Makkes, TNO
Partner(s): TNO
Short description
We have studied a concept, &#147; Internet
Factories&#148;, and proof of concept implementation of
it. Internet Factories simplifies the design space of complex
system of distributed applications, allowing independent
groups of engineers to manufacture parts of the system.
The proof of concept software distributes computer
programs, embedded in virtual machines, to data centres
around the world. Furthermore, the software uses a
technology called Software Defined Networks to connect
the virtual machines with private networks. After the
programs are connected, they are activated. Internet
Factory software contain control loops, able to fine tune
the distributed application and repair failed component, by
adding or removing links and embedded computer
programs. Apart from scientific publications, two PhD
theses, prototypes and yearly demonstrations at the Super
Computing events, our work resulted in a new cyber
security concept: secure autonomous response networks,
SARNET. A R&D grant was obtained to develop SARNET,
with the University of Amsterdam, TNO, Air France KLM and
Ciena Networks.
Lessons learned
At a certain moment we realized that our work was quite
novel. We found novel distributed application concepts,
novel paradigms to engineer distributed applications, novel
concepts for compilers, novel questions about control of
distributed applications. However, it seemed that computer
scientists are more interested in engineering than in
conceptual issues. Specifically, for WP2, as a consequence,
the PhD students were more interested in getting
distributed systems to work then to explore the
&#147;limits of programmability and controllability of
distributed systems&#148; the major goal of the WP2.
Because of the high conceptual content of WP2, one PhD
student stopped.

transmission capacity. 2013 Q4 &#145;A decision
framework for placement of applications in clouds that
minimizes their carbon footprint&#146; because it
demonstrated the ability of our Internet Factory concept to
autonomously optimize the compute architecture of a
distributed application&#146; 2015 Q3 &#145;Fast packet
forwarding engine based on software circuits&#146;
because it demonstrated the ability of our Internet Factory
concept to use virtualization technologies at, for many
purposes, negligible performance losses of the distributed
system.
Valorisation output
2015 Q3 &#145;Fast packet forwarding engine based on
software circuits&#146; demonstrated that the Internet
Factories concept allows orthogonal simplifications of the
design space of distributed applications, even to allow
specific GPU software.
International
2014 Q4 &#145; Demonstration Supercomputing 2014 New
Orleans&#146; were we demonstrated a novel idea for a
new and strong cyber security concept on basis of the
Internet Factory proof of concept.
Synergy
2014 Q4 &#147;Golden Demo&#148; The Golden Demo
was a joint effort of the P20 Project Work packages, that
was based on the Internet Factories concept, as well as the
control loop concept developed in this WP2. The Golden
Demo yielded also a new insight in macroscopic properties
of continuous (right) scaling distributing systems. We
observed distributed system architectures with fingerprintlike patters.
Dissemination (communication)
Public appearance: 2014 Q4, and in 2013, 2012 and 2011,
we demonstrated progress as the Super Computing
congress, showing the audience implementations of novel
computer science concept, whilst in 2015 we demonstrated
a Cyber Security application based on that work.
Anything left to say
Commit and P20 was well organised, informal-feeling, low
overhead and stimulating research program!

EVALUATION
Scientific output
2013 Q3 &#145;MeTRO: Low Latency Network Paths with
Routers-on-Demand&#146; because it demonstrated the
ability of our Internet Factory concept to autonomously
optimize the architecture of a network, e.g. for global
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Privacy protection and security
of sensitive information in
multi-organizational cyber
infrastructure
IV-e
P20 WP03 SeSI: Security of (virtual) e-science
Infrastructure
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Dr. Guido van t Noordende; Prof. Dr. Ir. Cees de Laat, UvASNE
Researchers: Dr. ing. Leon Gommans, Dr. Matthijs Koot
Partner(s): Universiteit van Amsterdam, KLM
Motivational statement
Study trust building in cyber infrastructure partnerships.
This led to new WP 20.11 & SARNET Study how to build
trust across organisations when sharing resources or data.
Develop ways to protect data when processed in (m ultiorganizational) cyber infrastructure.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Future Internet
Short description
The research goal of this work was to study ways to protect
data while being shared or processed in a distributed
infrastructure consisting of autonomous systems, and how
to authorise the usage of resources and data across such
systems. We also studied the limits of anonymization as a
way to protect such data.
Lessons learned
Combination of pieces of anonymized data from different
databases quickly leads to re-identifiability; classical
anonymization techniques alone are unsuitable as a
mechanism to protect medical information. The Service
Provider Group approach studied in this work package leads
to a scalable trust generating model applicable to many
industrial and scientific use cases. Sending computation to
the data instead of sending data to clients is a solution in
some applications managing sensitive health data, although
the PhD work on Mansion mobile agents (the ‘confined
rooms’ concept) showed some limitations when it comes to
preventing (covert) data leakage. Approaches similar to the
Mansion approach are now deployed in large research
projects like the personal health train project. Putting the
owner of data in control via easy to use mechanisms for
authorization of health providers puts back trust in
interconnected health record systems, and allows for lifetime traceability and transparency of access to data or data
sets, without requiring centralized data management
solutions. The underlying methods can also be employed
for research data access and “Big Data” sharing
applications.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Study different methods for creating, finding or allocating
trustworthy (virtual) resources based on an application's
requirements, and how to manage access to information in
such infrastructure. A particular focus is on stringent
security and privacy requirements for health information.
Enforcement of security using jailing and (capability-based)
access control are among the methods explored to answer
these questions, besides evaluating existing anonymization
techniques.
What is your application?
Health applications, to begin with health information
exchange systems, and also resource and sensitive data
sharing authorization in airline systems.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
Up to now (Q1 2017) the project has delivered at least:
3 PhD thesis s (Koot, van ‘t. Noordende, Gommans)
3 journal publications
Over 7 conference contributions
1 patent application
6 international invited talks, among which a keynote talk
(health IT conference in Norway) and a computer security
seminar talk at Cambridge university, plus several invited
talks in the Netherlands.
2 invited position papers/talks for the Dutch Senate, and
one invitation to a roundtable in the house of
representatives.
Valorisation output
Up to now (Q1 2017) the project has delivered at least:
3 PhD thesis s (Koot, van t. Noordende, ommans)
3 journal publications
Over 7 conference contributions
1 patent application
6 international invited talks, among which a keynote talk
(health IT conference in Norway) and a computer security
seminar talk at Cambridge university, plus several invited
talks in the Netherlands.
2 invited position papers/talks for the Dutch Senate, and
one invitation to a roundtable in the house of
representatives.
International
The Trust and authorization models are discussed and
accepted as base models by numerous international
research and education network providers. The ideas from
this project shaped the Pacific Research Platform Science
DMZ effort across California.
Synergy
This project led to a new valorization project with KLM:
WP20.11.
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Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://whitebo systems.nl/
Public appearance: Numerous appearances in expert
hearings of the senate and the house of representatives (1e
and 2e kamer) on health records, invited paper and view on
EU data protection regulation by members of the European
Parlement, invited talk for document freedom day in the
European Parliament, paper in the primary medical
professional journal Medisch Contact (2015).
Media: Several newspaper articles, television items on NOS
journaal and Nieuwsuur, and several radio interviews by Dr.
van 't Noordende, on digital health record access in the
Netherlands.
Quotes
LHV HuisartsenKring Amsterdam decided on a pilot with a
health information exchange system based on the
decentralized authorization mechanisms explored in
WP20.3 this led to start-up Whitebox Systems.
The Whitebox system was awarded a nomination for the
ISOC innovation award, an IIR privacy innovation award,
and has been supported by SIDN fonds for being an
excellent societal innovative project.
Whitebox approach named as a “promising new technique
[alleviating some issues known with push and pull
systems]” in a recent report by the Dutch medical
standardi ation body (and former EPD/ SP designers)
Nictiz.
Nice to know
Invited to the international Health Privacy Summit in
Washtington DC.
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MASS: Monitoring and
Analyzing Speed Skaters
IV-e
P20 WP04 VP26 MASS
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Prof.dr. Joost Kok, LIACS,
Researchers: Dr. Arno Knobbe (de facto project lead),
Ricardo Cachucho, Benjamin van der Burgh, LIACS
Jac Orie, Bjarne Rykkje , LottoNL-Jumbo Jacomine
Ravensbergen, HvA
Partner(s): Universiteit Leiden, Hogeschool van Amsterdam,
LottoNL-Jumbo, LIACS
Motivational statement
The speed skating team is constantly searching for
knowledge to improve training practices, and the project is
aimed at generating such knowledge.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
The project is concerned with the monitoring and analysis
of Dutch speed skaters during training. The aim is to
consider a wide range of aspects, in order to find effective
patterns in their training and daily routines that lead to
more effective training and thus higher performance at
future European, World and Olympic championships. The
project builds on a unique data collection about Dutch
speed skaters, collected over the last fifteen years within
one of the most successful Dutch skating teams, which has
been operating at world top level for years. It contains very
detailed information about speed skaters on a daily basis.
The consortium includes a unique mix of expertise in
training and coaching and data integration and mining: the
project partners include coach Orie, who trains elite speeds
skaters, data science experts from Leiden University, and
sports and visualization scientists from Amsterdam
University of Applied Science.
Lessons learned
Personalised training advice requires considerable data,
which is often only available after several years of data
collection (per athlete). Complex models over limited data
are unreliable, and in any case, simple models are required
for communication and inclusion in the day-to-day training
schedule. Informative patterns can be found in the data,
that can be readily incorporated in the skaters training.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The scientific question underlying this project is how to
model a numeric value (the outcome of a race or test), as a

function of the sequence of annotated events prior to the
measurement moment (the preparation for a race in terms
of the detailed training sessions in the weeks prior to the
race). This regression problem is approached by means of
extensive feature extraction from the sequence of events,
in order to capture the many dimensions and aspects of a
training regimen. The features can represents properties of
the training schedule, such as the overall training load over
various periods of times (1, 3, …, 21 days), or more
specifically, the number of minutes spent in intensity zones
7 or higher, in the three mornings prior to the race, when
executed on ice (vs. bike, rollerblades, …). The extracted
feature representation is then modelled with LASSO
regression and Subgroup Discovery.
What is your application?
The modelling of how variations in training schedules affect
the outcome at speed skating competition. The training
data describes various well-known Dutch speed skaters,
and the models suggest personalised improvements that
will help the coach to better prepare the athlete for a race,
and avoid common pit-falls. The improved schedules will
support the aim of winning more medals at the 2018
Winter Olympics.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
Arno Knobbe, Jac Orie, Nico Hofman, Benjamin van der
Burgh, Ricardo Cachucho, Sports Analytics for Professional
Speed Skating, Data Mining & Knowledge Discovery, special
issue on Sports Analytics, Springer, accepted; Ricardo
Cachucho, Kaihua Liu, Siegfried Nijssen, Arno Knobbe,
Bipeline: a Web-based Visual Tool for Biclustering of
Multivariate Time Series (demo), in Proceedings ECML
PKDD 2016.
Valorisation output
The team has been provided with a dashboard that allows
the automated analysis and visualisation of results, such
that the coach can somewhat independently extract useful
knowledge from the data as needed. The service we have
produced has a fairly limited application in the speed
skating world, and cooperation with competing skating
teams is prohibited by contract. However, the general
approach can be applied to other sports without
limitations. The solution is fairly technical and applicationspecific, such that we are not aware of any competitors.
International
The results have been published in the international
scientific community and the LottoNL-Jumbo team
competes in a highly international environment. Other than
that, there are no international plans.
Synergy
The project brought together three teams of experts,
including elite coaches, data science experts and sports
physiology experts. Each party brought a substantial chunk
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of knowledge to the project, producing a state-of-the-art
data science system that involves knowledge of how the
human body responds to training impulses, on a non-trivial
application in elite sports. As such, all expert group
contributed substantially to the project, demonstrating
synergy.
Dissemination (communication)
Media: Kijk op kennis (24-06-2016) - Schaatsers nóg sneller
dankzij data-analyse; Leidsch Dagblad (30-04-2016) - Het
kan: met hulp van data tienden van seconden winnen;
Sportknowhowxl (26-04-2016) - Harder schaatsen door data
science; Universiteit Leiden (20-04-2016) - Joost Kok in
Leidsch Dagblad over Dutch Sport Data Centre; NPO Radio 1
(18-04-2016) - Schaatsers kunnen nóg harder!; Scientias.nl,
Rob Blaauboer (25-03-2016) - Topschaatsen is een kwestie
van talent, training en ... technologie
Nice to know
The best analysed skater, Kjeld Nuis, became Dutch
champion on the 1000 m and 1500 m, won silver on the WC
Sprint, and won silver on the world cup 1500 m and gold on
the 1000 m.Anything left to say.
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Programming Systems for
Distributed Applications
IV-e
P20 WP04 ProSysClouds: Programming Systems for Elastic
Cloud Application
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Henri Bal, Vrije Universiteit
Researchers: Niels Drost, Alessandro Margara, Jacopo
Urbani, Hamid Bazoubandi, Alex Uta
(all: Vrije Universiteit)
Partner(s): Vrije Universiteit
Motivational statement
Obtain new insights into web-scale distributed reasoning
and stream processing together with project P23.
Scientific topic: Scalability
Societal topic: Future Internet
Short description
This project developed programming systems and
algorithms that are able to do complicated processing on
huge amounts of data. Our software can infer new
information from data in the so-called semantic web by
automatic reasoning. A large challenge was how to handle
the sheer size of this data (billions of items). For this,
advanced parallel and distributed processing techniques
were developed, running on large numbers of processors.
Lessons learned
How to make it easier for programmers to do complex
processing of web-scale volumes of data on modern
distributed systems. We developed and combined several
programming systems: Ibis (including the JavaGAT) enables
computing on many distributed resources (e.g. Grids).
WebPIE and QueryPIE (implemented using Ibis) allow
distributed reasoning over large-scale semantic web data.
Our later work (e.g. AJIRA) also supports streaming data.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
How to make it easier for programmers to do complex
processing of web-scale volumes of data on modern
distributed systems. We developed and combined several
programming systems: Ibis (including the JavaGAT) enables
computing on many distributed resources (e.g. Grids).
WebPIE and QueryPIE (implemented using Ibis) allow
distributed reasoning over large-scale semantic web data.
Our later work (e.g. AJIRA) also supports streaming data.
What is your application?
Most of this WP used the Semantic Web as application,
which as huge amounts of data. Our solutions have been
shown to scale to over 100 Billion semantic web triples.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
Urbani has won the 2012 Most Promising Young Researcher
award of the VU Network Institute. We published papers in
many top journals and conferences, including JWS, ISWC,
and ICDCS. The semantic web research already received
many hundreds of citations.
Valorisation output
The work on Ibis/JavaGAT has been continued at the
Netherlands eScience Center. This software has been used
for many other scientific applications. JavaGAT has over
60.000 downloads.
International
The work by Margara has won the Best paper award at 8th
International Conference on Distributed Event-Based
Systems (2014). The work on distributed reasoning received
several hundreds of citations, especially for the papers on
WebPIE, QueryPIE and stream reasoning.
Synergy
Our internal collaboration with COMMIT project P23
resulted in a PhD thesis by Jacopo Urbani on large-scale
distributed reasoning, with Bal (Projectleader P20) and van
Harmelen (Projectleader P23) as promotors. The thesis
received a unique cum laude degree (indicating the top 5%
of all CS Ph.D. theses). The thesis describes our research on
applying high performance distributed computing (using
Ibis and Hadoop) to boost forward reasoning and hybrid
reasoning on RDF/OWL data.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.cs.vu.nl/ibis/
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMTOJGRB18
Media: Jacopo Urbani's work on Semantic Web was
covered in the Parool newspaper of 23 Nov. 2013.
Quotes
Urbani’s PhD thesis received an Honorable mention for
Christiaan Huygens Award see
http://www.christiaanhuygensprijs.nl/index.php?D=112
Nice to know
Urbani’s PhD thesis received an Honorable mention for
Christiaan Huygens Award see
http://www.christiaanhuygensprijs.nl/index.php?D=112
Urbani won an NWO VENI grant for his research. He is now
an Assistant Professor at the Department of Computer
Science of the VU.
Anything left to say
The collaboration between Computing Systems (COMMIT
project P20) and AI (project P23) has been instrumental for
the success of this work.
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e-Science applications on largescale hybrid distributed
systems
IV-e
P20 WP05 Salsy: e-Science Application on Large-scale
Hybrid Distributed Systems
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Henri Bal, Vrije Universiteit
Researchers: Ben van Werkhoven, Vrije Universiteit
Scientific topic: Scalability
Societal topic: Future Internet
Short description
Modern supercomputers nowadays often use so-called
many- core accelerators, which contain thousands of very
simple processing elements that all work in parallel on a
compute- intensive problem. A good example of such an
accelerator is a GPU (Graphics Processing Unit). This WP
studied how to program such novel devices and how to
make it easier for scientific applications to use them.
Lessons learned
We learned that spectacular performance results can be
achieved with Graphics Processing Units, but with the
current state-of-the-art in GPU programming, only at the
cost of major investments in programming time. Much
better programming methodologies are needed.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The ICT question was: How can we simplify the use of GPUs
( raphics Processing Units) in scienti c supercomputing
and increase performance? We developed a transparent
programming model for Multimedia Content Analysis and
we optimized the data transfers between CPU and GPU
using a new performance model. Also, this WP was
instrumental in obtaining the NWO/M grant for DAS-5 and
in setting up this next generation Distributed ASCI
Supercomputer, which focuses on accelerator (GPU)
programming.
What is your application?
We studied both Multimedia Content Analysis and Climate
modelling (a parallel ocean simulation program).

produced software to speed up several time-critical kernels
of the Parallel Ocean Program using GPUs. A clear sign of
impact is the fact that climate modelling researchers (from
IMAU institute of the University of Utrecht) are now
extensively using distributed computing and accelerators.
Valorisation output
Our work has been applied in the scientific community (see
above), but not in commercial products.
International
The work with Utrecht and several other international
partners was a winner of the Enlighten Your Research Global Award at SC’13 (November 2013, Denver, CO, USA).
Henri Bal gave a keynote presentation at the 26th
International Symposium on Computer Architecture and
High Performance Computing in Paris on 24 Oct 2014. The
presentation also covered the COMMIT/ work on image
processing and climate modelling on GPUs. Henri Bal gave
a keynote presentation at the 2015 International
Conference on High Performance Computing & Simulation
(HPCS). Henri Bal participated in a panel at the 1st
European Workshop on Parallel and Distributed Computing
Education for Undergraduate Students (Euro-EDUPAR),
which was held in conjunction with Euro-Par 2015, in
Vienna, Austria, August 24, 2015. Henri Bal also is on the
Steering Committee of this new workshop series.
Synergy
We have a very strong and successful collaboration
between WP5 and the e-Salsa (An eScience Approach to
determine future Local Sea-level chAnges) project of NLeSC
(Netherlands eScience Center), especially with the Climate
Modelling group of prof. Henk Dijkstra (Utrecht). A joint
proposal in the European PRACE program has been
accepted, giving the collaboration extensive compute time
(23.000.000 core hours) on a European supercomputer.
DAS-5 and the IEEE Computer paper were joint work
between several COMMIT/ senior researchers from IV-e
(Henri Bal, Dick Epema, Cees de Laat) and SEALINCMedia
(Cees Snoek).
Dissemination (communication)
Media: As reported in the COMMIT/ Newsletter of January
2015, COMMIT/project IV-e and four other organizations
(Netherlands eScience Center, SURFsara, SURFnet and the
IMAU institute of Utrecht University) have made a movie
'Understanding
regional
sea
level
changes',
see https://vimeo.com/111754358. Our work was also
covered by executive-people.nl,
IO magazine,
ICT
magazine, and Bits & Chips.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
We produced a PhD thesis (by van Werkhoven) and
numerous papers in conferences and journals. The most
important paper is the one in May 2016 of IEEE Computer
about the history and impact of the DAS project. We also
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Quotes
WP5 P20 leader Henri Bal has won the Euro-Par 2014
Achievement Award and he has been selected for the
Academia Europeana. The GPU work was nominated for
best paper at IEEE/ACM CCGrid’2014 (May 2014, Chicago,
USA) from a total of 283 submissions. So, it belonged to the
top one percent of all submissions.
Nice to know
Ben van Werkhoven now is an eScience research engineer
at the NLeSC, where he is applying his deep expertise
about GPUs to various application domains, including
digital forensics.
Anything left to say
The opportunity to team with the NLeSC eSalsa project gave
a major boost to this WP, as it gave us direct contacts to
climate modellers and access to real-world scientific code
and data.
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Optimizing the Performance of
Data Analytics Frameworks
IV-e
P20 WP06 SCHOALA: Generic Scheduling and CoAllocation
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Dick Epema, Delft University of Technology
Researchers: Bogdan Ghit, Alexandru Iosup, Lipu Fei, Mihai
Capota
Partner(s): None
Scientific topic: Volume & Velocity
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
Companies and society depend ever more on analysing
large datasets in datacentres, for instance, for product
recommendations and for weather and climate forecasting.
Because compute capacity is always limited, the data
analysis has to be performed in an efficient way. This work
package has proposed and analysed different methods for
achieving this objective, leading to more predictable
availability of the results required from the applications.
Lessons learned
The operation and performance of data---intensive
frameworks in datacentres can definitely be improved.
--- Experiments for showing evidence of this improvement
are very time---consuming, and probably also on particular
use cases.

intensive applications run more efficiently, and in a more
fault---tolerant way, in datacentres.
Valorisation output
Multiple releases of the KOALA multicluster scheduler
implementing the scheduling and fault---tolerance
mechanisms we have investigated. KOALA has been
deployed on our experimental testbed.
Synergy
We have collaborated with TU Eindhoven on our research
on scheduling big---data frameworks in datacentres.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: www.ds.ewi.tudelft.nl/koala ; www.btworld.nl
Nice to know
Together with P20/WP7, we won the IEEE SCALE Challenge
at CCGrid 2014 with the contribution "V for Vicissitude: The
Challenge of Scaling Complex Big Data Workflows” (Bogdan
Ghit, Mihai Capota, Tim Hegeman, Jan Hidders, Dick Epema,
and Alexandru Iosup) on analyzing 5 years worth of
BitTorrent monitoring data, and we created the BTworld
COMMIT Golden demo.
Anything left to say
We are extremely happy with the scientific results and
output of this project.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Data analytics frameworks such as MapReduce and Spark
are widely used in datacentres. However, they may
compete for resources, and their performance may be
unpredictable. We have designed and analysed methods for
balancing resources among competing frameworks, and for
reducing the slowdown variability, thus making the time--to---results in the frameworks more predictable. For
instance, we have reduced the 95th percentile of the job
slowdown by a factor of more than 3.
What is your application?
Efficiency of datacentre operation for a wide range of
application areas.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
Through experiments in clusters of computers, we have
shown the benefit of mechanisms of making data---
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Laws, Theories, and Designs of
Integrated Application-System
Schedulers Working at Scale
IV-e
P20 WP07 ATYSUP: Application Type-Specific Scheduling
Support
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Alexandru Iosup, VU Amsterdam/TU Delft
Researchers: Prof. dr. Dick Epema, TU Delft, Ir. Alexey
Ilyushkin, TU Delft, Ir. Vincent van Beek, TU Delft
Partner(s): From the Netherlands: Bitbrains/Solvinity and
Nerdalize. From outside the Netherlands: Intel, Oracle,
Motivational statement
Finding new partners for a challenging problem at the
intersection between systems and application expertise.
Scientific topic: Scalability
Societal topic: Future Internet
Short description
We explore two avenues to support modern applications
through smart scheduling: app-oriented design focusing on
flexibility, and understanding/benchmarking such apps to
feed the design.

Valorisation output
1. Netherlands Teacher of the Year 2015, Alexandru Iosup.
Chair of SPEC Research - Cloud Group, Alexandru Iosup.
Open-source software: LDBC Graphalytics benchmark.
Open-access data: traces in Grid Workloads Archive.
International
Organized the 1st International Conference on Computing
Systems (CompSys-2017), Vught, The Netherlands. Cochairing flagship ACM/IEEE HPDC conference in
Washington, DC, USA, June 2017.
Synergy
Synergy between training and research: training delivered
to inter-disciplinary honours studies at TUD and to (legal)
refugees in the Netherlands in conjunction with the restart
network in application domains including cloud computing,
big data.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://graphalytics.org
YouTube: https://youtu.be/ulT-RFwKpOE
Quotes
Graphalytics included since 2016 as one of the three key
benchmarks of LDBC. Oracle and Intel co-sponsor yearly.

Lessons learned
1. Found laws of operation for graph processing/modern
apps. 2. Went beyond performance: flexible, auto-tuned
schedulers. 3. Used portfolio scheduling as flexible support
for many apps. 4. Understood auto-scalers across various
cloud applications.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
What are the laws and theories explaining the operation of
schedulers at the heart of large-scale systems supporting
modern, data-intensive applications? How to design such
schedulers so that they can support the scale, elasticity,
etc., yet form an efficient and controlled ecosystem?
What’s your application?
Applications in cloud computing and big data, including
current and future ICT aspects of e-Science, business-critical
workloads, large-scale online gaming, etc.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
1. Induction in De Jonge Akademie, for Alexandru Iosup.
ICT-Onderzoeksprijs 2016, for Alexandru Iosup. Excellent
bibliometrics, publications: JPDC, VLDB, IPDPS, ICPE (3x),
CCGRID (4x), IC, etc. Nomination BPA ICPE’17.
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Workflow Process Modeling &
Management
IV-e
P20 WP08 WOPMOM: Workflow Process Modeling en
Management
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Prof. Marian T. Bubak and Adam Belloum (UvA)
Researchers:
Mikolaj Baranowski (UvA), Reginald Cushing (UvA), and
Michael Gerhards (UvA)
Partner(s): Universiteit van Amsterdam
Motivational statement
The outcome of WP08 was used in the collaboration with a
Private partner Enable-U BV to solve a use case involving
ING Bank (client of Enable-U). ING Bank was interested in
the Semantic search for finding web services to (partially)
automate the composition of application workflows.
Scientific topic: Scalability
Societal topic: Future Internet
Short description
WP20-8 focused on researching new methods and
developing new tools which will make the design of
scientific workflow more easy by adapting the language to
scientific domain, one of the important outcome of this
work-package is a framework that allows to develop
workflows using simple Domain Specific Language.
Lessons learned
The outcome of WP08 was used in the collaboration with a
Private partner Enable-U BV to solve a use case involving
ING Bank (client of Enable-U). ING Bank was interested in
the Semantic search for finding web services to (partially)
automate the composition of application workflows.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
There are several tools and approaches to develop
workflow applications. The most common ones operate on
a Direct acyclic graph through graphical editors. Despite
ease of editing, these environments encounter several
issues including difficulties of sharing workflows and
reusing them across different Scientific domains. Moreover
we refresh the ideas behind workflow systems from a
perspective of cloud computing. In WP20-8, we focused on
the following question “How to design a workflow
management system that can be adapted to various
domains without repercussion on underlying execution
engine?”.

What is your application?
Our application is a framework for developing distributed
applications on e-infrastructure. It could be applied for any
scientific domain, not providing by yet another generic
programming model, but by providing a model, which can
be adapted to various scientific domains taking advantage
of the strength of Domain Specific Language approaches.
The work in WP08 was driven by a number of applications,
mainly from the biomedical and bio-informatics fields.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The outcome of WP08 is a method for designing scientific
applications in a cloud environment. Basing on our
observations, we proposed a design pattern that splits an
application into three layers, each meant for a user in a
different role and each representing different level of
abstraction. These concepts make it easy for researchers to
design workflows and reuse them beyond the original
environment. We extended our research goals to
investigate top layer of our pattern, which stands for
application logic. We proposed Domain Specific Languages
that improve both expressiveness of an application, its
portability and execution process. The work has been
presented in a number of international conferences and
scientific journals; following is listed of selected
publications:
1. M. Baranowski, A.S.Z Belloum, M Bubak, Cookery: a
Framework for developing Cloud Applications, 13th Annual
IEEE International Conference on High Performance and
computing and simulation (HPCS 2015), July 22-24,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
2. M. Baranowski, A.S.Z Belloum, M Bubak, Data and
process abstractions for cloud computing, 13th Annual IEEE
International Conference on High Performance and
computing and simulation (HPCS 2015), July 22-24,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
3. M. Baranowski, A.S.Z Belloum, M Bubak, Enhancing
VLAM Workflow Model with MapReduce Operations, 3rd
International Conference on Simulation and Modeling
Methodologies,
Technologies
and
Applications
(SIMULTECH), July 2013, reykjavik Iceland
4. M. Baranowski, A.S.Z Belloum, M.T Bubak. Scientific
Programming, Constructing workflows from script
applications, IOS Press (2013) 20 (2012/2013) pp. 359– 377,
doi:10.3233/SPR-120358
5. S. Koulouzis, A.S.Z. Belloum, M.T. Bubak, P. Lamata, D.
Nolte, D. Vasyunin, C. de Laat. IEEE Internet Computing,
Distributed Data Management Service for VPH Applications,
IEEE (2016) 20 pp. 34-41, doi:10.1109/MIC.2015.71.
Valorisation output
Disciplines namely workflow design across different
scientific domains, software engineering and reproducibility
of scientific publications. The work in WP08 resulted in a
framework, which can be used to create workflow in
Domain specific language and execute it on Cloud systems.
The framework is developed in Python programming
COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

language; it can thus benefit from the rich application
resources of Python ecosystem. The current version of the
framework has access to several cloud services such as
Google Prediction API. Applications of our framework can
be developed entirely in a cloud environment thanks to its
integration with Jupyter Notebook making our framework a
cloud service itself.
International
The outcome of WP08 inspired the development of
GridSpace in PL-Grid and LOBCDER in VPH-share (20112015). WP08 work is published on social-network based
service – github. Also, our software is also available as
Python Package Index:
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/cookery and can be installed
with tools like python’s pip (pip install cookery).
Synergy
WP08 and WP09 have complementary goals and the work
in both work packages were meant to enable an easy
integration of the two outcomes. The DSL based framework
developed in WP08 can easily use the workflow
orchestration engine developed in WP09 as backend
service. The project had synergy with other projects
including – KIEM NWO project BOSS (2013-2014), and the
COMMIT Project Data2Semantics (From Data to Semantics
for Scientific Data Publishers) with WP08 “Front-end for
Biomedical Data Analysis on e-Infrastructures”.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://github.com/mikolajb/cookery
Public appearance: COMMIT golden demo, in collaboration
with WP09 and WP03.
Anything left to say
Commit was a very interesting research program; it
promotes innovations and reduces the bureaucracy giving
enough time to the researchers to concentrate on
producing good quality research.
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Data Centric approach to
workflow choreography
IV-e
P20 WP09 WSAR: Workflow Sharing and Reproducibility
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Adam Belloum (UvA)
Researchers: Reginald Cushing (UvA), Prof. Marian T. Bubak
(UvA), Junchao Wang (UvA), Huan Zhou (UvA), Yang Hu
(UvA)
Partner(s): UvA
Motivational statement
We collaborated with Enable-U BV, in order to apply the
outcome of WP09 to a real-world use case involving ING
Bank (client of Enable-U). ING Bank was interested in the
Semantic search for finding web services to (partially)
automate the composition of application workflows.
Scientific topic: Scalability
Societal topic: Future Internet
Short description
WP09 focused on developing multiple approaches to
enhance the data processing lifecycle. The contribution of
WP09 can be summarized as follows: Investigated several
service oriented approaches to task farming, and
prediction-based data processing scaling, Elaborated an
abstract data processing model based on automata, which
aims to formally describe data processing independently
from the underlying processes while still providing
information to route data across networks of distributed
processing nodes, Developed an approach to exploit
semantic reasoning to identify new functionality and
resources to build networks of inter-related processes. A
proof of concept framework has been developed and used
in various scientific applications within and outside
COMMIT to enable an easy and scalable data processing
regardless of the underlying computing infrastructure.
Lessons learned
The work developed in WP09 can be considered as a step
towards intricate data processing on large scale distributed
infrastructures. In the era of Bigdata, there is a need for a
data-centric approach to scalable distributed computing.
Such an approach will capture the essence of data
transformations as abstract transferable knowledge across
distributed heterogeneous resources. One way to achieve
this goal is through a common protocol, which can result in
an efficient way of routing and processing large or
continuous streams of data. However this requires that
data processing should: incorporate feedback loops where
the processing of data produces knowledge which could be
used as a base to search for data transformations that could
further process the data to reach its final state (in the same
way Knowledge Graph is used to enhance Google’s search
engine), exploit semantic reasoning to identify new

functionality and resources and thus knowledge processing
need to be further coupled with data processing.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Given the increasing intricacy and volumes in data
processing and the dynamism of infrastructures, how can
we exploit the state of the data to develop an approach for
a better understanding of the overall data processing in
order to enable an effective coordination of complex
scientific workflows, improve data sharing and make data
processing reproducible? In WP09 we have focused on
answering the following ICT scientific questions: 1. How to
capture the essence of data transformations as abstract
transferable knowledge amongst computers? 2. How to
explore the role and implications of semantics in the data
processing lifecycle? 3. How to enable the choreography of
independent and distributed storage and computing
resources to optimize the overall execution of scientific
applications?
What is your application?
The work in WP09 was driven by a number of applications,
mainly from the biomedical and bio-informatics fields.
However, the outcome has been generalized and used in
many other fields and also used in education. Following is
the list of the scientific applications that drove the work in
WP09: The global sensitivity analysis of blood pressure
wave propagation in arteries, Tracking Brain Regions
medical workflow using Magnetic Resonance Imaging and
Diffusion Tensor Imaging, The streamline analyses of social
media data across multi- provider cloud computing
resources.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The scientific outcome of WP09 is a new distributed data
processing model based on automata where data
processing is modelled as state transformations. This
approach falls within a category of declarative concurrent
paradigms. This model allows an abstraction of the
concurrency and thus is suited for distributed systems.
Automata give a way to formally describe data processing
independently from the underlying processes while also
providing information to route data-based on its current
state in a P2P fashion across networks of distributed
processing nodes. The proposed model has been
implemented as a framework, named PUMPKIN, which
implements the automata schema and routing table as a
data processing protocol and demonstrates how globally
distributed resources can be brought together in a
collaborative way to form a processing plane where data
objects are self-routable. The work has been presented in a
number of well-established international conferences and
high impact factor journals, following is listed of selected
journal publications: 1. Artem Chirkin, A.S.Z. Belloum and S.
V. Kavalchuk, Execution Time Estimation for workflow
COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

scheduling, WORKS Special Session FGCS journal, accept for
Publication 2017. 2. Wang, J., Taal, A., Martin, P., Hu Y.,
Zhou, H., Pang, J., de Laat, C., Zhao, Z. (*), (2017) Planning
Virtual Infrastructures for Time Critical Applications with
Multiple Deadline Constraints, International journal of
Future
Generation
Computer
System
[doi:10.1016/j.future.2017.02.001] 3. R. Cushing, A.S.Z
Belloum, and M.T. Bubak, Towards A Data Processing Plane:
An Automata-based Distributed Dynamic Data Processing
Model,
Volume
59,
June
2016,
Pages
21–
32, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.future.2015.11.016, and
more.
Valorisation output
All the theoretical work developed in WP09 has been used
to develop a proof of concept framework (PUMPKIN) for
coordinating the processing of large data sets and data
streams across distributed computing resources regardless
of the technology. PUMPKIN implements a protocol for
distributed data processing where the data is composed of
self-contained data packets forming processing unit which
incorporates data, state, code and routing information.
PUMPKIN unique feature comparing to peer systems is
automatic scale (in/out) of the number of computing
resources depending on the size of the data to be
processed allowing a better usage of the available
resources. PUMPKIN is used in a number of real world
applications and proved to be a useful framework for
developing application workflow over federated computing
infrastructure (see below quotes of some users of the
PUMPKIN platform).
International
Besides publishing the outcome of WP09 in 7 wellestablished international conferences and 6 high impact
factor journals, we have applied the outcome of WP09 the
European projects VPH- share (2011-2015). We have
participated to two international challenges, and were
selected among the six first finalists. (Elsevier Science
Executable Paper Grand Challenge 2011 ; 5th IEEE Scalable
Computing Challenge (SCALE 2012))
Synergy
In commit: In the IV-e (e-Infrastructure Virtualization for eScience Applications) project: WP09, WP08 “workflow
process modelling and management” and WP02 “PIF:
Programmable Infrastructure” had complementary goals
and the work in three work packages were combined to
enable to build a demonstrator “Internet Factories” (shown
as a GOLDEN demo at the COMMIT yearly event in 2015.
The workflow engine, PUMPKIN developed in WP09 is used
in WP08 and WP02 as an enactment engine on top of
various heterogeneous distributed computing resources. In
Project Data2Semantics (From Data to Semantics for
Scientific Data Publishers) with WP08 “Front-end for
Biomedical Data Analysis on e-Infrastructures”.
Outside COMMIT: KIEM NWO project BOSS (2013-2014).

Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U3ckXlWdkFI&feature
=youtu.be
Public appearance: COMMIT golden demo, in collaboration
with WP08 and WP03.
Quotes
Following are quotes taking from letters of Support provided by
PUMPKIN users to request further development on PUMPKIN: “To
facilitate model personalization and to quantify the uncertainty in
model predictions, computationally expensive sensitivity and
uncertainty analysis are indispensable. These analyses require
multiple model executions for which we use HPC computing
resources through PUMPKIN integrated within the VPH
infostructure (FP7 VPH-share project). PUMPKIN has a number of
features
for scaling computation over cloud and grid resources
which were not yet present in other available tools” dr.ir. W.
Huberts Faculty of Health Medicine and Life Sciences, Biomedical
Engineering, Maastricht University. / “In 2014 our groups worked
together to set-up a demonstrator that integrated PUMPKIN with
a new generation of the AMC Neuroscience Gateway. A legacy
application for analysis of neuroimaging data was ported to run on
a cloud infrastructure, using PUMPKIN for the enactment and
management of computation. The ported application was then
added to the Neuroscience Gateway, such that the user could
start it with one mouse click. This demonstrator showed the
advantage of combining the output of two research activities
realized in the scope of the COMMIT/ programme” dr. Silvia
Olabarriaga, Academic Medical Center University of Amsterdam. /
“Enable-u werkt inmiddels ruim anderhalf jaar met de
onderzoekgroep van Adam Belloum voor het ontwikkelen van een
innovatieve applicatie voor het vinden van web service in service
registers. We passen hierbij de nieuwste technieken van het
semantic web toe. We hebben dit eest gedaan in het project BOSS
samen met de UvA en zijn bezig een vervolg project op te zetten
met de ING-bank (één van onze Klanten) voor het toepassingen in
de praktijk” drs. Kees Neven, Managing Partners & Founder
ENABLE-U BV. / “There are many new methods of sensitivity and
uncertainty analysis, some of which have been developed in the
VPH-Share project of which I am coordinator. All these methods
are computationally demanding. In VPH-Share, the HPC computing
resources have been efficiently managed with the PUMPKIN tool,
giving a significant speed-up in the sensitivity analysis.” Prof Dr.
Rod Hose, Department Of Cardiovascular Science, university of
Sheffield. / “Recently in the context of FP7 VPH-share project
(2011-2015), my group has developed sensitivity and uncertainty
analysis methods which are now being used in a number of VPHShare workflows. To speed up the execution of these models, we
use HPC computing resources through PUMPKIN. This tool has a
number of features for scaling computation over cloud and grid
resources which could not be found in other similar tools.”
Prof.dr.ir. Frans N. van de Vosse, Department of Biomedical
Engineering, Eindhoven University of Technology

Anything left to say
Commit was a very interesting research program; it
promotes innovations and reduces the bureaucracy giving
enough time to the researchers to concentrate on
producing good quality research.

Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://github.com/recap/pumpkin
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Storage for Elastic eScience
Applications
IV-e
P20 WP10 WACI: Workflow Application Component
Integration
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Thilo Kielmann, Vrije Universiteit
Researchers: Kaveh Razavi, Vrije Universiteit; Alexandru
Uta, Vrije Universiteit; Ana-Maria Oprescu, Vrije Universiteit
(currently at UvA)
Partner(s): VU
Motivational statement
COMMIT/P20 provided us with the perfect environment to
develop our ideas and software. Potential, applicationowning partners can be easily matched to our results, e.g.
via the Netherlands eScience Centre.
Scientific topic: Scalability
Societal topic: Future Internet
Short description
eScience applications are running more and more on elastic
computing platforms like clusters, private clouds, public
clouds, and combinations thereof. Along with this trend,
data and program storage needs to be virtualized as well.
For application program storage, we have developed
repository technology that reduces the startup time for
virtual computers from about 10 minutes to under 3
seconds. For data storage, we have developed a file system
that uses the computers’ main memory instead of the hard
disks (or SSDs), to speed up eScience applications on elastic
and virtualized platforms.
Lessons learned
Only a tiny fraction of the multi-gigabyte VM images are
needed for booting a VM.
M storage is highly redundant and can be compressed
significantly using data deduplication.
Reordering the boot process of an operating system can
help a lot speeding up VM startup.
Against common belief, aiming at data locality for storing
temporary data is a bad idea.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
For program storage, the question was: How can we speed
up the startup times for virtual machines for several
minutes to merely a few seconds? We analysed the boot
process of virtual machines (VMs) and replaced the transfer
of whole VM images of several GB size, followed by a
complete OS boot process. Instead, we only transfer the
tiny part of a VM image actually needed for booting (about

1MB) and replace booting with resuming from a memory
snapshot and hot-plugging everything else asynchronously
at runtime. For data storage, the question was: How can we
speed up data access for intermediate files of eScience
workflows? We have developed an in-memory file system
that avoids the relatively slow access to disks or SSDs. Key
to this solution is utilizing the accumulated intersection
bandwidth amongst cluster (and cloud) nodes for
distributing the I/O load while scattering the data equally
across all nodes.
What is your application?
Our applications are eScience workflows. We have studied
intensively the Montage sky survey application and the
BLAST genome sequencing application.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
We produced two PhD theses (by Kaveh Razavi and by
Alexandru Uta) next to several publications in conferences
and journals. We also produced software that implements
the Squirrel storage for VM images and the MemFS inmemory file system.
Valorisation output
Our results are ready for uptake by the eScience
community. For VM startup, a recent competitor is Docker
that replaces VMs by containers, gaining some performance
improvement. Our Squirrel system, however, can also be
integrated with Docker- like systems to further improve
their performance. For In- memory file systems, our MemFS
is the state of the art.
International
Thilo Kielmann gave a keynote presentation entitled
“Overcoming Data-Locality: an In-Memory Runtime File
System with Symmetrical Data Distribution” at the
Workshop on Adaptive Resource Management and
Scheduling for Cloud Computing, ARMS-CC 2014 (with
PODC 2014), Paris, France, 2014. Thilo Kielmann gave a
keynote presentation entitled “Cost-efficient Task Farming
with ConPaaS”, at the 12th International Symposium on
Parallel and Distributed Computing (ISPDC 2013),
Bucharest, Romania, 2013.
Synergy
Besides international cooperations with the University of
Rennes, France (prof. Pierre) and the University of Florida,
USA (prof. Figueiredo) in the area of storage and execution
platforms for elastic eScience applications, we also deploy
our technologies on the various clusters of the Dutch DAS-5
platform, and within the collaboration of Amsterdam Data
Science.
Dissemination (communication)
Media: The COMMIT news from 23/11/2015 features
Kaveh Razavi’s PhD research under the title “Iedereen
toegang tot de supercomputer”.
COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

Quotes
The work on MemFS won the following prizes:
Best poster award, IEEE conference on Cluster Computing
(Cluster 2014), Madrid, Spain, 2014.
Best new eScience service or project, IEEE International
Conference on eScience, Munich, Germany, 2015.
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Organising SARNET Services
IV-e
P20 WP11 SarNet
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Prof.dr.ir. C.T. de Laat, UvA
Researchers: Dr. Leon Gommans, KLM; Prof.dr. Tom van
Engers, UvA; Ralph Koning MSc, UvA; Ameneh Deljoo MSc,
UvA; Ben de Graaf, UvA; Prof.dr.ir. Robert Meijer,
TNO/UvA; Dr. Stojan Trajanovski, UvA; Dr. Gleb Polevoy,
UvA
Partner(s): TNO, UvA, KLM
Motivational statement
KLM experiences DDOS attacks on their networks and web
pages that hinder services to the customers. The SARNET
project enables KLM to work with its Internet Service
providers to avert those attacks by creating alliances based
on trust and thus collectively defending against the attacks.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Future Internet
Short description
The research goal of SARNET is to obtain the knowledge to
create ICT systems that model the state (situation), discover
by observations and reasoning if and how an attack is
developing and calculate the associated risks. In addition,
the goal is to have the knowledge to calculate the effect of
counter measures on states and their risks, choose and
execute the best one.
Lessons learned
Need for gathering and completing information from
different parts of the internet to be able to understand an
unfolding attack (Coreflow). Prisoners dilemma teaches us
about stability of trust groups with not completely honest
members. Software Defined Networking and Virtualized
Functions can be effectively used to avert attacks as
demonstrated at Supercomputing conferences.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
What incentives would drive the need to have carriers
collaborate to provide protection? If such need can be
identified, important sub-questions are: What is needed to
have carriers and end user networks collaborate? ; How can
carriers and end user networks trust each other when
detecting incidents and providing protective responses in
an automated way? ; What are the best defence tactics
given the policies, motivations, costs, benefits of the
carriers and the observations and capabilities of the
infrastructure? ; How can Software Defined Networks and
enhanced observation techniques help to mitigate attacks
in a distributed setting?

What is your application?
The application centres around the Internet web presence
of KLM on the Internet and the continuous stream of
attacks on it.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
Up to now (Q1 2017) the project has delivered at least:
- 1 journal paper
- 8 conference papers
- 2 public papers/presentations
- 9 scientific presentations / keynotes
- 2 demonstrators of key technology
- 8 posters
- 2 topical sessions at major Internet conferences
- 8 talks at dissemination events
Valorisation output
Our logical competition are the ICT companies delivering
security solutions to the industry. Most of those have no
solutions for cross organisation of CI-defence.
International
Regarding automated response:
SC16 demo: SARNET Autonomous Mitigation of Cyber
Attacks.
http://uvalight.net/ delaat/sc/sc16/SARNET-DemoSC16.html
Regarding Trust groups and secure data processing:
Trusted Big Data Sharing Researching alliances and
infrastructure models across multiple autonomous
organizations.
http://uvalight.net/ delaat/sc/sc16/inde .html 1
Synergy
K M-Amsterdam, SARNET workshop: "Autonomous
Management of Cyber Threats and Attacks."
http://uvalight.net/ delaat/sarnet/2016-10-05
We organi ed research meetings at research meetings at
Palo Alto Networks, FoxIT and CGI for dissemination and
checking of concepts.
We demonstrated the outcomes at the IT innovation day
at KLM Dec 15, 2016.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://uvalight.net/~delaat/sarnet/
Youtube: https://youtu.be/zkRwiNNW9Cw
Public appearance: See presentations in the above
mentioned website. E.G.:
Presentation at "Data & City", City Hall, Amsterdam, Leon
Gommans: "Value of Future Internet capabilities: Multidomain Big Data Sharing Models".
Media: Interview door Leendert van der Ent met Leon
Gommans, Cees de Laat in IPN I/O Magazine juni 2015, "Het
netwerk als zwaarddanser".
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Nice to know
One of the students is invited to Lawrence Berkeley
summer internship two consecutive years. The security
approach is becoming the centrepiece in cyber defence for
ESnet.
Anything left to say
This project will continue in its full strength to at least 2019
on NWO funding.
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BiomApps Application of
ApiNATOMY to the Naturalis
bird collection and the Boron
textbook (Elsevier)
Data2Semantics
P23 VP27 BiomApps
Researchers: Irene Martorelli, Wessel Kraaij, Michiel
Helvensteijn, Bernard de Bono
Partner(s): Naturalis, Elsevier
Motivational statement
The project adds value to existing collections in musea and
to text books by providing access to them in a noval way.
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
BiomApps provides a visual representation of anatomical
and physiological knowledge using a graphical toolkit
interface. We have set up a prototype of the application
with content from Elsevier’s Boron's Medical Physiology
textbook (the standard textbook in the world on
Physiology) by using the ApiNATOMY toolkit. With a text
mining technique, we have annotated the textbook. With a
mapping technique we have connected the textbook terms
to the concepts represented in BiomApp. In this way, we
have connected the text book to information resources.
Moreover, we also changed the representation of the book,
where a visual representation of the human body serves as
an index to the book. The BiomApp application was also
used beyond the physiology domain for the Naturalis virtual
bird collection. Biomapps provides a visualization of
taxonomic hierarchies with links to external resources and
also the display of media resources.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
The two prototypes show how existing collections can be
made open and connected to the outside world in a new
way, not only for computers but also for humans.
Valorisation output
Competitors are semantic web tools. Our approach is novel
in the sense that we use tree maps to visualize (parts of)
ontologies and that we order the tiles in the tree map such
that the tree maps corresponds to a real life entity (in our
case the human body).
International
The Boron book is from the US-branch of Elsevier.
Synergy
The project combined semantic web technology with text
mining and visualization.
Anything left to say
Now that we opened up resources with semantic web
technology for computers, we can start thinking how we
can bring it also back to human users.

Lessons learned
Collecting the data and the choice of the methodology and
tools is not straightforward. These steps took the most of
the time.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
How can we make existing data resources accessible in a
novel and meaningful way both for computers and
humans?
What is your application?
An app in which the Boron textbook connected to a
schematic body map and an app to navigate through the
virtulal bird collection of Naturalis.
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Information Content and Utility
Data2Semantics
P23 WP01 Information Content and Utility
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Pieter Addriaans, University of Amsterdam
Partner(s): University of Amsterdam
Short description
This work package was devoted to both theoretical and
practical research. On the theoretical side, we studied the
question of whether we can in perform model selection in
the absolute sense: given nothing but a bitstring, can we
make, from its structure an absolute, objective judgement
about what the data represents, or what structure is
present? We provided many new insights into this question.
On the practical side, we developed new methods to
perform analysis on data: specifically graph based data, like
RDF, a new field of data analysis where the perspective
described above becomes especially relevant.
Lessons learned
For me (Peter), the main lesson learned was the process of
creating a quality publication. The first two years of the
work package were very productive: a lot of deliverables we
made, and software was provided, but these did not lead to
finished research. This situation was eventually remedied in
the last two years of the work package.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
[2014Q2, A safe approximation for Kolmogorov complexity]
We provided missing piece of the puzzle in the theory of
Kolmogorov complexity. While Kolmogorov complexity is
often seen as an unattainable theorical ideal, with no
practical applications, our results show that most
approximations will be very close to the exact value, with
high probability.
[2015Q3, Two problems for Sophistication] We show
serious problems with many current publications on the
idea of Sophistication, showing that a fresh and more
thorough approach is required. [2015Q3, Compression as a
fast measure of network motif relevance] We provide a
new measure of network motif relevance, based on the
theory of Kolmogorov complexity, which massively
increases the scale at which motif analysis is feasible.
Valorisation output
No deliverables were made under the category
"valorisation". We divided the responsibilities between
WP1 and WP2 so that more practical aspects would be
delivered to WP2 and more theoretical aspects would be
delivered to WP1.

International
[2013Q3, Cooperation with the Atlas of complexity project]
We have exchanged data sets and tested various measures
for complexity in cooperation with this international
project.
Synergy
No deliverables were made under the category "synergy".
We divided the responsibilities between WP1 and WP2 so
that more practical aspects would be delivered to WP2 and
more theoretical aspects would be delivered to WP1.
Dissemination (communication)
Public appearance: [2014Q1, Public Lecture Studium
General Computers and Creativity] A public lecture about
the nature of creativity, and the connections between
creativity and theoretical computer science. [2014Q1,
McLuhan Lecture Toronto Art, Information and Meaning]. A
presentation on the connection betwen information,
meaning and art, to an international audience. [2014Q4,
Introduction to Kolmogorov complexity] . A presentation of
the principle of Kolmogorov complexity to an audience of
non-computer scientists.
Anything left to say
(The following is a personal comment from Peter Bloem,
and does not necessarily reflect the view of everybody
involved with the WP or the project). I agree
wholeheartedly with the goals that the COMMIT bureau
has for its projects: specifically, increased valorisation and
synergy are important aspects of science, and more often
than not, they are what make our job fun. At times,
however, the tools that COMMIT used to entice us to
create synergy and valorisation seemed a bit forced, and
counterproductive. Similarly, while quarterly reporting is by
no means an excessive amount of bureaucracy, planning
research in terms of quarterly deliverables can be
detrimental, especially in PhD research where the whole
business of science is still new to the researcher, and any
prediction about future results is bound to be
overambitious or simply wrong. Often, my deliverables
distracted me from my actual research rather than
structuring it. In general, I would say that at times the
structure of the reporting and communication with the
COMMIT bureau seemed very far removed from the reality
of doing science. I do not advocate lessening the amount of
reporting, or the incentivation of synergy and valorisation,
but perhaps it is worth, in future projects, to think about
redesigning the form of this communication, so that the
workload remains the same, but the reporting itself
connects better with the actual work done. As a concrete
example: while I often had unplanned deliverables to
report, the available categories didn't always allow me to
do so. A more free style of reporting, with optional
categories, or tags, might make the task lighter, while
actually increasing the amount of communication to the
COMMIT bureau.
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Support for Querying Complex
Data Sets
Data2Semantics
P23 WP02 Support for Querying Complex Data Sets
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Pieter Addriaans, University of Amsterdam
Researchers: Gerben K.D. De Vries, University of
Amsterdam
Partner(s): University of Amsterdam
Short description
Work package 2 (WP2) has had two major roles in the
Data2Semantics project. Its first aim was to investigate
machine learning methods for Linked Data. Secondly it had
to provide software infrastructure support for the rest of
the project. We succeeded in contributing significantly to
the state-of-the-art in Kernel-based machine learning on
linked data. Among our contributions are: new types of
kernels, faster algorithms for existing kernels, and a
software library to make these methods easily accessible. In
our efforts to provide a software infrastructure for the rest
of the project, we developed a workflow system for
machine learning experimentation across languages. We
developed a method for performing parameter-sweeps,
which, to our knowledge, did not yet exist.

publication "Substructure counting graph kernels for
machine learning from RDF data" forms a nice overview,
and generalization of the work done on machine learning in
this work package.
Valorisation output
[2015Q2, Integration of RDF graph kernels into LOD
extension of RapidMiner] By integrating our work with the
well-supported LOD extension to the widely used
RapidMiner software, we have made our methods directly
accessible in machine learning contexts, even to users
without programming knowledge.
International
No deliverables were
International embedding.

made

under

the

category

Synergy
[2015Q1, Predicting Quality of Crowdsourced Annotations
using Graph Kernels] We were able to use our ML methods
to help P6 of COMMIT to automatically assess the quality of
information provided through crowdsourcing.

Lessons learned
We did not fulfil our original aim of providing a workflow
tool that was used by the rest of the project. In our early
discussions, we found that trying to make a tool that was
useful to ten different projects was too diffuse a task. We
stripped the requirements down to ensure that the tool
would be feasible to build, but even then we probably
overreached in our ambitions. In particular, the
requirement that the tool should work across languages
made the interfaces to complex, to design and implement.
Restricting the tool to be java-only would likely have freed
our hands to focus more on the quality, and would have
improved its usability.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
[2013Q3A Fast and Simple Graph Kernel for RDF]
This paper provided a genuine improvement to the stateof-the-art. It was well received, and won an award for its
dissemination of software and data. [2014Q2, Generating
scientific documentation for computational experiments
using provenance] This paper set out our vision for our
workflow system. While we lacked the resources to
translate this vision into more that a proof of concept, the
ideas are novel, and reinforced other lines of thought at the
same conference. [2015Q3, Substructure counting graph
kernels for machine learning from RDF data. The journal
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Distance Measures and Ranking
of Query Results
Data2Semantics
P23 WP03 Distance Measures and Ranking of Query
Results
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Stefan Schlobach, VU University Amsterdam
Researchers: Frank van Harmelen, VU University
Amsterdam
Partner(s): VU University Amsterdam
Short description
In this work package we addressed problems in the context
of publishing and consuming Linked Data. We considered
these problems from the perspectives of three
stakeholders: the Linked Data provider, Linked Data
developer and Linked data scientist. A Linked Data provider
is faced with impractical data re-use and costly Linked Data
hosting solutions. Linked Data developers face difficulties in
finding, navigating and using Linked Datasets.Linked Data
scientists lack the resources and methods to evaluate their
work on Linked Data at large. In the work package we
presented a number of novel approaches that address
these issues, such as:
- The LOD Laundromat: a centralized service that republishes cleaned, queryable and structurally annotated
Linked Datasets.
- SampLD: A relevance based sampling algorithm that
enables publishers to decrease Linked Data hosting costs
- YASGUI: A feature-rich query editor for accessing SPARQL
endpoints
- LOD Lab: An evaluation paradigm that enables scientists to
increase the breadth and scale of their Linked Data
evaluations.
The presented contributions improve the state-of-the-art
for Linked Data publishers, developers and scientists, and
are a step towards a web of Linked Data that is more
accessible and technically scalable.
Lessons learned
The flexible but well-organized nature of this project made
it an enjoyable work package to work in. My major criticism
concerns the inability of COMMIT to support valorisation
initiatives. In the last few months we founded Triply, a
start-up that uses the contributions of this work package to
enable Linked Data publishing and consumption for the
masses. Our target customers include governments,
enterprises and academic projects. This is valorisation at its
core: bringing scientific contributions to a commercially
viable product. Yet, the valorisation proposal related to this
work package was summarily rejected because the main
goal was 'product development', which in my opinion
seems to be the primary goal of valorisation.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
1) 'LOD Lab: Experiments at LOD Scale' (2015, Q2): An
evaluation paradigm that increases the breadth and scale of
Linked Data evaluations. This work is recognized by the
community as important, and has the potential to create an
impact in the field.
2) 'The LOD Laundromat' (2014, Q4): A paper that describes
our centralized service that crawls and re-publishes cleaned- Linked Open Data. This work proved to be a
fruitful base for other papers, and is used by other
academic institutes as well.
3) 'Linked Data-as-a-Service' (2015, Q1): A continuation of
the LOD Laundromat project, that re-publishes Open Linked
Data as queryable APIs. This work showed how incremental
research on established work (in this case: LOD Laundromat
and Triple Pattern Fragments) can result in a high impact
publication.
Valorisation output
The testimonials (2014, Q2) about the YASGUI SPARQL
query editor, and its use by well-known institutes such as
the German National Library of Economics (2014, Q4) and
healthdata.gov (2014, Q1). Other than these deliverables,
YASGUI is used in closed-source environments such as
Linked Enterprise Data. This shows how academic software
--with some extra effort--, can make an impact on industry.
International
The best research paper award (2015, Q4, this quarterly
report) at the 2015 International Semantic Web conference
for the LODLab paper. This paper received good responses
at this conference, and this award shows that this work has
the potential to create an impact in this field.
Synergy
Where other institutes and companies started using the
YASGUI SPARQL query editor, the P6 project did so as well.
P6 integrated the query editor in their Cliopatria triplestore. The ease of integration and cooperation, and the fact
that this triple-store is used by many other projects, made
this a pleasant experience.
Dissemination (communication)
Public appearance: Only 1 disseminated item:
OrdRing Workshop at ISWC 2013 (2013, Q4): a workshop on
ranking Linked Data.
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Information publication,
integration and enhancement
Data2Semantics
P23 WP04 Information Publication, Integration and
Enhancement
Work package/Valorisation Project leader: Dr. Rinke
Hoekstra, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
Researchers: dr. Marat Charlaganov, Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam
Partner(s): VU, Elsevier, DANS
Motivational statement
Challenging research that spans content (text) and data in
an e-science domain. How can we improve access to
research using knowledge representation technology?
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
We develop facilitating infrastructure for linked data
management in e-Science, including easy-to-use
transformation-generators to cope with legacy, vocabulary
linking techniques to cope with semantic heterogeneity,
and identity-detection components to cope with coreference problems. These tools were developed with a
‘human in the loop’ where we incentivize researchers to
publish and annotate their own data in a more explicit
manner. This allows for better search and analysis across
research.
Lessons learned
Challenging research that spans content (text) and data in
an e-science domain. How can we improve access to
research using knowledge representation technology?

recommendations), a guideline interaction detection
system, a clinical trials eligibility criteria explorer, Linkitup (a
tool for enriching research data publications), Virgil/AERSLD a linked data version of the adverse events reporting
system, Preflabel.org, a label retrieval system for Linked
Data URIs, brwsr, a lightweight linked data browser.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
This work package resulted in several publications in
international peer reviewed journals, conferences and
workshops. We also delivered software packages (most
notably brwsr and preflabel.org) that are used frequently
by Linked Data users in e-science and digital humanities, as
well as in education. The linked data version of the Adverse
Events reporting system is currently being used in other
research projects outside VU Amsterdam.
Valorisation output
Within the work package we worked closely together with
Elsevier as well as Figshare. The former has now developed
its own data archiving service and research data search
engine. A project in which Elsevier, VU Amsterdam and UvA
work together.
International
Our work was presented at several international venues in
both the US and Europe. Our code has been downloaded
and used by researchers across the world.
Synergy
Throughout the project we maintained close ties with P6,
P12, P20 and P26 and organized synergy meetings across
these work packages at VU Amsterdam.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: www.data2semantics.org
YouTube: https://youtu.be/EGpcHPz1VBw
https://vimeo.com/107933975

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Automated techniques for data and content enrichment are
fraught with issues surrounding context-specific meaning of
terms, scalability, and quality. At the same time, this
information is often modelled in a very rich and expressive
manner. This is at odds with the heterogeneity of the
information. In this work package we developed techniques
that are lightweight, but expressive-enough to enable
researchers to both enrich their own content, and make use
of others. We showed that reuse of externally published
data can contribute to research.
What’s your application?
This work package developed several demonstrators and
applications: a lightweight clinical decision support system
(drill-down
from
patient
data
to
guideline
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Information Provenance
Data2Semantics

provenance tracking in Jupyter notebooks (python-based
scientific notebooks).

P23 WP05 Information Provenance
Work package/Valorisation Project leader: Dr. Rinke
Hoekstra, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
Researchers: Sara Magliacane, Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam (now UvA); dr. Paul Groth, Vrije Universiteit
Amstedam (now Elsevier)
Partner(s): VU, DANS

Scientific output
This work package resulted in several publications in
international peer reviewed journals, conferences and
workshops. We also delivered software packages (most
notably prov-o-viz and git2prov) that are used frequently by
others in our field. The work in this work package has
resulted in a PhD thesis.

Motivational statement
We were a main contributor to the W3C PROV standard
and saw (and still see) interesting research challenges in
reliably obtaining provenance traces across applications,
but also to put provenance traces to use.

Valorisation output
PROV is now an established standard for capturing
provenance in both escience and beyond. This work
package contributed to this.

Scientific topic: Volume & Velocity / Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Info Services

International
Our work was presented at several international venues in
both the US and Europe. Our code has been downloaded
and used by researchers across the world.

Short description
Provenance data are essential for (re-) interpreting
scientific data over time. For correct se- mantic
interpretation of scientific data we need to know, for
example, when and how a biological experiment was
performed, how a census survey was organized, or when
and where a particular historical event description was
written down. More generally, the work package aims to
provide the appropriate metadata for scientific “objects”,
such as data sets and articles.
Lessons learned
The work on provenance in this work package shows that
procedural context (of processes) captured in provenance
traces is a potent means to integrate data across
applications. We were able to use provenance to bridge
across machine learning workflows, data publishing and
enrichment workflows, code versioning, and others.

EVALUATION

Synergy
Throughout the project we maintained close ties with P6,
P12, P20 and P26 and organized synergy meetings across
these work packages at VU Amsterdam. Prov-O-Viz was
used directly in P6.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: www.data2semantics.org
YouTube:
https://youtu.be/EGpcHPz1VBw https://vimeo.com/10793
3975
Anything left to say
It was interesting to see how this work package soon
became the linking pin between the data developed in
other work packages in this project.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Provenance is key in reproducibility of scientific results, but
provenance traces are hard to obtain, extremely large,
verbose and hard to interpret. We investigate ways in
which we can better manage provenance: by integrating
provenance tracking in scientific workflows, sharing and
connecting provenance traces across applications, and
visualizing provenance traces for human inspection.
What’s your application?
This work package delivered several applications: Git2PROV
for automatically generating provenance traces from git
repositories, Prov-O-Viz for visualizing and browsing
provenance traces, Prov-O-Matic which integrates
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Web data modelling,
interpretation, and analysis
Data2Semantics
P23 WP06 Information Annotation and Interpretation
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Frank van Harmelen, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
Researchers: Guus Schreiber, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam,
Jan Wielemaker, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Martine de
Vos, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Davide Ceolin, Vrije
Universiteit Amsterdam
Partner(s): VU
Motivational statement
Data is abundantly available on the internet, notably
scientific and governmental data. However, most of this
data lacks semantic embedding and is therefore hard to
process by machines. (Semi-) automatic labelling can make
large volumes of data machine processable. This requires
appropriate vocabularies and methods to semiautomatically label large volumes of data. Both are core
aspects of knowledge representation and reasoning.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Short description
This work package addressed several issues regarding data
modelling, integration and interpretation. We developed
models and methods to enable better representation and
sharing of data on the Web (both of graphs and of tabular
data), and to interpret them. Also, we developed models to
reason upon trust and privacy of these data.
Lessons learned
Deep understanding of vocabularies needed to provided a
semantic embedding of data, guidelines that make, e.g.,
tables and spreadsheets easier to understand by machines.
Issues when querying huge amounts of heterogeneous and
noisy data.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
We addressed a number of problems regarding the
interpretation, modelling, and reasoning on Web data, their
provenance and trust. These parallel, yet intertwined
directions make this research unique. For example, the case
study on the interpretation of scientific spreadsheets were
adopted as use cases by the W3C CSV on the Web working
group we contributed to.
What’s your application?
We developed a series of methods for interpreting,
modelling and reasoning on graph and tabular data, their
provenance and estimating their trustworthiness. The

datasets analysed consisted of scientific spreadsheets and
collections of cultural heritage annotations.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
We contributed to a number of standards for modelling and
linking data that are widely used on the Web. Also, we
developed methods to automatically extract information
from tables on the Web, to share them, and to understand
if Web data are trustworthy and reliable or not.
We developed so ware tools for translating spreadsheets
into RDF (TabLinker), recognise the structure of
spreadsheets (PlSheet), logic based modelling of relational
data (SWISH), cleaning RDF (LOD Laundromat) and querying
RDF (YasGUI).
Valorisation output
Logical competitors are alternative methods for
spreadsheet interpretation and publishing, as well as for
graph modelling. The standards we contributed to resulted
from the collaboration between several key players in the
field. Moreover, while trust management has been widely
studied with respect to multi agent systems, the use of
provenance as a basis for trust estimation was a rather
unexplored direction.
International
We delivered a series of scientific publications on
international outlets (e.g., IFIP Trust Management
Conference, Knowledge Capture Conference, International
Conference on Logic Programming). Moreover, we
contributed to two W3C working groups, RDF 1.1 and CSV
on the Web, leading to two recommendations and one
working group note.
Synergy
A number of publications resulted from the interaction with
the SEALINCMedia project:
-- Nottamkandath, Archana; Oosterman, Jasper; Ceolin,
Davide; de Vries, Gerben Klaas Dirk; Fokkink,
Wan,Predicting quality of crowdsourced annotations using
graph kernels, IFIP International Conference on Trust
Management,134- 148,2015,Springer International
Publishing -- Ceolin, Davide; Groth, Paul; Maccatrozzo,
Valentina; Fokkink, Wan; Hage, Willem Robert Van;
Nottamkandath, Archana; Combining user reputation and
provenance analysis for trust assessment, Journal of Data
and Information Quality (JDIQ),7,1-2,6,2016,ACM
-- Nottamkandath, Archana; Oosterman, Jasper; Ceolin,
Davide; Fokkink, Wan, Automated evaluation of
crowdsourced annotations in the cultural heritage domain,
Proceedings of the 10th International Conference on
Uncertainty Reasoning for the Semantic Web-Volume
1259,25-36,2014,CEUR-WS. org
These regarded the application of provenance-based trust
assessment analyses to cultural heritage annotations.
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Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-primer/
https://www.w3.org/TR/2014/WD-csvw-ucr-20140327/
http://swish.swi-prolog.org/
http://yasgui.org/
http://krr.cs.vu.nl/2012/02/tablinker/
YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqSvOagZt1F9yGh02t
xiY
Quotes
“I used the e-Bioinfra Gateway to access the Dutch escience grid for the analysis of diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI) scans. Silvia’s group has created an incredibly userfriendly interface to perform the most difficult analyses
with several mouse clicks to upload the data and run the
analyses. And with the computing power of the grid, the
analyses that would otherwise require several weeks are
finished over the weekend.”
Dr. Guido van Wingen, Principal Investigator Neuroimaging
in Psychiatry of the Brain Imaging Centre (BIC), AMC
Nice to know
During the duration of COMMIT, the Science Gateways
have been used by more than thirty researchers of the AMC
and a few from overseas. They published various (10+)
scientific papers based on the results of the data processing
done through the AMC Science Gateways.
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Detecting dispersed duplications
in high-throughput sequencing
data
Data2Semantics
P23 WP07 Detecting dispersed duplications in highthroughput sequencing data
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Joost Kok, Leiden Institute of Advanced Computer Science,
Leiden University; Frank van Harmelen, Computer Science
Department, Free University
Researchers: Mark Kroon, Leiden University Medical
Center; Kai Ye, Leiden University Medical Center; Eline
Slagboom, Leiden University Medical Center; Eric-Wubbo
Lameijer, Leiden University Medical Center; Szymon
Kielbasa, Leiden University Medical Center
Partner(s): Leiden University Medical Center
Motivational statement
Efficient detecting of duplications in DNA and RNA
sequences provides a basis for diagnosis of diseases.
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
We have worked on extending the SynerScope interactive
multivariate graph visualization tool suite to allow largescale responsive visual analysis of linked and sparse data.
Additionally, we have made this tool suite available over
the cloud to enable access to a wider range of users. The
technology was applied to various datasets from the
pharmaceutical and medical domains. In biobanks
molecular data is stored. We worked on the analysis of high
throughput sequencing data in DNA and RNA, with a special
focus on the detection of dispersed duplication elements. A
new method was developed to find such duplication
elements using a database-free approach.
Lessons learned
Some deliverables were delayed multiple times, often due
to necessary data not being available. Being part of start-up
that's developing rapidly from being somewhat researchoriented to more business-oriented, and as a result has a
reduced focus on publishing scientific papers, we were
required to find alternative ways of reporting our progress.
The devil is in the details! Wetlab experiments to confirm
the computational results take a lot of time.

require knowledge about the events that one wants to
detect. Our approach was to develop a database-free
method that would be applicable in a wider range of
situations.
What’s your application?
Our newly developed method can find dispersed
duplications in the high-throughput sequencing data that is
currently common. It builds on an existing tool for
detection of other variant types. Our method is different
from others in that it does not require prior knowledge
about the elements of interest in advance.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
Number Frequency on the Web - WWW2014 Web Science
Track - 2014 - Q1. Sensemaking on Wikipedia by Secondary
School Students with SynerScope - 2015 - Q4. The existing
impact includes a method for detecting an important type
of genetic variation, to be used by genetic researchers
worldwide in the fight against diseases with a genetic
component.
Valorisation output
The results are used for so-called indirect valorisation. The
results are used clinical researchers. The algorithms of our
competitors require prior knowledge. This limits their
applicability.
International
Findings were published in a number of international
journals. The software is open source and has been made
available.
Synergy
Number Frequency on the Web - WWW2014 Web Science
Track - 2014 - Q1 Synergy included co-operation with a
group at the Radboud University in Nijmegen for the
experimental validation in the wetlab of in Human DNA
detected elements.
Dissemination (communication)
Public appearance: Linked Data and SynerScope tutorial at
Achmea - 2013 - Q4
Linked Science Workshop Organization - 2014 - Q2
Linked Science Workshop Organization - 2015 - Q4
Nice to know
The predecessor algorithm PinDel became the standard in
Bioinformatics for structural variants. It is one of the most
used sequence mining algorithms in the world.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Dispersed duplication events are of great importance in
medical research, as they are ubiquitous in the human
genome and potentially disease causing. Existing methods
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Web-based tools for handling
biomedical data
Data2Semantics
P23 WP08 Front-end Biomedical Data Analysis on eInfrastructures
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Silvia Delgado Olabarriaga Academic Medical Center of the
University of Amsterdam (AMC
Researchers: Shayan Shahand, Mohammad Mahdi Jaghouri,
Juan Luis Font Calvo, Allard van Altena
Partner(s): AMC
Scientific topic: Volume & Velocity, Scalability
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
Biomedical research is facing Big Data challenges, however
researchers don't have- user-friendly IT tools to handle
them. To solve this problem, Science Gateways have been
developed in this project. Science Gateways are easy-touse, web-based and scalable tools that manage and
integrate data, methods and infrastructure for scientific
research.
The Science Gateways for biomedical research enable
scientists to run large-scale data analysis easily and
efficiently from web interfaces. From the gateway interface
the scientist can start, monitor and inspect results of the
analysis without bothering about the details of underlying
data and computing infrastructures.
Lessons learned
Even when a tool is valuable from a user’s perspective, its
sustainability is not guaranteed. The design of Science
Gateways in the future needs to be much better aligned
with funding models for this type of research infrastructure.
SCIENCE
ICT science question?
How can Science Gateways deal with the perplexing
amount and variety of system components? How can
Science Gateways deal with the fact that the requirements
from scientists are unknown or changing?
Our research adopts principles of design science for
information systems: we iteratively build science gateways,
validate them in the field and generate methodologies and
best practices for the construction of future gateways.
Our approach is unique because our gateways are designed
for, evaluated by, and adopted by researchers in daily
practice. Furthermore, our methodology and technology
enables fast construction of new gateways across scientific
domains.

What’s your application?
The designed Science Gateways support researchers in
various fields of biomedical sciences that require parallel
execution of massive computations:
- Neuroscience: to analyse and manage magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) scans of the brain.
- Drug Discovery: to perform simulations of molecular
docking (ligand-protein) as initial step in drug screening.
- Genomics: manage and analyse next generation (NGS)
sequencing data.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The project generated a large number of scientific papers in
journals and in international conferences. Also, the Science
Gateway code framework was delivered as open source
project: https://github.com/AMCeScience/RosemaryVanilla The data analysis services were for data analysis of
other researchers, who published various scientific papers
as well.
Valorisation output
The Science Gateways of the AMC received much support
from the HPCN Fund of the UvA, which enabled their
operation for five years. Many attempts were made to
exploit the Science Gateway expertise and services
developed during the project with a longer perspective,
together ICT departments of the AMC and University of
Amsterdam (UvA). We also tried to reach the e-Science
Center and SURFsara. None of these efforts resulted in a
sustainable path for the Science Gateways, which are in the
process of being discontinued.
International
The Science Gateway research developed at the AMC
became part of a growing international scientific
community that collaborate mostly through European
projects (funded by FP7 e- infrastructures: SHIWA, ER-Flow,
SCIBUS) and international events such as IWSG (http://iwsglife.org/site/iwsglife/ ) and CCGrid-Life
(http://lsgc.org/ccgrid-life/).
This collaboration was reinforced in 2016 with the creation
of the International Coallition on Science Gateways
(http://www.icsciencegateways.org/), of which the AMC
group is co-founder.
Synergy
Science Gateways are systems that integrate a large variety
of advanced IT methods, therefore much collaboration took
place with other workpackages of COMMIT:
- Distributed computing:
- Scientific workflow management
- Data provenance
Dissimination (communication)
Website: http://www.ebioscience.amc.nl/gateways/
Anything left to say
Without COMMIT this research would not have been done.
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Semantic Mutalyzer
Data2Semantics
P23 WP09 VP28 Mutalyzer
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Prof. dr Joost N. Kok, Dr. Jeroen F.J. Laros, Leiden University
Medical Center
Researchers: Dr. Jonathan K. Vis, Leiden University Medical
Centre
Partner(s): Leiden University Medical Center
Motivational statement
Mutalyzer is a very popular tool which has been used more
than
two
hundreds
of
millions
times
(see
https://mutalyzer.nl/about). Adding added computerinteroperability to the tool is a major step forward: variants
can be linked to online-resources, providing insights into
the effects of a variant.
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Health & Well-being / Future Internet
Short description
Mutalyzer is an important tool for clinical geneticists and
laboratory specialists working in the field of genetics. Its
main purpose is to standardise the description of genetic
variants and mutations to enable the experts in the field to
exchange knowledge in a uniform way. In this project, we
added computer-interoperability to the Mutalyzer
webservice. This allows users to link the obtained results to
other on-line resources, improving the insight into the
effect of a variant and increasing diagnostic yield.

Scientific output
Our addition to Mutalyzer improves the assessment
novel, unknown genetic variants, as are often found
patients with a genetic defect. By automatically linking
relevant data sources, the interpretation of the effect
these variants has become less complex.

of
in
to
of

Valorisation output
Mutalyzer is based on the international standard of
nomenclature for the description of sequence variants. For
this standard there are no competitors. The addition of the
semantic adapter enables researchers to look for the
explanation of the results in the knowledge domain.
International
The mutalyzer tool is used all over the world for to check
the description of sequence variants identified in a gene
during genetic testing.
Synergy
The semantic adapter is constructed using a combination of
semantic web technology and bioinformatics knowledge.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://mutalyzer.nl/
Anything left to say
We think the project took an interesting turn and led to
important results that we had not envisioned beforehand.
Thank you for the funding and support.

Lessons learned
The semantic model of many data resources is often far
from ideal. This makes the linking of resources challenging.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The lack of semantic modelling of the Mutalyzer webservice
prohibited easy integration with other resources in the
semantic web. We tackled this problem by making a
semantic adapter; a semantic webservice that wraps the
existing webservices. The uniqueness of this resources is in
itself a reason to aim for more interoperability.
What is your application?
Linking to other on line resources improves the
understanding of the effect of unknown genetic variants.
This in its turn improves the diagnostic yield.

EVALUATION
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Multiplex Imaging of Tissues
Data2Semantics
P23 WP09 Multiplex Imaging of Tissues
Work package/Valorisation Project leader: Liam
McDonnell, Leiden University Medical Center
Researchers: Sha Lou, Benjamin Balluff, René van Zeijl
Partner(s): LUMC
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity & Quality
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
We developed new mass spectrometry based methods to
determine and analyze the molecular composition of
patient tissue samples. Specifically, we developed and
applied new data analysis routines to identify so-called
biomarker molecules that aid patient diagnosis and
prognosis. A further aspect was to characterize the
molecular heterogeneity of the patient tissue samples, and
to assess how this heterogeneity was related to patient
survival.
Lessons learned
Spatially resolved molecular analysis of clinical tissues
demands interdisciplinary approaches, requiring efficient
data reduction and histopathology analysis, in order to
identify disease biomarkers from MSI datasets.
SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Mass spectrometry imaging creates a mass spectrum for
each and every pixel in the dataset, resulting in large
datasets for each tissue section, and very large datasets
when analyzing patient series of tissues (as required for
clinical research). Clinical tissues are often highly
heterogeneous containing many different cell types, which
cause high variance in the resulting datasets. We developed
and implemented data reduction and integration with
histopathology in order to extract reduced cell-type-specific
data from each patient tissue sample, which could be
readily analyzed by statistical analysis routines.
What’s your application?
Mass spectrometry imaging of clinical tissue samples, in
order to identify molecular ions indicative of patient
diagnosis, prognosis, response to therapy. An emerging
aspect over the last 5 years has been the characterization of
intratumor heterogeneity, and specifically the identification
of tumor subpopulations associated with patient
outcome/phenotype

EVALUATION
Scientific output
- PhD Thesis Sha Lou. Biomarker Discovery in High Grade
Sarcomas by Mass Spectrometry Imaging. PhD awarded
16/05/2017.
- Lou et al. Prognostic Metabolite Biomarkers for Soft Tissue
Sarcomas Discovered by Mass Spectrometry Imaging. J. Am.
Soc. Mass Spectrom. 28, 376-383 (2016)
- Lou et al. An Experimental Guideline for the Analysis of
Histologically Heterogeneous Tumors by MALDI-TOF Mass
Spectrometry Imaging. BBA Proteins and Proteomics in
press (2016).
- Lou et al. High Grade Sarcoma Diagnosis and Prognosis:
Biomarker Discovery by Mass Spectrometry Imaging.
Proteomics 16, 1802-1813 (2016).
- Heijs et al. Histology-guided high resolution MALDI mass
spectrometry imaging. Anal. Chem. 87, 11978-11983
(2015).
- Carreira et al. Large-Scale Mass Spectrometry Imaging
Investigation of Consequences of Cortical Spreading
Depression in a Transgenic Mouse Model of Migraine. J.
Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 26, 853-861 (2015).
- Dekker et al. Towards Imaging Metabolic Pathways in
Tissues. Anal. Bioanal. Chem. 407, 2167-2176 (2015).
- Martin-Lorenzo et al. 30 μm spatial resolution protein
MALDI MSI: in-depth comparison of five sample
preparation protocols applied to human healthy and
atherosclerotic arteries. J. Proteomics. 108, 465-468 (2014).
- Dekker et al. Multicenter Matrix-Assisted Laser
Desorption/Ionization Mass Spectrometry Imaging (MALDI
MSI) Identifies Proteomic Differences in Breast-CancerAssociated Stroma. J. Proteome. Res. 13, 4730-4738 (2014).
- Jones et al. Imaging Mass Spectrometry Based Molecular
Histology Differentiates Microscopically Identical and
Heterogeneous Tumors. J. Proteome Res. 12, 1847-1855
(2013).
- Jones et al. Imaging Mass Spectrometry of Biomolecular
Changes Following Unilateral Cortical Spreading
Depression. J. Proteomics. 75, 5027-5035 (2012).
- Jones et al. Imaging Mass Spectrometry Statistical
Analysis. J. Proteomics. 75, 4962–4989 (2012).
- Jones et al. High Speed Imaging MS-Based Molecular
Histology Using GPU’s. J. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 23, 74552 (2012).
- Carreira et al. Large-Scale Mass Spectrometry Imaging
Investigation of Consequences of Cortical Spreading
Depression in a Transgenic Mouse Model of Migraine. J.
Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 26, 853-861 (2015).
- Dekker et al. Towards Imaging Metabolic Pathways in
Tissues. Anal. Bioanal. Chem. 407, 2167-2176 (2015).
- Martin-Lorenzo et al. 30 μm spatial resolution protein
MALDI MSI: in-depth comparison of five sample
preparation protocols applied to human healthy and
atherosclerotic arteries. J. Proteomics. 108, 465-468 (2014).
- Dekker et al. Multicenter Matrix-Assisted Laser
Desorption/Ionization Mass Spectrometry Imaging (MALDI
MSI) Identifies Proteomic Differences in Breast-CancerAssociated Stroma. J. Proteome. Res. 13, 4730-4738 (2014).
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- Jones et al. Imaging Mass Spectrometry Based Molecular
Histology Differentiates Microscopically Identical and
eterogeneous Tumors. J. Proteome Res. 12, 1847-1855
(2013).
- Jones et al. Imaging Mass Spectrometry of Biomolecular
Changes Following Unilateral Cortical Spreading
Depression. J. Proteomics. 75, 5027-5035 (2012).
- Jones et al. Imaging Mass Spectrometry Statistical
Analysis. J. Proteomics. 75, 4962–4989 (2012).
- Jones et al. High Speed Imaging MS-Based Molecular
Histology Using GPU’s. J. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 23, 74552 (2012).
Valorisation output
- COST Action BM1104 – Associate Professor McDonnell
was coordinator and Chair of a large, 23 country focused on
developing and disseminating new methods for the
biomedical application of MSI.
- ZonMW Zenith project Imaging Mass Spectrometry-Based
Molecular Histology: Differentiation and Characterization of
Clinically Challenging Soft Tissue Sarcomas (No. 93512002).
- ERANET Transcan II project ARREST. Associate Professor
Liam McDonnell is coordinator of a 4-country joint project
initiative focused on intratumor heterogeneity in
esophageal cancer.
- FP7-PEOPLE-2012, Intra-European-Fellowship. SITH:
Proteomic segmentation of intratumor heterogeneity for
identifying clinically relevant tumor subpopulations in
gastrointestinal cancers. 176k€. Applicant: Benjamin Balluff.
Supervisor: Liam McDonnell.
International
- COST Action BM1104 – Associate Professor McDonnell
was coordinator and Chair of a large, 23 country focused on
developing and disseminating new methods for the
biomedical application of MSI.
- ERANET Transcan II project ARREST. Associate Professor
Liam McDonnell is coordinator of a 4-country joint project
initiative focused on intratumor heterogeneity in
esophageal cancer.
- FP7-PEOPLE-2012, Intra-European-Fellowship. SITH:
Proteomic segmentation of intratumor heterogeneity for
identifying clinically relevant tumor subpopulations in
gastrointestinal cancers. 176k€. Applicant: Benjamin Balluff.
Supervisor: Liam McDonnell.
- Co-organizer of OurCon series of conferences dedicated to
mass spectrometry imaging (www.ourcon.org).
- Founding member of European Mass Spectrometry
Imaging Society.
Synergy
Integration with histopathology; use of histopathology to
improve the measurement throughput, and increase the
specificity of the statistical analysis.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.commit-nl.nl/people/mcdonnell
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Robust Semi-supervised
Learning
Data2Semantics
P23 WP10 BBMRI: Framework Selection for e-Biobanking:
Identification and Evaluation of core services
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Prof. Dr. Joost Kok, Leiden University Medical Center; Jesse
Krijthe, Leiden University Medical Centre
Partner(s): Leiden University Medical Centre
Motivational statement
In medical image processing obtaining labelled examples
for automatic learning is costly as the examples need to be
labelled by specialists. Hence, if methods are available that
can also learn from unlabelled examples, then this will be
very efficient as in medical image processing we usually
have only a few labelled examples and many unlabelled
examples.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
Data is all around us. To train computer systems to solve
complex tasks, such as recognize objects in images,
understand natural language and drive cars, traditionally
requires a particular type of data: examples for which both
an input and a desired outcome is known. In this work
package we addressed the question if and how unlabelled
data, for which is the outcome is unknown, can be used to
build these complex systems. We have both shown there
are limits to the guarantees we can give on how well these
systems perform when they are trained using this kind of
data but also show that a particular class of algorithms can
use this data, which is often abundantly and cheaply
available, reliably.
Lessons learned
The main outcome of the project is a better understanding
of the value of unlabelled data when training machine
learning systems. Secondly, one of our projects led to new
insights into the differences and similarities between
different cancer types, and a general method for combining
certain types of biological data.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The world is gathering more and more data, but to solve
many important problems, a particular type of data is
required: examples for which we have both an input and
some outcome we are interested in predicting. One of the
main questions addressed in this project is to what extend
unlabelled examples that are data points for which the

outcome is unknown, can help solve machine learning
problems. This is known as semi-supervised learning. More
specifically, is it possible to guarantee that this additional
data will lead to an improved system? We were the first to
prove that in a very strict sense, it is often impossible to
give such guarantees, while also showing that for particular
algorithms, improvements with guarantees are possible and
we propose methods that have this property.
What is your application?
While the methodology and theory that we developed can
be applied to a large number of application areas, such as
improving computer vision systems, advertisement
targeting, document classification and many others, we
have been particularly interested in its application for the
analysis of biomedical datasets. For instance, one of the
research projects dealt with furthering our understanding
of the differences and similarities between different cancer
cell types.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
Our results have been presented in 4 papers presented at
international conferences, 2 papers in international
workshops, 3 papers in internationally renowned journals
and 1 book chapter. We have also delivered two software
packages that can be used by researchers requiring the
statistical tools developed in this project and other
methods. One of these packages (Rtsne) has been
downloaded over 30000 times and is used by practitioners
in various fields, from biomedical researchers to
participants in online data science competitions.
Valorisation output
We developed a software package called Rtsne that has
been downloaded over 30000 times and is used by people
to analyse datasets both in research, online data science
competitions and business. The package is open source and
offers a easy way to access some useful data visualization
methods that had been unavailable in the R programming
language at the time. Other parts of the work package
focused more on fundamental results that do not lead to a
direct result that can be valorised, although progress in the
area of semi-supervised in general could be hugely
beneficial for society by enabling the use of machine
learning in applications where it was previously impossible.
International
Our research has been presented in international
conferences, from Sweden to Mexico and from France to
Japan. Our papers have appeared in internationally
renowned journals. Our code has been downloaded and is
being used by researchers from all over the world, to
analyse their own datasets and in public on online
platforms such as Kaggle.
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Synergy
Our project brought together the development of statistical
methodology, which in principle can be broadly applied and
biomedical applications. The results of the project have
consequences for application areas where semi-supervised
learning has been considered promising; such as medical
image processing and other areas where labelled examples
are typically scarcely available, but progress could bring
important cost savings.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://pancancer-map.ewi.tudelft.nl/
Anything left to say
We think the project took an interesting turn and led to
important results that we had not envisioned beforehand.
Thank you for the funding and support.
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Algorithms for the Description
of Molecular Sequences in
BioBanks
Data2Semantics
P23 WP12 BBMRI: Mining of Distributed Biobanks:
Coronory Heart Disease
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
e-Biobanking with Imaging for Healthcare, Joost Kok, LIACS,
later: P23. From data to semantics for scientific data
publishers (WP12)
Researchers: Jonathan K. Vis, Joost N. Kok, Jeanine J.
Houwing, Szymon Kielbasa
Partner(s): Leiden University Medical Centre
Motivational statement
Algorithmic problems play an important role in the analysis
of the data in Biobanks.
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
The Variant Description Extractor aims to generate unique
HGVS variant descriptions by direct comparison of the
observed sequence with the reference sequence. The
Variant Description Extractor uses an algorithm, which
closely follows the human approach to describe a variant. A
complete description for the human genome can be
generated in about four hours. Many applications of these
descriptions are considered: DNA/RNA, protein, and a
special application in repeated sequences.

mechanism. Ultimately, these variant descriptions are used
for effect prediction. The descriptions facilitate sharing and
help in diagnostics.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
PhD dissertation, Paper in Bioinformatics Journal, Paper in
proceedings of a scientific conference, Variant Description
Extractor (VDE) within the Mutalyzer tool suite (software).
Valorisation output
The VDE is implemented as part of the Mutalyzer tool suite
and the Mutalyzer website. The VDE is used by researchers
world-wide.
International
The Mutalyzer website is commonly used within the
biomedical field (genetic research) all over the world.
Synergy
In a valorisation project we made a semantic adapter for
the Mutalyzer webservices in collaboration with P23. From
data to semantics for scientific data publishers.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://www.mutalyzer.nl
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YTgRbnq0cV8
Public appearance: Multiple scientific and medical
conferences.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Efficiently calculating a (short) canonical description from
large (250 Mb) strings using complex operators: insertion,
deletion, substitution, inversion, and transposition. The
main challenge is twofold: generating unambiguous short
descriptions and calculating them efficiently in terms of
computation speed. In particular we developed a Longest
Common Substring algorithm with a minimal overhead and
an expected linear runtime for similar strings.
What is your application?
The Description Extractor is integrated in the Mutalyzer
suite which is a very popular tool primarily designed to
check descriptions of sequence variants according to the
standard human sequence variant nomenclature of the
Human Genome Sequence Variation Society. Mutalyzer
aims to encourage the proper use of nomenclature in
publications and reduce redundancy in gene variant
databases. This results in findability of variants and their
corresponding annotations and thereby providing a sharing
COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

Creating ontologies for smart
applications in agrifood
e-Food
P26 WP01 Interactive and Collective Development of Food
and Plant Ontologies
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Nicole Koenderink, Wageningen UR Food& Biobased
Research
Researchers: Jan Vogels, Remko van Brakel, Mari Wigham,
Nick van Hamersveld, Don Willems, Roeland van Batenburg,
Jan Top
Partner(s): TI Food & Nutrition (Unilever, FrieslandCampina,
Corbion and others), Wageningen UR Food&Biobased
Research
Motivational statement
Sharing data and documents is crucial for our R&D efforts
world-wide. Formal vocabularies allow us to do this
effectively.
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
This work package has delivered a number of products.
ROC+ assists domain experts with no background in
semantic technology in constructing a comprehensive
domain ontology (concepts, synonyms, translations,
relations) in just a few sessions. It supports efficient
collaborative, multilingual development and allows users to
reuse existing ontologies and terms from selected
documents. ROC+ has shown its value in several national
and international applications of ontologies created in
ROC+. In addition, FoodVoc is a platform for making
ontologies in the domain of agriculture and food publicly
available, such as the Food Taxonomy and the Valerie
ontology. These can be input for application development
or as a starting point in ROC+.
Lessons learned
We have learned that hiding technical details (such as URIs)
is essential for involvement of domain experts in ontology
development. Secondly, real-time collaboration speeds up
the process significantly. Scoping the ontology is a constant
pint of attention. Finally, the process must follow a number
of well-defined steps.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Creating ontologies is a notoriously expensive and time
consuming task. It can take 2-10 years for 10-100 domain
experts and 2-5 knowledge engineers. The problem is that
existing tools are too technical and formal. ROC+ shows

that the efficiency of this process can be improved
significantly. It provides a unique solution by hiding
technical details completely from the user. It stimulates
users to associate freely. Moreover, it supports
collaborative and multilingual development, reusing
existing resources. An ontology with thousands of concepts
can now be built by 10-20 experts in 4 sessions, supported
by one knowledge engineer.
What is your application?
ROC+ has shown its value in multiple applications in food
and agriculture. We offer a commercial service based on
this tool. Although our clients are typically in this domain,
the method can be applied in any field. The Food Taxonomy
has been applied in four apps giving personalized advice on
nutrition and health to consumers. It is also part of the
‘dynamic recipes’ application that automatically generates
alternative ingredients in recipes from the web.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
Scientifically, this work has shown that it is possible to
significantly reduce the time for developing ontologies for a
specific area. Key elements are technical simplicity, realtime collaboration and reuse of existing sources. We have
found a number of heuristics that are helpful in guiding the
process. For example, it is useful to select a small number
of relations (other than the ‘is-a’ relation) when identifying
related terms. It remains a challenge to set and maintain a
clear scope during this process.
Valorisation output
The ROC+ method is part of a method that builds around a
number of guided workshops. Tools like Protegé and
TopBraid for ontology development are not real
competitors as they require extensive knowledge
engineering expertise, and thus target a different user
group. We are now successfully offering a commercial
service to our clients in food and agriculture, based on this
concept. This service also includes advice on how to apply
the developed ontologies in for corporate search
applications and annotation of data.
International
The ROC+ method has been applied in two European
projects, i.e., HighTechEurope and Valerie. In these
projects, experts from food and agriculture from France,
UK, Spain, Italy, Germany, Belgium, Czechoslovakia,
Romania, Hungary, Finland and Sweden have participated
in ontology development sessions. The European Food
Safety Authority (EFSA) uses the EMM News Explorer to
find news items related to unauthorized genetically
modified organisms (GMOs). To automate the evaluation
process, we used ROC+ to create ontology in this domain.
Presently, we are working with Chinese industry on food
related applications that will require a Chinese version of
the ROC+ tool.
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Synergy
In this work package, we have had limited collaboration
with other projects. The reason is that our attention has
been on optimizing the method with partners from industry
and business rather than academic researchers in IT. The
latter would typically emphasize the need for a more
‘technically correct’ approach to developing ontologies.
Since we deliberately wanted to avoid such an approach we
focused on use cases with non-academic users.
Dissemination (communication)
Website:
http://www.wageningenur.nl/nl/project/eFoodLabmanaging- knowledge-from-food-research.htm,
www.foodvoc.org www.wurvoc.org
Quotes
From EU project Valerie: “Ontology creation is much easier
than expected, I know understand what ontologies can be
used for”
Anything left to say
We have learned that developing a method such as ROC+
requires extensive, iterating phases of development and
evaluation. This is only possible in a relatively long term
research program such as COMMIT (and its predecessor VLe). In particular for a contract research organisation such as
Food & Biobased Research this is a unique opportunity to
develop genuine innovations.
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Meaningful Food Data
e-Food
P26 WP02 Selecting, Combining and Interpreting
Distributed Experimental Food Data
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Mari Wigham, Wageningen UR Food& Biobased Research
Researchers: Hajo Rijgersberg, Don Willems, Nick van
Hamersveld, Jan Top
Partner(s): TI Food & Nutrition (Unilever, FrieslandCampina,
Corbion and others), Wageningen UR Food&Biobased
Research
Motivational statement
In food research, just like in many other fields, numerical
data are often scattered across file systems and stored in
relatively unstructured formats, such as spreadsheets. This
limits the effectiveness of our R&D activities. Semantic
annotation of the data enables us to (re)use, verify and
validate our findings.
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
Most professionals will admit that finding and reusing
existing data is difficult. Frequently the structure and
metadata provided are insufficient. We have created insight
into how to annotate quantitative data with little effort.
First, we have built the ontology of quantities and units of
measure OM. It has only one real competitor world-wide,
QUDT, and comparisons in scientific papers have been
favourable for OM. Next, we have developed Rosanne, an
extension for the ubiquitous MS Excel. Users can annotate
their data to find, extract and integrate them using their
own terminology. Third, we developed the RDFRecordTable
definition, which solves issues encountered in the standard
RDFDataCube model.
Lessons learned
We have learned that to support the scientist in making
their data ‘FAIR (findable, accessible, interoperable and
reusable)’, proper tools help, but organisational culture is
crucial. Secondly, to stimulate the uptake of new e-science
methods it is required to embed the support in tools that
scientists are already familiar with. However, this often
leads to practical complications.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
Numbers without explanations are useless. However,
annotating data is labour intensive and a matter of personal
preferences. Consequently, others cannot find, understand
and reuse the data. How can we annotate with minimal
effort and maximum flexibility, for both humans and

machines? We have modelled paper-based standards for
quantities and units of measure in OM. OM contains over
600 quantities and 1200 units. Secondly, we have
discovered that non-trivial tables can best be modelled
using recursive nesting. The resulting RDF Record Table is
more flexible than the standard RDF Data Cube model, and
is well suited to the complexities of scientific data.
What is your application?
Both OM and RDF Record Table are applied in food science,
in particular for annotating data in spreadsheets. This is
implemented in Rosanne, an extension of MS Excel. OM is
also embedded in LateX. Using a shared vocabulary allows
researchers to find, interpret and integrate data from
different, heterogeneous sources. At the workflow level,
Tiffany has been used by hundreds of researchers at TI
Food and Nutrition to share their scientific data and
methods.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The ontology OM is being used by numerous researchers
world- wide, being a serious competitor of NASA’s QUDT.
Its implementation in Rosanne has been evaluated by
Unilever, FrieslandCampina, Corbion, PBL, Alterra and
others. These companies in particular appreciate the
combination of ROC+ and Rosanne, to efficiently create
ontologies and apply them to annotate data. This work has
resulted in the PhD degree of Hajo Rijgersberg (2013) and
contributes to the PhD degrees of Martine de Vos (2017)
and Dena Tahvildari (2017). It has resulted in several
publications.
Valorisation output
One candidate for commercial exploitation is Rosanne.
Evaluation in different industrial settings has proven its
potential. However, further development is still required.
This requires additional funding and collaboration with a
commercial software company specialized in Microsoft
Office. Tiffany is currently in use by TI Food and Nutrition
on a commercial basis (SLA). Its competitors are for
example DataVerse, Figshare, Accelrys. For valorisation, the
major challenge is to find software companies that are
interested in taking up technology not developed by them.
International
The ontology OM has been accessed by several users worldwide. INRA in France, who are operating in the agrifood
domain as well, have evaluated Rosanne and OM for us.
Several users of OM have suggested possible improvements
of OM, which has helped us to create a largely revised
version of the ontology.
Synergy
Within the COMMIT/ programme, this work package has a
strong link with the work of Martine de Vos in the
Data2Semantics project. She uses the distinction between
quantities and phenomena as structural features of
COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

spreadsheets. Combined with her methods to recognize
blocks and to detect the calculation flow, this allows for
automated explanation of complex spreadsheets. The
Data2Semantics tool Tablinker is complementary to
Rosanne. Outside COMMIT/, we have exchanged and
evaluated tools with INRA in France. OM has been applied
and extended in Dutch public-private partnerships such as
Intelligent Consumer Systems and Eten is Beleven.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.wurvoc.org/
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQIdHTwPL1Y
Media: Semantic support for quantitative research – PhD
thesis Hajo Rijgersberg.
Quotes
“OM provides a rigorous ontology based on measurement
theory” – Mar Fox, University of Toronto
“OM provides better conceptualization of compound units
[compared to competitor ontologies]” – Soroush Samadian,
University of British Columbia, Vancouver.
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Rosanne: islands of structure in
unstructured data
e-Food
P26 WP02 VP18 Rosanne
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Mari Wigham, Wageningen UR Food& Biobased Research
Researchers: Hajo Rijgersberg, Mariëlle Timmer, Jan Top
Partner(s): Corbion, Danone, Friesland Campina, Unilever
and Wageningen UR (Food and Biobased Research).
This is a selection of the 14-page End Report of this work
package.
1 INTRODUCTION

widely applicable OM-ontology [7] (quantities and units of
measure), to annotate the data in the table.
…
3 TESTING AND EVALUATION ON INDUSTRIAL USE CASES
We requested use cases for annotation and/or integration
of data from five companies; Corbion1, Danone2, Friesland
Campina3, Unilever4 and Wageningen UR (Food and
Biobased Research5). We received one or more use cases
each from four of the five companies; the fifth company did
not respond with a use case within the timeframe of the
project. As these cases can involve confidential research
data, we will not discuss details of the content or analysis.
The use cases consisted of multiple Excel spreadsheets,
together with a specification of the desired output.
….
During this project it became clear that the introduction of
good quantitative data annotation represents a large
cultural shift for companies. While the industrial partners in
this project all had strong advocates for good data
documentation, the necessity and the benefits were not yet
broadly understood within the company. The introduction
of Rosanne was therefore awkward, as there was not yet
sufficient awareness of the problem it was intended to
solve. Initially, researchers were very unclear as to what
Rosanne was for, which use cases could be relevant, and
what the benefits could be. This slowed the process of
gathering and implementing the use cases considerably.

Different industrial food companies and research centres
have expressed a need for data management. In industrial
research and development, but also in production settings,
trade and retail, spreadsheets with unstructured data are
abundant [1]. The terminology used in these datasets
typically differs between individuals, departments and
organizations. Moreover, jargon and personal abbreviations
are often used; units of measure are omitted, etc. Lack of
understanding of the data and needless overhead for
clarifying the data causes work processes to be inefficient.
It can also give rise to serious errors [2], [3], [4]. Without
high quality metadata it is very difficult to find, interpret
and reuse the data, let alone integrate data from different
sources [5].
Rosanne [6] is a software tool that aims to facilitate adding
‘islands of structure’ in terms of semantic tables within
otherwise unstructured formats. This means that tables are
annotated and handled using shared vocabularies. These
annotations supply the necessary metadata to make it easy
to find, interpret and reuse the data. Rosanne also offers
support in integrating data from different spreadsheets,
using the information in the annotations.
The aim of this valorisation project was to produce a proofof-concept version of Rosanne, which would offer all
functionality within Excel and be robust, fast and userfriendly. In addition, it would link to company ontologies,
created in this project, to offer easy customisation to each
company’s unique needs while maintaining generic
applicability. An essential part of the project was to test
Rosanne with several industrial partners.
….

We had expected to construct domain ontologies together
with the industrial participants, to allow Rosanne to offer
annotations tailored to the work area of each company. As
we did not reach the stage of allowing users to test
Rosanne themselves, there was also not yet the necessity
to build a domain ontology. At the same time, the
necessary level of involvement from the industrial partners
for building an ontology was not yet present, due to the
need to first create awareness and understanding, as
described above.

2 ROSANNE

4 IMPROVEMENTS MADE TO ROSANNE

Rosanne[6] is a software tool that allows users to add
semantics when creating new datasets. It is implemented as
an add-in for the popular Microsoft Excel software package.
Users select areas inside a sheet to become semantic
tables. They can then select terms from proprietary or
public ontologies, including the publicly available and

As a result of the feedback given during the use cases, we
have made a number of significant improvements to
Rosanne. These are discussed in detail in the eFoodLab
deliverables [9] and [10], and as such will be briefly
summarised here

Once a use case had been completed and the results
presented back to the users, they understood the benefits,
and this led to an enthusiastic discussion of where else they
could use Rosanne, and requests for more tests and new
features. For some of the use cases there was a clear wish
to extend this sort of semantic support to earlier points in
the data process, such as experimental design, and later
points, such as statistical analysis.
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• Annotating individual instances with unique identifiers –
Not only can a column be annotated with, e.g. ‘Cheese’, but
the individual items in the column can be annotated with
unique identifiers, e.g. ‘AH Gouda jong belegen’.
• Annotating more than one table per sheet – Each Excel
spreadsheet can contain any number of tables
• Integrating more than two files - Any number of files can
be integrated together in one single step
• Integrating more than two tables – Any number of tables
can be integrated together in one go
• Missing values – Rosanne can handle missing values in the
data during integration
• Automatic annotation after integration – Integration
results are automatically annotated
• Original text – The original text in the headers is included
in the integration result
These improvements make Rosanne much more practical
and easy to use. In particular the ability to create multiple
tables in each sheet and to integrate any number of tables
in one single step represents an important advance.
5 ISSUES FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
We identified two types of issues that need to be tackled in
order to make Rosanne into a viable product: design issues,
which need to be solved by changing the design of
Rosanne, and support issues, which need to be addressed
by increased user support. These issues are described in
detail in the eFoodLab deliverable [10] and as such will be
briefly summarised here.
The most important design issues are:
• Handling complex or unusual table structures – Rosanne
needs to offer more flexibility in the allowed structure of a
table
• Joining on unique identifiers during integration –
Matching records for integration was done by string
matching, this needs to be done using the unique identifiers
in the annotations, otherwise minor typing errors can block
integration
• More advanced statistical analysis – Users would like to
carry out analysis, such as correlation. This could be done
by linking Rosanne to statistical software
• Provenance – it is important to be able to track where the
original data in an integrated file came from
• Performance – Rosanne needs to be faster at processing
large files. While small tables are integrated in a couple of
seconds, the largest files we have tested, with thousands of
records, take several hours to integrate.
• Explanation of options – Rosanne offers several options
when integrating data, the effect of these options on the
result needs to be clearer
Note that the first issue, that of handling complex or
unusual table structures, can be tackled partly by improving
Rosanne, and partly by better awareness among
spreadsheet users as to how to record their data. This
brings us on to the discussion of support issues.
It became clear during this project that the issue of data
documentation is not widely appreciated. As a result, users
need support to help them to understand the potential

benefits, and to identify how they can improve their data
processes. An essential part of this is to think not only in
terms of what they need themselves from their data, but
also in terms of what their (future) colleagues need. This
leads to more transparent, reusable data. This support is
therefore an integral part of the introduction of Rosanne, or
similar software, to a company. The company needs to be
supported through a process of cultural change in order to
reach a higher ‘maturity level’ in how they handle recording
and sharing data.
Specific plans for tackling both design and support issues
are laid out in the eFoodLab deliverable [10].
© Wageningen UR Food & Biobased Research, institute
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Note that our work in the related COMMIT/eFoodLab
project, WP2, has also identified other areas of future
development for Rosanne, such as automatic data
annotation, central databases, and automatic unit
conversion. While these would of course also benefit the
industrial users from this project, we will not discuss them
here as they are not directly relevant to the use cases.
Please refer to the eFoodLab deliverables for further
information.
6 DISSEMINATION
The knowledge generated during this project has been
disseminated via regular deliverables, which have been
made available through the COMMIT/ eFoodLab project.
This final report will also be published as a COMMIT/
deliverable, and will be distributed to all industrial
participants.
Rosanne has been presented at the board meeting of the TI
Food and Nutrition, a research alliance of 26 companies and
research centres. A short film describing the concepts
behind Rosanne is available on the Food and Biobased
Research YouTube channel [11].
Rosanne and its integration functionality were published in
an extended journal paper on the underlying RDF Record
Table [12]. We also plan to submit an article about Rosanne
to the December ‘Trends en toekomst’ issue of the VMT
magazine for food professionals.
7 CONCLUSION
The first conclusion is that Rosanne is at an earlier stage in
the valorisation process than was apparent in tests within
research institutes. The industrial data and use cases
demonstrate a pressing need for greater flexibility. We have
identified possible solutions by which we can build this
greater flexibility into Rosanne. The feedback obtained
from industrial users will be invaluable in shaping Rosanne
into a tool that will enable them to get more benefit out of
their spreadsheet data.
The second conclusion is that Rosanne represents, for most
companies, not just a software tool but also a cultural shift.
The industrial partners are at the forefront of this new
development, as they are already aware of the pressing
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need for a change in how data is recorded, shared and
reused. This awareness needs to spread from the strategic
thinkers throughout the whole company to all the
employees. Such a cultural shift cannot be realised by
simply making a software tool available. It is essential to
embed Rosanne in a broader context which includes
working together with the company to raise awareness and
to develop working procedures for semantic data.
This leads to the final conclusion that introduction of
Rosanne in a company should be in the form of a workshop,
in which a case study from the company is used as
preparation. This will provide the workshop attendees with
a concrete example of the benefits and act as an inspiration
to help identify how Rosanne can be implemented in the
company’s processes. Any requests for extra functionality
can then also be considered. Rosanne should then be
gradually introduced, starting with small, enthusiastic
teams, and later extending to include more users. This
process should include regular opportunities for feedback
and discussion between the company and the researchers
at Food & Biobased Research.
This valorisation project has been a vital step in beginning
this necessary partnership, by bringing together industrial
users and experts in semantic support for data. The
potential users have shown interest not only in Rosanne for
annotation and integration, but also in using the annotation
techniques earlier in the research workflow to capture
more information about experimental design, and in using
the information in the annotations to support statistical
analysis. This opens up possibilities for semantic support
throughout the workflow. This process will be continued
within the COMMIT/ eFoodLab project and in future
bilateral projects with the industrial partners.
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Agrifood Knowledge Disclosure
Services
e-Food
P26 WP03 Agrifood Knowledge Disclosure Services
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Don Willems, Wageningen University & Research centre
Researchers: Roeland van Batenburg, Wageningen
University & Research centre
Partner(s): Wageningen University & Research centre
Short description
This work package has studied how we can help users
finding specific information in large collections of
documents and datasets. We do this by introducing
computer processable background knowledge about the
considered domain; in our case mostly related to agrifood.
Formal vocabularies, i.e., vocabularies understandable by
computers, represent this knowledge. We link them
automatically to elements or fragments of the texts. Such
vocabularies consist of concepts (with URI's as identifiers,
with a set of human readable labels) and relations between
these concepts. Attaching these concepts to words,
paragraphs, documents, data elements or datasets is called
semantic annotation. This can be partly automated. With
semantic annotations, computers can support smart search
and integration, which is much more effective than
traditional string matching . Moreover, semantic models
can also be used to derive new facts, using reasoning
patterns. We have developed tools for annotation, smart
search and prediction, and evaluated these in several
applications in agrifood.
Lessons learned
One important difficulty we have encountered is that is
setting up effective vocabularies is a hard and labour
intensive process. It is possible to reuse existing ontologies
and to automatically extract terms from related documents,
but it still requires extensive input from domain experts.
The ROC method we developed in WP1 of this project has
made this process much more efficient. However,
extending and cleaning vocabularies is still a cumbersome
task. We have learned that the ontology will have to be
continuously updated during the actual use of a semantic
application, preferably based on user feedback. These
lessons are now being applied in the European Valerie
project that helps farmers in Europe to innovate.

EVALUATION
Scientific output
OM-LaTeX annotation software and documentation, 2013
Q1. Scientific writers can now create semantically enriched
documents using the ontology of units and quantities. This
enables automatic reasoning about this kind of information.

Automatic extraction of ingredient's substitutes, 2014 Q2.
Food recipes are abundant on internet. However, often
specific ingredients cannot be used in specific
circumstances. We have found a new method to
automatically suggest alternative ingredients, based on a
novel combination of statistical analysis and explicit
knowledge models. From Science to Practice: Bringing
Innovations to Agronomy and Forestry, 2015 Q3. Instead of
standard string-based search, we have developed a method
that supports intelligent query-and-answering to assist
farmer in innovation. It builds on maximum input of domain
experts, with minimal effort.
Valorisation output
SVH Warenkennisbank (spin-off project), 2012 Q2. SVH
(Stichting Vakbekwaamheid Horeca) applies semantic
technologies developed in the eFoodLab project in their
portal on food products. sCore innovation finder, 2012 Q2.
Syntens Innovation Centre was looking for a way to give
SMEs better information by more effectively find emerging
innovation opportunities on the web. In the presentation
http://prezi.com/lgvd6km3l_8f/emerging-opportunity-metscore/ , one of the Syntens advisors shows how sCore has
helped him to find an emerging opportunity that he would
have missed if he would just have used Google, Twitter and
Yammer without the semantic enhancements. China trade
mission report, 2014 Q4. The presentation on semantic
technologies for detecting potential food safety risks was
given during a trade mission to China. It has resulted a large
research project for a major Chinese dairy company.
International
Report on the FAO workshop on food safety, 2013 Q4. The
Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations
(FAO) is globally the most important organisation to deal
with food safety and security issues. For this workshop forty
top experts in the fields of food safety, epidemiology, and
information technology were invited to discuss and develop
scenarios that can help FAO to improve food safety. We
successfully showed that information technology, especially
information retrieval and automatic inferencing, can be
applied to predict where new food safety issues might
arise.
Dissemination (communication)
Public appearance: Presentation for policy makers in
agrifood (Ministry EL&I), 2011 Q4. The Protein Innovation
platform has been presented for the Ministry of EL&I and
the consortium of SMEs Het Planeet. This was great
exposure for our semantic applications. Identifying
Emerging Risks in the Food Chain - Presentation for iFood
2013, 2013 Q3. In the area of food safety, there is an
increasing awareness for the need to recognise potential
risks in the food chain. In this presentation, research areas
such as information retrieval and extraction, reasoning and
visualisation were successfully introduced to a public of
food-processing engineers and representatives of the food
industry. A promotional video featuring the search
algorithms as applied for the HighTech Europe FoodTIP
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portal, 2013 Q4. This European research project is a very
clear demonstration of how smart search technology as
developed in COMMIT/eFoodLab can support innovation in
food industry.
Anything left to say
In this final text I don’t find a place to report on delivered
products and software. Is there a special reason for this?
Some of these would have been worthwhile to include.
COMMIT has given the opportunity put considerable effort
for a longer period of time in applied computer science
research. The value of this cannot easily be overestimated.
It has led to a number of real innovations that would not
have been possible otherwise.
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Lost&Found – seamless
positioning systems and services
SWALLOW
P42 WP01 SP01 Lost & Found
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Paul Havinga
Researchers: Dr.ir. Nirvana Meratnia, University of Twente;
Dr.ir. Le Viet Duc, University of Twente; Dr.ir. W.A.P. van
Kleunen, Locus Positioning; Prof.dr. Jos van Hillegersberg,
University of Twente; Ir. Marcus Breekweg, Undagrid
Dr.ir. Sjoerd van der Spoel, University of Twente and
Undagrid; Ir. Christiaan Willemsen, Undagrid
Partner(s): Old partner: Pervasive Systems, University of
Twente
New scientific partner: Department of Industrial
Engineering and Business Information Systems (IEBIS),
University of Twente
New private partners: Undagrid B.V.; Locus Positioning B .V.
Motivational statement
Locus Positioning: “This project is of very high importance
for us. We did have the knowledge and technology, yet
through this project we have been able to make from this
idea a system that can have impact worldwide. Also the
collaboration with the consortium partners have been a
great änd valuable experience”
Undagrid: “We were already quite strong in positioning
systems in an outdoor environment, yet we were lacking
the knowledge to have a similar system indoors. This
project allowed us to make big steps in achieving this, all
together with the collaboration with Locus and the
University of Twente”
IEBIS: “our expertise is on management, agent systems and
logistics. This project allowed us to incorporate the latest
innovative technologies in ”our processes and research.
Scientific topic: Volume & Velocity / Scalability
Societal topic: Future Internet
Short description
The ultimate goal was to develop commercial viable
location based technologies and services that can be rolled
out in large scale in industries and organizations such as
airport logistics, port logistics and oil & gas. To reach the
goal we needed to build a unique dynamic positioning
system that works seamlessly indoor and outdoor which
can use current infrastructures when available, however
needs a minimum infrastructure itself.
Lessons learned
A complex environment and organisation of an airport like
Schiphol requires careful planning. Getting the right
persons together and getting permits to do experiments
turned out to be as hard as the project itself.
SCIENCE

ICT science question?
Many scientific questions have been addressed. Below we
mention the two most relevant ones: How to design
systems, algorithms and protocols that have minimal
influence from the environmental conditions (so called selfadaptive localization). This question has been addressed
from both a theoretical as practical approach. The SAL
method that we developed showed to be highly useful, very
lightweight, and has a performance that is better than
existing ones that only can operate at a very high cost. How
to integrate the wide variety of services made possible by
the results of the project efficiently in the business
processes of a large organization (such as an airport)? This
question has been addressed by incorporating the various
requirements, and designing an architecture that could fit
the most prominent ones in a unformal fashion.
What’s your application?
The application to for this project is in a large commercial
environment: Schiphol Amsterdam Airport. Schiphol has
initiated a strategic program in which localization of objects
and people are key objectives. Schiphol aims to have an
indoor positioning solution to localize the many objects that
roam the terminals of Schiphol. Additionally, we plan to use
a similar technology for people localization and navigation.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
With the developed techniques it is possible to determine a
position in an indoor environment without the need for
extensive calibration that other systems need. Moreover,
due to the elegant method, which is very lightweight also, it
is possible to have the positioning engine, together with the
map, running on a small device without having impact on its
performance. For example this is useful when implementing
the system on a smartphone.
Valorisation output
The competitors are the typical track&trace product and
service providers. The benefit that we can provide with the
results of this project is that we have a seamless system
that can work in both indoor as outdoor environments, and
operate at low resource usage, and thus low costs with a
high reliability.
International
Patent application
Several research papers
Trials at various airports
Synergy
The synergy with the SenSafety project is high. Positioning
and wireless communication have been a topic of research
in SenSafety. The Lost&Found project is a natural follow up
of parts of this project. A continuation of collaboration
between the consortium partners is envisioned, both
commercial as research oriented.
COMMIT/ is a public- private research community www.commit-nl.nl

Quotes
“Mooie resultaten van de Indoor Asset Positioning tests.
Welke pilot kunnen we starten”. Jaap Mulder, project
manager at Schiphol Group.
Anything left to say
A highly relevant research project addressing both difficult
fundamental research topics, as well as a highly exploitable
results.
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Graphalyzing4Security
SWALLOW
P42 WP02 SP04 Graphalyzing4Security
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Peter Boncz, senior researcher CWI, Director LDBC
Researchers: Dean de Leo, PhD student CWI; Frank Smit,
CIO OBI4WAN; Eric Kruif, dev OBI4WAN; Yordi Verkroost,
dev OBI4WAN
Partner(s): CWI, LDBC, OBI4WAN
Motivational statement
LDBC wants to validate and extend graph database
benchmarks, and see them implemented with more
systems (e.g. in MonetDB). OBI4WAN wants to better
understand the graph database state-of-the-art, select the
best technology (and/or stimulate the creation of new such
technology), and use it to build high-value social media
analytics and monitoring products, that give it an edge in its
market.
Scientific topic: Volume & Velocity / Scalability
Societal topic: Info Services / Secure Societies
Short description
Graphalizing4Security investigates state-of-the-art graph
database solutions for storing and graph-analyzing a
continuously growing social media network – and aims to
use this technology to create advanced social media
monitoring products in the security domain. OBI4WAN
looks in this project to create new products based on more
complex analysis of its graph data (twitter, Facebook,
WhatsApp), whereas its current products are based on
simple retrieval and browsing. A first and basic question
was that of technology selection, for the graph analysis, be
it a main-memory graph store such as neo4j, a cluster
approach such as Titan, or the columnar open-source
MonetDB system, and a validation of this choice using
benchmarking. In the end, most experiments were done
with Apache Spark. OBI4WAN is now in the process of
developing new products/services based on graph query
functionality inside the chosen prototype. CWI in the
project added to MonetDB graph analysis functionality in
the form of ad-hoc shortest distance queries and restricted
graph traversals (for which the LDBC benchmarks already
provide functional descriptions). LDBC validated its Social
Network Benchmark (ldbcouncil.org/snb) in the use case of
OBI4WAN security monitoring, both in terms of the realism
of the benchmark workload as well as the quality of its
synthetic data generator (when compared to the real
Twitter dataset studied here), and looks to obtain a
MonetDB implementation of this benchmark.
Lessons learned
Graph querying is depends on complex (recursive) database
join operations on large data volumes. These kinds of graph
joins are hard in themselves due to the irregular and

skewed access patterns, which is the result of social
networks being irregularly connected, and skewed (they are
full of “power law” data distributions). Adding to this
complexity the need to do this in real-time on continuously
changing data makes the problem even more complex. This
is because the fact that data changes continuously, makes it
harder to effectively use indexing mechanisms. Because,
indexes must be maintained under updates all the time,
which increases its cost. As such, the problem is one of the
most difficult database query processing problems. The
lesson learned is that current technologies on the market
cannot satisfactorily address this need. Neither classical SQL
database systems, or graph database systems, or parallel
cluster frameworks such as Apache Spark can currently deal
with all its complexities. But, the project has pointed to
technological ways to solve this, so there is an opportunity
to create unique new and valuable technology that will
enable valuable social media monitoring tools and services.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The main scientific question in Graphalyzing4Security is
what technologies (systems, algorithms, data structures)
are able or even best suited to perform (i) on-line analysis
of (ii) large complex graphs containing (iii) rich text, and
which are (iv) updated continuously in a stream. In order to
compare technologies and systems, benchmarks are
needed and we look to enhance the LDBC Social Network
Benchmark for this purpose. (disclaimer: the project is still
ongoing, it will run until July 1 2017. The solutions will still
further evolve). One solution has been the addition of an
elegant SQL extension that adds graph query capabilities.
Through LDBC (which includes all main international
database vendors, including Oracle, IBM and SAP) we have
started to even incorporate these ideas in the future SQL
standard – LDBC has started to cooperate with ISO for this.
Another solution has been to use the scalable big data
framework Apache Spark for this purpose. This did lead to
follow-up questions to further improve Spark SQL to deal
with graphs that are continuously updated (currently this
solution works well only if the graph is static).
What’s your application?
In this project, we aim to enhance the security
product www.obi4wan.com/online/crisis-monitoring of
OBI4WAN in use with Dutch municipalities and police to
evolve into new products that use structural graph analysis
to move from monitoring events towards real-time problem
prediction. Rather than e.g. noticing the report of a fire, we
are also interested in knowing where it originated from,
and what the reputation is of the people who reported it.
To monetize these ideas, OBI4WAN has founded a full
daughter company called OBILYTICS that will bring these
new products to market.
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EVALUATION
Scientific output
The work on the project delivered a new workload for the
LDBC
Social
Network
Benchmark
(http://ldbcouncil.org/ldbc-graphalytics-0)
called
Graphalytics, which was also documented in a paper
published in the major database conference VLDB 2016:
www.vldb.org/pvldb/vol9/p1317-iosup.pdf
This
also includes software that developers can use which is
available in https://github.com/ldbc/ldbc_graphalytics. This
benchmark has been used and is being used by the
database industry at large, its users include IBM, Oracle and
SAP (ldbcouncil.org/industry/members) and smaller
companies or individual developers. There has also been a
paper published on a proposed SQL extension for graph
queries, to be presented at the GRADES 2017 workshop:
event.cwi.nl/grades/2017/10-DeLeo.pdf and this extension
will be considered for adoption in a new SQL standard by
the ISO committee responsible for it. The project has
identified deficiencies in for instance Apache Spark in
dealing with querying updatable graphs. This resulted in
two internal project reports written by OBI4WAN (one on
benchmarking released early 2016, one still to be released
later in 2017). CWI has started to cooperate with the
developers of Spark to fix these issues, and this has resulted
in the proposal of a recent research project co-funded by
Databricks (the company behind Spark) as well as scientific
cooperation with professor Ion Stoica from UC Berkeley.

Synergy
Within COMMIT the Graphalyzing4Security project has
closely collaborated with WP02, which centres around
large-scale spatial warehousing based on MonetDB.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://ldbcouncil.org/ldbc-graphalytics-0
www.obi4wan.com/online/crisis-monitoring
http://wiki.ldbcouncil.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=5
9277315
Public appearance: Frank Smit presented at the April 7
Coffee and Data meetup of Amsterdam Data Science. Frank
Smit and Dean de Leo presented on the developments in
this project at the (public) Technical User Community
meeting of LDBC, which was held past February9+10 in
Walldorf at SAP headquarters in Germany (see last link
above)
Media: FD article on the cooperation between CWI and
Spark company Databricks, which started in this project:
https://fd.nl/ondernemen/1191715/cwi-en-databricks-bigdata-in-amsterdam
Anything left to say
Note: dissemination actions are still ongoing, as the
Swallow project is still ongoing until July 1, 2017. Therefore
this report is by definition not complete. Further, the short
notice on which it was asked (6 days ahead during a
holiday) means this report generally is somewhat short.

Valorisation output
CWI has started cooperating with Databricks, the company
behind Spark and even convinced them to open an R&D
office in Amsterdam. This will result in 15FTE of high-profile
ICT employment in Amsterdam by end of 2017 and an
enrichment of the local data science ecosystem. OBI4WAN
has founded a new daughter company called OBILYTICS to
create applications (not only in the area of security, but also
for e.g. marketing) based on the technology this project has
been developing and has acquired investment capital to
back this initiative. Swedish high-tech Company Neo
Technologies, the company behind leading graph database
system neo4j (which also cannot handle our workload) has
also started to cooperate with CWI to incorporate its ideas
into its (open-source) products. MonetDB Solutions, the
CWI spin-off company monetizing the open-source
MonetDB system and providing commercial support for
users of it, will in time also benefit from the new graph
query functionalities developed in this project.
International
In the previous, we mentioned the cooperations with the
US (Databricks, Oracle, IBM, UC Berkeley), Germany (SAP)
and Sweden (Neo Technologies), resulting from this project.
Additionally, scientific results were presented at VLDB2016
in New Dehli and at SIGMOD 2017 (GRADES) in Chicago, as
well as the LDBC meeting in Walldorf (Germany).
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R3D3: the Rolling Receptionist
Robot with Double Dutch
Dialogue
SWALLOW
P42 WP03 SP12 R3D3
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Jeroen Linssen, University of Twente
Researchers: Mariët Theune, University of Twente; Dirk
Heylen, University of Twente; Edwin Dertien, University of
Twente; Tim den Uyl, VicarVision; Kasper van Zon,
VicarVision; Hans Tangelder, VicarVision; Ed Kuijpers,
VicarVision; Pieter Bison, Sentient; Richard Kuijpers,
smartrobot.solutions; Dick de Jong, NEMO; Ron Boelsma,
Nationale Politie
Partner(s): University of Twente, Vicar Vision, Nationale
Politie, Iretail Solutions, Sentient, NEMO
Motivational statement
Robotics and Mechatronics: wished to investigate the
applicability of modern systems and methods to practical
situations in the area of robotics. They were interested in
the integration of virtual humans and robots using one
control scheme.
Smartrobot.solutions: served as a liaison with shops or
retail chains as end users of R3D3. They wished to explore
the possibilities of robots as additions and replacements of
personnel.
Sentient: wanted develop an easy to use data analysis
system for end users (such as shop owners) based on
DD.net engines.
NEMO: interested in a robot that can act as host or hostess
for the Science Centre and that can answer questions by
visitors.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design / Physical User
Interaction Styles / Human Computation
Societal topic: Info Services /

completely new robot with a small team dedicated to this
task. Furthermore, we learned that the double-entity
nature of R3D3 can confuse people, but that this can be
cleared up if the roles of both entities are clarified for users.
The overall planning of the project could have been tighter,
for example, for the data recordings of Sentient, initial user
studies, and development of the robot frame. Moreover,
the integration of these tasks improved with small spurts
during effective integration meetings, but these should also
have taken place earlier. Still, all the joint partners were
sufficiently flexible to accommodate for changes in planning
and sufficiently creative to explore alternative solutions.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The project aims at investigating situated natural language
dialogue systems that combine limited natural language
understanding with the understanding of the nonverbal
behaviour of the users in a real-life context. The first
challenge is automatic detection of intentions of people,
recognizing and interpreting their actions. The second is
communicating through synthetic speech with structured
dialogues. The third is the mining of big, audio-visual data
to improve models for recognition and interpretation.
Lastly, the fourth challenge is the creation of a mobile
artefact that still allows all its sensors to function correctly.
What’s your application?
We envisage an application scenario where visitors enter a
shop, office building, or museum and are welcomed by a
Rolling Receptionist Robot (R3D3) that can have an
intelligent dialogue with the visitors about their visit. R3D3
has been designed to work in three different contexts:
shops
(through
smartrobot.solutions),
educational
institutions (Police Academy, University of Twente), and a
museum (NEMO). R3D3 attempts to determine the
intentions of visitors through its sensors or by directly
questioning them about their needs through dialogue.
EVALUATION

Short description
R3D3 takes the form of a Receptionist Robot that can have
an intelligent dialogue with the visitors to a museum, shop
or office building. These dialogues are “double” in the sense
that they involve a third party in the form of a virtual
human shown on a screen by the robot, which both
respond to visitors. R3D3 takes decisions based on audiovisual input, using Dutch speech recognition and computer
vision to adapt dialogues to its users.
Lessons learned
R3D3 combines multiple ground-breaking technologies
which are still proving their worth by themselves. We found
that integrating such technologies in one artefact and
letting them interface with each other is an ambitious,
challenging task. This confirmed our expectations,
especially considering the fact that we had to build a

Scientific output
We have performed several preliminary studies which
highlighted the difficulties people have with understanding
the capacities of R3D3 (see deliverables). Moreover, these
studies showed that, with the virtual human and the robot
performing their own parts, the roles of both should be
made clear to users. In the final months of the project, we
have planned to conduct three additional user studies with
the final R3D3-prototype, at each of the three user group
partners (NEMO, Police Academy, retail).
International
We were invited to demonstrate a prototype of R3D3 at
PricewaterhouseCooper Belgium for an open day (see
Deliverable D12F).
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Dissemination (communication)
Media: Interview in Facto Magazine, see Deliverable D12E.
Anything left to say
The R3D3 project runs until the end of June 2017, by which
we will have carried out additional user studies at our three
user group partners, as well as have delivered a further
improved R3D3-prototype.
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Big Data Veracity
SWALLOW
P42 WP04 SP15 BIG DATA VERACITY
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Prof. dr. Milan Petkovic, TU/e
Researchers: Alexandr Maslov, TU/e; Stefan Thaler, TU/e;
Davide Ceolin, VU; John Stroux, Lance ICT; Richard
Pasmans, SmartHomes
Partner(s): Old: TU/e, Lance ICT New scientific partner: VU
New private partner: SmartHomes
Motivational statement
New private partner: SmatrHomes participated to get a
better understanding in Big Data in general and valorisation
in particular. The combination between scientific research
on the topic of Big Data and their living lab was fairly new
for them and therefore they joined. New scientific partner:
VU saw the project as an excellent opportunity to establish
new connections with both industrial and academic
partners. In particular, in Big Data Veracity VU could work in
the field of home automation with industrial experts, and
complement their expertise on Web Science and HumanComputer Interaction with machine learning expertise from
TU/E.
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Secure Societies
Short description
There is a clear need that (semi) automated systems in
industry, healthcare, but also in office environments and
people’s homes increasingly collect data from the sensors
and in turn process it to control and manage work
processes and environment. Consequently there is a need
to confirm reliability of data collected from these sensors
and information extracted from it to ensure that decisions
are made based on trustworthy data.This project addressed
this particular issue, advanced the science and created a
demonstrator in the living lab of SmartHomes. Lance
implemented its monitoring system in the cloud. This
engine that can be used in many sectors. Because of the
generic approach it can be used with a variety of sensors. It
can be used in many different use cases by defining
different configurations.
Lessons learned
We learnt how to assimilate data quality and information
quality from diverse points of view, in a setting where the
subjective opinions of users are a fundamental aspect. The
specificity of the domain revealed particularly useful to this
extent. The possible applications of Big-Data are endless.
Still choosing a meaningful use case was not easy. When
looking at the implemented system we can see that it is

possible to validate measurements from sensors by defining
a configuration.
SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The main scientific challenge of this project was how to
reason on the basis of unreliable big data. To this end, we
studied the impact of unreliable data (collected form
sensors and machine logs) on existing machine learning
approaches, created a model for predicting trust based on
Social Network Analysis and demonstrated how quality
information can be used to increase their performance
(accuracy of trained models). VU created two frameworks,
one aimed at harmonizing the existing models via empirical
questionnaires, and one aimed at extending such factors
including features from social network analysis.
What’s your application?
LanceICT created a monitoring system that is able to
monitor sensor data 24/7. The background engine
evaluates the reliability of measurements coming from
sensors (e.g. activity sensors, environmental sensors). The
implemented approach evaluates the overall quality of the
collected measurements, by assessing the quality of several
different aspects. The data is shown in a dashboard and
notifications are sent to smart hardware (like lights or
ventilator system) which reacts on them with specific
actions.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
VU: The frameworks that VU proposed provide the ideal
basis for the investigation of the user attributes that are
relevant to determine environmental quality and comfort.
Given the heterogeneity and contradiction among the
existing frameworks, our harmonization effort provides the
basis for effectively monitoring the quality of environments.
TU/e: Online change point detection signals when the
learning model needs to be updated. Presence of noise that
can be mistaken for real changes makes it difficult to
develop an effective approach with low false alarm rate and
with a minimal delay. We show how popular Bayesian
online detectors can be improved in case of recurrent
changes.
Valorisation output
There are many systems on the market for monitoring with
sensors. In our system we are not only monitoring with
sensors but also validating the data. The engine is made
generic so that it can be used with a variety of sensors.
Ideal competitors are existing frameworks on the
identification of the user aspects that are relevant for
establishing and estimating thermal comfort, as shown, for
example, in the survey of Karjalainen [1]. [1] Karjalainen, S.
(2012), Thermal comfort and gender: a literature review.
Indoor Air, 22: 96–109.
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International
Several papers have been published:
- IFIP Trust Management Conference 2017
- The 2017 International Joint Conference on Neural
Networks (IJCNN 2017)
- 5th International Symposium on Digital Forensic and
Security (ISDFS 2017)
One technical report on the framework for environmental
quality and comfort resulting from the harmonization of the
existing models and from the user studies is to be published
on the website of the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam.
Synergy
Lance ICT started based on this project collaboration with
another company that already had experience with the
Internet of Things. The synergic aspect of the project
regards the harmonization of subjective opinions on the
quality of environments with the quality of sensor data,
which is investigated mainly by TU/E. The combination of
the two higher and lower levels of data abstractions led to a
collaboration with the other academic partner.
Dissemination (communication)
YouTube: Demo video to appear on YouTube
Public appearance: Fair on smart living, 16 & 17 november
2016 "Beurs domotica & Slim wonen".
Media: This research is being disseminated also via the blog
https://thermalcomfortweb.wordpress.com.
Nice to know
This research has been advertised also during the Social
Web course, MSc. Information Science course.
Anything left to say
It was a real pleasure working in this program and with the
board of COMMIT/. Thanks for organizing this program!
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SWALLOW: Sensing With ALL
Our Wearables
SWALLOW
P42 WP05 SP17 SWALLOW
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Prof. dr. ir. Henri E. Bal, Faculty of Sciences, Dept. of
Computer Science, VU University Amsterdam
Researchers: Marc Makkes (researcher VU HPDC); Dennis
Moeke (researcher VU KIN); Nadina Sovaiala (Scientific
Programmer VU HPDC); Charles Smeets (Lead innovator
ONVZ); Frans Feldberg (professor VU KIN); Sandjai Bhulai
(professor VU OBP); Ger Koole (professor VU OBP); Marijn
Plomp (Assistant prof. VU KIN)
Partner(s): Old to COMMIT/ academic:
High Performance Distributed Computing (HPDC) group (VU
Amsterdam). New to COMMIT/ academic: Knowledge,
Information, and Innovation (KIN) group (VU Amsterdam
Business Analytics (OBP) group (VU Amsterdam). New to
COMMIT/ industry member:
ONVZ Zorgverzekeraar
Motivational statement
The KIN group is from a different faculty than the HPDC
group, and brings in knowledge on how to effectively
deploy advanced technologies like mobile sensing in
organizations. ONVZ: Being able to stay a frontrunner is
only possible by looking to the future; to put innovations
into practice and to embrace IT as a driving force. The
alliance with the VU gives ONVZ the possibility to discover
more technologies that enable digital innovation and allow
for the development of new IT- driven products and
services for its clients.
Scientific topic: Volume & Velocity
Societal topic: Health & Well-being
Short description
The project combines extensive research experience in
distributed and mobile systems (VU Computer
Science/HPDC) with deep knowledge of digital business
innovation (VU Economics & Business Administration/KIN)
and the innovation agenda from a major company (ONVZ).
The project has given a serious boost to the Computer
Science and Data-Science research within the long-term
ONVZ-VU collaboration. The project has resulted in multiple
scientific papers. Furthermore, a mobile application has
been developed with the purpose of improving the health
of the users by encouraging them to do more biking and
walking (instead of taking the car or the public transport).
The app offers them suggestions about the weather and
route conditions.

Lessons learned
We observed that working with new technologies like
SWAN and trying to apply it in a commercial setting is quite
challenging and requires more effort than a stable
technology.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The main ICT question we addressed (in line with the
reviews on our proposal) was: how to allow users to share
sensitive data coming from the sensors on the phone in a
privacy-preserving manner? We have therefore studied
how to make so-called homomorphic encryption suitable
for mobile devices. As a result, our work makes it possible
to do certain operations (like computing the average) on
encrypted sensor data without first decrypting the data
(which might lead to security leaks). Another ICT question
we studied was how to efficiently combine hardware
sensors on a phone with open data (like rain prediction).
Also, we currently study how device-to-device
communication can be used for sharing location and speed
among groups of users.
What’s your application?
The app combines sensors (e.g. location, calendar) from a
smartphone with open data (e.g. weather predictions,
places, directions) with the purpose to motivate the users
to bike to their work instead of using the car. The
application is able to show, based on the user's input
(source and destination locations), the possible bike and
walk routes and a suggestion when to leave to reach the
destination without getting wet (based on rain prediction).
We will also work on integration with LoRa sensors, so
users can monitor their position in a cycling group.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
We produced three refereed scientific papers, at: - Springer
Operational Research Journal, 2016. - 15th International
Workshop on Adaptive and Reflective Middleware - 1st IEEE
International Conference on Fog and Edge Computing.
Furthermore, we produced the mobile application
described above.
Valorisation output
The mobile application we developed will be used by ONVZ
for collecting (sensor)data. This data will be used for both
business and scientific purposes.
International
Our work on homomorphic encryption will be presented at
the 1st IEEE International Conference on Fog and Edge
Computing (Madrid, May 2017). Earlier work was presented
at the 15th International Workshop on Adaptive and
Reflective Middleware.
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Synergy
The project has given a serious boost to the Computer
Science and Data-Science research within the long-term
ONVZ-VU collaboration. Furthermore, it has strengthened
the collaboration between the HPDC-group, the KIN-group
and OBP-group within the VU.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://www.cs.vu.nl/SWAN/
Public appearance: Henri Bal presented the work at the i3B
symposium on Smart Cities and an Active Lifestyle. Dennis
Moeke presented the work at a seminar at ONVZ on Datadriven capacity planning in healthcare” and at a national
eHealth Convention. Marc Makkes gave a presentation at a
workshop by Amsterdam Data Science.
Quotes
We organized a joint session with an organization that is
exploring the opportunities of app development to support
their consumers in sporting activities. This organization
qualified the functions included in our app as very
interesting and promising.
Nice to know
ONVZ (Charles Smeets) presented the application in
‘VitaalVechtdal’; a region in the Netherlands that has made
the Vitality of its inhabitants a strategic goal.
‘VitaalVechtdal’ is going to introduce a pilot version of the
App to its elderly population. As a spin-off of the
COMMIT/-project ONVZ and the VU are working more
closely together on other projects like a Blockchain
Hackathon, Data analysis and the publication of
management articles.
Anything left to say
The opportunity to work together with employees of ONVZ
gave a serious boost to the project, as it gave us direct
access to relevant business insights and real-world data.
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Smart Play Sets,
diagnostic and training toys for
children with motor skill delays
SWALLOW
P42 WP06 SP18 Smart Play Sets
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Ben Schouten, Lector, Lectoraat Playful Interaction,
Hogeschool van Amsterdam
Researchers: Svetlana Mironçika, Junior Researcher,
Lectoraat Playful Interaction, Hogeschool van Amsterdam;
Monique van Reijen, Project Coördinator, Lectoraat Playful
Interaction, Hogeschool van Amsterdam; Ben Krose, Lector,
Lectoraat Digital Life, Hogeschool van Amsterdam; Annette
Brons, Junior Researcher, Lectoraat Digital Life, Hogeschool
van Amsterdam; Pascal Wiggers, Senior Researcher,
Lectoraat Digital Life, Hogeschool van Amsterdam; Jörg
Sander, Student-internship, Lectoraat Digital Life,
Hogeschool van Amsterdam; Monique Schaule Jullens,
Project Coödinatie, Lectoraat Digital Life, Hogeschool van
Amsterdam; Huub Toussaint, Lector, Lectoraat
Bewegingwetenschappen, Hogeschool van Amsterdam;
Antoine de Schipper, Junior Researcher, Lectoraat
Bewegingswetenschappen, Hogeschool van Amsterdam
Temporary staff:
Gabriele Ferri, Senior Researcher, Lectoraat Playful
Interaction, Hogeschool van Amsterdam; Gianmarco
Zaccaria, Designer in Residence, Lectoraat Playful
Interaction, Hogeschool van Amsterdam; Luiz RodilFernández, Designer in Residence, Lectoraat Playful
Interaction, Hogeschool van Amsterdam
Partner(s): Old Partner:
Albert Vlug, Vice President Healthcare, CGI in Nederland
Lectoraat Digital Life, HvA
New scientific partner:
Lectoraat Playful Interaction, HvA; Lectoraat Playful
Interaction [……]; Lectoraat Bewegingwetenschappen, HvA
Lectoraat Bewegingswetenschappen researches the effect
of physical education on motor, cognitive and social
development of children and young adults in Amsterdam
and surrounding neighbourhoods. http://www.hva.nl/kcbsv/gedeelde-content/lectoraten/lectoraat
bewegingswetenschappen/lectoraatbewegingwetenschappen.html
New private partners:
NYOYN, NYOYN is creative company which develops
futureproof solutions for organisations who are lokking for
social interaction and innovation. www.nyoyn.nl
Janssen en Fritsen, the biggest Dutch supplier or
gymnastics, sports and game equipment for communities,
education, sports clubs and for personal use.
http://www.janssen-fritsen.nl
Motivational statement
Lectoraat Playful Interaction: Lectoraat Playful Interaction
specialises in interactive media in a playful context. They

have a lot of experience in product design and development
for game based learning and enhancing experiences with
media.
Lectoraat
Bewegingswetenschappen:
Lectoraat
Bewegingswetenschappen is the Human Movement
partner. These domain specialists have a big network within
physical education teachers and primary schools.
NYOYN: NYOYN is an innovative company, which has lots of
experience in the engineering of interactive toys and make
them childproof. With their products used in
entertainment, training and rehabilitation they show to
appeal to different markets and adapt they products
accordingly.
Janssen-Fritsen: Janssen-Fritsen is the biggest elite,
recreational and educational sport equipment supplier in
the Netherlands. This company focuses on innovation to
stay ahead in the market and invests in their own R&D
project line: Embedded Fitness. They have a big network
and knowledge of the market and have to recourses and
knowledge to bring prototypes to product ready for the
market.
Scientific topic: Intelligent System Design / Scalability /
Physical User Interaction Styles / Human Computation
Societal topic: Info Services / Health & Well-being / Future
Internet
Short description
Monitoring children’s motor skills is important for teachers
to better adapt tasks and learning environment to their
needs. However current measurement tools require a lot of
supervision and time, which is not practical in an
educational setting. Smart Play Sets designs toys which can
be used under semi supervision and still generate a reliable
indication of fine and gross motor ability.
Lessons learned
Sensor-technology can play a supportive role in monitoring
motor ability of children. Our research shows that features
can be reliable and predictive of general motor delay.
However motor ability is a very complex system, which is
hardly captured in a single feature of application. Further
research is needed to get a better understanding of game
and sensor features. Games can be a fun way to measure
motor ability in children. It greatly reduces bias induced by
peer/observer pressure. Still more user research is needed
to hook children in a playful experience. Algorithms can be
used to generate feed forward into games and therefore
reduce testing time and enhance play experience.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
How reliable can sensors measure features, which predict
motor ability? Which sensor and game features can predict
motor delay in children? Which algorithms and learning
paradigm can be used for feedback and feed forward to
adapt gameplay based on sensor data?
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What’s your application?
Toys for diagnostics and training in motor ability for schools
and health care. 3 Prototypes are developed in the project.
An interactive board game where pawns are blocks
equipped with accelerometers. The blocks detect how
fluent children are moving the pieces and adapt thresholds
accordingly. This prototype is mainly used to research
player interaction. Roadrunner is an application on a cube.
It requires players to follow a path. The path deviates
unpredictable and with accelerometers is tracked how
player cope with changes. This prototype is mainly used to
get a grip on the features. Finally a balance board with a
interactive screen. The board is used a controller to move a
ball through a maze. This prototype is mainly used to work
on feed forward algorithms.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
D1.1: State of the Art
D1.2: Design requirements
D2.1: System for sensing and storage
D3.1: Prototypes cycle 1
D3.2: Test of prototypes cycle 1
D3.3: Prototypes cycle 2
D2.2: Analysis methods for meaningful features
D2.3: Annotated dataset (to come)
D3.4: Test of prototype cycle 2 (to come)
D3.5: Final prototypes and design report (to come)
D4.1: Report on exploitation models (to come)
D4.2: Proceedings of the CHI Play session (to come)

Dissemination (communication)
Website: website lectoraat
YouTube: website Youtube
Public appearance: Pervasive Health’17,
http://pervasivehealth.org/2017/show/home
Commit2Data conference ‘17,
https://www.dutchdigitaldelta.nl/nieuws/save-the-datekick-off-conference-commit2data
Chi Play ’17 (in review), http://chiplay.acm.org/2017/
Intetain ‘17, http://www.intetain.org/2017/
Quotes
College
Ben
Schouten,
Universiteit
van
Nederland,
http://www.universiteitvannederland.nl/co
llege/5-kun-je-de-wereld-beter-maken-door-te-gamen/.
Anything left to say
We explore business opportunities for the prototypes,
which were developed in the project. A Business2Canvas
meeting is set up to review how it should be set up to be
successful. Future proposals resulting from knowledge
generated by Smart Play Sets: DIES, a Digital instrument to
Evaluate Scribbles (writing for RAAK-Publiek ’17) PASS, a
Playful Adaptive System for Schoolyards (writing for [..]).
Thank you for financing our project. We hope to collaborate
on future projects.

Valorisation output
Business model workshop 19 mei – report will follow
User test 1: 21 september 2016
User test 2: 2 december 2016
User test 3: 6 april 2017
User test 4: Still to schedule
User test 5: Still to schedule
International
4 papers:
-Detecting delays in motor skill development of children
through data analysis of a smart play device (Pervasive
Health ’17)
-Play Cat-and-mouse for motor skill assessment (in review
CHI Play ’17)
-Playful Motor Assessment: a new perspective on
monitoring
competence
in
primary
educational
environments (in draft)
-Adaptive difficulty in motor skill training on the
FuturoCube (in draft)
Synergy
By attending Commit2Data conference and participating
with a stand we like to present and receive feedback with
other projects. SIMBA project.
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Prana Data // Share Analyses Not Data
SWALLOW
P42 WP07 SP21 PRANA-DATA
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Prof. dr. ir. Wessel Kraaij, TNO
Researchers: Prof.dr.ir. André Dekker, Maastricht
University Medical Center; prof. dr. Bart Jacobs, Radboud
University; Jaap Henk Hoepman, University of Nijmegen; Dr.
Sietse Ringers, University of Nijmegen; prof. dr. Ronald
Stolk, University Medical Center Groningen; Mr. Marie-José
Bonthuis, University of Groningen; Evert Jan Hoijtink,
Portavita; Olivier Marchesini, Portavita; Ir. Jessica Doorn,
TNO; Victor Klos MSc, TNO; Dr. ir. Paulien van Slingerland,
TNO; Thymen Wabeke MSc, TNO; Merel Ooms MSC, TNO;
Drs. Sophie Emmert, TNO
Partner(s): Old partner: TNO, Maastricht UMC, Radboud
University, UMCG, New private partner: Porta Vita
Motivational statement
New scientific partner
UMCG: For the Privacy Respecting ANAlysis of distributed
patient health DATA-project (PRANA-DATA) the UMCG
delivered an IT-Lawyer, specialized in data protection law
(privacy). The General Data protection Regulation (GDPR)
will provide for new rights and obligations that need to be
practically implemented, whereby technology alone is not
enough. The lawyer presented for PRANA DATA
the special provisions from the (GDPR).
MUMC: The primary motivation of the MAASTRO
Knowledge Engineering group of MUMC+ to be a partner in
this project was to evaluate our distributed learning
approach for privacy preserving reuse of clinical data for
research. A secondary motivation was to engage with other
researchers from TNO, Nijmegen and Groningen who are
working in the same domain as us and thus be able to
compare our solution with other solutions to this major
problem in health research.
New private partner
Portavita heeft meegedaan omdat we op de hoogte willen
blijven van nieuwe ontwikkelingen rondom het veilig
omgaan met medische data. Tevens staan we als partij met
onze klanten dagelijks met de voeten in de klei voor wat
betreft het verwerken van medische data en willen we deze
gebruikers kennis delen met wetenschappers.
Scientific topic: Heterogeneity
Societal topic: Health & Well-being / Secure Societies
Short description
It is generally believed that combining data from different
sources can create new value or insights. However
combining and analysing data which is confidential or
privacy sensitive is not self-evident in practice, since privacy
law or commercial interests make data sharing impossible.

Prana Data has demonstrated three possible solutions
solving the challenge of learning from and handling
sensitive data without revealing the data.
Lessons learned
The health data ecosystem is very complex. Legal
framework is still under development. There is a strong
interest from patient, research and corporate stakeholders
in the Prana Data outcomes.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
The main challenge in Prana Data was to develop and
demonstrate technology to perform analysis (such as
aggregate statistics or machine learning) on confidential
data. We have evaluated two approaches: i) personal
health train: a pilot project involving the medical centres of
Maastricht and Nijmegen evaluated a sequential distributed
learning approach. ii) a demonstrator for
outcome
prediction using nearest neighbour search implemented on
fully homomorphic encrypted data. Finally, iii) an approach
for secure cloud storage and transport of personal health
data has been integrated into the Radboud UMC Digital
Research Environment, using polymorphic encryption and
pseudonimization (PEP).
What’s your application?
The application domains were respectively:
i) Predicting dyspnea after radiotherapy
ii) Predicting growth anomalies of children
iii) Patient generated and clinical data for Parkinson
Patients.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
The three individual scientific lines (sequential distributed
learning, homomorphic encryption based machine learning
and polymorphic encryption and pseudonimization are
already embedded in new research projects and roadmaps,
aiming at building a health data research infrastructure. i)
The sequential distributed learning approach is a core
functionality in the Personal Health Train framework, for
cased where data is partitioned such that complete patient
data records are stored in different repositories. Results
show that the difference with a central approach is small.
The application of homomorphic encryption for a nearest
neighbour approach has triggered new research questions,
such as regression based on homomorphic encrypted data.
The PEP technology will be integrated into the personal
health train for cases that personal data needs to be
imported in personal data lockers of pseudonymized cohort
research data.
Valorisation output
The challenges in the domain of health data (and also other
domains involving sensitive data) are quite diverse. In some
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cases, an approach with anonymization and a secure data
processing environment might be feasible (and is the de
facto standard), but as soon as more patient generated
data is added, the risks of re-identification is growing. In
these situations, the utility of encryption based solutions
will grow. We do not know of commercial vendors of similar
technology.
International
The Personal Health Train has been presented at the
Netherlands / Germany Science Infodays with stas Dekker
and German secretary of state.
Synergy
The project has combined research areas and research
teams for multiple domains: data science, applied
cryptography, security, medical data analysis.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: https://www.pranadata.nl/
Quotes
Ruben Kok, DTL:
This project has been highly instrumental in comparing
approaches for research on health data, while respecting
the fact that such data by definition are privacy sensitive.
Well-timed in this era of personalised medicine and health.
Indeed, if we want to make that research paradigm
successful, scientists will need to get access to health care
data. In a privacy-respecting manner of course!
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ControCurator: Crowds and
Machines for Controversy
Modeling & Discovery
SWALLOW
P42 WP08 SP23 ControCurator
Work package/Valorisation Project leader:
Prof. dr. Lora Aroyo, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
Researchers: Evangelos Kanoulas Universiteit van
Amsterdam; Benjamin Timmermans
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Tobias Kuhn
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; Kaspar Beelen
Universiteit van Amsterdam; Bob van de Velde Universiteit
van Amsterdam; Gerben van Eerten Crowdynews
Partner(s): Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Universiteit van
Amsterdam, CrowdyNews, NISV
Motivational statement
[UvA - IvI - New scientific partner]: The UvA Information
and Language Processing group joined the project in order
to enable machine computation to interact with human
computation in intelligent ways, and study the interplays of
this collaborative intelligence.
[Crowdynews - New private partner]: Crowdynews joined
the project in order to enable in their existing pipeline a
crowdsourcing-based collection and verification of content,
as well as a notion of controversy and how to measure it.
Scientific topic: Human Computation
Societal topic: Info Services
Short description
The goal of ControCurator is to enable modern information
access systems to discover and understand controversial
topics and events by bringing together crowds and
machines in a joint active learning workflow for the
creation of adequate training data. This active learning
workflow allows a user to identify and understand
controversy in ongoing issues, regardless of whether there
is existing knowledge on the topic.
Lessons learned
Controversies are complex structures that reside in a wide
range of unstructured documents. This makes measuring
the controversy through quantification a challenging task.

SCIENCE
ICT science question?
There is lots of work around controversy in the social
sciences, but computational studies have only focus on
isolated aspects of controversies. Controversies are
complex structures with multiple relevant dimensions. We
proposed and implemented a unified model and how

controversies can be made computationally accessible in a
holistic and unified way.
What’s your application?
The ControCurator application consists of two parts: the
identification of controversy as a ``Barometer'', and the
identification of contrasting viewpoints as an ``Event
Blender''. The application blends content to present a
holistic viewpoint on a controversial issue. This is done at a
granularity lower than the granularity of controversy
detection.
EVALUATION
Scientific output
(published) ICA 2017: abstract “Is Vaccination controversy
infectious? Automated analysis of the temporal, discursive
and interactional aspects of online disputes” in which we
studied the evolution of decentralized discussions
generated by vaccination controversies.
(published) ECIR 2017: paper titled “A Systematic Analysis
of Temporal Summarization Methods”, in which we studied
methods used to summarize opinions/statements in a
temporal manner.
(published) Collective Intelligence 2017: paper titled
“ControCurator:
Understanding
Controversy
Using
Collective Intelligence” in which we describe our approach
to modelling controversy and how we validate them using
crowdsourcing. The results showed that the controversy
model is accurate and useful for modelling controversy
depicted in news articles.
(published) ICT Open 2017: paper titled “ControCurator:
Human-Machine Framework For Identifying Controversy” in
which we provide details about the implementation of the
ControCurator application.
(submitted) SIGIR 2017, short paper titled “Detecting
Controversies in Online News Media” in which we
demonstrate that the controversy model developed within
Controcurator can be realised computationally.
(To be submitted) journal paper explaining our
computational model of controversy. Here we show the
scientific approaches from other fields, which inspired our
approach and show how we can apply those to detecting
controversy in newspaper articles.
Valorisation output
Backend application for curating the data and measuring
controversy. Frontend application for browsing, blending
and labelling of the data. Dataset of 32.000 crowd labels on
articles using the CAPOTE controversy model. Dataset of 2
mil. machine labelled articles, comments and social
media https://github.com/ControCurator/controcurator.
International
As part of the ADS collaboration with Columbia Data
Science a number of ideas exchange Skype call have been
already done and scheduled to align pure linguistic
approaches to dispute and debate modelling and our
approach to controversy modelling. Additionally, we are
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also in contact with Vinod Prabhakaran (Stanford) with
respect to controversy dataset on wikipedia talk pages.
Further, we have presented or planning to present the
project at the following venues: ICA, San Diego, 2017 ECIR,
Aberdeen 2017. ICTOpen, Amersfoort 2017 Collective
Intelligence, NYC, 2017 Columbia Data Science, NYC, 2017
New York Times, NYC, 2017
Synergy
Crowdynews is planning deployment of the APIs developed
in this project to extend and test their existing pipeline.
During a workshop on Data Journalism, contacts have been
established with a number of journalists in order to
interview them on the usefulness of the ControCurator
demonstrator. Similarly, during the Lorentz workshop midApril we will explore the possibility to also deploy this
within Blendel, and link it to University of Leiden (Political
Science) fake news detection efforts.
Dissemination (communication)
Website: http://controcurator.org
YouTube: We are also planning to produce a video that
captures the ControCurator demo.
Public
appearance:
International
Communication
Association Conference 2017 ECIR, Aberdeen 2017.
ICTOpen, Amersfoort 2017 Collective Intelligence, NYC,
2017 Columbia Data Science, NYC, 2017 New York Times,
NYC, 2017. Lorentz Workshop on Perspectives, Leiden, 2017
SIGIR, Tokyo 2017 (TBC)
Media: TBD - we are planning two workshops and we
expect to have some media coverage & external
appreciation and impact
- Lorentz, Leiden (April)
- Sound & Vision (May / June)
We are also planning to produce a video that captures the
ControCurator demo.

Quotes
TBD - we are planning two workshops and we expect to
have some media coverage & external appreciation and
impact
- Lorentz, Leiden (April)
- Sound & Vision (May / June)
Nice to know
One VU Master Student is doing his master project within
the context of this project.
Anything left to say
Detecting controversies is a very desired functionality by
many organizations and content owners. We will continue
working on this topic after the project finishes, as we have
also discovered a good amount of scientific aspects (beyond
just deployment of current results) that still need to be
addressed and provide opportunities for contributing to the
state of the art in both computer science areas, as well as
computational social sciences and digital humanities. From
the interaction with other researchers, it is still a niche area
of research despite the big demand and desire for
solutions.
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